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The Challenge to Change:
Minnesota businesses appraise current conditions,
future plans and government roles in the 1990s"
Executive Summary
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Group Sample Size

Small/High
Growth

Number of Surveys Mailed
Number of Surveys Returned
Rate of Return

512
293
57%

verview and Findings
Minnesota's businesses look ahead
to the 1990s as a time of growth
and change. The change will
challenge the way they do business
and the services they require of employees,
suppliers and government. Their chief
concerns center on human resources - the
skill and availability of skilled labor and the
cost or effectiveness of employee benefit
programs. They will demand an increasingly
skilled lab01force. Reflecting their concern
over the future of the workforce, they see a
critical need for improving education especially in primary and secondary schools.
Workers' compensation and unemployment
insurance levies, together with liability
insurance requirements, are perceived as the
most burdensome taxes or regulatory
impositions. While wishing to hold down the
costs of public services, they are willing to pay
more for those that benefit them in tangible
ways. Quality and productivity improvement
strategies are apparent in both human and
capital investment. They are actively involved
in developing products and seeking
technological solutions through research and
development (R&D). They are satisfied with
the state's physical and capital infrastructure.
These findings are among the results of The
1990 Minnesota Enterprise Business Survey. The
study was conducted throughout 1990 by the
Minnesota Department of Trade and Economic
Development. Surveys were distributed to
businesses in March and April of 1990. The
survey, undertaken to assess business concerns
and projected needs for the 1990s, is the most
comprehensive business attitudes study
undertaken in Minnesota in the past decade.
(See Appendix for complete survey.)

Greater
Minnesota

523
240
46%

Exporters

507
240
47%

High
Technology

Large

456

314

223
49%

155
49%

Reflecting the major business constituents of
the Department, survey samples were drawn
from large firms, small to medium-sized
fast-growing firms, Greater Minnesota
manufacturers, high technology firms, and
small-to-medium-sized exporters. More than
2,300 companies in the five groupings
returned nearly 1,200 questionnaires, a
response rate of almost 50 percent. Table 1
presents the sample size and return rate for the
five groups. Samples were selected based on an
expected rate of return of 50 percent. Thus,
the rate of return allows a 95 percent
confidence level that the margin of error of
the results is within 5-7 percentage points.
Focus group sessions with company executives
from the five groups were used to design the
survey questionnaire. The same groups were
also brought together after the survey was
completed to assist in the interpretation of
results.
In the body of this report, findings for each
group are presented in considerable detail.
The objective in this chapter is to summarize
the findings of the survey and to highlight and
discuss the major themes that emerged from
this effort. Findings and themes are organized
into three categories: 1) Current business
conditions and issues; 2) Plans for the 1990s;
and 3) Impact and role of government.
Selected comments gained from business
executives during the second set of focus
group sessions helped the interpretation of the
survey results and are included to illustrate
and explain some results.
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Satisfaction with Energy Service

Small/High
Gr@wth

Cost
Reliability
Availability

3

61%
91
92

68%
80
74

The 1990 Minnesota Enterprise
Business survey included
questions about current business operating
conditions, including adequacy of
infrastructure, capital access, and laborforce.

Companies in the five groups rated their
satisfaction with their energy service systems
and with their primary modes of transportation.
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Greater
Minnes@ta

57%
89
89

Exp@rters

53%
88
93

Importance Ratings of Energy Service Characteristics

Small/i<lIigh
Growth

Cost
Reliability
Availability

(percent "somewhat satisfied" - rating 3 or 4)

Greater
Minnes@ta

71%
81
78

Exp@rters

68%
83
77

High
Techn@logy

Large

58%
84
90

68%
89
92

(percent distribution)

High
Techn@l@gy

57%
74
66

Large

72%
84
80

Natural gas is used as the predominant source
of heating energy by Minnesota's
manufacturers; more than 50 percent of firms
in each group reported using it. Among
manufacturing firms, electricity is the
most-used process energy, followed by natural
gas. Satisfaction levels with cost, reliability,
and availability of energy systems were very
high for all five groups (Table 2). The groups
were most satisfied with the energy service
characteristics that were also rated as most
important - reliability and availability
(Table 3). However, a majority of all five
groups were also satisfied with the cost of their
energy service.
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Primary Transportation Mode

Small/High
Growth
Truck
Air
Rail
Barge/Ship
Freight Services

5

60%
15
3
1
21

Greater
PJiinJrleiil\@ta

52%
4
8
5
31

Satisfaction with Transportation Mode

SmaDDlHigh
Gr@wth
Truck
Air
Rail
Barge/Ship
Freight Services

(percent distribution)

89%
87
40
57
80

Greater
PJiinneiil\ota

93%
60
44
57
82

IExpoll'f!ell'iiI\

High
Techn@l@gy

55%
20
4
2
19

53%
17
6
3
20

large

60%
16
12
2
10

(percent rating "satisfied" 3 or 4)

IExpoll'f!ers

91%
90
44
56
81

High
Technology

92%
91
30
50
83

large

96%
85
65
57
91

"U'plk.ee!p of trutral troads Is of special imlDCllri,!?!In,ce
to tltrms in rural atreas
often, they
SUjppJry trutral matrkets and
troads tor
access."
9trouP member}

Businesses identified and evaluated their
primary mode of transportation. Transportation
modes included in the survey were truck, air,
rail, barge/ship, and commercial freight services.
As presented in Table 4, truck transport was
the most important mode, with from 52 percent
to 60 percent of firms in the five groups
identifying it as their primary mode. Freight
services were identified as the primary
transportation mode used second most often,
followed by air transport, rail, and barge/ship.
Levels of satisfaction with transportation
service were also quite high. All groups
expressed the highest satisfaction with truck
service, with 90 percent of each group
indicating that they were satisfied or very
satisfied. More than 80 percent also reported
that they were satisfied with the second most

important mode - freight services. In four of
the five groups a majority reported that they
were dissatisfied with rail, with from 70
percent to 56 percent reporting that they were
dissatisfied with the mode (Table 5).

With the exception of Greater Minnesota
firms, roughly two-thirds of the companies in
each group sought to obtain capital during the
past five years. Small-to-medium-sized growing
companies were more likely to have sought
capital than the others, but generally the
pattern is the same across the groups (Table 6).
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Percent Seeking Capital in Past Five Years

Small/High
Growth
78%

7

Levels
i-Low
2
3
4-High

58%

Exporters
63%

High
Technology
64%

64%

Level of Difficulty in Securing Capital

SmalD/High
Growth
34%
33
21
12

More significantly, the respondents were
generally successful in finding capital. Not
surprisingly, 79 percent of large firms reported
little or no problem getting capital. A
majority of each group had a low or moderate
level of difficulty securing capital. However, a
small but significant proportion of each group
reported severe problems finding adequate
capital. Of these, the highest share of
small-to-medium-sized exporters (20 percent)
and high tech firms (19 percent) reported
severe problems (Table 7).
These low levels of difficulty may in part be
due to the sound financial profile of the
sample. Very few are highly leveraged. Nearly
half of each group reported a debt-to-equity
ratio of 1: 1 or less; and almost three-fourths
had ratios ofless than 2: 1. Only 10 percent
reported debt-to-equity exceeding 4: 1. This
profile suggests that those respondents
experiencing difficulties may already carry a
heavy burden of debt.

4

Greater
li\IIinll1l9sot<l

Greater
li\IIinnesot<l
36%
28
19
17

Exporters
30%
26
24
20

High
TeclllrDology
30%
29
22
19

Large
49%
30
14
7

Businesses were asked to rate the severity of
12 barriers to obtaining capital. Based on the
responses to this question, most barriers were
not rated as problematic and the chief
roadblocks were high collateral or offsetting
deposit requirements; prohibitive costs in the
form of interest rates and loan origination
fees; and cash flow requirements. Exporters,
high technology companies, and
small-to-medium growing companies cited the
collateral/deposit problem as the most severe;
large companies and Greater Minnesota firms
cited capital costs as the leading barrier.
Since these areas of friction are, largely,
functions of the competition in credit
markets, it is instructive to look at other
barriers. As presented in Table 8, these
include lending limits imposed by banks and
local availability of funds. Exporters and high
technology firms cite the amount of business
control required by equity investors and cash
flow requirements as problematic. Lack of
knowledge about funding sources and local
availability are barriers for some Greater
Minnesota companies.
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Barriers to Capital

(percent rating "high'J

Small/High
Growth

Cost
Collateral Requirements
Lending Limits
Cash Flow Requirements
Know Where to Go
Local Availability
Risk of Project
Discrimination
Return Requirements
by Equity Investors
Control Requirements
by Equity Investors
Lack of Market for Public Offering

21%
25
20
18
10

Greater
Minnesota

Exporters

High
Technology

10
2

28%
29
22
14
16
20
9
1

12

6

12

10

7

13
10

6
8

28
19

14
7

8
11

17

29%
34
24
27
17
22
17
4

22%
37
20
23
14
20
17
2

large

7%
14
15
8
10
11
3

•
Table 9

Satisfaction with Sources of Capital

Small/High
Growth

Stock Off
Venture Capital
Personal Equity
Retained Earning
Bond Sale
Commercial Paper
Commercial Loan
Government Loan
Grant

33%
22
62
57
29
42
73
41
21

Again, it should be noted that the severity of
these barriers was reported to be relatively
low. No more than one-third of the
respondents in each group ranked any single
barrier as severe.

(percent "somewhat satisfied" - score of 3 or 4)

Greater
Minnesota

19%
23
46
53
22
16
67
22
27

Exporters

High
Technology

26%
26
63
46
40
35
62
45
15

34%
31
69
55
40
28
66
25
18

large

76%
44
50
82
32
77
90
43
30

Sources and
Uses of Capital
Businesses were also asked to rate their
satisfaction with various sources of capital. As
presented in Table 9, the most commonly
used sources - personal equity and
commercial loans - were also rated as the
most satisfactory source of capital. The
proportion of firms reporting that they were
satisfied with commercial loans ranged from a
high of 90 percent of the large firm group to
62 percent of the exporters group.

5

Uses of Capital

Uses

(percent by type)

Smail/High
Growth

Greater
Minnes@ta

Exp@rters

High
Techn@logy

lLarge

Working Capital
Inventory
New EqUipment
R&D Expenses

64%
44
63
12

54%
56
61
15

65%
55
60
29

65%
51
59
32

54%
24
65

Land
Building

20
49

12
36

16
39

13
35

32
47

Extinguish Debt
Refinance Debt

4
19

6
16

20
24

13
19

13
23

17

"Venture
is quite difficult to secure in
Minnesota,
if· the venture is risky. In
such cases,
money from outside the
state is imperative." (Focus group member)

"EXDor:fes's have
problems because
lenders are reluctant to include international
sales as
of the borrowing base." (Focus
group member)

Among private sector sources, venture capital
received the lowest satisfaction rating. Only
22 percent to 44 percent of the firms in the
five groups rated it as even somewhat
satisfactory. Government financing, especially
grants, also received low satisfaction scores.

6

Funds were used primarily for purchasing new
equipment, working capital, financing
inventories, and purchasing buildings (Table
10). Surprisingly, nearly one-third of
exporting and high-technology firms reported
using capital for R&D expenses.
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Importance of Labor Groups
Small/High
Growth

Groups

Management
Professional/Scientists/Engineers
Technical/Skilled
Clerical/Sales
Unskilled

73%
25
46
44
14

Difficulty Recruiting

SmannJHigh
Growth

Groups

Management
Professional/Scientists/Engineers
Technical/Skilled
Clerical/Sales
Unskilled

63%
60
61
39
22

(percent rating "very important")

Greater
Minnesota

70%
15
34
28
18

Exporters

69%
45
36
24
12

High
Technology

63%
43
42
29
12

Large

79%
50
48
42
19

(percent rating "somewhat difficult" - score 3 or 4)
Greater
Minnesota

61%
67
71
35
23

Exporters

68%
66
60
33
15

High
Technology

64%
68
53
35
13

Large

59%
69
51
29
15

Difficulty Retaining

Groups

Management
Professional/Scientists/Engineers
Technical/Skilled
Clerical/Sales
Unskilled

SmaU/High
Growth

30%
29
36
29
38

Greater
Minnesota

39%
50
44
24
32

Exporters

38%
33
31
24
29

High
Technology

33%
40
38
23
23

Large

23%
33
33
26
28

Businesses in each of the groups rated the
importance of, and difficulty in, recruiting and
retaining five occupational groups. At least 59
percent of each group reported some difficulty
recruiting management - the occupational
group rated as most important by all five
groups (see Tables 11 and 12).

7

Current Personnel Issues

Sma8BIHigh
Growth

h.slUles
Rising labor Costs
lack of Skills
Declining labor Supply
Drug/AIDS Testing
Health Benefits
Parking/Commuting
Day Care
Organized labor
Work Force Diversity
Retirement/Pensions
Alternative Work Schedules

56%
31
28
11

56
4
3
14
8
15
6

(percent rating "very important")

Greater
Minnesota

li!!xp@lI'ilers

High
Te©llm@U@gjf

55%
26
18
12
47
1
3
12

48%
21
14
7
51
2
3

47%
23
12
4
50
0
3

11

5

5

3

14

11

5
12

6

5

6

Large

39%
29
30
14
53
4
7
19
7
13
4

"Lack of skilled labor
in
hiring - with negative consequences tor
productivity." (!Focus group mli!ln:llb~,rJ

"Relocation of dual worker families is becoming
a problem: the spouse of the relocated worker
cannot always find
work." (!Focus
group member;

A vast majority also reported difficulty
recruiting the two next most important
groups as well. From 60 percent to 69 percent
of the firms in the groups reported some
difficulty recruiting employees in the
professional/scientists group. From 53 percent
to 71 percent of the firms in the five groups
reported difficulty recruiting skilled and
technical workers.
In comparison, a far smaller proportion of
firms reported difficulties retaining staff.
Nearly two-thirds of firms in all groups
reported little difficulty retaining the
occupational groups rated most important, and
less than 10 percent reported severe difficulty.
The one exception is firms in Greater
Minnesota, with 50 percent reporting some
difficulty retaining professionals and scientists.

8

Minnesota's manufacturers viewed the costs of
employee health benefits and the rising costs
of labor generally as their top-ranking
personnel issues at the time of the survey, and
they see no relief in the next five years
(Table 13). Reflecting this general concern
with personnel costs, workers' compensation
and unemployment insurance are the
government costs cited as having the greatest
impact on companies (see further discussion in
Role of Government Section).

Formal Training

Small/High
Growth

81%

Percent Providing Formal Training

Greater
fIlJllil1ll1lesota

61%

!Ex!Ploriers

73%

High
Techl1lll»logy

74%

Large

96%

(percent rating very important)

Reasll»l1Is

Small/High
Grll»wth

Meet Increased Complexity of Jobs
Teach Company Procedures
Correct Basic Skills Deficit
Encourage Career Advancement
Improve Quality/Productivity
Manage Employee Turnover
Reduce Absenteeism
Increase Workplace Safety

42%
40
19
20
67
24
13
40

Greater
Mil1ll1lesll»ta

34%
31
17
13
62
21
17
52

EX!Plll»riers

30%
25
15
18
67
14
11
43

High
Techl1lll»logy

35%
28
15
17
53
13
9
30

Large

42%
31
15
20
66
15
8
34

"Health !bfjinE,m:s are a m~'Jiii'" concern, /but it is
not clear how the state
can ad,drElss
the issue."
group m6~/If./bc~rJ

Aside from costs, skill and availability of labor
also emerge as significant concerns for firms in
all five groups. Other issues, such as drug
testing and day care, are not rated as very
important.

Survey participants identified frequently
offered training topics and reasons for offering
training. As presented in Table 14, the vast
majority of the firms in all of the groups
provided formal training and-the most
common reason given was to improve the
quality of goods and services and worker
productivity. It is not surprising, then, that
the two most frequently offered topics were
quality control for manufacturing processes
and customer service (see Table 15).
Business participants were also asked to rate
the importance of four groups of technologies.
The majority of firms rated systems to improve
quality/productivity as currently important
and three-fourths projected that they will be
important to their business in the next five
years (see Table 16).

9

Training Topics Covered

Small/High
Growth

(percent indicating "often")

Greater
Mhllnes@ta

IEK!ll@riers

High
Technol@gy

Large

Manufacturing
Processes/Equipment
38%
Engineering/Scientific Technology 14
47
Quality Control

36%
9
47

41%
19
47

41%
24
47

39%
20
48

Marketing/Sales
Customer Service
International Sales
Foreign Language
Marketing/Sales

54
5
0
37

38
2
0
20

40
5
0
22

40
6
2
31

50
2
0
30

15
17

10
19

12
25

16
26

15
27

Managerial
Strategic Planning
Supervisory

21
36

21
27

22
32

26
38

25
43

General
Basic Skills
Communication
Career Development
Interpersonal

12
23
6
18

11
13
9
9

7
14
7
16

8
17
10
15

7
16
8
20

IEKporiers

High
Technol@gy

Large

Administrative
Clerical/Office
Computer Sld"s

Importance of Quality Improvement Systems

Percent Rep@riing
Imp@riant:
Currently
In 5 years

Small/High
Growth

65%
78

Greater
Minnes@ta

56%
68

70%
84

69%
80

"Whether 01' not firms are fully
to the
quality
the
thing is that
they are at least
that quality is
important." (Focus group ml~",lb@~rJ

10

82%
92

., 7

Changes in Staffing

(percent reporting "no change")

Small/High
Growth

Greater
Mhllne~ota

25%
(percent increasing

51%
~

Management
Professional/Scientists/Engineers
Technical/Skilled
Clerical/Sales
Unskilled

High
Tech1l1lology

25%

33%

24%

score of :1 and 4)

Small/High
Growth

GrolJlp~

EXlPorter~

70%
67
82
67
59

Greater
Minnesota

57%
57
75
43
41

Exporters

High
Technohilgy

61%
74
85
54
58

68%
80
86
58
46

Large

65%
69
74
47
39

"The unskilled worker will become extinct."
(Focus group mE~mlbejrJ

"/Lack of skilled workers is becomBng
the state."
group ml~lITflb~~r5!;J

Participants in the survey were
asked a series of questions regarding
their plans for the 1990s and were asked to
identify issues of importance to them in the
years ahead. Minnesota's businesses are poised
for change and growth in the 1990s. Two-thirds
of the companies surveyed will introduce new
products and three-fourths will change the
basic profiles of their staffing within the next
five years. One-half will change transportation
modes. Firms in Greater Minnesota appear to
be the exception to this pattern, with fewer
companies reporting plans for change of any type.

Two-thirds to three-fourths of the firms
surveyed reported plans to change staffing in
the next five years. Greater Minnesota firms
were the exception to this, with 51 percent
reporting no plans for staffing changes. As
presented in Table 17, within the next five
years, companies planning changes in staffing
are most likely to increase their employment
of technically skilled staff (between 74
percent and 86 percent plan to do so);
professionals, scientists, and engineers (from
59 percent to 80 percent anticipate increases);
and managerial-level people (57 percent to 70
percent will expand this group). In contrast,

11

Percent Introducing New Product/Service

Small/High
Gr@wth
64%

Greater
Minnes@ta
53%

IExp@&1:ers
83%

High
1'echll1l@l@gy
82%

Large
78%

Importance of Research and Development in Five Years

Small/High
Gr@wth
Percent Rating "Very Important"

34%

Greater
Minnesota
29%

IExpo&1:ell's
57%

High
1'echn@logy
55%

53%

fewer than one-half of the firms in the Greater
Minnesota, high technology and large firms
groups report plans to add unskilled labor to
the payroll.
Clearly the laborforce will become much more
technical in the 1990s. Not surprisingly, the
highest share of high technology companies
expect to add technically trained staff.
However, all groups without exception see the
trend and expect to respond to it.
Management employees rank third on the list
of occupations to be increased. With some
exceptions clerical/sales and unskilled labor
will decline in relative proportion. Although a
majority of small-to-medium-sized high growth
and exporting companies plan to increase
unskilled workers, higher shares plan to
increase skilled and professional staff.
This shift up the skill hierarchy is likely to
cause skill shortages and strain training
institutions. Companies foresee lack of skill to
be the most important non-cost personnel
issue of the future. Nearly one-third of firms
from each business group rate skill shortages as
a very important problem to their business in
the next five years.
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The vast majority of firms from all of the
business groups, except Greater Minnesota
manufacturers, plan to introduce a new
product or service in the 1990s. As displayed
in Table 18, from 64 percent of small,
fast-growing firms, to more than 80 percent of
high technology and exporting firms reported
plans to develop a new product or service in
the next five years. Only 53 percent of
Greater Minnesota firms reported such plans.
Similarly, more than one-half of the
companies in the exporters, high technology
and large firm groups consider R&D
investments as very important to their
businesses in five years (Table 19).
Small-to-medium growing companies and
Greater Minnesota companies see technology
as somewhat less central to their enterprises
- now and in the future. Only 29 percent of
Greater Minnesota firms reported that R&D

Importance of Technologies in Five Veal's

Smail/High
Growth
Automation EqUipment
47%
Communication Equipment/Systems
44
Quality/Productivity Equipment/Systems 46
30
Advanced Materials (Composites)

Greater
Mh11l11esota
40%
29
34
31

(percent rating "very important")

!Exp@rters

High
Te©hll1loiogy

49%
30
45
34

40%
31
40
35

Large
57%
53
48
32

"1Rl1§j~searc:fh and delilel."plfIt1ea'1lt ili'llvestr,nea'1lt
forecasts in the survey may seem Illigh but are
likely to turn out to be too low. High tech
co'm'r:JalrlliE~S must
innovate to
up with
group ml§j~m,belrJ

"/Low reliance on the university as an R&D
su'ppIIlE'£I' is
O'1e reason,
is
academic reluctance to engage in the
de've!loj~n'lte"taspec:t of research and
devejrofIJlm@~nf:."U"oc:us group mE~mlbe,rJ

"fLo",,, levels of research and
and
inj~roldtt,cariio.n of new
in Greater
Miinn'es:ota reflects the nature of the typical tirm.
It is a small
for other firms."
group mlen1bl~"J

According to survey respondents, the bulk of
research, generally more than 80 percent, is
performed in-house. Less than 10 percent is
conducted by or with academic or government
institutions. As R&D investments increase in
importance in the next five years, it will
continue to be conducted in-house.

companies in the large, high technology and
exporters groups reported that R&D will be
very important to them in the next five years.
Small, fast-growing companies and Greater
Minnesota companies also suggest that
innovation will playa much greater role in
their operations in the future. Firms in these
groups increased their ratings of R&D by 20
percentage points, from "current" importance
to importance "in five years."

Very large majorities in each group plan to
increase R&D expenditures over current levels
in the next five years. A majority of the

Surveyed firms not only plan to develop and
introduce new products, they also plan to use
new technologies in the production and

will be very important to their business
operations in the next five years.
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Changes in Transportation

Percent Planning
Change

SmaBl/High
Gr@wth

50%
67
67
69
67

Truck
Air
Rail
Barge
Freight

Greater
fl\ldirmes@ta

Exporters

41%
28
23
19
37

46%
59
59
64
63

Severity of Future Transportation Problems

Sma!!/High
Gr@wth
Reduction of Air Service Availability
Reduction of Air Service Quality
Airport Congestion
Lack of Rail Service
Deterioration of Roads/Bridges
Inadequate Shipping Services
Poor Road Access
Road Congestion
Lack of Mass Transit
Transportation of Hazard Waste
Increasing Cost
Reduction in
Trucking Service Availability

45%
66
63
64
63

Large

46%
61
63
66
60

(percent rating "very severe")

Exporters

High
Technology

Large

17%
15
9
7
25
25
25
26
10
11
49

10%
13
7
16
33
24
30
27
9
11
44

17

23%
16
15
7
24
27
16
16

2
11
50

12
47

25%
16
16
9
27
13
10
20
4
10
35

29

39

47

32

22

delivery of goods and services. When asked to
rank the importance of four categories of
technologies to their business operations in
the next five years, at least one-third of
businesses in all groups rated them as very
important and more than two-thirds rated
them as somewhat important. As displayed in
Table 20, this pattern held true even for
Greater Minnesota manufacturers.

The majority of firms in each business group
surveyed, except the Greater Minnesota
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Greater
Minnes@ta

High
Technology

21%
19
16
6
29
39
20

5

group, expect changes in transportation in the
next five years. As displayed in Table 21, 60
percent of firms plan changes in air, freight,
barge and rail use. The majority of firms
planning changes intend to increase use of
truck, air and freight services while decreasing
use of barge and rail transportation.
Firms also rated the severity of future
transportation problems. After cost issues,
which always rank high, deteriorating roads
and inadequate trucking services were ranked
as most severely affecting their business in the
next five years as displayed in Table 22.
Exporters, high technology firms and large
firms also rated reduction of air service
availability as problematic. Evidently,
Minnesota businesses fear that increasing
demands for transportation services in the
years ahead may strain current transportation
systems.

Overall Impact of Taxes and Regulations

SmaDD/High
Growth

Impact
4 (Very Significant)
3
2
1 (No Impact)

61%
29
6
4

Rank of Taxes

60%
26
6
B

Exporters

High
Techrml(j)!!lHl

55%
32
7
6

Large

53%
35
7

59%
35

5

1

5

(rating 1 • 8, 1 equals "highest'?

SmaUD/High
Growth
Workers' Compensation
Unemployment Insurance
Corporate Income Taxes
Commercial/Industrial Property Taxes
Personal Income
Residential Property
Sales Taxes
R&D Tax Credit

Greater
MimM:HI;;@ta

1
3
2
4
5
7
6
B

Greater
Minne$ota
1
2
4
3
5
7
6
B

Exporters

High
Techll0Dogli

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
B

1
2
3
4

5
7
6
B

1
3
2
4
5
7
6
B

"Government should rel::o~'1nji%e that Mfj'ntrllesiota
are jnc:re."sjlfllgj'y Dlfaviinfil
iintemational m,fJrlceltpj'a€::e;
playing field." IF(~CIlJIS
bu~§jn,es~;es

Many business climate studies,
including the 1990 Minnesota
Enterprise Business Survey, ask businesses to
report on the impact of tax costs and regulations
on their business operations. The Enterprise
Survey is unique, however, because it also
attempts to evaluate the quality of government
technical assistance and to understand
businesses' priorities for government services
and recommendations for government spending.

The majority of Minnesota businesses
surveyed in each of the groups rated taxes and
other governmentally-imposed costs as having
a very significant impact on the costs of doing
business (Table 23).
In order to differentiate among various taxes
and government costs, businesses ranked the
impact of eight separate taxes for their impact
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Impact of Regulations

Small/High
Gr@wth

(percent rating "very significan('J

Greater
Minnes@ta

Exp@rters

High
Techn@logy

Large

Pollution Control Regulations
Air Pollulion
Water Pollution
Toxic Waste
Solid Waste

15%
14
14
25

22%
25
18
27

12%
15
18
20

22%
27
29
23

21%
23
19
27

Employment Regulalions
Hiring and Selection
Hours and Wage
Civil Rights
Health and Safety

21
27
10
20

19
24
3
33

12
'15
6
21

16
13
6
37

33
20
22
26

Liability Insurance

48

48

45

46

28

on their operations, Workers' compensation
ranked highest by far - with every group
ranking this category as having the most
impact, Unemployment insurance levies were
ranked second by three groups: Greater
Minnesota firms, high technology finns and
exporting companies. The corporate income
tax ranked second for the small, high-growth
firms and large finns groups (Table 24).
Somewhat surprisingly, personal income taxes,
which have received sharp criticism from
business groups, ranked fifth. This was
especially surprising given the difficulty
reported in attracting management and skilled
employees. One reason reported by the survey
respondents for recruiting difficulties is high
personal income taxes in Minnesota.

The surveyed companies rated the impact of
regulations - specifically, pollution control,
employment and liability insurance regulations on the successful operation of their businesses.
Only a minority of businesses rated regulatory
programs as having a significant or velY significant
impact. With the exception of liability insurance,
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far smaller proportions of firms rated these
regulations as having a very significant impact
than taxes and regulations as a whole, as displayed
in Table 25. Employment regulations and product
liability insurance were perceived as more
burdensome than environmental compliance.

The most significant impact from pollution
control regulations reported by the companies
in all groups was solid waste management. As
presented in Table 25, roughly one-quarter of
the firms from each group rated it as very
significant, most likely because it touches the
majority of operations and is a frequently
encountered, recurring cost. Other pollution
control regulations were rated similarly, with
from 14 percent to 25 percent of finns rating
their impact as very significant and less than
50 percent typically rating their impact as
even somewhat significant (score of 3 and 4).
As presented in Table 26, technical assistance
support from government for help in
complying with pollution regulation was
generally rated fair to poor by the majority of
firms. No significant differences between
programs (air, water, etc.) appeared, suggesting
general difficulties in dealing with regulatory
agencies. Large firms gave technical assistance
far better ratings than the other groups, with a
majority rating all programs good or excellent.

Quality of Technical Assistance (percent rating ''good'' or "exceflenr' - score of 3 or 4)

Small/High
Growth

Greater
Mirurne1!iHt'&il:a

!Exp@rr1I:er!>

High
Techll1lology

large

Pollution Control RegUlations
Air Pollution
Water Pollution
Toxic Waste
Solid Waste

32%
36
40
35

39%
49
42
45

40%
50
51
45

40%
42
41
39

63%
61
55
57

Employment Regulations
Hiring and Selection
Hours and Wage
Civil Rights
Health and Safety

37
42
35
45

39
45
43
61

41
47
40
48

37
35
33
42

59
65
57
69

liability Insurance

43

51

40

34

62

lIThe com'Ju~~er Industrry has serious dl~;/D@Js~ill
prlfJIblfenrlJs. §f;U,II'I!DIt!!1!D results do not adequate""
group mE~ltnberj
reflect this

a reformed
and verry he"/Dlful
and client oriented."
group

.§;it!lll'v'Hte,l"!

member}

The survey also investigated the impact of
four programs that regulate employment
standards. Of these, the program with the
most significant impact was occupational
health and safety standards (OSHA) with
from 20 to 38 percent rating the impact as
very high. Large finns reported hiring and
selection regulations to be the most
burdensome of all regulations.
On the whole, employment regulations were
viewed as having somewhat more impact than
rules associated with pollution control. In
light of the companies' strongly-expressed
concerns over the employment issue availability, cost, skills, etc. - this result is
not surprising.

Companies rated technical assistance available
in each of the areas in roughly the same way
as they rated compliance assistance received
in the pollution area (Table 26). The OSHA
program stands out, with 69 percent of large
firms and 61 percent of Greater Minnesota firms
rating technical assistance as good or excellent.
This finding is especially notable given the
high impact these particular regulations are
reported to have on business operations.

Liability insurance requirements were rated as
the most burdensome regulatOlY issues by far
by four of the five groups. More than
40 percent of firms rated the impact of these
requirements as "very significant" in the small,
fast-growing, Greater Minnesota, high
technology and exporters groups.
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Satisfaction with Training Providers

SmaiD/High
Growth
In-House
Vo-Tech Education
University/College
Primary/Secondary (Basic Skills)

82%
58
59
41

Greater
Minnesota

77%
51
53
67

(percent satisfied, score of 3 or 4)

IExlP@!l1ers

70%
67
67
45

/is not
the
on soft
/irrelevant
does not
prepare shgdelfDts well fOff the wCPfflepl.iCGi!!.
grog,p m~~m,belrJ

High
Techn@!4:1J9'11

68%
44
46
27

Large

82%
55
56
42

"The educat/iol1D

afIJlprOfIJ'ri~lte sleilUs.

Surprisingly, only 28 percent of large firms
rated this area as having significant impact on
their operations. Technical assistance for this
area is not highly rated, with as few as
one-third of the high technology group rating
it as good or excellent (see Table 26).

Aside from in-house training programs,
Minnesota companies consider primary and
secondary schools as the most important
source of formal training - and are also least
satisfied with the performance of this segment
of the educational establishment. Other public
institutions - vocational schools, community
colleges and universities - were all rated as
more satisfactory than the primary/secondary
education system. For example, only 27 percent
of high technology firms rated primary/secondary
institutions as even somewhat satisfactory.
Greater Minnesota companies were more
satisfied with their elementary and high
schools than the other groups (Table 27).
The reasons for corporate dissatisfaction with
the primary and secondary education system
are not clear. For example, when asked why
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or

they provided training, the response
"Correction of Basic Skills Deficits" was
rated relatively low, ranking sixth of the eight
reasons listed. Furthermore, among the
training topics they offer most frequently, the
topic "Improvement of Basic Skills" ranked
among the lowest now, and also for the future.
As will be discussed below in detail, the firms
in the survey consider primary and secondary
education to be the most important service of
government and are willing to spend more
money on these services. Low satisfaction with
a government function considered to be so
important by the business respondents suggests
serious deficits in the current system.

Drawing from categories listed in the
United States Department of Commerce
publication Government Finances, exporters
were asked to rate the importance of,
and recommend spending changes for,

Importance of Government (percent rating "very important'J

Smail/High
Growth

Greater
Minnesota

Exporters

High
Technology

Large

Education
Elementary/Secondary
Higher Education
Libraries

69%
49
26

59%
39
14

63%
47
20

57%
52
22

67%
58
15

Social Services
Public Welfare
Hospitals
Health
Employment Security

10
18
21
13

8
16
25
12

7
14
21
10

8
24
28
9

7
22
28
7

Transportation
Highway
Air
Water

34
16
3

44
6
4

34
23
3

35
27
4

37
26
5

Public Safety
Police Protection
Fire Protection
Corrections
Protective Regulations

26
28
11
8

24
35
9
8

29
37
14
7

25
32
15
9

31
40
10
9

22
16

27
15

19
11

22
16

21
19

13
14
10

14
19
17

9
14
11

11

16

17

17

16

10

Environment and Housing
Natural Resources
Parks 8< Recreation
Housing and
CommunityDevelopment
Sewerage
Other Sanitation

11II

"Willingness to
more is a function of the
objective and the benefit it may bring.
Reluctance to
more
doubt about
effJfec:ti'llreflles:s - either of the policy or its
execution."
group member}

19 government service categories. The survey
provided both United States and Minnesota
expenditures per capita for all 19 categories to
allow comparisons of current spending levels.
As shown in Table 28, a majority of
Minnesota companies in all five groups rated
elementary and secondary education as the
most important public sector activity, with
roughly 60 percent rating it very important.
Next in importance came higher education
with between 40 percent and 50 percent of

firms in each group rating it very important,
followed by highway construction/maintenance
and fire and police protection. Roughly
one-quarter of firms rated public health
services and natural resource development as
very important as well.
Government services rated least important
were water transportation, employment
security and public welfare programs, each
with 5 percent or less of firms rating them as
very important to their operations.
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Government Spending

Sl11lali/t",ugh
Growth

(percent rating "increase spending" - score of 3 or 4)

Greater
Mh1nesota

!Exporters

High
Technology

Large

Education
Elementaty/Secondaty
Higher Education
libraries

66%
60
41

56%
51
32

63%
55
40

58%
57
43

65%
59
35

Social Services
Public Welfare
Hospitals
Health
Employment Security

7
32
44
13

9
32
39
19

7
25
41
16

11
30
45
13

11
30
45
13

Transportation
Highway
Air
Water

58
32
8

63
21
14

58
39
10

56
40
9

56
40
9

Public Safety
Police Protection
Fire Protection
Corrections
Protective Regulations

53
51
33
18

51
52
31
20

56
53
34
18

54
56
36
20

57
59
32
20

49
42

42
33

51
40

40
36

47
33

29
36
38

31
46
54

24
36
37

6

8
8

24
39
37

Environment and Housing
Natural Resources
Parks and Recreation
Housing and
Community Development
Sewerage
Other Sanitation

As displayed in Table 29, the majority of
companies recommended less public spending
on most of the programs listed in the survey.
However, a majority was willing to spend at
least slightly more on those programs they
rated as the most important to their business
operations: elementary and secondary
education, higher education, highways, and
police and fire protection. Together, these
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programs accounted for 40 percent of all state
spending in 1988. Forty percent or more of
the firms in each group also recommended
somewhat increased spending on natural
resource development and health care. Very
small proportions of firms, generally less than
20 percent, recommended significantly
increased spending, with a rating of 4, on any
government service, even education.

Minnesota firms in key groups
appear to find the state a good
place to conduct business in terms
of the physical and capital
infrastructure. They report some difficulty
recruiting key, specialized personnel but little
problem retaining them. They are attempting
to improve the quality of their goods and
services.
They look to the future as a time of growth
and appear to be planning for, and even
embracing, change - in staffing, in product
development and in technological innovation.
Firms in Greater Minnesota do not report
plans to change to the same extent planned by
finns in the other groups.

The overall cost of government is considered
burdensome and firms do not support
increased government activity in general.
Their responses suggest a view of government
as laying the foundation that enables business
to operate, rather than an activist to influence
business decisions.
However, they perceive government playing
an important role in providing basic public
services, maintaining the infrastructure and
educating the workforce, and they are willing
to pay for those services.

Firms are planning increased employment in
skilled and professional occupations, relative
to unskilled groups. This shift up the skill
hierarchy may strain existing training
institutions and firms are concerned about
skill shortages.
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Minnesota businesses appraise current conditions,
future plans and government roles in the 1990s"
Introduction

The mission statement of the
Department of Trade and Economic
Development (DTED) states that
"Based upon an understanding of
regional and structural economic strengths,
DTED develops and implements policies and
programs that create a favorable environment
for economic development."
In order to meet that mission, the Office of
Information, Analysis and Evaluation
undertook the Minnesota Enterprise 1990
Survey of Business to improve the
Department's understanding of businesses'
views of current conditions and their plans for
the 1990s. The Department had not
conducted a business attitudes survey since
1984 and had never conducted one that
assessed the distinct views of the department's
various business constituents.
As the 1980s have drawn to an end, the
fundamental structure and operation of the
economy is changing. Markets are becoming
increasingly internationalized. Minnesota's
exports to international markets increased by
nearly 40 percent in just two years, between
1987 and 1989. Whether or not firms export
to international markets, they increasingly
compete with international goods available in
domestic markets. Technology is also
changing at an increasing pace. For example,
the 1980s saw the maturation and decline of
the mainframe computer industry and its
resulting impact on the Minnesota economy.
If Minnesota public policy is to support
continued economic growth in the decade
ahead, it is critical to understand how business
leaders plan to respond to these changing
economic conditions and whether or not the
state's business environment is adequate to
support that response. The Minnesota
Enterprise 1990 Survey of Business represents
DTED's most extensive effort in the past
decade to identify factors which businesses
consider likely to affect their success.

The Office of Information, Analysis
and Evaluation initiated the study in
late 1989. First, a survey instrument
was drafted with questions designed
to address the adequacy of basic factors of
production - labor, capital and material and
service inputs, especially government services
and costs. Focus group sessions with leaders
representing five of DTED's chief business
constituent groups - small high-growth firms,
exporting firms, Greater Minnesota
manufacturers, high technology firms and
large firms - were conducted to review the
survey. Based on their feedback, the survey
was revised, with increased emphasis on plans
for the future among the resulting changes.
Survey samples were drawn independently for
each of the five business groups from
commercially available business lists. A
precise definition of each group is included in
the introduction to each chapter. Samples
were designed, with an expected rate of return
of 50 percent and based on a 95 percent
confidence level that the margin of error
would be plus or minus 5 percentage points.
Surveys were distributed and completed in
March and April of 1990. The timing turned
out to be advantageous, avoiding both the
political campaigns and economic downturn
that occurred in the late summer and fall of
1990. As a result, the survey responses are
more likely to reflect broader views and
opinions, rather than cyclical problems or
desired political outcomes.
In order to achieve the targeted 50 percent
return rate, two sets of surveys were mailed.
All businesses that had not completed their
survey after two mailings were given a
reminder telephone call. The resulting
response rates, reported in the individual
chapters and in the Executive Summary, range
from 46 percent of Greater Minnesota firms to
57 percent of small high-growth firms. This
rate of return allows a 95 percent confidence
level that the margin of error of the results is
within 5 to 7 percentage points for all groups.
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Data entrv and initial tabulations were
completed over the period of June through
August, with analysis and chapter drafts
prepared from September through November,
1990. After initial analysis, focus group
members were reconvened in early October to
help interpret the results and give focus to the
final analysis. Selected comments from these
focus group sessions are included in the
Executive Summary.

The final survey instrument, in
Appendix A, includes questions in
the following categories: background
information, labor availability and
costs, employee training, impact of taxes and
regulations, finance issues, energy and
transportation, and technology and research
and development investments, The
small-to-medium-sized exporters survey also
contained a section on international trade.
Most of the questions in the survey asked
businesses to rate an issue or factor of
production on a four point scale: a score of"4"
means very important or very satisfied and a
score of" 1" means not important or not
satisfactory. The scale allowed firms to
discriminate among levels of satisfaction or
severity of problem, but did not provide a
neutral point. Thus, it required survey
participants to determine whether they
viewed an issue as marginally problematic or
not; or rate a factor as marginally satisfactory
or not.
As with most business attitudes surveys,
businesses were asked to rate the impact of
taxes and regulations on their businesses. The
Minnesota Enterprise 1990 Survey of Business
is unique, however, because it also seeks
business views on the importance of
government services and recommendations for
spending on those services. Based on the U.S.
Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census
publication Government Finances, firms were
asked to rate the importance of 19 categories
of government programs on a four point scale
from "4"- very important to "1"- not
important. They were also provided 1988 per
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capita spending levels for Minnesota and the
United States and were asked to recommend
changes in government spending. Again, the
four point scale was used, with"4"- spend more
and "1" - spend less. No "spend the same"
option was provided.

Analysis and results are presented
for those responses that could be
described as having a low
probability that random variation
alone could have caused the observed
differences. Thus, when confidence intervals
for results overlap, differences are generally
not reported.
At the 95 percent confidence level, intervals
range from plus or minus 5 percent for groups
with a 50 percent response rate to plus or
minus 7 percent for the group with the lowest
response rate of 46 percent. The survey result
that 63 percent of exporters plan to introduce
a new product or service in the next five
years can be interpreted that 95 percent of
the time the response to the same question
would be between 56 percent and 69 percent
(63 percent, plus or minus 7 percent).
Nonrespondents are excluded in calculating
proportions. Thus, reported percentages are of
those firms actually completing the question.
However, to avoid nonrespondent bias, we
omitted all questions where more than
25 percent of the firms did not complete the
question. Overall nonresponse for the vast
majority of questions was low, generally less
than 10 percent.

Detailed results from the five
business groups are presented in the
five following chapters. In each
chapter, results are organized into
the following sections: introduction/review of
the literature; current conditions and issues;
future plans and issues; priorities for
government and summary/conclusions.
Intergroup comparisons are provided in the
Executive Summary.

Small and Medium",Sized High Growth Companies
by Kevin L. Olsen, Economic Analyst

In the 1980s state and local development
strategies focused on "growing their own"
local businesses and encouraging the
start-up of small businesses that would
grow up to be the major corporations of
tomorrow. However, the small business sector
proved to be very turbulent. Many jobs were
generated by small businesses but many jobs
were also lost. Challenging though it may be,
small business assistance remains the focal
point of Minnesota's economic development
approach.

According to the u.s. Small Business
Administration, small and medium-sized
businesses, those with 20 to 499 workers,
employed more than half a million Minnesota
workers, or 32 percent of the workforce, in
1986.
While small and medium-sized firm (SMF)
employment grew at a slower rate than total
national employment, the lag was even
greater in Minnesota. At the national level,
total employment grew by 13 percent and
SMF employment increased 10 percent
between 1984 and 1986. Employment growth
for Minnesota SMFs grew only 4 percent
compared to a state growth rate of 10 percent
for the same time period.
SMFs constitute a significant share of
employment in all of Minnesota's industries.
SMFs employ 37 percent of service industry
workers and 36 percent of wholesale and
retail trade workers. SMFs are least important
in agricultural services where their share of
employment is only 18 percent. The rest of
the industries have shares that fall between
20 and 30 percent.
The picture changes when looking at the
distribution of firms. Here manufacturing has
the largest share of SMFs comprising more
than one-quarter of all manufacturing firms.
Next is transportation (21 percent), followed
by trade (19 percent), services (18 percent),
and finance, insurance and real estate (FIRE)
(18 percent), The agricultural services and

mining/construction industries are dominated
by large-sized firms. Minnesota's distribution
is similar to the nation's.
Shares of employment held by very small,
small and medium, and large firms shifted
somewhat between 1976 and 1984, with very
small firms and small and medium firms
declining moderately and large firms
increasing slightly. However, after 1984 this
trend accelerated with very small firms
actually losing more than 5,800 jobs, causing
their share of total employment to drop 12
percent. SMFs declined moderately losing 5
percent of their share. Large firms showed an
increase in share of 9 percent. This may have
been caused in part by the fact that large
businesses tend to rebound more quickly after
a recession than smaller businesses.
Employment shares for the United States
remained relatively stable, showing the same
trends, but to a much lesser extent.
Despite this lagging employment growth
Minnesota has been consistently recognized as
a "good place" for fast-growing small and
medium businesses.
For example, Minnesota consistently ranks
high in Business Week magazine's annual
ranking of high-growth small firms. Only
California and Florida have had more highgrowth companies on this list in the past
three years, Minnesota ranks highest on a per
capita basis. Minnesota also does well in
INC. 's annual list of 100 fastest growing small
firms. In a 1988 INC. article, Minneapolis
ranked number nine in the country as a "hot
manufacturing center" with its high
concentration of fast growing small
firms. (Kotkin, Tomlinson)

Birch states that most cities in the U.S. lose
about 7 or 8 percent of their job base every
year, regardless of their economic condition.
The difference is how successful cities are in
replacing the jobs that are lost. (Birch 1987)
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While the importance of small and mediumsized businesses in job growth has probably
been overblown, they still provide more than
half of net new jobs in Minnesota. (Venegas)

Innovation
According to some studies, smaller firms may
be more innovative because they are more
adaptable and flexible. Unlike large firms
which are sometimes burdened with layers of
creativity-stifling bureaucracy, smaller firms
can be more entrepreneurial. (Brock and
Evans,OTA)
While the evidence is mixed, some research
shows that firms with less than 500 employees
generate more innovation per employee than
larger firms, especially in manufacturing.
(Brock and Evans, SBA)
Innovation can also differ by industry mix.
Smaller firms are more innovative in
industries with high proportions of skilled
labor. Other industries where smaller firms
have high innovation rates are characterized
by low capital intensity, low concentrations,
low unionization and standardized
products. (Acs and Audretsch, Brock and
Evans)

Competitiveness
The economy is becoming more competitive
and subject to changes from abroad. These
new economic conditions demand that firms
be more flexible. Larger establishments'
advantage in terms of scale efficiencies, where
larger size leads to lower costs, is giving way
to the need for flexibility which is more
characteristic of smaller firms. (Brock and
Evans)
Entrepreneurship booms in time of decline.
Some studies show that small businesses
generally do better in a recession because they
do not decline as fast as large industries. This
helps to even out the effects of an economic
downturn.
"Stable or declining industries (such as steel,
textiles, or paper) tend to engender large
concentrations of rapidly growing companies,"
according to David Birch, an economist with
Cognetics, Inc. in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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Conversely, successful industries are
dominated by large companies. (Birch 1988b)

Labor
Smaller businesses tend to hire types of
people that are less likely to be hired by
larger firms. This helps reduce dependence on
large businesses for employment. Smaller
businesses hire more part-time, women,
blacks, teenagers, older, low-skill, entry level,
previously unemployed workers. "The
differences are greatest for women. Women
who have left their previous job for 'personal
or family reasons' ... are far more likely to
be hired by small companies. "(Brock and
Evans, SBA)
Beyond purely economic reasons, SMFs are
important because they represent an
important value in American society: working
for oneself. This value is reflected in the
political process where all levels of
government have acted to assist small
businesses.
States' efforts to influence small business
formation and growth gained prominence in
the early 1980s when large corporations were
laying off thousands of workers and wreaking
havoc on local economies. Also at this time
Birch came out with his landmark study on
the importance of small businesses in job
growth.
State programs to assist small businesses
through loan funds, technology parks,
incubator programs and tax incentives have
proliferated. According to Brock and Evans,
however, "development and implementation
of small-business policies have quickly
outpaced economic research that might help
guide these policies."
The growth in programs is evidenced by the
U. S. Small Business Administration's
directory of state small business programs
which contains more than 400 pages of
program listings. The Corporation for
Enterprise Development (CfED) reports that
all but four states offer small business
financing, and all but four have small
busines; development centers. (Mangelsdorf,
CfED)

In Minnesota, too, programs have been
implemented to help small and medium
businesses with planning, financing,
managing, procuring government contracts,
product researching and exporting. These
services are provided by state departments,
public agencies and public-private
partnerships.
The Department of Trade and Economic
Development (DTED) has programs
specifically targeted at certain geographic
areas and industries, and offers broader
sources of assistance through the Minnesota
Small Business Assistance Office and a
statewide system of Small Business
Development Centers. Aside from the efforts
of state government there is widespread
activity on the local and private, non-profit
levels.

Sman
Location has always been important but cost
alone is not the only consideration when
choosing a site for business creation or
expansion. Some cities are expanding rapidly
despite high costs for businesses. The
important question is whether the costs are
justified. (Birch 1987)
Smaller firms are more sensitive to location
because they do not have the resources to
provide all the services they need themselves.
Smaller firms are more dependent on
government services to provide snow removal,
security, garbage disposal and airports. (Birch
1987)
There is a cost savings for small firms that
locate near other smaller firms in similar
industries. This lowers the cost of information
and recruiting, and increases access to
suppliers, distributors and business services.
Also important, especially for high-growth
high technology firms, are access to major
research universities and independent research
institutes and good telecommunications
facilities. (Satterhwaite, OTA, Birch
1987)

Labor and Wages
Smaller firms are generally labor-intensive. If
labor becomes scarce small businesses will be
hurt because they cannot compete with the
higher wages and benefits paid by larger firms.
Already in some areas the declining number
of young workers is hurting small business
growth. (Brock and Evans)
Small businesses are more dependent on the
local labor supply and are less able to bring in
the workers they need from outside the
region.

Finance
Much of the literature reveals that smaller
firms have a harder time getting capital to
finance their operations, especially in rural
areas. The reasons given include: the high
costs/low return of small loans, skeptical or
conservative bankers and the frailty of small
businesses. Research suggests that not only is
it harder for smaller businesses to get credit,
but credit is likely to dry up more quickly
when money is tight. (Brock and Evans, Evans
and Jovanovic, Fazzari, Hubbard and
Petersen)

Government Policies
Government provides a mixture of constraints
and benefits for small and medium businesses.
Studies show that taxes and regulations may
be more burdensome for smaller businesses
due to their small capacity and the overhead
required by some taxes and regulations. These
requirements impose a fixed cost that appears
to bear more heavily on smaller firms. (Brock
and Evans)
Susan Suran, Oregon's first small business
advocate, in her survey of Oregon's small
businesses found that what most small
businesses wanted from government was less
hassles. However, she states that "politicians
have built-in incentives to add new
programs. "(Mangelsdorf)
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In selecting the sample of small and medium
high-growth firms, the DTED Economic
Analysis Unit used the U.S. Small Business
Administration's definition of 20 to 499
employees. Very small firms (less than 20
employees) were not included because their
growth rates would be disproportionate to the
actual number of jobs created. The other
criterion for size was annual sales of at least
$1 million. This was used to overcome the
bias towards labor-intensive industries that an
employment-only size criteria would entail.
High growth is defined as above average
growth for the period from 1984 to 1987, the
years covered by Dun's Market Identifiers
(DM!). Average employment growth in
Minnesota was 8 percent while average sales
growth was 14 percent for the same period.
The sample was taken from DMI because this
business data base reports both sales and
employment over time. The list includes
private and public U.S. companies that have
five 01' more employees and companies with
$1 million or more in sales. Firms are more
likely to be listed in DMI if they have applied
for credit, which may bias the sample toward
successful and older companies.
DMI lists 48,841 firms in Minnesota and
10,339 firms in the 20-499 employee size
category.' Of these, 1,232 Minnesota
companies met the criteria for a small or
medium-sized high-growth firm. Surveys were
sent out to 512 firms and 293 were returned
for a response rate of 57 percent.
Aside from the previously mentioned
limitations, the number of firms selected from
DMI were further reduced by the fact that
companies were eliminated if no sales or
employment figures were given in either of
the years to calculate growth. The sample was
also biased against recent start-ups because
only firms in business since 1984 were
included.

ICounty Business Patterns sholVs 14,124 Minnesota
establishments in 1987 and data from the U.S. Small
Business Administration lists 16,259 establishments in
Minnesota for 1986.
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The sample was stratified by type of industry
based on two-digit Standard Industrial Code
(SIC) definitions. The largest industry in the
sample was manufacturing with 35 percent of
all small and medium-sized firms. Trade had
the next largest share with 30 percent,
followed by services with 15 percent. The rest
of the industries all had shares of less than 10
percent. They were: mining/construction (9
percent), transportation (7 percent), FIRE (3
percent) and agricultural services (l percent).
De~scr'iptjon of

The median age of the firms in the sample
was 14 years. Eighty-seven percent of the
firms were independent. Nearly three-quarters
of the firms in this sample employed between
20 and 99 workers in Minnesota. Almost
one-half of the high-growth firms reported
annual revenues between $1 million and $4.9
million and another 31.5 percent of the firms
had revenues of $5 million to $24.9 million.
Markets for these firms tended to be local. A
surprising 22.5 percent of the firms reported
that all their sales were in Minnesota. At the
other end of the scale, 74.4 percent reported
that they had no foreign sales and 43.6 said
they had no national sales. Of the nonexporting firms only 11.3 percent were
planning to export in the next five years.
In its continuing efforts to assist business
development in Minnesota, the Department
of Trade and Economic Development
formulated a survey to assess the attitudes of
Minnesota businesses toward current
operating conditions, the future and the role
of government.

T€a1/tJ'e

Am"

Importance of Occupational Groups

OccupationaH Groups
Management
Professional/Scientists/Engineers
Technical/Skilled
Clerica I/Sa les
Unskilled

Number of
Respollu:!lents

284
252
270
274
262

Very
HmpoD1:ant
73%

25
46
44
14

n=289

mportance of and
Satisfaction with
Operating 1II:'~"..td'll.c.
As part of this survey, businesses were
asked to evaluate their current business
conditions. These conditions included labor,
training, government, finance, energy,
transportation, technology, and research and
development.

As capital and technology become
increasingly footloose, labor becomes the
deciding criteria in growth and development.
Constraints in the labor force constrain
overall growth for business and the general
economy.
One of the first questions examined was
which occupational groups small and medium
high growth firms considered the most
important, and of these important
occupational groups were these firms
experiencing difficulty recruiting or retaining
workers. This question is especially important
for expanding firms since it is likely that they
may continue to expand in the future.
According to the firms surveyed, the most
important labor group is management. This
occupational group was cited as "very
important," rating a 4 on a four point scale,
by 73 percent of firms (Table A-I). This
group was followed by technical/skilled
workers which were rated by 46 percent of
firms as very important and clerical/sales with
a 44 percent very important rating. Only a
quarter of firms considered professionals/
scientists/engineers very important and just 14
percent said unskilled labor was important.

Recruiting
Small and medium firms provide a special
niche in the overall employment picture.
These firms tend to hire workers with a more
temporary attachment to the labor force. New
or re-entrants to the labor force, part-time,
working parents, and minorities are more
likely to be hired by smaller firms. (Brock and
Evans, SBA)
Recruiting is of special interest to small and
medium firms, because they are more
sensitive to labor costs and suffer more as
labor becomes scarce. Already smaller firms
that have traditionally recruited from certain
labor groups (high school students, for
example), have had their growth constrained
by this factor. Generally, smaller firms are less
able to compete with larger firms in terms of
wages and fringe benefits. (Brock and Evans)
Although the top three and bottom two
occupational groups were close together in
terms of difficulty in recruiting, there seems
to be a relationship between the skill level of
an occupation and the difficulty in recruiting
(Table A-2). The lower skilled occupational
groups of clerical/sales and unskilled appear to
be much easier to recruit.
Of the groups considered important to small
and medium high-growth firms (SMHGF),
management and technical/skilled were seen
as the most difficult to recruit with 25
percent and 21 percent, respectively, of firms
answering that these occupational groups were
difficult (score of 4) to recruit. The third
most important occupational group, clerical/
sales, was reported to be difficult to recruit by
only 8 percent of firms in the sample. Of the
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Difficulty in Recruiting and Retraining Staff

Occupati@nal Groups

Number@f
Resp@m:llents

Management
Professional/Scientists/Engineers
Technical/Sldlled
Clerical/Sales
Unskilled
n=289

remaining occupational groups, 22 percent of
the firms said that professional/scientific/
engineers were difficult to recruit while only
6 percent said that unskilled workers were
difficult to recruit. In fact, nearly one-half of
the firms said that unskilled workers were easy
to recruit.
These patterns of importance of occupation
and difficulty in recruiting were consistent
across all size groups, industries and firm
types.

271
147
237
265
233

Recruiting
Difficult

25%
22
21
8
6

Number@f
Resp@ndents

267
150
231
264
231

Retaining
Diflicult

6%
6
7
6
16

some smaller firms prefer to hire people with
basic skills and then bring them up to the
skilled level by providing training in their
own production methods and promoting from
within.
However, of the 80 firms that do consider
unskilled workers important (rating them
either a 3 or 4 on a four point scale), 26
percent said they have difficulty in recruiting
this occupational group. There was no
difference from the average for the other
occupational groups

Retaining
More and more companies are beginning to
follow workers rather than vice versa. Areas
that already have a highly skilled workforce
that is reluctant to move will have the
advantage in recruiting firms. (Birch 1987)
Retaining workers was much easier than
recruiting them for Minnesota's small and
medium high-growth firms. Except for
unskilled workers, less than 8 percent of the
firms thought that retaining was difficult (4).
It appears that once small and medium firms
acquire the workers they consider important,
these firms have little difficulty in keeping
them. The only exception is unskilled
workers, which are not considered an
important occupational group by most
SMHGFs. It could be that the characteristics
of this occupational group lead to high
turnover or that since unskilled workers are
easy to recruit, this makes them easy to
replace.
Another reason for the high level of difficulty
in retaining unskilled workers is that
according to the firms in our focus group,
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Reasons for Difficulty in Recruiting
and Retaining
Small and medium high-growth firms were
asked to cite reasons for their difficulty in
recruiting and retaining staff. Firms were
given a list of five possible reasons and asked
to rate their importance on a four point scale
(Table A-3).
Cost of labor (76 percent) and lack of skills
(71 percent) were cited by about threequarters of firms as being important reasons
for difficulty in recruiting. Shortage of labor
was given as an important reason by 55
percent of firms having difficulty, and
personal taxes was cited as important by 45
percent of firms having difficulty recruiting.
Further analysis did not reveal many
significant differences by importance of
occupational group. However, 81 percent of
the firms having difficulty in recruiting
technical/skilled workers consider lack of skills
an important reason, as compared to 71
percent for the overall group.

Reasons for Difficulty in Recruiting by Importance of Occupational Group

Rea!>olfl!> for
Duffu©QJJlty
Cost of labor
lack of Skills
labor Shortage
Personal Tax

Number of
Resp€llndent!>
198
196
194
187

'I<
'I<
IPr4llfe!>suonaH/
S©uelfltu!>t!>/ 'fedlnucaH/ ClericaH/
Management
Enguneers
SlldHled
SaHe!>
Un!>lIdUled
'I<

ADD
76%
71
55
45

76%
71
52
49

69%
74
55
56

76%
81
55
49

75%
75
60
44

85%
62
76
52

• = important occupational groups
n=236

Reasons for Difficulty in Retaining by Importance of Occupational Group

Rea!>4lllfls f4llr
Dufficulty
Cost of labor
lack of Skills
labor Shortage
Personal Tax

'I<
Number of
Respondent!> AU! Management

151
141
141
138

87%
71
56
44

87%
69
57
64

1<
'I<
IProfe!>shmaH/
S©uentU!>ts/ 'fe©hll1licaH/ CHeruca"
Enguneer!>
SkiUled
Sales
UIfI!>lidUUed

79%
70
46
39

86%
64
55
46

81%
56
48
44

85%
70
64
52

• = important occupational groups
n=189

For the unskilled labor group, the least
important labor group, firms said that cost of
labor and labor shortage were important
reasons for difficulty in recruiting this labor
group. SMHGFs also rate lack of skills as
somewhat more important for difficulty in
recruiting unskilled workers than the group as
a whole. It is interesting to note that small
and medium high-growth firms may be
concerned about unskilled workers' lack of
skills. Also SMHGFs that said technical/
scientific/engineers were an important
occupational group reported that personal
taxes were more of a problem than did the
group overall.
Firms were also asked to rate four possible
reasons for difficulty retaining employees
(Table A-4). Firms rated the importance of
reasons for difficulty in retaining much the
same as they rated the reasons for difficulty in
recruiting, except for cost of labor which
jumped to 87 percent.

was in management and clerical/sales. Sixtyfour percent of finns having difficulty in
retaining management said that personal taxes
were an important reason, while only 44
percent of firms overall said it was important.
Also lack of skills was less important to finns
that had difficulty in retaining clerical/sales
workers than average, 56 percent versus 71
percent rating this reason as important.
For the relatively small number of firms rating
technical/scientific/engineers as an important
occupational group, they were less concerned
about cost of labor and labor shortage than
the overall sample. Apparently the supply of
these workers is adequate for these firms that
consider them important.
Because labor is so important to small and
medium high-growth firms, the firms were
asked what personnel issues were important to
them. These issues were listed and firms
ranked them on a four point scale from
"important" to "not important" (Table A-5).

The only difference from the overall group
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Importance of Personnel Issues
Number@f
Ilh~slP@lI1ldell1lts

Rising labor Costs
lack of Appropriate Skills
Declining labor Supply
Drug/AIDS testing
Employee Health Benefits
Employee Parking/Commuting
Day Care
Organized labor Issues
Work Force Diversity
Retirement/Pension
Flexible/Alternative Work Schedule

282
272
272
273
278
273
274
273
261
273
269

3%

8
15
41
3
62
45
51
35
15
28

56%

31
28
11
56

4
3
14
8

15
6

n=289

The most important current personnel issues,
with more than 50 percent of the firms giving
a rating of very important, were employee
health benefits (56 percent) and rising labor
costs (57 percent). Third and fourth in order
of concern were lack of appropriate skills (31
percent) and declining labor supply (28
percent).
Retirement/pension issues were in the middle
with 15 percent saying they were very
important and 15 percent saying they were
not important. The least important issues,
those with at least 25 percent of the firms in
the sample rating them as not important,
were flexible/alternative schedules (28
percent), work place diversity (35 percent),
drug/AIDS testing (41 percent), day care (46
percent), organized labor (51 percent), and
employee parking/commuting (62 percent).
Three of the top issues dealt with basic labor
costs and supply issues. Lack of skills suggests
that there may be a mismatch between the
skills people have and the skills employers
need. When importance of personnel issues
was examined for the various occupational
groups few differences emerged. Forty-three
percent of firms valuing technical/skilled
workers said that lack of appropriate skills was
an important problem. Also, those firms
saying clerical/sales staff were important were
more concerned about rising labor costs than
the overall sample (66 percent versus 56
percent).
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Training is important to businesses in order to
retrain workers for new jobs and to increase
productivity, among other reasons. Training
adds value to, what is for most firms, a
relatively finite resource. SMHGFs were asked
a series of questions regarding their training
programs and practices.
Training is becoming increasingly important;
only 19 percent of SMHGFs offer no formal
training. Of firms offering formal training, 62
percent were doing more or much more than
five years ago and less than 1 percent were
doing less training than five years ago.
Nearly all firms that provide formal training
do so to improve quality and productivity
(Table A-6). Meeting increased technical
complexity of jobs and teaching company
procedures were listed as important reasons
for training by more than three-quarters of
the firms in the sample. Further down in
importance were increasing work place safety
and encouraging career advancement.
Less important, but still considered important
by more than 50 percent of the firms, were
correcting basic skills deficits and managing
employee turnover. Less than one-half of the
firms said that reducing employee absenteeism
was an important reason for providing formal
training.
The next series of question dealt with the
topics that firms covered in their training

Why Firms Provide Formal Training
Reasons for Providing
Formal Training

Number of
Imporiance
Respondents (Score of 3 or 4)

Meet increased technical
complexity of jobs
Teach company procedures
Correct basic skills deficit
Encourage career advancement
Improve productivity/quality
Manage employee turnover
Reduce absenteeism
Increase work place safety

192
200
189
189
208
192
184
196

79%
83
60
69
98
60
42
71

n=235

Table A..7

Frequency of Topics Covered in Training Programs

Topics

Manufacturing
Processes/Equipment (including computer skills)
Engineering/Scientific techniques
Quality improvement/control
Marketing/Sales
Customer service
International skills (customs regulations, etc.)
Foreign languages
Marketing/Sales techniques
Administrative
Clerical/Office skills
Computer skills for administrative functions
Managerial
Strategic planning
Supervisory/leadership techniques
General
Basic skills (reading, writing, math)
Communication skills
Career development
Interpersonal/personal skills

Number of
Respondents

Often
(Score of 3 or 4)

155
141
163

68%
37
81

199
156
153
186

87
11
1
73

181
181

57
71

181
191

64
75

166
179
167
178

25
57
37
55

n=235

programs (Table A-7). Clearly, the most
important training topic is customer service
(87 percent). Other important topics include
quality improvement/control (81 percent),
supervisory/leadership techniques (75
percent), marketing/sales techniques (73
percent), computer skills for administrative
functions (71 percent), and processes/
equipment (68 percent). Other training
topics considered important by more than
one-half of the respondents were strategic
planning (64 percent), clerical/office skills

(57 percent), communications skills (57
percent), and interpersonal/personal skills (55
percent) .
Despite increasing global markets and
competition, firms said that international
skills and foreign languages were not
important. Sixty-nine percent of firms said
that international skills were not important as
did 90 percent of firms regarding foreign
languages. This coincides with where these
firms' markets are located. Only 26 percent of
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Sources of Formal Training

Sources

Number of
Respondents

In-House
Apprenticeship/Internship for Licensure
Consultant/Commercial Course
Vocational/Technical Education
Community College
University/College
Primary/Secondary Institutions
(Basic Skills)

the firms reported any foreign sales, and of
the remaining 74 percent, only 11 percent
said that they plan to start exporting in the
next five years.
The most important source of training is by
far in-house (Table A-8). Ninety-four percent
of respondents thought this was important. Of
these firms, 82 percent were satisfied with
this training. Next was vocational/technical
education which was rated by 63 percent of
firms as important and 58 percent of them
were satisfied with it. Primary/secondary
institutions (basic skills) were cited as
important by 63 percent of the respondents,
but just 41 percent were satisfied with the
training. University/college was listed by 43
percent as important and 59 percent were
satisfied with this training.
Clearly the least important source of formal
training was apprenticeship/ internship for
licensure which was listed as not important by
75 percent, and only 36 percent of firms were
satisfied with this training. Community
college training was also considered less
important by 69 percent of employers.
Community colleges provided satisfactory
training to 49 percent of firms that
considered this type of training important.
Consultant/commercial courses were not
valued highly either and were listed by 65
percent of firms as not important.
Consultant/commercial training was found
satisfactory by 42 percent of those who said it
was important.
Satisfaction was highest for in-house (82
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Important
(Score of
3 or 4)

Number@f
Responden1ls

Important
(Sc@re of
3 or 4)

213
165
181
192
172
177

94%
25
36
63
31
43

208
124
154
171
141
138

82%
36
42
58
49
59

171

63

146

4

percent), university/college (59 percent), and
vocational/technical education (58 percent).
Sources of training that were seen by firms to
be less satisfactory were community colleges
(49 percent), consultant/commercial courses
(42 percent), primary/secondary institutions
(41 percent) and apprentice/internship for
licensure (36 percent).

Many studies show that small and medium
businesses have a difficult time securing the
capital they need to grow and expand.
However, this was not the case for most of
this sample. Bias may exist in the sample
because it was taken out of Dun and
Bradstreet Market Identifiers, a major source
for small business financial information. It is
likely that only firms having sought capital
will show up in DMI. The type of firms being
studied also could bias the results. Perhaps
these firms were experiencing high growth
because they were able to secure capital or
because they had a good track record.
In this sample of small and medium highgrowth firms, 78 percent of firms had sought
capital for investment or working capital in
the last five years.
Of these firms that sought capital, only 12
percent found the level of difficulty high (4).
Another 21 percent said the level of difficulty
was 3. On the other hand, 67 percent said
they had a low. or close to low, level of
difficulty in getting capital.

Primary Sources of Investment or Working Capital
Satisfeu:::ti@D1l S@l\IIrce
Nl\IImber of
Rosp@D1ldoli1lts

Stock offering
Venture capital
Personal equity
Retained earnings
Bond sale
Commercial paper
Commercial loan
Government loan
Grant
n=228

High
Primary

41
35
95
107
35
39
181
46
24

18%
15
42
47
15
17
79
20
11

The most common primary source of
investment/working capital was commercial
loans (Table A-9). Nearly 80 percent of firms
had used this source. Other commonly used
sources of capital included personal equity (42
percent) and retained earnings (47 percent).
No other source of capital was used by more
than 20 percent of the sample.
Commercial loans had the highest satisfaction
level at 73 percent. Personal equity and
retained earnings also had higher ratings of
62 percent and 55 percent, respectively. No
other sources had satisfaction levels over 50
percent. Oddly, the source of capital that was
the least satisfactory was grants, with 71
percent of firms rating satisfaction at low or
1. However, the number of respondents was
very small. Also unsatisfactory were bond
sales (60 percent) and venture capital (57
percent). Other unsatisfactory ratings, near
50 percent, were stock offerings (49 percent)
and commercial paper (49 percent).
Government loans also had a fairly low
satisfaction level with 41 percent of firms
rating it at 1.
Most (62 percent) of the firms that raised
capital through a commercial loan secured
that loan with hard assets such as equipment
or buildings. Another popular security was
accounts receivable, used by 57 percent of
firms. Inventory was used by 48 percent of
firms to secure commercial loans and cash was
used by 22 percent.

(Score @f 3

Oil'

4)

33%
22
62

55
37
42
73
41
21

to-equity ratio of less than 1: 1. Firms with a
ratio of less than 2: 1 made up 66 percent of
the total. At the other end of the scale, 12
percent of firms had a debt-to-equity ratio of
greater than 4: 1.
Most (87 percent) firms had four or less nontrade secured creditors and nearly half (46
percent) had only one. Six percent had more
than six non-trade secured creditors.
Firms with high debt-to-equity ratios had
more difficulty in securing capital. Twentytwo percent of firms having difficulty in
getting financing had debt-to-equity ratios of
greater than 4: 1 while overall this percent
was 12.
Firms having difficulty getting financing also
were more likely to have more non-trade
secured creditors. One-quarter of these firms
had more than foUl' non-trade secured
creditors while only 11 percent of the sample
had more than four non-trade secured
creditors.
The most frequently cited barriers to
obtaining financing include collateral
requirements and deposit requirements (57
percent), cost (54 percent), and lending
limits (53 percent) (Table A10). Other
barriers cited less often were cash flow
requirements (45 percent), local availability
(39 percent) and risk of project (37 percent).
Of less concern were cost of public offering
(30 percent) and knowing where to go (29

Thirty-seven percent of SMHGFs had a debt35
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Barriers in Obtaining Investment and/or Working Capital
NlLimbell' @f
!Resp@ndents

Cost (interest rates and loan origination fees)
Collateral requirements and/or offsetting deposit requirements
Lending limits
Cash flow requirements
Knowing where to go
Local availability
Risk of project
Discrimination
Amount and timing of return reqUired by equity investors
Amount of control required by equity investors
Lack of Market for pUblic offering
Cost of public offering, limited offering or private placement
None of the above

160
155
153
152
145
146
141
133
116
114
96
94

High
(Sc@ll'e @f 3 @Il' 4)

54%
57

53
45
29
39
37

6

24
24
18
30

21

n=228

percent). Nine percent of firms said that
none of these factors were a barrier to them.
Of those firms having sought investment
capital and of those barriers listed by more
than one-half of respondents, more than 50
percent responded that three barrierscollateral requirements and offsetting deposit
requirements, cost (interest rates and loan
origination fees) and lending limits-were
high. Following closely was cash flow
requirements (45 percent). Below this were
local availability (39 percent) and risk of
project (37 percent).
Of those having difficulty in getting capital,
83 percent said that collateral was a high
barrier. Overall it was seen as a high barrier
by only 57 percent. The next four barriers:
cash flow requirements, lending limits, cost,
and local availability, were all cited as high
barriers by at least 60 percent of firms having
difficulty raising capital. Not surprisingly,
most of the barriers were higher for those
firms experiencing difficulty in raising capital
except risk of project which was virtually the
same for those having some or no difficulty.
When firms do obtain capital, they are most
likely to use it for working capital (64
percent) or buying new equipment (63
percent) (Table A-ll). Other common uses
for new capital include buying or improving
new buildings (49 percent) and inventory (44
percent).
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Of the 203 firms listing a primary heating
source, 64 percent named natural gas, 17
percent listed electricity and 11 percent cited
fuel oil as their primary source of heating.
Of the 123 firms responding with a primary
source of processing energy, 78 percent listed
electricity, while 17 percent said natural gas.
Reliability was the energy characteristic given
the highest very important rating. It was cited
by 80 percent of the firms as very important.
Other energy characteristics, availability and
cost, were rated at 74 percent and 68
percent, respectively. Surprisingly, cost was
given the lowest importance rating of the
three characteristics.
Reflecting businesses' general satisfaction with
Minnesota's infrastructure, more than onehalf of the sample was very satisfied with
availability of energy. Less were very satisfied
with reliability (43 percent). Cost, as usual,
was the least satisfactory with 18 percent
saying they were very satisfied. However, over
one-half (61 percent) said they were satisfied.
Energy does not seem to be of great concern
to SMHGFs in Minnesota. They give very
high ratings to availability and reliability
which are important energy issues. Firms are
less satisfied with cost but it is also of less
importance to them.
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Uses of Capital
Number @f
Respondents

Inventory
Acquisition or improvement of land
Acquisition or improvement of buildings
Acquisition of new equipment
Research and development procedures
Extinguish existing debt
Refinance existing debt
Working capital (to include uses for basic operations, rent, leases,
salaries and wages, costs of goods, marketing and the like)

Percent
Yes

100
46
111
144
28
10
43

44%
20
49
63
12
4
19

145

64

n=228

2
M@de @f
1'ranslP@ll1:at!@1I'iI

Truck
Freight Services
Air
Rail
Barge/Ship

Primary Mode of Transportation of Products
Primary M@d!e
Number
Percent

147
21
15

60
21
15

2

3
1

a

Because businesses need to transport their
product to market and they are faced with the
increasing importance of international trade,
firms were asked to describe their major
modes of transportation and what
characteristics were most important to them,
Fifty-nine percent of firms said that the
transportation of products was very important
(score of 4) to the operation of their business.
Seventy-six percent said it was important.
Some interesting differences came out when
the importance of transportation was broken
out by industry. Only 46 percent of high tech
firms said that transportation was very
important to their business, while nondurable and durable manufacturing rated the
importance of transportation quite high, 92
and 90 percent, respectively.
High technology firms often produce high
value items that are easy to ship, making
transportation costs less important while

High Satisfacti@1I'iI
(Sc@re of ;) @r 4)

89%
80
88
40
57

traditional manufacturers may be involved in
producing either lower cost products or larger
items, In this case transportation costs
become an issue.
The most often cited primary mode of
transportation for product shipment was by
truck at 60 percent, followed by freight
services with 21 percent (Table A12). Air
was the primary mode of product
transportation for 15 percent of firms, rail was
3 percent, and barge was less than 1 percent.
Firms were most satisfied with truck and air
transportation, somewhat less satisfied with
freight services, and relatively dissatisfied with
rail and barge/ship, which, not surprisingly,
are used infrequently.
Almost all the transportation characteristics
are considered important, but reliability is
considered the most important (Table A-13).
At mid-60 percents were speed, cost and
quality of service. As far as satisfaction, the
only real difference occurred in cost. Only 11
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Importance and Satisfaction of Transportation Characteristics

'fralf1lsporiaili@1f1I
Characilell'isilies

INIlU1mll::ll1lHI' @f
Respomienils

Speed
Cost
Frequency
Reliability
Traceability
Safety
Quality of service
Preferred mode unavailable

213
216
195
210
194
189
199
92

Imp@riaiU:e
(Seemll@f41

Sailisfacili@1i1I
(Sc@lI'e @f 41

64%
66
53
78
55
47
65
27

24%
'11
20
23
21
21
19
18

Importance of Selected Technologies
INIl!.1mbell' of
R!\!lspolf1ll:!Jei1lils

Equipment for more fully automating your production process
(e.g. computer integrated manufacturing)
Equipment/Systems for communication of information
(data, voice, or visual)
Other equipment/systems to improve quality or productivity
(e.g. computer aided design)
Advanced materials to improve product or processes
(e.g. composites)

percent of firms were satisfied with cost,
compared to ratings of 18 percent to 24
percent for the rest of the characteristics.
Business travel was very important to the
operation of SMHGFs for 25 percent of the
respondents. It was not important to 26
percent of the respondents.
Of those listing primary modes of business
travel, 54 percent cited air, and 46 percent
said automobile. Only 16 percent of air
travelers were very satisfied with this mode of
transportation while 32 percent of automobile
travelers said they were very satisfied.
Surprisingly, business travel use and
satisfaction did not vary by industry.

With increasingly competitive markets, these
expanding businesses were asked about the
importance of technology, and research and
development investments to their firms.
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hnp@r1l:amce
(Sc@lI'e of 41

(Sc@re of
:} or 41

255

36%

60%

258

33

67

258

31

65

242

19

50

For high-growth firms the lack of importance
for research and development was surprisingly
low with 40 percent saying it was not
important and only 20 percent saying it was
important.
There were, however, some differences in the
importance of research and development
depending on the type of industry involved.
High technology firms said research and
development was important (37 percent).
R&D was important to 29 percent of durable
goods manufacturers and to 24 percent of
non-durable goods manufacturers. In service
and trade sectors, only 12 percent of firms
said that research and development was
important.
Of 148 respondents, 88 percent of the firms
listed in-house/internal as their primary
method of research and development. Nine
percent listed subcontracting or ventures with
other firms, and only 3 percent listed
subcontracting or ventures with academic

5

Impact of State and Local Taxes

Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Worker's Compensation
Corporate Income Tax
Unemployment Insurance
Commercial/Industrial Property Taxes
Personal Income Tax
Sales Tax
Residential Property Tax
Research and Development Tax Credit

institutions. No one claimed to be conducting
research and development with the federal
government.
Between 84 percent and 89 percent of firms
in the sample responded to the questions on
the importance of four specified types of
technology (Table A-14). Of those who listed
importance of the technologies, about onethird listed equipment for automation,
communication, improvement of quality and
productivity as very important. Only 19
percent said advanced materials to improve
product or processes was very important.

Increasingly, government has come to playa
role in economic growth and development
either directly through tax incentives, loans,
etc., or indirectly through tax policy and
regulations. State governments have taken on
a larger role in this area as the federal
government has delegated or cut funding for
various services. These moves have led
governments to assess the effectiveness and
quality as well as the impact of some of these
programs. Business development programs
targeted at smaller businesses remains a
popular method of assisting business.

Services and trade tended to value technology
less than manufacturers. Sixty-one percent of
non-durable firms rated automation processes
as very important, while other industries were
close to the norm of 36 percent. Thirty-six
percent of non-durable goods manufacturers
also said that advanced materials technology
was very important.

However, most businesses (61 percent) said
that state business taxes and regulations have
a very significant impact on their business
operating costs. Nearly all (90 percent) said
the impact was at least somewhat significant.

The importance ratings given equipment/
systems for communication of information
were surprising. Durable and non-durable
goods only rated this as very important, 19
percent and 20 percent, respectively. High
tech firms and service and trade were close to
the average.
There were no significant variances by
industry for the other types of equipment
technology.

Not all small and medium high growth firms
said that government taxes and regulations
had a significant impact. Fifty-one percent of
high technology firms said that taxes and
regulations had a very significant impact
while 81 percent of durable goods
manufacturers felt that taxes and regulations
had a very significant impact.
Because not all taxes are likely to have the
same impact, we asked firms to rank the
impact of taxes on their business (Table

A-IS).
The top four categories were taxes associated
directly with the firms. They were: worker's
compensation, corporate income tax,
unemployment insurance and commercial!
39
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Impact of Regulations
Number@f
Resp@ndents

Pollution Control Regulations
Air pollution
Water pollution
Toxic waste
Solid waste
Employment Regulations
Hiring and selection practices
Hours and wages regulations
Civil rights (discrimination)
Health and safety standards (OSHA)
Liability insurance

industrial property tax. Those with the lowest
ranking were all taxes on individuals, except
for the research and development credit
which few firms said had any impact.
While taxes have been the government's
major impact on business, regulations are
probably catching up in terms of impact. The
businesses in our sample were asked to assess
the impact pollution control and employment
regulations had on their firms (Table A-16).
Between 16 percent and 21 percent of the
respondents said that pollution control
regulations were not applicable to their
business. Of those who said they were
applicable, solid waste had the highest impact
with 25 percent giving it a very significant
rating. Air and water pollution had the
lowest impact with 47 percent of the
respondents in both cases giving it a 1. Toxic
waste had 36 percent of respondents rating it
as low impact.
Employment regulations had a greater impact
on businesses. The highest impact was from
liability insurance which was rated at 4 by 48
percent of respondents. The second tier
which rated hiring and selection, 21 percent;
hours and wages, 27 percent; and health and
safety standards, 20 percent; were too close to
call. The regulations with the least impact
were civil rights which was cited as having no
impact by 42 percent of firms.
Toxic waste regulations were seen as having
more impact (score of 4) by high tech firms
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200
204
218
217

265
264
262
264
266

Significant
(Sc@re @f 3 @r 4)

15%
14
14

25
21
27
10

20
48

(27 percent versus 14 percent) while these
same firms felt that solid waste impacted
them less (16 percent versus 25 percent).
Hiring practice regulations had very little
impact on durable goods manufacturers (3
percent versus 21 percent) nor did hour and
wage regulations for high technology firms
(16 percent versus 27 percent). Civil rights
regulations were generally seen by few firms as
having severe impact (10 percent) but it had
little impact on the manufacturers and more
impact on the service and trade firms. This
same breakout is seen for liability where the
most sever impact was felt by service and
trade while lesser impacts were felt by durable
and non-durable manufacturing (39 percent
and 32 percent versus 48 percent overall).
The rating for OSHA was surprisingly evenly
distributed except for durable manufacturers
where it was 11 percent points higher (31
percent versus 20 percent).
Between 20 percent and 28 percent felt that
pollution control regulation assistance was not
applicable to their businesses. Of those who
said that these regulations impacted their
businesses, between 32 percent and 40
percent of firms said that the technical
assistance was excellent (Table A-17).
Ratings were generally higher for employment
regulation technical assistance, especially
OSHA. The lowest ratings were for hiring
and selection practices and civil rights
technical assistance.

7

Quality of Technical Assistance
Numll:u!II'of
Resp@ildents

Pollution Control Regulations
Air pollution
Water pollution
Toxic waste
Solid waste
Employment Regulations
Hiring and selection practices
Hours and wages regulations
Civil rights (discrimination)
Health and safety standards (OSHA)
Liability insurance

Excellent
(Score @f 3 @r 4)

89
90
109
58

32%
36
40
35

183
184
136
193
212

37
42
35
45
43

Planned Changes in Staff

Occupati@nal Gr@up

Management
Professional/Scientists/Engineers
Technical/Skilled
Clerical/Sales
Unskilled
No Changes Planned

N~gmber of
Respondents

186
122
180
178
152
71

199(lhs
After examining current
conditions, we asked businesses
about the future and their plans in
five years. It is clear that Minnesota
businesses are both adjusting to expected
changes and acting as change agents.

Again, labor is a major consideration.
Business growth and hence economic growth
are dependent on the availability of a skilled
and productive workforce. As the growth of
the Minnesota labor force slows, gains in the
economy and personal incomes will have to
come through greater productivity.
Small and medium high-growth firms are
especially vulnerable to changes in the labor
market. As the labor markets tighten, smaller
businesses will have a difficult time competing
with larger firms in terms of wages and fringe
benefits. Smaller firms have traditionally

Decrease
(Sc@re 1)

5%
7
3
3
8

Increase
(Sc@re 4)

8%
14
18
10
15
25% of sample

(Score 3 @r 4)

70%
67
82
67
59

hired more workers that have had less
involvement in the permanent workforce.
These firms may be particularly vulnerable if
they employ large numbers of young
employees, or labor groups that already have
high participation rates in Minnesota, such as
women.
Despite the fact that these are high-growth
firms, 25 percent of the sample said that they
do not plan to make any changes in their
staffing in the next five years (Table A-IS).
Of those firms that are planning changes,
they are predominately planning to increase
their staff. The biggest increase is planned for
technical/skilled workers-S2 percent of firms
are planning to hire more of these workers.
The weakest growth will be for unskilled
workers but 59 percent of firms still plan to
hire more of these workers. Between 67
percent and 70 percent of firms are expecting
to increase hires in the rest of the
occupational groups.
41
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li"ersonneD
Dssues

Rising labor
costs
Lack of
appropriate
skills
Declining labor
supply
Drug/AIDS
testing
Employee
health
benefits
Employee
parking/
commuting
Day care
Organized
labor issues
Work force
diversity
Retirement!
pension
Flexible/
Alternative
work
schedule
n=289

Personnel Issues-Importance in Five Years
lilly OcclIJpatO@naD Gr@lUIp
IPr@fessD@ll1ll:ilD/ TechNumber of
Ovel'aOO
Manage. SCDell1ltDsts/
nDcaD/
CDericaD/
lRep«:lIl1ldell1lts Ompillna6M:::e
mell1lt
EngDneers
SlldOOed Sales lIJJlI1sldOOed

267

66%

63%

57%

61%

62%

66%

256

35

36

49

39

31

29

257

31

30

31

29

30

32

255

15

15

14

15

12

14

262

57

56

58

63

57

59

254
255

4
6

7
4

5
1

6
3

6
4

4
8

253

13

14

12

11

13

14

244

9

10

6

7

7

16

253

24

27

31

29

27

23

248

9

11

12

9

10

12

A detailed look at the industry break-down
showed that service and trade firms plan to
hire fewer professional/scientists/engineers,
technical/skilled and unskilled workers than
the overall group. The manufacturing groups
of high technology, durable and non-durable
showed the same expansion expectations as
the group as a whole.
Occupational groups are more important to
those that plan to increase staff for
professionals/scientists/engineers and unskilled
only. However, these groups are the least
important to SMHGFs overall.
Rising labor costs are expected to be the most
important personnel issue in five years for
two-thirds of the firms in the sample (Table
A-19). Second in importance is employee
health benefits. Other issues of concern to
about one-third of firms were lack of
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appropriate skills and declining labor supply.
These were the same top four personnel
concerns that firms said they currently had.
Rising labor costs jumped in importance from
56 percent presently to 66 percent in five
years. Retirement/pension also increased in
importance, from 15 percent to 24 percent.
Other issues increased only modestly in
importance.
Personnel issues of little interest in five years
continued to be employee parking/commuting
which was not important to 55 percent of
firms and organized labor issues which were
not important to 44 percent of the sample.
When personnel issues were analyzed by
occupational group, the only differences that
emerged were that firms increasing
professionals/scientists/engineers were more

Importance of Training Topics in Five Years
INlllJjllilllbler of
Imporiance
lRe$pom:lents (Score of 1) (Score of 4)

Manufacturing
Processes/Equipment (including computer skills)
Engineering/Scientific techniques
auality improvement/control
Marketing/Sales
Customer service
International skills (customs regulations, etc.)
Foreign languages
Marketing/Sales techniques
Administrative
Clerical/Office skills
Computer skills for administrative functions
Managerial
Strategic planning
Supervisory/leadership techniques
General
Basic skills (reading, writing, math)
Communication skills
Career development

154
141
160

10%
23
8

58%
31
64

201
152
150
193

2
57
71
4

69
12
2
60

191
189

3
5

31
40

191
195

4
2

48
58

171
189
175

29
5
10

29
51
23

n=235

concerned about lack of appropriate skills
than the group overall (49 percent versus 39
percent). These firms also tended to be less
concerned about rising labor costs for
professional/scientists/engineers than overall.

Ch,an§:les In TrCi:liniing
Labor availability and skills needed will
undoubtedly change in the future. Businesses
have the most influence over the composition
of their labor force in the area of training.
Currently, 81 percent of SMHGFs offer
formal training to their employees and less
than 1 percent are offering less training than
they did five years ago.
About two-thirds of firms said customer
service and quality improvement and control
would be very important training topics in
five years (Table A-20). Also considered very
important were marketing/sales,
manufacturing processes/equipment and
supervisory/leadership training. Again, least
important were foreign languages and
international skills. Other less important
training included basic skills and engineering/
scientific techniques.

The least change is expected in truck
transportation which is the most frequently
used (60 percent) and has the highest level of
satisfaction (88 percent). Of those firms that
do expect change in their use of trucking, 91
percent expect to increase use significantly
(Table A-2I). One-third of firms expect no
change in the other modes of transportation.
Air and freight service transportation will be
used more by 88 percent and 80 percent of
firms, respectively. Fifty percent of firms
expecting change in their use of barge/ship
transportation said they would use less in five
years, as did 38 percent of rail users.
Trucking is the most stable form of
transportation and will increase the most.
There will be more change in the other
modes but the increases will be slightly less
for air and freight service and much less for
rail and barge/service. This seems to
correspond with satisfaction and current
usage.
Firms were also asked what transportation
problems would inhibit their economic
growth in five years (Table A-22). Eighteen
percent of firms said that they did not expect
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Change and Amount of Change for Transportation
Mode of
Transpoll1ation

Number of
Resp@ndents

Truck
Air
Rail
Barge/Ship
Freight Services

125
82
81
76
81

No
Change

Number of
Resp@ndents

50%
33
33
31
33

101
64
21
20
66

Increase
Significantly

91%
88
62
50
80

n=246

Transportation Problems in Five Years
Number of
Respondents

Reduction of air service availability
Reduction in air service quality
Airport congestion
Lack of rail service
Deteriorating roads and bridges
Inadequate shipping services
Poor road access
Road congestion
Lack of mass transit
Problems in transporting
hazardous materials and waste
Increasing costs
Reduction in trucking service
availability
None expected

Severity
(Score @f 4)

121
116
112
96
124
110
107
118
100

25
25
25
26
10

100
132

11
49

122
39

29
18

17%
15
9
7

n=215

any of the following transportation problems
to inhibit their economic growth.
Of those firms that foresaw some problems,
increasing costs were of the greatest concern
with 49 percent of firms expecting this
problem to inhibit their growth severely
(Table An). One-quarter of the firms were
also concerned about highway transportation
issues. Deteriorating road and bridges (25
percent), poor road access (25 percent) and
road congestion (26 percent) would all
severely inhibit their economic growth. Other
problems cited by I'll' least 25 percent of the
sample included reduction in trucking service
(29 percent) and inadequate shipping services
(25 percent). Ail' travel is of less concern
with all three air transportation questions
getting responses between 9 percent and 17
percent.
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Of least concern to SMHGFs was
transportation of hazardous waste (11
percent), lack of mass transit (lO percent)
and lack of rail service (7 percent).
Not surprisingly, firms whose primary
transportation mode is trucking said that the
following problems would severely inhibit
their growth more than the group overall.
These problems were pOol' road access, road
congestion, increasing costs and reduction in
trncking service availability.

Rapidly changing technology is a major factor
in modern business and Minnesota firms need
to keep on top of these changes or be left
behind. Smaller businesses are especially
affected as technology, particularly computers,
enables these firms to compete with larger

Increase/Decrease in Primary Mode of Research in Five Years
Number of
Respondents

123
12
5

In-house/Internal
Subcontract or venture with other firms
Subcontract or venture with academic institutions
Subcontract or venture with federal government

o

1%

o

14%
8

20

40

o

o

59%
75
20

26%
17

o

o

o

Importance of Technologies in Five Years
Number of
Resp@ndents

Equipment for more fully automating your production
process (e.g. computer integrated manufacturing)
Equipment/systems for communication of information
(data, voice, or visual)
Other equipment/systems to improve quality or
productivity (e.g. computer aided design)
Advanced materials to improve product or processes
(e.g. composites)

firms. Some studies state that smaller firms
are more innovative and so we would expect
to find these firms to be changing more
rapidly or introducing new products and
services.
In this case, however, Minnesota SMHGFs
appear to be less innovative than some of the
other groups studied including large firms,
high technology firms and exporting firms.
Only 64 percent of SMHGFs plan to
introduce a new product in the next five
years.
Thirty-four percent of firms said that research
and development investments would be very
important to the success of their business in
five years. This compares to 20 percent who
said it was currently important. Firms citing
research and development as important
totaled 36 percent currently and 59 percent
said it would be important in five years.
While they make up only 19 percent of the
sample, 40 percent of the firms that rated the
importance of research and development as
very important were high technology firms.
The durable and non-durable manufacturers
both had roughly the same proportions, while

Increase
Future

N@w
(Sc@re @f 4)

237

47%

36%

241

44

33

239

46

31

225

30

19

services and trade which make up 59 percent
of the sample only account for 39 percent of
the firms which consider research and
development important in five years.
Twenty-six percent of firms conducting inhouse/internal research and development
expected to be increasing it significantly in
the next five years (Table A-23). For those
primarily conducting subcontracts or joint
ventures, 17 percent expected it to increase
significantly. For those few firms working with
academic institutions, not one expected to be
increasing R&D significantly, and 20 percent
said they would decrease R&D significantly.
Close to one-half of the firms said that the
first three of the four technologies listed
below would be important in five years (Table
A- 24). Advanced materials was seen as less
important both now and in the future. All
the technologies listed increased in
importance in five years between 11 percent
and 15 percent.
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Importance of Government Services and Recommendations for Spending

Govell'nm€,mt
Services

Education
Elementary/
Secondary
Higher Education
Libraries
Social Services and
Income Maintenance
Public Welfare
Hospitals
i"lealth
Employment Security
Transportation
Highway
Air
Water
Public Safety
Police Protection
Fire Protection
Corrections
Protective Regulation
Environment and
Housing
Natural Resources
Parks and
Recreation
Housing and
Community
Development
Sewerage
Other Sanitation
n=289

Number of
!RespornD
dents

Imporlarnce
(Score 1)

Spell1lding
(Score 1)

(Score 4)

271
268
256

3%
6
17

69%
49
26

253
248
234

266
263
266
263

46
17
13
22

10
18
21
13

252
249
249
248

64
19
15
40

2
4
6
2

268
264
260

8
24
63

34
16
3

251
246
244

8
20
48

14
5
1

269
270
264
261

8
6
27
29

26
28
11
8

251
251
249
248

6
6
16
29

14
10
7
3

263

20

22

241

15

12

262

22

16

242

16

10

265
262
249

23
17
17

13
14
10

246
247
235

22
9
11

7
7
6

Government plays a significant role
in the operation of businesses
through services like infrastructure
and education to regulations and
taxes. While businesses sometimes perceive
government as a problem especially in the
area of taxes, they also realize that it provides
services they would otherwise have to provide
for themselves. This may be particularly true
of smaller businesses where taxes can be more
burdensome, yet they depend on government
for protective services and employee training.
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(Score 4)

t<llumber of
!ResponD
dents

6%
6
9

26%
18
8

In Table A-25, firms were asked to rate the
importance of 19 government services and
whether spending should be increased or
decreased for these services. Government
services of greatest importance to SMHGFs
were elementary/secondary education (69
percent), and higher education (49 percent).
Other services considered important were
highway transportation (34 percent), fire
protection (28 percent), police protection (26
percent) and libraries (26 percent).

Those services considered least important
were water transportation (63 percent), public
welfare (46 percent), protective regulations
(29 percent) and corrections (27 percent).
Natural resources were evenly split in
importance (20/22 percent).
Businesses that considered a particular service
important were generally willing to follow up
that concern with increased spending. More
than one-quarter (26 percent) of firms wanted
to spend more on elementary/secondary
education. Eighteen percent of firms said that
more should be spent on higher education.
At least 10 percent of firms said they were
willing to spend more on highway
transportation (14 percent), police protection
(14 percent), natural resources (12 percent),
parks and recreation (10 percent) and fire
protection (10 percent).
Again those areas considered less important
were targeted for less spending. The services
that firms wanted to cut were public welfare
(64 percent), water transportation (48
percent), employment security (40 percent)
and protective regulation (29 percent).

Businesses showed strong interest in and
support for education, reflecting their desire
for a highly skilled labor force. Education is
already a major budget item for the state of
Minnesota, yet SMHGFs said more should be
spent on education. This is surprising since
Minnesota already spends 16 percent more
than the u.s. average on elementary
education and 28 percent more than average
on higher education.
While elementary education was very
important to 69 percent of the firms in the
sample, it was particularly important to nondurable manufacturers, 81 percent of whom
gave it a very important rating.
Firms that want to spend more on
elementary/secondary education also tend to
value in-house training. Overall, 63 percent
of firms want to spend more on elementary
education while 74 percent of firms that said
in-house training is important want to spend
more on this type. Of the firms that want to
spend less on elementary education, only 55

percent rate in-house training as important.
This is also true to a lesser extent with higher
education and libraries.
The overall very important rating for higher
education was 49 percent. High technology
firms rated it at 61 percent but only 31
percent of durable goods manufacturers said it
was very important.
Those firms that would like to see more
spending on higher education also value
universitylcollege training more than the
overall group.
Firms that were labor-intensive said higher
education was very important (62 percent
versus 49 percent overall). Twenty-eight
percent of labor intensive firms wanted to
spent more on higher education than the
firms overall (18 percent). Only 38 percent of
those firms that were capital-intensive said
higher education was very important. Higher
education was also of slightly greater
importance to firms which said that research
and development would be very important in
five years.

This is another major program area for the
state, however, social services are not
considered important by many firms and very
few want increased spending in this area. In
fact, most firms would like decreased spending
especially in welfare (64 percent) and
employment security (40 percent). Minnesota
spends 58 percent more on employment
security than the u.s. average, 37 percent
more than the nation on public welfare, 19
percent more on hospitals, and about the
same in health. There was no variation in
firms wanting decreased social services by
industry, firm type or age.

A topic of major importance for more than
one-third of the firms, transportation is
dominated by the importance of highways.
Despite the fact that Minnesota spends nearly
50 percent more on highways than average,
14 percent of firms still wanted to spend
significantly more. For increased highway
spending (58 percent), firms relying on truck
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transportation did not vary much from the
average but freight services wanted more
spent (68 percent) and those firms using air
transportation wanted less spent (45 percent)
on highways. Only 22 percent of high
technology firms said that highways were very
important while the overall importance rating
was 34 percent.
Air transportation was surprisingly
unimportant. Nearly one-quarter of firms
considered air transportation "not important."
In fact, 20 percent wanted the state to spend
less. This is interesting considering that
compared to the United States, Minnesota
already spends 38 percent less on air
transportation. Not surprisingly, firms who
said that their primary mode of transportation
is air wanted more spending on air (42
percent versus 32 percent). Trucking firms
want the same amount spent on air. In the
case of air transportation, given an
importance rating of 16 percent overall, 33
percent of durable goods manufacturers said
air transportation was very important.
Water transportation is "very important" to
only 3 percent of firms, the lowest
importance rating of any government service.
Not surprisingly, nearly one-half of the
sample said that spending on water
transportation should be greatly reduced. One
reason for the strong reaction against water
transportation in the survey may be the fact
that Minnesota spends 271 percent more on
water transportation than the national
average.

In the area of public safety both fire and
police protection are considered important
with corresponding ratings for more spending.
More than one-quarter of the firms said fire
and police protection were "very important."
Fourteen and 10 percent of firms wanted to
increase spending for police and fire
protection, respectively. Corrections and
protective regulations, however, did not
follow this pattern. Both of these areas had
low importance ratings and very few firms
said to increase spending, especially in
protective regulations. Minnesota underspends
the United States in all categories of public
safety.
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These services ranged in importance from 10
percent for other sanitation to 22 percent for
natural resources. Firms tended to be evenly
split on spending for parks and natural
resources, and sewerage but wanted less spent
on housing and community development, as
well as other sanitation.
While the overall very important rating for
natural resources was 22 percent, non-durable
goods manufacturers gave it a very important
rating of 34 percent. On the other hand, 20
percent of firms overall rated natural resources
as not important while only 7 percent of
durable goods manufacturers did.
Of those firms that said natural resources were
very important, only 44 percent were trade
and service firms although they made up 59
percent of the sample.

Small and medium-sized firms are a
critical part of the Minnesota
economy, accounting for half a
million jobs in the state. These
firms represent an important source of
employment and future economic growth.
Minnesota has been recognized nationally by
various business publications as providing a
good environment in which small and
medium-sized business can grow. However,
the number of small and medium-sized firms
has been growing at a slower rate than overall
business growth.
Throughout the nation, state involvement in
small business development has increased
dramatically over the last decade. Minnesota
has also recognized the importance of small
and medium-sized businesses, encouraging
business development as an integral part of
the state's overall economic development
efforts.
The results of the survey show that
Minnesota's small and medium-sized
businesses seem optimistic about their futures.
While they face obstacles common to many
smaller businesses such as increasing labor
costs, scarcity of skilled workers and

government taxes and regulations, they
generally foresee a future of continued growth
and consolidation.
A majority of SMHGFs (firms of 20 to 499
employees with above average growth in
employment and sales) in the survey sample
were in service and trade industries. More
than one-third of the firms were
manufacturers. Nearly one-fifth of the firms
were high tech. SMHGFs primarily serve
local markets and seem to have little interest
in developing international skills or markets.
Management, technical/skilled, and clerical/
sales are the most important labor groups to
small and medium-sized high growth firms.
SMHGFs have more difficulty in recruiting
management and technical/skilled workers,
but little problem retaining workers.
Recruiting difficulties arise from cost of labor
and lack of skills in the labor force. The
major personnel concern for SMHGFs is the
cost of health benefits for employees. Other
areas of concern are cost of labor, lack of
appropriate skills and declining labor supply.
Of the 75 percent of the firms increasing
their employment, technical/skilled workers
will be in the greatest demand. The cost of
labor and cost of health care benefits will
remain issues of concern in the future, as will
lack of appropriate skills and declining labor
supply.
Most firms offer training and more than onehalf will offer more in the future. Nearly all
the firms offering training do so to improve
quality and productivity as well as customer
service, marketing/sales, and processes and
equipment. These firms prefer to do their
training in-house.
Contrary to many studies, SMHGFs in
Minnesota say they do not encounter high
barriers to capital. They have sought capital,
have successfully obtained it and were
relatively satisfied with the process. The
capital raised is used for new equipment and
working capital.

services. All of these will increase in use in
the future.
Research and development is less important
to these high growth firms than to the other
business groups surveyed. This may reflect the
high number of service and trade firms in this
sample compared to the other industries. Just
over one-half of these firms will introduce a
new product in the next five years.
Over half of the sample rated government's
influence on their business as very significant.
They are especially concerned with workers'
compensation. Other issues of concern are
corporate income tax, unemployment
compensation and commercial property tax.
Firms rated the impact of other government
actions, such as regulation, surprisingly low.
Aside from the areas of education,
transportation and fire and police protection,
these firms do not see a broad role for
government. SMHGFs prefer to do their own
research, seldom working with academia or
the federal government. Training is done
primarily in-house. They do use some
government training programs but are less
satisfied with the results. Very few firms use
government-sponsored capital sources and
those firms that do are very dissatisfied with
them.
SMHGFs do, however, see that the
government services in education,
transportation and protection are important
enough to warrant higher spending even
though Minnesota already spends more than
the national average in education and
transportation.
Overall, Minnesota's SMHGFs appear to be
doing well and are preparing for the
challenges of the future.

SMHGFs appear to be relatively satisfied with
the major modes of transportation in
Minnesota. The predominant transportation
mode is truck followed by air and freight
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ntraduction

ThroughouT the 19705, U.S. farm exports
drove ;l vigorous agricultural economy
until world demand contracted. The
rt..-ccssion caused farmland values [Q
Jt.'Clinc and increased financial strC5S In the
carly 198Ch. Mineral extraction industries
benefitted Juring the 1970s from risinR
worlJwlJe enerID' and materials prices. but
these inJu~trlcs too have declined, loslnJt
two-thirds of their jobs between 1979 and
1987. In 1990. mining has fe<:o\"cred slightly
and l~ at 41 percent of its 1979 level.

In 1989. the Greater Minnesota economy
supponeJ Just over half as many Jobs as held
in the Twin Cities Metropolitan area. Overall
employment g:ro.....th in Gre:uer Minnesota has
tradnionall) been slower, by one or twO
points, th:m In the metropolitan regions. In
1983, un~mployment in Greater Minnesota
was 10.2 percent compared with 6.4 rercent
in the Twin Cities (T"hle 8-1).
Unemployment has fallen since then across
the state to 5.2 percent in Greater Minnesota
anJ 4.4 percent in the Twin Cities. In more
recent years, growth in both regions has been
more balanced; employment has increaSt.--d an
average 2.6 percent annuall~' in Greater
Minnesota. TWin Cities metro area
emplo~ment grew slightly more slowly at 2.3
percenr.
In 1989. the Greater Minnesota average
Income was $17 ,984-aOOot two-thIrds of the
average inctlme in rhe Twin Cities.
Furthcnnorc, the nominal average Incomes In
Greater Mmnesom and mNropolitan
Minnesota have been diverging at slightly less
than I percenr annually over the decade due

the slighdy slower non-metropolitan income
growth.
In 1985, metropolitan businesses began
oumumbermg non-metropolitan counterparts.
Since 1983, rhe number of e:'ilablishments has
grown in rhe Twin Cities metropolitan area
by an annual average of 3.3 percenr lOtalling
67.165 in 1989. During the same time period
in Greater Minnesota, the number grew only
I percent per annum ro a Total of 60,500.
The average finn in Greater Minnesora
employed 13 people in 1989, less than Its
average metropolitan counterpart With 19
employees.

Greater Minnesota
Manufacturing
Changing patterns in worldwide demand have
weakened food produclion and resource
extraction, two traditionally strong industries
in Minnesota. While these industries arc still
of special importance to the economy of
Greater Minnesota, there are concerns about
sustaining viable Greater Minnesota
communities.

Of particular Interest to Greater Mmnesota
are manufacturers that provide more than
one-third of the manufactunng JObs in the
state. Manufacturing Jobs typically pay higher
wages. generate more exports to other states
and countries, and produce more Indirect
income than other SC'ClOni. Furthermore, each
manufacturing Job indirecdy creates 1.5 other
jobs in conrr:<m to 0.2 indirect jobs created by
service mdustries. Modem manufacturing
industries create special demands on local
labor forces anJ institutions. This chapter
examines Greater Minnesota's business
climate and some of the majot concerns

"

Non-Agricultural Employment in Non-Metro Minnesota, 1980-1989

YeaII'

Total
State
(000)

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

1,770.2
1,761.3
1,707.3
1,718.2
1,819.8
1,864.8
1,892.0
1,958.4
2,022.1
2,021.7

~Jilall'lllJjfa©tllJlI'ong Employment

State
(000)

Non-Metll'o
(000)

371.2
364.0
346.8
346.1
373.8
375.3
368:7
376.4
393.6
399.0

126.8
123.8
115.3
115.0
124.7
125.2
125.5
130.7
139.4
144.5

N@n-Metll'o
Shall'e @f
State Total

34.1%
34.0
33.3
33.2
33.4
33.4
34.0
34.7
35.4
36.2

~Jlanufa©tllJlI'oll'ilg GlI'owth

Annual A1Uerage
Metll'o
Non-Metll'o

1.8%
-3.6
-0.2
7.8
0.4
-2.8
1.0
3.5
0:1

-2.3%
-6.9
-0.3
8.5
0.4
0.2
4.2
6.7
3.7

SOURCE: Minnesota Covered Employment and Wages, Department of Jobs lind Training

facing manufacturers in Greater Minnesota in
the 1990s.

The disparity of economic performance
among Twin Cities and Greater Minnesota
communities has concerned Minnesota
policymakers throughout the 1980s. One
legislative response to these concerns was to
enact Chapter 386 of the 1987 Minnesota
Session Laws (West) in order to provide a
comprehensive rural economic development
strategy for Greater Minnesota.
The basic responsibility of coordinating
Greater Minnesota development programs was
assigned to the Rural Development Board of
the Department of Trade and Economic
Development which administers two targeted
finance assistance programs.

Essentially, the legislation attempts to target
and develop sustainable future sources of
employment and earnings for Greater
Minnesota residents. The broad scope of this
legislation underscores a variety of Greater
Minnesota economic issues and addresses the
comprehensive nature of any strategy designed
to sustain a viable Greater Minnesota
economy confronted by a changing world
environment.

The Greater Minnesota Corporation was
created to stimulate technology development
and transfer in Greater Minnesota. Four
regional research facilities were authorized,
including the Agricultural Utilization
Research Institute, to develop new uses for
agricultural products.

Roughly one-third of
Minnesota's manufacturing jobs are with
Greater Minnesota firms. Non-metropolitan
manufacturing employment has grown
approximately 4 percent annually between
1986 and 1989, more than three times the
metropolitan rate of growth (Table B-2). At
the same time, average manufacturing wages
in Greater Minnesota have remained
approximately 30 percent lower than in the
Twin Cities area. Manufacturing industries in
Minnesota have rebounded from the
recession.

Other elements of the legislative strategy
promote natural resource management,
employment in innovative technology
businesses, and diversification of development
financing.

Given these high levels of growth, production
facilities seem functionally viable in nonmetropolitan areas where traditional inputs
such as land and labor are less costly. Nonmetropolitan locations are preferred for
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routinized manufacturing. Production facilities
of mature manufacturers are therefore locating
in Greater Minnesota areas, while
administrative, sales, and development
functions often remain in urban centers. 1
However, reduced unemployment can become
a two-edged sword since it is the availability
of labor which significantly influences
manufacturing employment growth. 2 As
Greater Minnesota manufacturing firms
expand and unemployment falls, decreasing
Greater Minnesota unemployment may lead
to future labor shortages constraining
sustainable Greater Minnesota manufacturing
growth.

Greater Minnesota businesses face another
basic dilemma: the benefits of lower Greater
Minnesota labor costs as well as increased
availability of technology may be simply
outweighed by inappropriate and inadequate
skill levels. 3
Traditional Greater Minnesota industries have
been served by a workforce with a broad
variety of skills but new technologies which
historically substituted for labor, especially
information technologies, can now playa
broader role. 4
Innovations in technology can now be
substituted for all factors of production
allowing increased economic activity, reduced
costs, shortened turnaround times, and
decreased energy consumption. 5
In order to facilitate adoption of new
technologies in production increased skill
levels-especially in basic math, reasoning,
and problem solving-are required at all
levels in the work force. 6 Increasing adult
education to change the level and
composition of skills in the workforce acts as
a complement to investments in technology.
There have been concerns that skill levels
and occupational mixes in Greater Minnesota
may not be appropriate as modern
manufacturing businesses adopt new
technologies.

Although few non-metropolitan firms employ
computer-integrated manufacturing systems,
most firms planned to invest in new
technologies as part of a long-term strategy to
modernize routine production functions of
assembly, material handling, and fabrication. 7
However, in order to update or expand into
new technology and capital equipment, many
companies need access to credit.
There is some debate about whether or not
Greater Minnesota firms have a harder time
obtaining credit for their business activities
than their Twin Cities counterparts. One
study of credit markets finds only small
differences between credit availability for
business activity in metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas. Nevertheless, more
barriers to credit confront non-metropolitan
firms due to banker inexperience and higher
collateral value variance-the range of values
assets can be sold for in the market-place. 8
On the other hand, others attribute changes
in bank loan growth in non-metropolitan
areas simply to changes in regional business
conditions rather than an institutional
reluctance to lend. 9
If Greater Minnesota manufacturers indeed
experience significant barriers to credit, these
barriers would inhibit the Greater Minnesota
manufacturing firm's ability to take advantage
of new production and information
technology to sustain growth and compete in
the world market.

One obvious disadvantage to Greater
Minnesota production is remoteness from
populous markets, As manufacturing firms
continue to grow and output increases, there
is greater demand for transportation. The
larger the manufacturing plant, the more
important the transportation factor influences
location decisions. 10
According to an analysis of road networks in
Illinois, Minnesota, Ohio, and Wisconsin, 43
percent of county-maintained roads have
barely adequate or inadequate surfacing.
Engineers consider traffic levels on these
roads high enough to justify maintaining
them but the cost to the average county
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Major Industrial Activity of Sampled Manufacturers
Percent of
Sample

SIC

20
32
34
35
24

Food and Kindred Products
Stone, Clay, and Glass Products
Fabricated Metal Product
Industrial Machinery and Equipment
Lumber and Wood Products
Other

would exceed $27 million dollars or $81,000
per mile. County administrators consider current revenues inadequate to cover these needs.
Administrative options include increasing
revenues, reducing or eliminating services,
and improving service productivity. 11
Although Minnesota has the lowest amount
of intolerable county road surfacing in the
Great Lakes region, the dilemma remains for
Greater Minnesota administrators and
businesses on how to balance maintenance
revenues and transportation business costs to
sustain a growing manufacturing sector.

The sample of Greater Minnesota
manufacturers consists of 240 manufacturing
firms outside the seven-county Twin Cities
metropolitan area out of approximately 2,000
manufacturing establishments in the state.
Five hundred twenty three firms, stratified by
location within the state based on the
regional proportion of manufacturing
employment in each region according to the
Minnesota Directory of Manufacturers, were
asked to complete the survey. The return rate
was 46 percent. The sample was designed to
establish a 95 percent statistical significance
level with a 5 to 7 percent margin of error.

The typical Greater Minnesota manufacturing
firm is independent with 23 years experience
marketing locally within the state with light
sales across the Midwest. Few companies have
national or international markets. The typical
firm employs fewer than 20 people and has
annual sales of less than $1 million. Primary
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21.4%
17.9
14.6
14.6
8.8
23.7

Greater Minnesota manufacturing industries
include: food and kindred products; lumber
and wood products; stone, clay, and glass
products; fabricated metal products; and
industrial machinery and equipment. Production methods are predominantly labor intensive.
The median age of Greater Minnesota firms is
23 years; the sample mode is 20 years. The
lower quartile of the sample firms have
existed for less than 13 years while the upper
quartile range from 45 to 130 years in
business. Relatively few firms surveyed have
been in business less than five years; only 2.9
percent or seven of the firms surveyed. The
low proportion of young firms may reflect
inherent bias in the directory sources
although it confirms the findings of other
researchers: Manufacturing businesses have a
low start-up success rate but high survivability
once established. The study ranked one
hundred fifty eight most commonly started
rural business activities using a national
sample of 281,000 firms. Only three activities
ranked in the top 50 businesses in entry,
survival, and growth categories; miscellaneous
machinery manufacture, electrical
contracting, and petroleum wholesale. Eight
of the top 10 rural growth business activities
. th
e ' sec t or. 12
are m
e manuractunng
Greater Minnesota firms are typically
independent companies (84.6 percent) or
subsidiaries of U.S. companies (9.2 percent).
Less than 2 percent of the sample are a U.S.
parent company or a subsidiary of a foreign
parent.
The major industrial activity in the Greater
Minnesota sample of manufacturers involves
food and kindred products (Table B-3).

Most Important Occupational Groups for Greater Minnesota Manufacturers
Percent of Sample Responding
Very
Important and
Important
Very Important

Management
Professionals/Scientists/Engineers
Technical/Skilled
Clerical/Sales
Unskilled

70%
16
33

95%

33

28

82
72

18

42

Most Greater Minnesota manufacturers in the
sample produce durable goods (46 percent)
along with just over one-third (37 percent)
manufacturing non-durable goods. A smaller
population (15 percent) of firms produce high
technology goods.
Greater Minnesota firms are small with 88
percent employing fewer than 100 people;
more than half have fewer than 20
employees. Almost half have annual revenues
less than $1 million.
Greater Minnesota firms tend to concentrate
on local or Minnesota markets with only
light sales to the Midwest region. More
than 30 percent of the firms sell all their
products locally. Half of the firms sell 6
percent or less of their products in the
Midwest region.

Terminology
Firms were asked to rate the importance of,
or their satisfaction with, a particular factor
or issue on a scale of one to four with one
representing the lowest and four the highest
rating. For the most part in the text of this
chapter, the four ratings have been
consolidated to ease description of issues. For
example, 'important' or 'satisfied' represents
the aggregation of scores 3 and 4. The text
will show when the analysis diverges from this
scheme.
Correlation coefficients were standardized
into three categories: weakly, moderately and
strongly. 'Weakly correlated' indicates a range
of values from-0.3 to 0.3; 'moderately
correlated' covers from-0.67 to-0.33 and from
+0.33 to +0.67; 'strongly correlated'

describes the ranges-1.0 to-0.67 and 0.67 to
1.0. 'Positively' and 'negatively' refer to the
sign of the correlation coefficient.

Local economies can be distinguished by
"what they make" versus "what they do" or
industry versus occupational mix. Local
occupational mix determines education and
skill levels of the workforce which in turn
influence a region's propensity for economic
growth and diversity. 13
Traditionally, human resources and land are
less costly in Greater Minnesota. This creates
a comparative advantage for firms and
branches performing routinized manufacturing
functions outside the Twin Cities
metropolitan area. Administrative, sales, and
development functions often remain in
urban centers although these functions
are also performed by firms in Greater
Minnesota. 14
However, it is the availability of labor which
significantly influences manufacturing
employment growth. 15
The mix of occupations staffing Greater
Minnesota firms provide insight into the
present and future demands on the labor
force, educational and training priorities, and
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Difficulty Recruiting and Retaining Important Occupational Groups
Difficulty Recruiting
All Sample
Of Occupation
Firms
Is Important

Management
Professionals/Scientists/Engineers
Technical/Skilled
Clerical/Sales
Unskilled

61%
67
71

66
67

35
23

54
30

53%

Difficulty Retaining
All Sample
Of Occupation
Firms
Is Important!

39%
50
44
24
32

33%

41
38
22
44

NOTE: "All Sample Firms" column reports responses 3 or 4 (difficult and very difficult) as a percentage
of all that responded to the question; and, the column 'If Occupation Is Important' reports responses 3 or
4 as a percentage of those firms that considered the particular occupational group important or very
important and responded to the question.

potential for future manufacturing
employment growth.
Benefits of lower rural labor and real estate
costs as well as increased availability of
technology may be offset by lower skill levels.
Rural growth is inhibited mainly by labor and
skill shortages. 16
This section explores the important
occupational groups for Greater Minnesota
manufacturing firms and the firms'
experiences recruiting and retaining these
groups.

Important Human Resources
Firms were asked to rate the importance of
five aggregated occupational classes on a scale
of one to four from unimportant to very
important. The ratings are summarized in
Table BA. Workers with managerial,
technical, or sales skills were the most
important occupational groups to Greater
Minnesota manufacturers.
Management, technical and skilled workers,
and clerical and sales personnel were
important (scores of 3 or 4) to significantly
more of the Greater Minnesota manufacturing
firms than the professional and unskilled
groups. Almost every firm, or 95 percent of
the respondents, considered management
important or very important. The most
important non-management occupational
groups were technical/skilled (82 percent) and
clerical/sales personnel (72 percent).
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The importance of management far
outweighed the importance of any other
occupational group since managers were rated
as very important (score of 4) by 70 percent
of the firms. Only 33 percent of the
respondents considered the second ranked
group- technical/skilled - very important.
Professionals (including scientists and
engineers) and unskilled employees were
reported to be important by a minority of
firms.
The sample of Greater Minnesota firms relied
heavily on two non-management occupational
groups, skilled/technically trained workers and
clerical/sales personnel. This profile indicates
dominant production, administrative, and
sales functions for most firms in Greater
Minnesota with little precision operation or
research and development activity.

Recruiting and Retaining Important
Human Resources
Non-metropolitan locations are most typical
for routinized manufacturing requiring lower
production costs in a mature firm. 17 However,
these activities require sufficient availability
of management and technically trained and
skilled personnel to meet labor demands
without driving up wages for those important
groups. Some studies conclude that growth is
inhibited mainly by two factors-labor and
skill shortages. 18 This section explores the
level of recruiting and retention difficulty
experienced by manufacturers in Greater

Reasons for Difficulty in Recruiting Human Resources

Percent
@f
Silimple

Cost of Labor
Lack of Skills
Labor Shortage
Personal Taxes

79%
69
39
51

Percentili!;le @f Firms with Imp@rtlllnt OCClIlIpilitifClIIllilil Gr@lIlIp
Pr@fesso@nilils, Teci'micilil
Scientists ilind
ilind
Clerocilil
MOlIn<ligement
Engineers
Skilled
<lind Sales IIJnskilied

76%
67
32

53%
52
22

47

36

88%
88
32
60

45%
39

20
32

32%
23
17
13

NOTE: The first column indicates the percent response important and very important in the whole sample
(score of 3 or 4); each subsequent column reports the same responses by those firms where the
occupational group is of some importance (score of 3 or 4).

Minnesota. Firms were asked to rate the
difficulty experienced recruiting and retaining
five standard occupational classes. The
responses are summarized in Table B-5.
Greater Minnesota firms reported technical
and skilled employees were significantly more
difficult to recruit than management
personnel. Seventy-one percent of the
respondents reported difficulty recruiting
technical and skilled labor. To a lesser degree,
managers were difficult to recruit with 61
percent reporting difficulty. Clerical and sales
staff were considered difficult to recruit by
only 35 percent of the firms.
Professionals and scientists, although
reportedly less important than management or
skilled workers, were also difficult to recruit.
The least important group, unskilled workers,
were the least difficult to recruit. More than
77 percent reported little or no difficulty,
even in firms where unskilled labor is
important. This suggests there were no
perceived shortages in the Greater Minnesota
general labor market.
Interestingly, firms that considered
management important had marginally less
difficulty recruiting management than the
sample experienced, possibly evidencing
internalized recruiting practices. However,
such interpretation is limited due to the
predominant importance of managers in the
sample.
Retention appears to be less difficult than
recruiting for all groups. No occupational
group was considered very difficult (score of

4) to retain by more than 13 percent of the
firms.
The most difficult group to retain among
Greater Minnesota firms were the
professionals, scientists, and engineers. Fifty
percent indicated difficulty retaining this
group despite its relative unimportance as an
occupational group.
Two of the most important occupational
groups, the technical/skilled and management
personnel were most frequently reported
difficult or very difficult to retain by 44 and
39 percent respectively of Greater Minnesota
manufacturers. There were no statistical
differences in the level of difficulty between
these two groups or in the levels experienced
by sub-groups where these groups were
important.
Forty-four percent of firms that rated
unskilled labor as important also rated
unskilled labor as difficult to retain.

Reasons for Difficulties in
Recruiting and Retaining
Occupational Groups
Forty-five percent of the firms in the sample
had been in business for more than 25 years.
Studies of location decisions before and
during the early 1970s suggest that new and
expanding traditional industries had located
in Greater Minnesota to take advantage of
higher un-and under-employment rates and
the consequently lower labor costs than were
available in dense metropolitan labor
markets. 19 Labor market concerns were
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Reasons for Difficulties in Retaining Occupational Groups
Percentage of Firms with h1l1portant Occupational Group
Percent
Professionals, Technical
of
Scientists and
ami
Clerical
Sample Management
Engineers
Skilled
and Sales Unskilled

Cost of Labor
Lack of Skills
Labor Shortage
Personal Taxes

83
62
42
21

89
67
50
50

especially important factors for new branch
plants. 20
Furthermore, while non-metropolitan
entrepreneurs feel they exercise little control
over economic conditions, they express
frustration about the level of skills or
expertise in the workforce especially for
administrative occupations. 21 The availability
of skilled labor influences decision-making
more than the cost of labor for high
technology firms. 22
The following section investigates the major
reasons given by firms regarding their
recruiting and retention difficulties. Firms
were asked to rate five common reasons for
difficulties encountered in recruiting and
retaining five occupational classes. The
responses to the top four issues are
summarized in Tables B-6 and B-7. Climate
was rated unimportant by almost all firms.
A significant majority of the sample of
manufacturers cited the cost of labor (79
percent) and lack of appropriate skills (69
percent) as the main obstacles to recruiting
employees (Table B-6). The impact of
personal taxes on recruitment was distributed
uniformly across the responses (51 percent)
and only 39 percent of the firms cited
shortages in labor for their overall difficulty in
recruiting employees.
The cost of human resources was considered
the major factor in retention by a significant
majority (83 percent) of the responding
sample firms, followed closely by lack of skills
(62 percent) as shown in Table B-7.
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79
61
39
46

98

53

77

75

38
32
30

51
48
41

63
52

On closer inspection of important
occupational groups as shown in Table B-6,
lack of appropriate skills and cost of labor
emerged as the major recruiting obstacle
regardless of important occupational
group.
For most Greater Minnesota manufacturing
firms, (88 percent) technical and skilled
employees were difficult to recruit mainly
because of the lack of skills in the workforce.
Firms considered cost of obtaining skilled
labor a barrier to recruitment to an equal
extent (88 percent). Only 32 percent of
skilled labor-dependent firms indicated
shortages in labor as a recruitment barrier.
Apparently, there are sufficient workers to
meet staffing requirements although the
occupational profile of the Greater Minnesota
workforce has inadequate shares of
appropriately skilled and technically-trained
workers.
Interestingly, it is only among firms that
considered skilled and technical workers
important that personal taxes were considered
a significantly high barrier (60 percent) to
their recruitment.
Firms considering management important
followed a similar profile as those considering
skilled labor but the importance of taxes and
lack of skills as reasons for recruiting difficulty
were significantly less.

Difficulty Recruiting Important Occupational Groups in Firms of Different Ages

Age
Less than 5
5 to 10
10 to 25
Greater than 25

(PerctiUltage GrolUp Reporting Difficulty-score of 3 or 4)
Professionals, Technical
Scientists and
and
Clerical
Management
Engineers
Skilled
and Sales Unskilled
43%
48
45

28%

40

57%
18
16
18

0%

39

28%
48

34
34

63

24

56

30

30

Difficulty RecrUiting Important Occupations in Different Types of Firms

(Percent Reporting Difficulty Recruiting-score of 3 or 4)
IProfessimullls, Technical
Scientists and
and
Clerical
M.magement
Engineers
Skilled
and Sales Unskilled
Independent
Branch

47%
55

33%

41

On closer examination of retention (Table
B-7), two reasons-cost of labor and shortage
of skills-were reported as important
significantly more often by firms where
skilled/technical employees were important
than among any other group. Only among
firms where skilled and technical employees
were important (63 percent) was shortage of
labor cited as a majority contributor to
difficulty in retaining personnel. This suggests
that inadequate skill levels in the Greater
Minnesota workforce may cause greater
demand on the limited skilled and technical
pool than other groups.
Personal taxes were of some importance to
less than one-quarter (21 percent) of the
respondents.
The firms reporting difficulties in recruiting
and retaining the different occupational
groups were categorized according to major
characteristics of the sample such as firm age,
firm type, industry type and firm size. Tables
B-8 through B-11 summarize the percent
responses of those firms having difficulty
recruiting their important occupational groups
by firm characteristics.
Younger firms reported more difficulty
recruiting unskilled labor than older firms.

57%
50

27%

17%

41

32

Almost 60 percent of the firms less than five
years old had difficulty recruiting unskilled
labor. This group constituted only 3 percent
of the respondents and may not provide
significant information (Table B-8).
Firms older than 10 years reported difficulty
recruiting skilled workers more frequently
than younger firms. A majority of firms over
10 years old expressed difficulty. These older
firms constituted 84 percent of the
respondents.
Independent companies appeared to have
marginally less difficulty recruiting all types of
labor than branches of U.S. firms except
skilled and technical personnel. At 17
percent, independents had significantly less
difficulty recruiting unskilled workers than
branch establishments (32 percent).
Independent firms made up 85 percent of the
respondents (Table B-9).
A significant majority of high technology
firms (63 percent) reported having some
difficulty recruiting managers. Across all
industry types, firms reported having the most
difficulty recruiting technical and skilled
employees, especially the high technology(66
percent) and durable goods (57 percent)
manufacturers (Table B-10).
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Difficulty Encountered Recruiting Important Occupations by Industry
(Percent Reporting Difficulty Recmitlng-score of 3 or 4)
P/I'@fessionals, Technical
Scientists and
and
Clerical
IilJilanagement
Engineers
Ski!Ded
and Sales Unskilled

High-Tech
Non-durable
Durable

63%

48%
36

53
38

1

30

66%

29%

51
57

31
23

17%
21
16

Difficulty Recruiting Important Occupations by Firm Size
(Percent Repoltiill1lgf Difficulty Recruiting-score @f 3 or 4)
Professionals, Technical
Scielr8tists and
and
Clerical
PJlaD1lagement
Enginee/l's
Skilled
and Sales Unskilled

Fewer than 20
20-99
100-499
More than 500

38%

26%
42

60
55

45

71

58

Only 38 percent of small firms (those with
fewer than 20 employees) had difficulty
recruiting managers. In contrast, a majority of
larger firms had difficulty recruiting this
group. Small firms also had the least difficulty
recruiting skilled workers although a majority
of all sizes of firms reported difficulty. The
relative ease of unskilled and clerical/sales
personnel recruitment appeared uniformly
distributed across all size classes (Table B-11).
The level of difficulty encountered by large
firms in recruiting their important labor
classes is not surprising. Even if larger firms
have more recruiting expertise than smaller
firms, greater difficulty stems from their
heavier demands on the limited workforce.

Major Personnel Issues
Many personnel issues facing Greater
Minnesota manufacturers are linked with
declining rural and non-metropolitan
populations, although the decline has slowed
since the 1970s. Another trend facing
Greater Minnesota since the 1970s is an
aging population. 23 Greater Minnesota
manufacturers were asked to rate the
importance of 13 personnel issues,
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50%
68
60
57

31%
27
20

18%
18

25

o
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Not surprisingly, the major issues were the
same reported important during the discussion
of recruiting and retention, cost of labor and
the lack of appropriate skills. In addition,
increasing health costs emerged as an issue of
more frequent concern than the lack of skills
in the workforce.
Current and future personnel issues followed a
common statistically-indistinguishable profile.
However, the most important (score of 4)
issues of labor costs, skill levels and health
costs were expected to increase in severity
among the respondent firms. This section
confines itself only to current issues.
Of most concern to manufacturers in Greater
Minnesota were rising labor costs (85
percent), employee health benefits (75
percent), and lack of appropriate skills (61
percent). The combined importance
responses-important and very important-to
these three major issues cannot be statistically
separated. However, by considering reports of
extreme importance (score of 4), the issues
can be significantly ranked in order of
importance: 1) cost, 2) health benefits, and
3) skills (Table B-12).

Importance of Current Personnel Issues
Very
Important
(Score of 4)

Rising labor Costs
lack of Appropriate Skills
Employee Health Benefits

3

55%

26
47

Important and
Very important
(Score of 3 or 4)
85%
61

75

Importance of Personnel Issues by Important Occupational Groups
(PtilJrcent Reporting Difficulty Recruiting-score of 3 Oil' 4)
Percent
Professionals, Teclmical
of
Scientists and
and
Clerical
Sarnple Management
Engineers
Skilled
and Sales Unskilled

Rising labor Costs
lack of Appropriate Skill
Declining labor Supply
Employee Health
Benefits

85%
61

87%

82%

86%

60

75

47

51

8B%
61
51

87%
56

47

66
47

75

75

76

78

79

82

55

NOTE: The first column describes the importance (response 3 or 4) of a particular issue to the whole
sample whereas the subsequent columns describe proportions of firms that considered the particular
occupation important.

Only 24 percent of the responding firms rated
organized labor important.
The various personnel issues, scrutinized with
respect to important occupational groups, are
summarized in Table B- 13.
All occupational groups rated the same three
issues as most important with the exception
of lack of appropriate skills. It was rated an
important issue to significantly more firms
which considered professionals, scientists, and
engineers important (75 percent) than the
sample as a whole (61 percent).

Recent studies have shown that few rural or
non-metropolitan firms employ computerintegrated manufacturing systems although
most firms plan to invest in new technologies
as part of a long-term strategy to modernize
assembly, material handling, and fabrication.
Foreign and domestic competition as well as
the availability of technologies stimulate
incentives to automate in order to reduce

costs, improve quality, and increase capacity.
In order to facilitate adoption of new
technologies in production, increased skill
levels, especially in basic math, reasoning,
and problem solving, are required at all levels
in the workforce. Adult education and
training complement investments in
technology. 24
This section investigates the extent and uses
of formal training in Greater Minnesota
manufacturing firms. Firms indicated the
changes they had made in formal training
compared with five years ago. Table B- 14
summarizes sample responses.
A majority (61 percent) of Greater
Minnesota manufacturers provide formal
training for their employees and compared
with five years ago, most firms have increased
their level of training. Sixty-four percent of
the respondents reported an increase in
training. Although one-third of the
respondents had not changed training levels,
only 2 percent had reduced their training
programs over the last five years (Table B-14).
61
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Current Extent of Formal Training Compared with Five Years Ago
Percent of Firm5J with Formal Training
Change5J from Five Years Ago
No Formal Formal
MIlII©h
Training
Training SanAe M@re More

Percent of Sample

5

39%

33%

61%

45%

19%

Increase in Training by Recruiting and Retention Difficulty of Occupation Groups
Percentage of lFirm5J with Important Occllllpati@!uill Grollllp Reporting DifficllIIlty
and Offering M@re Training
Professionals,
Technical
Scientists and
and
Clerical
Engineers
Skilled
and Sales

If Difficulty
RecrUiting
If Difficulty
Retaining

66%

75%

64%

73%

70%

65

65

66

67

66

Conceptually, firms may respond to
difficulties in recruitment with increased
training of existing staff to meet shortfalls.
However, no significant correlation exists
between difficulty in recruiting particular
groups and changes in training over the last
five years. Reported increases in training by
important occupational group is summarized
in Table B-15.
Firms experiencing difficulty recruiting
professionals/scientists/engineers, clerical/sales
and unskilled labor have increased their
training programs significantly more than the
group as a whole. There is no significant
difference in increased training for groups
experiencing difficulty retaining their most
important employees and the group as a
whole.
While manufacturers do not appear to have
changed the extent of formal training to
respond to recruiting and retention
difficulties, intuition suggests that firms select
training topics in response to market
demands. A broad body of literature describes
the motivation for selecting particular
training topics. Businesses use a wide variety
of information sources to solve market
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problems. 25 Since information substitutes or
complements all types of productive input,
the topics covered in training programs
provide insight into the relative importance
of factors of production and marketing and
skill deficits in the workforce. Greater
Minnesota firms were asked how often 15
major topics were covered in company
training programs. Table B-16 summarizes the
responses.
Almost nine out of 10 employers providing
formal training were committed to improving
and controlling the quality of their products
through educating their workforce. Most
frequently, Greater Minnesota manufacturers
reported quality improvement and control (85
percent) as a frequently covered training
topic. In fact, 47 percent of the sample
reported that quality improvement and
control were very often (score of 4) covered
in training courses.
Training was also predominantly used to
impart knowledge of production processes,
equipment and computer skills (74 percent)
and customer service (74 percent).
Topics of secondary importance were

16

Frequency of Training Topics Covered in Employee Education Programs

Topics

Manufacturing
Processes/Equipment
Engineering/Scientific Techniques
Quality Improvement/Control
Marketing/Sales
Customer Service
International Skills
Foreign Languages
Marketing/Sales Techniques
Administrative
Clerical/Office Skills
Administrative Computer Skills
Managerial
Strategic Planning
Supervisory/Leadership Techniques
General
Basic Skills (Reading, Writing, Math)
Communication Skills
Career Development
Interpersonal Skills

Very
Often

Fairly and
Veil''!/' Often

36%
9
41

14%
39
85

38
2
0
20

14
9
0
51

10
19

39
62

21
21

62
60

11
13
9
9

25
50
21
46

administrative computer skills (62 percent),
strategic planning (62 percent), leadership
techniques (60 percent) and marketing and
sales (57 percent).
Some studies indicate that information is
becoming the major factor of production in
the economy but non-metropolitan areas are
slow to use the new information
technologies. 26 Whereas information has
historically been used to substitute only labor,
it now also substitutes for energy, natural
resources,27 and capital allowing increased
production at lower prices in shorter
timespans. 28 A majority of the Greater
Minnesota manufacturers sampled provided
frequent training in administrative computer
skills in addition to production computer
skills.
Strategic planning and personnel
management are also thought to have been
overlooked in non-metropolitan industry.
Supposedly, few non-metropolitan firms
practice strategic planning or only plan
occasionally, possibly as a temporary measure,
despite evidence that planning improves
survivability and prosperity. 29 Other studies
found the emphasis of business activity placed

on production planning and management,
capital management, financial planning,
budgeting, and manager-employee training
rather than inventory purchasing and control
which are stressed in the academic business
literature. 3o In Greater Minnesota, a
significant majority of sampled firms
frequently covered strategic planning and
supervisory and leadership training.
However, the response of the sample adds
little credence to previously studied
management beliefs that marketing and
personal selling consumes most time, requires
the most skill and training, but contributes
most to business success. 31 While a majority
of Greater Minnesota manufacturers that
offered formal training frequently covered
marketing and sales topics, it was not the
primary training topic.
Other topics were reportedly covered often by
only a minority of firms. Basic skills normally
addressed in the elementary and secondary
levels of education were frequent topics in
only one-quarter of the firms.
Greater Minnesota manufacturing firms were
asked to rate the importance of eight major
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Reasons for Offering Employee Training
Very
Impolrtant ami
Imp@lrtant Very Imp@lrtant

Increase Technical Complexity
Teach Company Procedures
Correct Basic Skills Deficit
Career Advancement
Quality, Productivity
Manage Turnover
Reduce Absenteeism
Increase Safety

8

34%
31
17
13
62
21
17
52

Importance of and Satisfaction with Different Sources of Formal Training

S@IIJlWees
In-House
Apprenticeship/Internship
Consultant/Commercial Course
VocationalfTechnical Education
Community College
University/Four Year College
Primary/Secondary

Important
Satisfied
Very
ami Very
Very
and Very
Umpolrt.ult Impolrtant Satisfied Important

63%
15
8
23
3
14
33

reasons for providing formal training for their
employees. Their responses are summarized in
Table B-17.
Almost all firms (95 percent) that provided
training considered training programs
important primarily to improve quality and
productivity as well as increase safety in the
workplace. This latter result should be noted
with particular reference to the effects of
safety and health (OSHA) and workers'
compensation regulations discussed below. Of
lesser yet still high importance were training
courses to teach company procedures (82
percent) and meet the increasing technical
complexity of the workplace (78 percent).
Reasons of secondary importance were the use
of training courses to correct basic skills (63
percent), encourage career advancement (57
percent), and manage turnover (56 percent).
Two important points deserve to be restated.
First, almost two-thirds of the firms
considered training very important (score of
64

78%
82
63
57
95
56
41
95

97%
36
35
68
24
36
67

25%
15
11
17
5
14
18

77%
51
51
73
53
54
67

4) to improve in quality and productivity in
the workplace. This response reaffirms the
importance placed by Greater Minnesota
firms on product quality and market
competitiveness. Second, and paradoxically,
the high percentage of firms reporting the
importance of training to correct basic skills
deficits (63 percent) seemed at odds with
previous responses where only one-third (36
percent) of the firms frequently covered basic
skill topics. The answer may lie in the
replaceability of unskilled workers compared
with other groups; firms may be unwilling to
invest their own resources in basic skill
training for unskilled workers, relying instead
on the primarysecondary school system.

Preferred Sources of Formal Training
Greater Minnesota businesses manufacturers
were asked to rate the importance of seven
sources of formal training. Their responses,
summarized in Table B-18, indicate an
overwhelming preference for in-house training
over which they have direct control or vo-

Comparison of National Personal Income, Loan, and Asset Growth for 1972
and 1987
lPers@II1I€lI1
1lI1Ic@me
Growth

T@tal
L@all1l
Gr@wth

T@tal
Asset
Gw@wth

L@a11
Asset
RatU@

C@ulI1Ity Type

72-79

80-87

72-79

80-S7

72-79

SO·87

72-79

80-S7

Metro
Non-Metro
Manufacturing

3.1%
4.3
3.7

2.6%
1.4
"1.3

9.9%
12.7
11.2

9.9%
5.3
6.3

9.7%
10.5
9.2

7.0%
6.7
7.0

52.3%
53.9
55.3

55.5%
51.7
52.9

SOURCE: Federal Reserve System, Bureau of Economic Analysis, and USDA data. 33

tech courses whose content they directly
influence.
The most important sources of formal training
sources among firms that provide them were
in-house, vocational-technical, and basic level
skill courses. In-house training was cited as
important by 97 percent of the respondents
and 77 percent reported satisfaction with this
choice. Vocational/technical training and
basic skills training were important to more
than two-thirds of the companies (68 and 67
percent respectively). Community college was
considered important by only 24 percent.
Since basic skills were relatively important yet
infrequently covered in company training,
responsibility for development of basic skills
was primarily left to the school system. A
majority of firms were satisfied with the
choices of sources of training they have rated
as important.

Quality and Productivity Training
Since quality and productivity improvements
have become an essential element of
competitive manufacturing, it is appropriate
to focus on the staffing requirements in firms
that have made these commitments.
Quality improvement and control was
considered important for 95 percent of the
respondents and very important for 65
percent. There were, however, no significant
correlations between the importance of
quality and productivity improvement and
control and the importance of a particular
occupational group. Greater Minnesota firms

therefore appear to be able to invest in
quality and productivity improvement without
necessarily altering the staffing profiles of
their operations.

This section explores the debate of whether
or not Greater Minnesota firms can obtain
adequate credit for their business activities.
While there are only small differences
between credit availability for business
activity in metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas, barriers may still confront
non-metropolitan firms due to banker
inexperience with the manufacturing sector
and higher ranges of collateral values. 32
At the national level, loan growth in nonmetropolitan areas has declined while
metropolitan growth remained flat. While the
loan-asset ratio increased in metropolitan
areas, it declined in non-metropolitan areas.
The changes for non-metropolitan
manufacturing counties exhibit similar,
although less pronounced, declines (Table
B-19).
Non-metropolitan manufacturing assets grew
slightly faster than total loan growth and at
surprisingly robust levels considering the rapid
slowdown in personal income. Two
interpretations of accumulating net assets
dominate: banks are reluctant to lend; and,
the supply of assets is greater than the
demand for loans. Drabenstott theorizes the
latter and attempts to eliminate cyclical
trends in the declining growth pattern and
summarizes that the rural manufacturing
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Characteristics of Firms Experiencing Difficulty Securing Credit
Correlation
Coefficient

Age
Debt/equity
Secured creditors

'1

-0.2
0.2
0.2

Interpretati@n

The older firms have less difficulty
Firms with higher DIE ratio have greater difficulty
Firms with more secured creditors have more difficulty

Comparison of Firm Attributes Experiencing Difficulty

1:1
till> 2:1

Sample

Percent Difficulty for each Ratio of
Debt-to-Equity

30
Sample

Percent Reporting Difficulty by Number
of Secured Creditors

30

28
1

28

32
:2 t@4

38

'Jl«ne
than 4:1

45
4 t@6

0

75
6@rm@re
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counties' demand for loans is down resulting
in reduced loan activity.

sought credit cited cost as the biggest barrier
to securing credit.

On the other hand, the Economic Growth
Report, 1990 (CD Publications) observed that
tighter local bank credit policies had
restricted the supply of loans to rural firms,
increasing the demand for Economic
Development Agency-sponsored development
credit. 34

Apart from firm age, difficulty in securing
capital is significantly, weakly correlated only
with debt-to-equity ratio and secured creditors
(Table B-20).

Greater Minnesota manufacturers were asked
whether they had tried to secure capital
during the last five years and, if so, what
level of difficulty they had experienced during
the process.
Surprisingly few of the Greater Minnesota
firms sampled reported difficulties securing
credit (Table 18). More than one-half (58
percent) of the firms had sought capital
during the last five years. Of these firms, only
36 percent had more than a little difficulty
securing the capital. Even more surprising
given the quantity of literature focusing on
problems in non-metropolitan credit markets,
only 17 percent reported extreme difficulty in
securing credit. Two-thirds of those that
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These three criteria are commonly used by
banking institutions to assess the risk and
viability of a credit transaction. Firms with a
debt-to-equity ratio higher than 2: 1 had
significantly more difficulty securing credit
than firms with lower ratios. Firms with more
than one secured creditor reported
significantly more frequent difficulty than
those with only one (Table B-21). It would
appear that a firm's difficulty in securing
credit in Greater Minnesota is linked to the
financial practice and health of the firm.

Satisfaction with Primary Source of Capital
Percell1lt of Firms' Satisfactioll1l with SOllJJrce
Very
High and
High
Very High

Stock Offering
Venture Capital
Personal Equity
Retained Earnings
Bond Sale
Commercial Paper
Commercial loan
Government loan
Grant

8%
7

18
22
11

19%

23
46

53
22
16

8
24

67

7
11

27

Sources of Capital
Greater Minnesota manufacturers were asked
to rate the level of satisfaction with primary
sources of investment and working capital
over the last five years. Table B-22
summarizes their responses.
Commercial loans (67 percent) were the most
popular form of raising capital. Personal
equity (46 percent) and retained earnings (53
percent) were the second most popular.
Public offerings and venture capital were the
least frequently used methods.
In order to establish the extent and level of
barriers to credit faced by Greater Minnesota
manufacturers, they were asked to rate 12
barriers. The responses are summarized in
Table B-23. Firms indicated that the barriers
they faced were mainly low with the
exception of cost and collateral requirements.
Major barriers encountered by a majority of
firms were the cost (66 percent) and
collateral requirements (57 percent) for
obtaining credit. This response is not
surprising for two reasons: market interest
rates have been high over the last five years,
and some research points out that advantages
of lower non-metropolitan borrowing rates
disappeared when interest rates in non-urban
and urban banking markets became equally
competitive. 35
Significantly less than a majority of borrowers
cited cash flow, lending limits, risk and local
availability as barriers. Discrimination was
cited as the least obstructive barrier.

22

There were no significant differences in the
barriers to credit for groups which
experienced difficulty securing credit and
those that did not. The cost of credit is a
barrier for a marginally smaller proportion of
firms that experienced difficulty than those
that did not. Lender control plays a great role
for a minority of borrowers. Firms that need
capital and have great difficulty getting it see
cost as less of an obstacle since their major
barriers are linked to current indebtedness.
Traditional banking practices typically link
access to credit with future uses of credit.
Asset-based lending typically considers the
value of real assets whereas cash flow-based
lending is linked to working capital. Greater
Minnesota manufacturers indicated the use
they made of secured capital and their
responses reveal the behavior of both
borrowers and lenders.
Capital was primarily used to finance new
equipment (61 percent), inventory (56
percent), and working capital (54 percent).
Demand for credit to construct or acquire
buildings was more moderate (36 percent).
Refinance debt (16 percent), research and
development (15 percent), land (12 percent),
and extinguishing current debt (6 percent)
were the least frequent uses.
Among the group of firms that experienced
difficulty securing credit, a significantly
greater proportion intended to acquire
inventory (68 percent) and refinance existing
debt (25 percent) than reported by the entire
sample of borrowers. Fewer of them intended
to construct or acquire buildings (55 percent).
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Major Barriers to Obtaining Capital over the last Five Years

Barrier

Cost
Collateral
lending limits
Cash Flow
Knowledge
Availability locally
Risk
Discrimination
Rollover of Return
lender Control
Public Offer Market
Cost of Public Offering

Percent of Firms Experiem:::ing Barrier
Very
High and
High
Very High
28%

29
22

14
16
20
9
1
6
6
8
4

66%
57
44
48

37
38

35
3
23

20
19

10

Primary Heating and Processing Energy Sources
Percent of lRespom:llents
Heating
Processing

Electricity
Natural Gas
Fuel Oil
Propane
Coal
Own
Other

18%

54%

49

17
5

10
'13
1
4

2

It appears therefore that firms attempting to
obtain credit to purchase real assets
experienced less barriers than did other
borrowers. Inventory was considered a second
best collateral compared to buildings.
Inventory value is highly sensitive to market
demand and is valued lower in an asset-based
lending system; debt refinancing provides no
new assets or collateral at all.
As a final note to this section, consider the
following similarities in commercial and
consumer credit behavior. While studies of
consumer credit in non-metropolitan areas
revealed a slightly higher rejection rate, they
found no significant differences in
metropolitan and non-metropolitan loan
evaluation and lending behavior. Nonmetropolitan consumers chose to hold 18
percent less debt than their metropolitan
counterparts, suggesting a lower demand for
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8

o
1
1

credit in non-metropolitan areas. Nonmetropolitan households more frequently
considered credit a bad idea than
metropolitan consumers, mainly because of
high interest rates and finance charges. 36
Given the large number of small firms in the
sample, the personal attitudes and preferences
of key personnel may strongly influence a
firm's borrowing behavior and explain the low
levels of commercial loan activity in Greater
Minnesota.

According to at least one study access to
utilities was a major factor in plant location
decisions between 1984 and 1987,37
Minnesota's extremes in climate make energy
an important input. Greater Minnesota
manufacturers' primary energy sources for
heating and processing are summarized in
Table B-24.

Electricity was the preferred energy source for
processing by a majority of firms surveyed (54
percent), whereas gas was preferred for
heating by 49 percent of the firms. Natural
gas is cheap but interruptable. The
alternative fuels, oil and electricity, are more
expensive although relatively inexpensive
compared to other regions in the country.
The firms rated the importance of, and
satisfaction with, the cost, reliability and
availability of their primary energy source.
Almost all firms (96 to 97 percent)
considered three factors-cost, reliability and
availability-equally important in the
evaluation of energy sources. Only 71 percent
of the respondents considered cost very
important compared with availability (78
percent) and reliability (81 percent). This
result may be because Minnesota energy
prices are among the lowest in the country.
In general, Greater Minnesota manufacturers
were satisfied with their primary energy
source. Almost 90 percent (89 percent) of
the respondents were satisfied with reliability
and availability of energy sources. Costs
factors were less satisfactory, although a
majority (57 percent) were still satisfied.

Product transportation is a major cost to
manufacturers on both input and output sides
of their operations. Transportation
administrators face the dilemma of balancing
maintenance revenues against business costs.
The maintenance of an average county road
exceeds $81,000 per mile per year. 38
Transportation investment impacts labor
markets and population. A study found that
investment in non-metropolitan
.transportation networks intended to improve
physical access to non-metropolitan area
industry creates an immediate short term
stimulation in construction. However, this
investment reinforces economic concentration
around established, central locations as outmigration of jobs occurs. 39
Studies indicated that transportation costs
were not only a main factor of firm location
decision-making in the late 1970s and early
1980s,40 but also that the transportation

factor had greater influence on larger
manufacturing plants. 41
This section of the survey investigated the
importance and quality of various modes of
transportation in Greater Minnesota and
related issues. Product transportation was
important to 80 percent of the firms. It was
very important to two-thirds (66 percent) of
them. Theoretically, the importance of
transportation can be differentiated across the
firms' characteristics of size and type.
The importance of product transportation was
positively correlated to a firm's employee size
(correlation coefficient + O. 2). Seventy five
percent of firms with less than 20 employees
considered transportation important or very
important, whereas a significantly greater
percentage (at least 85 percent) of firms with
more than 20 employees considered product
transportation important or very important.
Ninety-five percent of firms employing
between 100 and 499 workers considered
transportation of some importance.
Product transportation was significantly more
important to branches of US. companies (87
percent) than independent companies (76
percent) although only 9 percent of the
respondents were branch companies. This
result implies that branch firms were probably
located according to comparative advantages
of local factors and ship more heavily within
a network of other companies whereas
independent firms (which dominate the
sample) depend more heavily on serving local
markets over short distances.

Primary Mode of Transportation for
Products
Table B- 25 summarizes the firms' primary
mode of product transportation and their
satisfaction with the service.
Truck, at 74 percent, and freight, at 44
percent, were the most popular forms of
transportation among Greater Minnesota
manufacturers.
Users of the two most prevalent modes of
transportation were satisfied with the modes.
Truck users were the most satisfied with
transportation services (93 percent), followed
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Primary Product Transportation Mode and Primary Mode User Satisfaction
Truck

Primary Mode
Satisfied with
Primary Mode

Air

74%
93

Rail

6% 12%
60

44

Water

7%
57

by freight users (82 percent). The majority of
firms using air (60 percent) and water (57
percent) transportation were also satisfied.
Rail shipment, however, was the least
satisfactory (44 percent) form of product
transportation.

Important Transportation
Characteristics
Almost all Greater Minnesota manufacturers
cited cost (98 percent), quality of service (97
percent), reliability (96 percent) and speed
(90 percent) as the most important
characteristics of their preferred modes of
transportation.
For the two most important forms of
transportation-truck and freight-cost,
quality, reliability and speed were the most
important factors that contributed to
satisfaction. The relative importance of these
characteristics were similar for the sample as a
whole with one exception: marginally more
firms chose trucking (85 percent) over freight
(76 percent) when safety was of concern.
Except for the cost of transportation, more
than 80 percent of the firms were satisfied
with the characteristics of their primary mode
of shipping. About one-half (54 percent)
were satisfied with the cost of transportation.

Importance of Business Travel
Increased use of communication technologies
such as personal computers, WATS phone
system, facsimile machines and the strong
linkages between Greater Minnesota
manufacturers and nearby Twin Cities
metropolitan markets sometimes substitute for
extensive business traveling and personal
meetings. In some regions, business
organizations match supplies and demands of
local and regional firms, strengthening local
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Freight

44%
82

networks of businesses and reducing search
and travel time. 42 Since the majority of firms
in the sample serve local markets, business
travel should be relatively unimportant. The
survey results confirm this hypothesis. For
almost two-thirds (65 percent) of the
responding firms, business travel was
unimportant (score of 1 or 2). Business travel
was very important (score of 4) for only 13
percent of the firms.
Almost twice the share of firms (92 percent)
considered the automobile satisfactory
compared to air travel (57 percent) as a
primary business transportation mode, a result
indicating strongly established local networks.

Locality specialties can be classified into five
broad, overlapping areas: entrepreneurial,
central administrative, research and
development, precision operations, and
routine operations. Firms may disperse these
functions throughout several locations
according to local specialty. 43
Traditionally, research and development or
product innovation had been thought to be
best suited to lIt'ban centers with appropriate
institutional, occupational, and industrial
mix. Production of well-defined, mature
goods are more viable than research and
development 01' innovation in nonmetropolitan areas where the costs of land
and labor are cheaper and skills are less
specialized.
The survey revealed low levels of anticipated
innovation. Only 54 percent of the sampled
manufacturing firms intended to introduce
new products in the next five years. Only 35
percent of Greater Minnesota manufacturers
considered research and development

Importance of Technologies for all Firms and Those Where R&D was Important
Percent of AID ReslPondenb.
HmlPortant
and Very
HmlP°rtant

Production/Automation
Communications/Information
Technology
Quality/Productivity Improvement
Advanced Materials

Percent of Forms with R&D
HmlPortant
andVeli'lf
Hmportant

28%

59%

75%

22

52
56

69
76

51

73

23
23

expenditures important and only 20 percent
considered them very important.
These results may be due to the relatively
small size of typical Greater Minnesota
manufacturers, in terms of both sales and
employment, and their routinized production
role. Importance of research and development
expenditures was moderately correlated to
firm size (+0.5). As firms become bigger,
research and development becomes relatively
more important. As noted in the introduction
however, average unit size has grown slowly
until recently.
Smaller firms may be routinely producing
basic or intermediary goods to be shipped to
other locations locally. Such firms would not
therefore depend on in'house product
innovation for their survival and growth but
on the low,unit,cost manufacture of
component parts for products innovated
elsewhere. For these firms, the rate of
adoption of more efficient technology given
stable employment levels becomes a more
relevant issue than investment of resources in
new product development.

New Products
An overwhelming majority of firms (82
percent) investing in R&D prefer to maintain
in'house control of their R&D activity.
Private subcontracting or joint ventures with
other firms was a poor runner-up (15
percent), while federal government or
academic involvement in greater Minnesota
research and development activity was almost
non-existent.

Businesses Investing in Research and
Development
Earlier studies suggested that few nonmetropolitan firms employed computer,
integrated manufacturing systems, although
most firms planned to invest in new
technologies as part of a long-term strategy to
modernize assembly, material handling, and
fabrication. Automation reduces costs,
,
'
Improves
qua I'Ity, and Increases
capaci't y. 44
Furthermore, while studies have suggested
that information has also become the major
factor of production in the economy, nonmetropolitan areas are slow to integrate new
information technologies into their
operations. 45
According to another study, given greater
accessibility of more efficient production and
information technologies, small
manufacturing industries and high technology
cottage industries will increasingly choose to
locate in non'metropolitan areas and existing
firms will integrate new technology as part of
their growth stratagem. 46
This section investigates the importance of
four types of technology used by Greater
Minnesota manufacturing firms. The firms'
responses are summarized in Table B-26,
At least one,half of the sample of firms rated
each of the four technologies somewhat or
very important. The majority considered
production and automation technology, and
quality and productivity improvements
important (59 and 56 percent respectively)
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Relationship between Technology Types

Technology

Production/Automation
Communication/Information
Quality/Productivity
Advanced Materials

Pr@dau:::ti€m/
Aut@mati@n

Commllllnia:::ati@ns/
Inf@rmati@n

QlllIaDity/
IPr@dllllctivity

Advanced
Materials

1.00
0.48
0.61
0.40

1.00
0.61
0.47

1.00
0.59

1.00

Important Technologies by Firm Age

Less than 5
5 to 10
11 to 25
More than 25

100%
61
52
52

80%
50
52
52

and about one-quarter considered them
extremely important.
A significantly higher proportion of firms that
considered research and development
important rated the four technologies
important than the sample as a whole. The
importance of technology to research and
development activity was also supported by a
moderate, positive correlation between
importance of R&D and the importance of
quality oriented technology (correlation
coefficient + 0.4). A significantly smaller
proportion of firms rated automation
technology and research and development
important (59 percent) compared with the
whole group.
Quality and productivity improvement
technology was moderately correlated with
the other technologies (correlation coefficient
+0.6, Table B-27). This suggests that firms
consider quality and productivity
improvement important factors in the
adoption of any other technology.
A higher proportion of the youngest firms
(less than 10 years old) placed importance on
investments in new production processes and
automation than older firms. A majority of
firms under five years in business and almost
two-thirds (61 percent) of those between five
72

80%
67
52
55

80%
54
44
55

and 10 years reported that production and
automation technologies were important.
They also placed more emphasis on
information, quality and productivity. The
relative importance of advanced materials was
unclear. (Table B-28).
Branches of u.s. corporations considered all
forms of technological investment important
more frequently than independent firms did.
Since branch firms are to some extent
responsive to the operational requirements
and resources of their remote, and typically
metropolitan, headquarters, this result
strengthens the assertion that independent,
non-metropolitan firms are slower in adopting
new technology than their metropolitan
counterparts (Table B-29).
Although a majority of all types of
manufacturing firms considered quality
important, high technology companies cited
importance of investment in quality and
productivity systems and equipment
significantly more often (67 percent) than
other manufacturers (51 to 56 percent). A
larger share of high technology firms (61
percent) also considered investment in new
materials important compared to 48 to 51
percent of other types of firms.
For all four technology types, the importance

Important Technologies for Different Firm Types and Industry
'll)fpe

Automatioli'll

Informatioli'll

Quality

Materials

Independent
Branch

57%
85

51%
61

55%
69

49%
72

Industry High Tech
Non-Durable
Durable

62%
60
60

49%
53
50

67%
51
56

61%
51
48

Important Technologies by Firm Size
Firm Size

Less than 20
20 to 99
100 to 499
More than 500

Automation

hdormatioli'll

Quality

Materials

44
73
79
86

38
70
58
72

45
67
74
71

45
55
74
71

of technology was weakly, positively
correlated to firm size (correlation coefficient
+0.3).
Small firms (less than 20 employees) were less
concerned about investments in technology
than larger firms (Table B-30). Only 20
percent reported that research and
development was important and 38 to 45
percent reported the importance of particular
technologies compared with a 58 to 86
percent range for the larger firms (more than
100 employees). This result was notable given
the typically small size of Greater Minnesota
firms sampled.

Impact

of Taxes

and Regulations

Taxes are frequently blamed for inhibiting
economic growth, especially in surveys.
However, historical business climate studies
typically show that taxes have only a minor
impact on the location decisions of firms and
are not disincentives to location decisions. 47
Some research has also found that taxes were
not perceived by firms as adverse location
factors as long as government expenditures
were in turn perceived as benefits. 48 More
recent studies generally confirm the results of
earlier research although evidence presented
at the 82nd Annual Conference of the
National Tax Association pointed out some

subtleties. For example, taxes impact
manufacturers depending on the maturity of
the firm. 49 This section examines some of the
issues of taxation and regulation on Greater
Minnesota Manufacturers.
Of particular interest to Greater Minnesota
manufacturers are property taxes. A survey of
relocating firms found that more than two·
thirds of relocating plants moved into areas
with similar or higher property taxes. About
50 percent experienced no change in tax
regimes and approximately 25 percent
relocated to areas with higher property taxes.
Once again, actions indicate that property
taxes are not significant factors in location
decisions. 50
There are some examples of controlled
experiments to investigate the direct effects of
tax changes. For example, in one experiment,
a temporary sales tax imposed on purchases in
a small town created only a slightly adverse
effect on sales. 51
Income taxes and tax incentives have
typically had only limited influence on
business location decisions. One investigator
concluded that although commonly used by
communities to attract companies, tax levels
and financial incentive packages were found
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Tax Burden Rankings

Workers' Compensation
Unemployment Insurance
Commercial/Industrial Property Tax
Corporate Income Taxes
Sales Taxes
Personal Income Tax
Residential Property Tax
Research and Development Tax Credit

1

2
3
4

5
5
7
8

by one study to be generally relegated to the
status of tie-breakers. 52 Another showed that
incentives tended to improve the business
climate but had no direct effect on location
decisions. 53 Other studies find no evidence
that investments in infrastructure impact on
location decisions or contribute to the growth
of the local economy. 54 Other research has
found that property tax rates were secondary
factors to manufacturing firms 55 and personal
. 'f'lcant. 56
income taxes were Iess slgOl
Taxes are routinely accused of stifling new
firm creation and growth. However, evidence
suggests that new firms are influenced mainly
by demand factors like market size and
accessibility and supply factors like labor, raw
materials, transportation and capital
availability, but only moderately by business
taxes. For expanding firms, economies of
scale, market accessibility, and productivity
were important factors while business taxes
were the least important. 57
Nevertheless, not all studies discount the
influence of taxes on business decisions.
Some studies suggest that while state and
local taxes only slightly influenced business
location especially for single-establishment
were
firms ,58 others found that business taxes ~
important factors for new branch plants.
Another study concludes that the presence of
high taxes reduces the disposable income of
highly skilled labor, specifically acting as a
disincentive to firms using innovative
technologies. Increased high technology use
increases the importance of non-traditional
factors and the ability of communities to
influence decision-making. Taxes ranked as
the third most important factor in location
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decision especially during the site selection
phase. The availability of skilled labor
influences decision-making more than the
cost of labor for high technology firms. 60

Businesses were asked to rate the overall
impact of taxes and regulations on their
business operation and to rank the relative
impacts of eight taxes and credits. Table B-31
summarizes the responses.
Most Greater Minnesota manufacturers
considered taxes and regulations to have a
significant impact on the successful operation
of their businesses. While 86 percent reported
significant impact, a majority (60 percent)
considered the impact very significant.
Without doubt, the tax costs of workers'
compensation topped the charts for
burdensome taxes. Workers' Compensation
was ranked most burdensome by almost twothirds of the firms. Unemployment insurance
was ranked as the second most serious tax
burden by 32 percent of the firms.
Taxes on property, income, and sales were
equally reported to be moderately influential
to business success. The ranking among these
choices were varied, indicating a range of
opinions in the sample about the impact of
these taxes.
Not surprisingly, since few companies
considered research and development
important, the research and development tax
credit had the least impact on the sample

Overall Impact of Regulations

Applicable

Very
SignificZimt
Inlpact

14%
11

22%
25

44

12
8

18
27

39
56

N@t
Air Pollution
Water Pollution
Toxic Waste
Solid Waste
Hiring and Selection Practices
Hour and Wage Regulation
Civil Rights
Health and Safety-OSHA
Liability Insurance

businesses. A further implication of the low
R&D credit impact might be that credit in its
present form does not motivate the typical
Greater Minnesota manufacturer to consider
innovating its own product or process.

Greater Minnesota manufacturers were also
asked to rate the impact of 10 employment
and environmental regulations on the success
of their businesses. Table B-32 summarizes the
responses.
For the most part, while regulations affect
almost all firms, they had less of an impact
on business operation than did taxes. With
the exception of solid waste, health and
safety, and liability insurance regulations,
impacts of regulations were uniformly
distributed across the sample.
Among a majority of firms, air and water
pollution and toxic waste regulations had
little or no impact on the successful operation
of their business. Solid waste regulation has a
significant impact on the operation of a
majority (56 percent) of the respondents.
Hour and wage regulations, health and safety
regulations, and liability insurance had an
impact on a majority of firms. Liability
insurance had the most impact (81 percent)
followed by health and safety (66 percent). In
fact, 48 percent cited liability insurance as
having a very significant impact on their
business.

19
24
8
38

48

Significant
ami Verry
Significant Impact
43%

47
56

23
66
81

The severe impact of liability insurance has
resulted from the level of awards in the
courts. The impact of workers' compensation
and OSHA regulations on firms, however,
depends directly on the levels of employee
safety in a given industry. Adoption of
automation technology has been shown to
have the potential to create a more pleasant
and less hazardous workplace. Even in
instances where production remains labor
intensive, tasks have shifted from manual
labor to monitoring. 61 As firms adopt these
technologies, causing the occupational
composition and duties of the workforce to
shift, secondary effects such as lower workers'
compensation rates could benefit
manufacturers.
Fifty-six percent reported an impact from
hour and wage regulations. Civil rights
regulations had the least impact on
manufacturing firms (23 percent).
Branch firms typically reported greater
impacts from regulation than did independent
companies. However, toxic waste regulations
reportedly affected a similar proportion of
firms of both types equally (38 percent) and
liability affected a greater proportion of
independent firms (82 percent) than branch
firms (73 percent).
Not surprisingly, liability insurance had
significantly less impact on branch firms
(which may absorb the cost throughout the
entire corporation) even though the impact
was high.
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Quality of Regulatory Assistance

Regtaiato@lI1ls

Not
AppBicable

Air Pollution
Water Pollution
Toxic Waste
Solid Waste

21%
18
16
13

Hiring and Selection Practices
Hour and Wage Regulation
Civil Rights
Health and Safety-OSHA
Liability Insurance

3
5
4
13
9

Large firms typically reported lower impacts
from regulations than firms with less than 20
employees. This was an interesting result
given the large number of small firms in the
sample.
Greater Minnesota manufacturers rated the
quality of technical assistance provided by the
regulatory authorities. Table B-33 summarizes
their responses.
Pollution and waste regulations had some
impact on between 80 and 90 percent of the
sample.
Other than health and safety regulations and
liability insurance assistance, the quality of
technical assistance was rated poorly (scores
of 1 and 2) by a majority of firms. Sixty-one
percent of the respondent firms rated OSHA
health and safety regulation assistance good
or excellent (scores of 3 or 4).
Satisfaction with assistance was negatively
correlated with the impact of taxes for solid
waste (correlation coefficient -0.18), air
pollution (correlation coefficient -0.15), and
toxic waste (correlation coefficient -0.15). In
other words, satisfaction with technical
assistance decreased slightly as the importance
of the regulation increased.
Considering a sample of only those firms to
whom regulation was important, a significant
majority of firms reported satisfaction with
solid waste regulations and OSHA health and
safety regulation assistance. Since OSHA
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ExcelBell1lt

2%
8

5
9

Neall' ExcelUell1lt
all1ld ExceBBell1lt

39%
49
42
45

39
45
43
61
51

regulations were rated the second most
burdensome, the high ratings for technical
assistance were especially noteworthy.

11 99()s
Just as changing world demand for
raw materials and agricultural
products altered the make-up of
Greater Minnesota industry in the 1980s, so
can accessible production and administrative
technologies be expected to change the
Greater Minnesota economy in the 1990s.
Technology will effect growth,
competitiveness, workforce composition,
educational and other infrastructure demands,
and Greater Minnesota manufacturers'
strategic plans to achieve stable profitability.
Manufacturing companies are difficult to start
up but have a high survival rate in nonmetropolitan areas. 62 This presents Greater
Minnesota manufacturers with a dilemma.
Stable, profitable firms appear to feel that
their recipe needs little change and that
change may even jeopardize future
profitability and success. However, growing
competition demands adoption of new
technologies to increase quality, efficiency
and productivity.

A majority of firms in Greater Minnesota
reported no intention to alter their staffing
patterns over the next five years. Those firms
that did intend to change their staffing were
planning only moderate increases or

Intended Staffing Changes

OccupatD@naU Group

Management
Professionals/Scientists/
Engineers
Technical/Skilled
Clerical/Sales
Unskilled

Percent of respondents repolfiing either n@ change @r s@me type of change
SignifDcant
Moderate
N@
Moderate
Significant
Decrease
Decrease
Change
Increase
Increase
1
2
3
4
5

3%

15%

58%

22%

1%

2
1
2
6

14
10
20
16

63
55
61
56

20
30
17

1
4
0

18

4

Staffing Changes for Group of Firms Planning Change
Percent of Firms PUalfming Change
Significant
S@me Increase
Increase
and Significant Increase

Management
Professionals/Scientists/Engineers
Technical/Skilled
Clerical/Sales
Unskilled

2%
3
8

o
10

decreases, with a resulting moderate net
increase in demand for labor.
While only a minority of firms (37 to 45
percent) planned staffing changes, firms most
frequently reported planned increases in
technical and skilled labor recruitment (34
percent) in the next five years. Less than one
quarter of them (17 to 24 percent) reported
plans to increase other occupational groups.
Table B-34 shows that very few firms planned
extreme increases and decreases (scores of 1
and 4) in employment.
Focusing more closely on only those
companies that plan changes, their responses
are summarized in Table B-35.
Of the firms planning changes, three-quarters
of them will be seeking to expand their
technical and skilled laborforce: only 8
percent planned big increases. The greatest
decrease will be in clerical and sales staff (57
percent). This pattern suggests a demand for
increased skills that will increase demands on

57%
57
75
43
51

training systems, upward pressure on skilled
occupational wages, and skill shortages in the
short run.

Planned Changes in Staffing Pattern
by Firm Characteristics
For the most part, staffing changes were
similar to the modest changes across the
whole Greater Minnesota group with few
interesting exceptions.
The greatest changes will reportedly occur in
the older firms with more than 10 years in
business. Across all occupational groups, more
than one-third of the older firms will increase
their staffing. Less than one-fifth of the
younger firms with between five to 10 years in
business planned to increase their staffing.
The greatest increases in employment will
likely come from the non-durable sector
where a significantly greater percentage of
firms (41 to 60 percent) expected increased
demand for all types of labor than did other
sectors (0 to 32 percent).
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Percentage of Firms that Planned to Increase Staffing of their Important Group and
their Difficulty Recruiting and Retaining Them
PerCl!H11Itage @f lFimls Planning Bncreases
Pr@fessi!:mals, TechnicaB
Scientists and
amil
Clerical
lManagerl1111ent
Engineers
Skilled
and Sales Unskilled

If Occupation was Important

If Recruiting Problem Existed
If Retention Problem Existed

100%
64
40

Among firms that had difficulty recruiting or
retaining their important occupational groups,
future recruiting behavior may be changed to
reflect that difficulty by substitution of capital
for labor or increases in training. The next
section explores how the mix of important
and hard to recruit occupational groups in
Greater Minnesota manufacturing industries
will change. Survey results regarding staffing
changes by importance, recruiting difficultly,
and retention difficulty of occupational groups
are summarized in Table B-36.
Greater Minnesota manufacturers which
planned to change staffing levels rated
management and skilled groups the most
important. Wherever management was rated
important, increases in management were
planned, and almost two thirds (64 percent)
of the firms that had difficulty recruiting
them were planning increases.
Among firms rating technical and skilled
workers important, only 44 percent were
considering increased employment. Threequarters (75 percent) of the firms where
recruiting technical and skilled staff was
difficult reported plans to increase staffing.

75%
83
51

44%
75
35

85%
35

25

56%
30
41

important staff resulted in higher sensitivity
to recruiting problems.
Greater Minnesota manufacturers' rating of
the importance of 11 personnel issues are
reported in Table B-3 7.
Rising labor costs was the most frequently
cited issue facing firms; 87 percent reported
rising labor costs important or very
important. Just as with other cost issues,
businesses typically rated any issue directly
affecting the bottom line as important. Lack
of appropriate skills and the cost of health
benefits were also rated important.
Firms that rated management and skilled
groups important cited several different issues
as significantly more important than the
group as a whole. Lack of appropriate skills
was cited more frequently (78 percent as
compared to 61 percent for the whole) as a
major issue by firms where skilled labor was
important. Even more of these firms
recognized this as a major issue in the future
(85 percent compared with 68 percent for the
whole).

Among firms where recruiting and retaining
of the professionals was difficult, a majority of
firms planned increased staffing of those
workers. Greater Minnesota firms were less
concerned with plans to increase clerical and
unskilled workers even when they reported
recruiting difficulties.

Considering the issues facing firms where
skills were important, lack of appropriate
skills (85 percent), declining labor supply (66
percent), drugs and AIDS testing (46
percent), day care (35 percent), workforce
diversity (44 percent) and retirement pension
plans (74 percent) were more frequently cited
as important future issues than the group as a
whole.

It appears that firms planning to increase
their professional and skilled staff were
already experiencing recruiting difficulties,
perhaps suggesting that efforts to increase

With the exception of the workforce diversity
and retirement and pension plan issues, firms
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Future Issues for Firms Planning Increased Staffing

Bssues

Sample

Rising Labor Costs
Lack of Appropriate Skills
Declining Labor Supply
Drugs/Aids Testing
Employee Health Benefits
Parking/Commuting
Day Care
Organized Labor
Workforce Diversity
"Retirement/Pension
"Flexible/Alternative Schedules

87%
68
54
37
76
9
22
28
32
63
44

Management

92%
83"
71"
53"
84
11
35"
33
36
70
51

Technicall
SkiDDed

92%
85"
66"
46"
86"
8
35"
32
44
74
52

"indicates significantly different proportion reported in occupational sUb·sample from entire sample of
firms planning increased staffing

where management was important reported a
similar profile for future issues.
Greater Minnesota firms attached little
importance to organized labor, parking/
commuting, or drugs/AIDS testing issues.
Ctllalrllge~s

in TechlnolloGIV

Different technologies demand a variety of
labor skills so it is especially interesting to
investigate how firms' staffing plans will
change in the future in conjunction with
changing technological needs. Capital can
both substitute and complement labor.
Firms performing research and development
functions and innovating new products offer
different occupations than firms not focused
on these areas. The following section
investigates the anticipated links between
staffing patterns, technology, and research
and development.
Greater Minnesota firms rated the capitallabor intensity of their business operations.
The capital-to-Iabor ratio provided insight
into the relative importance of human capital
to the firms' production processes.
A majority (57 percent) of Greater
Minnesota manufacturing firms have labor
intensive operations. More than one-quarter
(28 percent) rated themselves very labor
intensive (score of 1) in contrast to only 10

percent which considered themselves very
capital intensive firms (score of 4). This
result concurs with earlier studies which
revealed that while some industries adopt
capital intensive techniques in regions of
abundant labor, other industries continue to
be labor intensive. 63 In fact, retaining labor
intensive characteristics in a wage competitive
environment while other firms adopt capital
intensive technologies may offer some
advantages. 64 Furthermore, durable goods
industries in particular tend to respond to
market conditions by increasing capital
intensity. 65
While all types of technology in the next five
years were rated as important by 12 to 16
percent more firms than technologies at the
time of the survey, no significant conclusions
can be drawn about the adoption of
technology in the next five years based on
basic firm characteristics such as age or
industry type.
Automation was anticipated to be important
to marginally more firms (75 percent) than
other technologies (65 to 67 percent).
Interestingly, a slightly lower proportion of
independent firms are represented among the
firms rating automation important than are
represented in the entire sample of
manufacturers.
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Increase in Staffing for Labor Intensive and Capital Intensive Firms
lPercent<llge I\lJf Forms with Bmpl\lJri<llnil OccUJpatil\lJnaB Grl\lJUJp
IProfessionaBs,
TechnicaB
Scientisils and
and
CBericaB
Man<llgemenil
Engineers
SkiBBed
<lind S<lIBes
UB1IskiBIed

Labor Intensive
Capital Intensive

56%
56

A marginally higher proportion of capital
intensive firms reported planned changes in
staffing during the 1990s than firms
considering themselves labor intensive. A
majority (55 percent) of them planned to
change their staffing patterns compared with
47 percent of the labor intensive firms.
Planned increases in particular occupational
groups are summarized in Table B-38.
Significantly more capital intensive firms
planned to increase staffing of professional,
scientific and engineering occupations (67
percent) as well as unskilled workers (57
percent) than labor intensive firms (47 and
48 percent respectively). Marginally more
labor intensive firms (49 percent) planned to
increase clerical and sales staffing than capital
intensive firms (40 percent). This suggests
that labor intensive firms will stress
administrative and marketing activity in their
business strategies for the 1990s whereas the
capital intensive firms will stress technical
aspects of production instead.

This section investigates the importance of
four technologies relative to changes in
staffing. Marginally more personnel changes
(all responses 47 percent) were planned by
firms where information was important than
by firms (35 to 39 percent) where other types
of technology were important.
Greater Minnesota manufacturers anticipate
that automation technology will generally
complement skilled labor and management
but will be a substitute for unskilled workers.
Firms where technology will be important in
the next five years reported overall staffing
increases for management, professionals and
skilled labor. Unskilled labor staffing will
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47%

77%

49%

48%

67

76

40

57

remain unchanged while modest decreases
will occur in clerical and sales staff.
Firms that considered each type of technology
important plan to recruit more technical and
skilled personnel (77 to 80 percent) although
a majority of firms (58 to 68 percent) will
also be increasing management and
professional staff.

The Changes in Staffing
Linl<ed to Future Importance
of R&D
If technology is changing the composition of
the workforce, how will other forces shape
firms' hiring patterns? This section
investigates how manufacturers with research
and development functions will differ from
other Greater Minnesota manufacturers in
general in the next five years (Table B-38).
Firms said research and development would
become important to a majority of Greater
Minnesota manufacturing firms (55 percent)
in the future compared with about one-third
(35 percent) considering it important at the
time of the survey. Almost one-third (29
percent) reported that research and
development would become very important in
five years compared with only 20 percent at
the time of the survey.
Significantly fewer firms (35 percent) that
performed research and development activity
reported no planned staffing changes
compared to the whole group (50 percent) as
shown in Table B-39.
Reported increases in staffing in firms where
research and development will be important
in five years were marginally higher than the
increases reported by the whole group. While

Difference in Staffing Increases for Firms where R&D was Important and Whole
Sample

N@
Change

Percent of
Sample
Percent of
group where
R&D Important
in 5 Yrs

Per©entage @f Firms with Imp@rtant Oc©upati@nal Gr@up
Pr@fessi@nals,
S©ientists ami
Technical
Clerical
Plilanage·
and Skilled
and Sales
Unskilled
Iillnt
Engineers

50%

24%

21%

33%

17%

22%

35

33

30

49

22

31

technical and skilled workers will be in
greater demand than all other occupational
groups for Greater Minnesota manufacturers,
an even greater proportion of firms rating
research and development investment
important planned to increase employment of
technical and skilled personnel. Almost onehalf of the firms (49 percent) that project
that research and development would be
important plan to be recruiting technical and
skilled personnel compared with only onethird (33 percent) for the entire group.

Future Links Between
Technology and Research and
Development
This section examines the relationship
between technology in production,
administration, and research and development
functions. While a higher proportion of firms
rated all forms of technology important in the
future, no significant differences can be
attached to the relative importance of the
different technologies. Production and
automation technologies were important to a
marginally higher proportion of firms than
advanced materials were.
A significantly lower percentage of firms
where future automation and quality
improvement technologies were important
also rated future research and development
important compared with the whole group.
This suggests that these firms planned to be
further along the product cycle, concentrating
on routinized mass production rather than
development, than was the group as a whole.

Links between Research and
Development, New Products and
Staffing Pattern
About one-half of Greater Minnesota
manufacturing firms in the sample (53
percent) planned to introduce a new product
within the next five years. Future staffing
changes were reported by firms planning to
introduce a new product (compare Table B-33
with Table BAO).
There will be a significantly higher
proportion of firms planning to introduce a
new product that will increase employment of
all occupational groups (32 to 45 percent)
except for clerical and sales (23 percent)
during the next five years compared with the
whole group (non-clerical 21 to 33 percent)
and clerical, 17 percent. Clerical and sales
staff increases were not significantly different
between the two groups.
Compared with the sample as a whole, a
significantly lower percentage of firms with
fewer than 20 employees were represented in
a sub-sample of firms that planned to
introduce a new product or considered future
R&D important. This suggests that size is
positively linked to product development.
There was a slightly greater representation of
branches of U. S. companies and a
corresponding under-representation of
independent firms in the sub-sample of
manufacturers that considered future R&D
important. Furthermore, plans to introduce a
new product were positively, weakly
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Staffing Changes with New Product
Of lriIew product pOalrillriled
N@ cli1lalrilge
OIrilCrl!i1la~Ull

Management
Professionals/Scientists/Engineers
Technical/Skilled
Clerical/Sales
Unskilled

40%

34%

45

35

38

45

43

23
32

39

correlated with difficulty in acquiring capital,
implying that firms planning to introduce new
products had had greater difficulty acquiring
credit. This suggests that lenders in Greater
Minnesota may be attributing new products
with high risk.
In summary, technology, new products and
research and development will playa more
important role in shaping business operations
and staffing patterns over the next five years
than at the time of the survey. Changes,
however, will take place across the entire
Greater Minnesota manufacturing sector.

Greater demands for skilled workers and
awareness of recruiting difficulties for these
occupations suggests also an increased
awareness of the importance of technical
training for manufacturing workers. Firms
rated the importance of 14 training topics to
the future success of their business operation.
The responses are summarized in Table BAl.
Almost all firms that considered a topic
important also considered the topic important
in the future.
Engineering and scientific manufacturing
techniques, clerical skills, basic skills, career
development, and international and language
skills were rated the topics that will be
covered least often in five years.
Between 40 to 57 percent of the firms which
did not offer formal training planned to start
training in manufacturing processes (43
percent), engineering and scientific
techniques (40 percent), quality assurance
and productivity (57 percent), customer
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service (50 percent) and leadership (50
percent) within the next five years.
Future importance in training were all
negatively, weakly correlated to changes in
staffing patterns, suggesting that firms may
plan to provide more training to their
employees instead of relying on recruitment.
Among firms planning to increase
management and skilled labor, significantly
more firms cited future importance of training
in manufacturing processes, engineering
techniques, administrative computer skills,
strategic planning, leadership and
communications skills than did the group of
firms not planning staffing changes. Although
training in other topics will increase, it will
be important only to a minority of
companies.
In summary, greater demands will be made on
training and education systems in Greater
Minnesota in the 1990s than presently exists.
Topics directly related to the production and
marketing of goods will be streesed in
particular.

Product transportation issues, especially those
related to the trucking industry, are important
to Greater Minnesota manufacturers. As
manufacturing activity in Greater Minnesota
increases, greater demands will be placed on
transportation systems. This section
investigates the changes anticipated by
Greater Minnesota firms and the issues that
will become important in the future. Firms
where asked to report changes in their use of
five major modes of transportation in the

Importance of Future Training Topics
Very
Impoll1ant

Topics

Impoll1ant and
Very Important

Processes/Equipment
Engineering/Scientific Techniques
Quality Improvement/Control

50%
20
61

85%
61
92

Customer Service
International Skills
Foreign Languages

57
11
3

90
26
13

Marketing/Sales Techniques
Clerical/Office Skills
Administrative Computer Skills

38
23
32

78
67
86

Strategic Planning
Supervisory/Leadership Techniques

50
45

87
87

Basic skills (Reading, Writing, Math)
Communications Skills
Career Development

34
40
18

59
81
60

r
Changes in Transportation Use in the Next Five Years
Percent of Firms Repoll1ing
Significant
Some
No
Some
Significant
Decrease Decrease Change Increase Increase
Truck
Air
Rail
Water
Freight

0%
4
4
2
1

3%
3
6
5
5

59%
72
77
81
63

26%
14
9
8
24

11%
6
4

3
7

next five years. Their responses are
summarized in Table BA2.

increased demand on the road transportation
system in Greater Minnesota for shipping.

All modes of transportation will be used more
heavily by the sample firms in the next five
years. Significantly more trucking and freight
services and marginally more air
transportation will be used in the future.

Transportation Usage and Sales
Market

Trucking was reportedly the primary mode of
75 percent, and freight of 44 percent, of the
firms surveyed. Of firms that responded, the
majority were not planning changes in
transportation usage (59 percent). Moderate
increases were planned by about one-third of
the truck (37 percent) and freight (31
percent) users. This translates into an overall

As manufacturing activity grows and markets
expand, transportation will become more
important to Greater Minnesota
manufacturers. Transportation needs are based
on the distance to market. Planned changes
in demand of trucking and freight,
summarized in Table B-43, point out some
interesting differences between firms that
serve local and regional markets.
A significantly higher proportion of firms
with at least one-half of their sales in local or
regional markets planned to increase their use
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Transportation Changes in Firms with 50 Percent or more Sales to Specific Markets
'fII'lIJck
Decrease N@Chall1lge$

Local
Regional
National

3%
5
5

III1Ii:~rease

60%
68
62

37%
26
33

Freight
Decrea$e N@Chall1lge$

5%
14
0

Im~rea$e

67%
71
55

29%
14
45

'If 50 percent or more sales to specific market

Severity of Future li'ansportation Problems
Percent @f Firms Rep@ll'1I:ill1lg Somewhat and
Very Severe Pr@blem am. that Planned
Some @r
Some @r
Significant
Significant
Decrea$e
N@ Change
Increase

Reduced Air Service
Lower Air Service Quality
Airport Congestion
Lack of Rail Service
Deteriorating Roads and Bridges
Inadequate Shipping Service
Poor Road Access
Road Congestion
Lack of Mass Transit
Hazardous Material Transport
Increased Costs
Reduced Truck Service

39%
36
39
46
16
21
23
23
49
43
10
15

of trucking rather than freight. The converse
was true for firms with at least one-half of
their sales in national markets. A significantly
greater proportion of firms serving local
markets planned to increase their use of both
trucking and freight. Since most firms in the
sample served local markets, this result
suggests an increase in demands on local
transportation systems and services with more
modest increases on the regional system.

36%
37
38
36
26
33
30
30
38
34
24
28

25%
27
24
18
58
46
47
47
13
24
66
57

Transportation Issues

reliability and quality attributes of their
primary mode. Firms that intended to
increase their transportation use were
generally most sensitive to road transportation
problems whereas firms intending to decrease
their use of their primary mode were generally
most sensitive to air and rail problems, lack
of mass transit and the transportation of
hazardous waste. The sensitivity of firms with
different plans for future transportation use is
examined in the following section and is
summarized in Table B-44.

As previously reported, Greater Minnesota
firms considered all the transportation factors
important, but cost and reliability factors
were cited as very important to almost threequarters. Quality of service was of secondary
importance. When rating the severity of 12
future transportation problems, Greater
Minnesota manufacturers were concerned
primarily with problems related to cost,

Two-thirds (66 percent) of the firms planning
to increase use of transportation rated
increasing costs as the most severe
transportation problem that would inhibit
their growth. A majority of firms also rated
deteriorating roads and bridges (58 percent)
and reduced truck service (57 percent) as
problems.
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Table

Important Spending Issues and Recommendations

Issues

Education
ElementarySecondary Education
Higher Education
Libraries
Social Services and Income
Maintenance
Public Welfare
Hospitals
Health
Employment Security
Transportation
Highways
Air Transportation
Water Transport
Public Safety
Police
Fire
Corrections
Protective Regulation
Environment and Housing
Natural Resources
Parks and Recreation
Housing and Development
Sewerage

Very
Imp@rtant

hnpoll'tant
and Vell'y
Imp@rtant

Spend A
L@t M@re

Spend M@li'e and
Spend A L@t More

59%
39
14

84%
76
45

16%
15
8

56%
51
32

8
16
25
12

28
55
63
47

2
4
9
2

9
32
39
19

44
6
4

83
26
14

16
5
4

63
21
14

24
35
9
8

70
38
36

7
10
3
2

51
52
31
20

27
15
14
19

60
46
47
58

13
8
5
11

42
33
31
46

Not surprisingly, the severity of problems
related to the major mode of transportationtrucking-outweighed problems related to
other modes. These problems were, however,
perceived to be more severe among firms that
anticipated increased trucking use in the next
five years. A greater proportion of the group
of firms planning increases in trucking use
anticipated severe impacts from inadequate
shipping service, road congestion, and
reduction in service availability than the
group of firms planning no changes.
Marginally more reported a severe future
impact of costs.
In summary, Greater Minnesota firms
anticipated that their modest planned
increases in demands for road transportation
would create future problems that would
inhibit the growth of their manufacturing
activity.
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riorities for
Government
The role of government as a
provider of public services and
infrastructure maintenance is
understood. However, opinions vary on the
direction and scope of government policy.
Having investigated the major issues affecting
the business climate in Minnesota, the survey
gave Greater Minnesota manufacturers a
unique opportunity to evaluate government
policies and establish their own spending
priQrities for programs of the 1990s.
Greater Minnesota firms rated the importance
of government spending on 18 basic
government programs and changes in the
level of spending they deemed appropriate for
each program. Their responses are summarized
in Table BAS.
The government programs most frequently
cited as important by responding Greater
Minnesota manufacturers were elementary
and secondary education (84 percent),
highway transportation system (83 percent),
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fire services (77 percent) and higher
education (76 percent). Less than one-quarter
(10 to 16 percent) of the firms recommended
that a lot more should be spent on these
programs. Although spending priorities were
clear, recommended spending increases were
modest.

Paradoxically, while marginally fewer of the
youngest firms rated libraries important (33
percent) than the other groups (41 to 47
percent), significantly higher proportion of
them (50 percent) advocated increased
spending on libraries than did the other
groups (27 to 38 percent).

A majority of firms reported that police
protection (70 percent), health services (63
percent), natural resources (60 percent),
sewerage (58 percent), and hospitals (50
percent) were of secondary importance.

A significantly lower proportion of high
technology firms (48 percent) considered
sewerage important than did the durable (65
percent) and non-durable goods producers (55
percent). With the exception of air
transportation and parks and recreation, a
smaller proportion of high technology firms
rated the programs important than the
durable and non-durable goods manufacturers.
More high technology firms rated air
transportation policy important than the
other industries did, although few (14
percent) indicated more should be spent.

The survey provided a unique opportunity for
Greater Minnesota manufacturers to advocate
spending changes for the government
programs listed. For comparison, the state and
national average expenditure 66 was provided
for each program. Typically, firms advocated
increased spending on the programs most
important to them. A majority of firms
indicated a need for greater spending on only
six services or programs: highway
transportation (63 percent), elementary and
secondary education (56 percent), fire
protection services (52 percent), and police
protection and higher education (51 percent
each). Together, these programs account for
more than 40 percent of state spending.
Minnesota already spends more on average
than the nation does on highway
transportation and education but spends less
on average on public safety.
More than three-quarters of the firms
indicated a need for less spending on five
services or programs: public welfare (91
percent), water transportation (86 percent),
employment security (81 percent), protective
regulation (80 percent) and air transportation
(79 percent). Minnesota spends more on
average on public welfare, water
transportation, and employment security than
the nation does.
A larger proportion of firms with less than
five years in business (83 percent) rated
higher education important than did the
older firms (67 to 72 percent) in the sample.
Three-quarters of these younger firms
advocated higher spending on higher
education compared with about one-half of
the older firms.
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Only a minority of high technology firms (39
to 40 percent) indicated a need for an
education spending increase at
elementarysecondary levels. About one-half
(48 percent) of the high technology firms
cited a need for increased highway spending
in contrast to the majority (64 to 65 percent)
of other manufacturers. Less than one-half of
the high technology firms (37 percent) and
the non-durable goods manufacturers (44
percent) advocated more spending on
sewerage services. One-half (50 percent) of
the durable goods producers reported more
spending was necessary.
With the exception of the parks and
recreation issue, significantly more branch
firms reported environmental and housing
issues important (70 to 90 percent) compared
with the independent firms (45 to 58
percent). Also, a significantly greater
proportion of branch firms advocated
spending more on those important issues than
the independent firms. A majority of the
independent firms advocate less spending on
these policies, whereas a majority of the
branch firms would increase spending on
natural resources and sewerage.
A majority of the firms advocated increased
spending on their primary mode of product
transportation. A majority of firms from all

major modes advocated spending more on
highways although a significantly larger
proportion of firms using trucks and air
transportation firms advocated increased
spending on highways.
More than three-quarters of firms that
planned to increase their use of primary
transportation mode (79 percent) advocated
more spending on highways. Significantly
more of the firms citing reduced air service
levels (33 percent) as a major issue advocated
increased spending in air transportation than
the group as a whole (21 percent). This subsample was very small.
A majority of firms that were increasing the
staffing levels of their important occupational
groups advocated increased elementary and
secondary education spending. Increased
spending on elementary and secondary
education was advocated by significantly more
firms where professional (96 percent) and
clerical and sales staff (67 percent) increases
were planned than the group as a whole (56
percent). In fact, firms where professionals
were important and planned to increase
professional staffing advocated spending on
elementary and secondary education
significantly more frequently (96 percent)
than any other group did.
Significantly more firms that rated quality
control technology as important (62 percent)
advocated spending more on higher education
than did the sample as a whole (51 percent).
In summary, while recommending reduced
spending in most areas, Greater Minnesota
manufacturers advocate increases in areas of
importance to their businesses.

In general, the survey reveals
Greater Minnesota manufacturers'
preference for stability and modest
change in factors affecting their businesses.

A majority of Greater Minnesota
manufacturing firms run labor intensive
operations. Workers with managerial,

technical, or sales skills are their most
important occupational groups. This profile
indicates the presence of dominant
production and administrative-sales functions
for most firms in Greater Minnesota with
little precision operation or research and
development activity. Technical and skilled
employees are most difficult to recruit, even
more so than management personnel. The
cost of labor and lack of appropriate skills are
the main difficulties encountered in recruiting
employees and are issues of current and future
concern to Greater Minnesota manufacturers.
Future health benefit costs concern more
than three-quarters of the firms. Organized
labor issues are unimportant.
Most firms in Greater Minnesota do not
intend to alter their staffing patterns in the
next five years and only a very few plan
extreme increases and decreases. The greatest
increases in employment during the 1990s are
planned in the non-durable sector and in
capital-intensive firms. The greatest demand
will be on the technical and skilled labor
pool. One-third of the firms plan increases in
technical and skilled labor recruitment. Firms
with important investments in technology
and research and development will recruit
more technical and skilled personnel although
most plan increases in management and
professional staff, too. Firms planning to
introduce a new product will maintain or
increase staffing.
This pattern suggests a demand for increased
skills that will put more demands on training
systems, put upward pressure on skilled
occupational wages, and may result in shortrun skill shortages.

Most Greater Minnesota manufacturers
already provide formal training for their
employees. Compared with five years ago,
firms have increased their level of training.
They are committed to improving and
controlling the quality of their products
through educating their workforce. Most
training programs improve quality and
productivity as well as increase safety in the
workplace.
Training will be more frequently covered in
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the future. One-half of the firms which do
not currently offer formal training will initiate
training programs. Some firms will train their
employees rather than increase staff. Greater
demands will be made on training and
education systems in Greater Minnesota in
the 1990s than presently exists, especially for
topics directly related to the production and
marketing of goods.

surface transportation system in Greater
Minnesota. Firms are concerned that
increasing costs would inhibit their future
growth. They are also concerned about the
negative impacts of deteriorating roads and
bridges and reduced truck service on their
future business performance.

More than one-half of the firms surveyed
sought capital during the last five years, and
of these firms, just more than one-third had
more than a little difficulty securing the
capital. Cost was the biggest barrier to
securing credit. Commercial loans were the
most popular form of raising capital.

The introduction of new products and
investment in technology and research and
development will playa more important role
in shaping the Greater Minnesota
manufacturing sector over the next five years
than at the time of the survey. Changes,
however, will take place throughout the
entire Greater Minnesota region in all
industries.

The major uses of new capital were new
equipment and inventory purchases and
working capital. Firms that experienced
difficulty securing credit tended to acquire
inventory and refinance existing debt. Firms
using credit to purchase real assets
experienced lower barriers than other
borrowers did.

About one-half of the firms intend to
introduce a new product in next 5 years.
Even fe\'{er consider research and
development expenditures important. Firms
investing in R&D prefer to maintain in-house
control of their R&D activity.

Firms are satisfied with their energy systems.
They are especially satisfied with the features
they rate as most important-reliability and
availability.

Product transportation is important to almost
each firm. Most firms use trucking or freight
to deliver their products. They are satisfied
with the characteristics of their primary
shipping mode, although least satisfied with
its cost. As firms become bigger, product
transportation becomes more important.
Greater Minnesota firms typically serve local
markets; road transportation was preferred to
air travel for business travel. Business travel is
relatively unimportant.
All modes of transportation will be used more
heavily in the future. Although most firms
are not planning changes, truck and freight
use will increase moderately. This translates
into an overall increased demand on the
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Production technologies are important to
firms where R&D is important. Investments
in technology are more important to larger
firms.

Taxes and regulations impact the successful
operation of almost all businesses. Workers'
compensation and unemployment insurance
are most burdensome.
Regulations impact the majority of business
operations, but to a lesser extent than taxes.
Liability insurance and health and safety
(OSHA) regulations have most impact. Solid
waste regulation also impacts the majority of
firms.
The quality of technical assistance for
regulatory compliance rates poorly. Firms are
most sensitive about the quality of assistance
for regulations that are most important to
them.

Government Policy
Spending Priorities
Although spending priorities are clearly
directly beneficial to business, firms advocate
only modest spending increases. Greater
Minnesota manufacturers rate the following
programs as most important and also support
increased spending on them: elementary and
secondary education, highway transportation
system, fire services and higher education.
Three out of four firms would prefer to spend
less on five services or programs: public
welfare, water transportation, employment
security, protective regulation, and air
transportation.
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Small and Medium..Sized Exporters
by Abigail E. McKenzie, Director, Office of Information,
Analysis and Evaluation
Carol

s. Johnson, Economic Analyst

ntroduction
In the 1990s, US. businesses will likely
compete more than ever before with
foreign firms. A US. firm's decision not
to export will not stop foreign
competitors from selling their products in the
United States. To succeed in the national
market, a US. firm will need to be
internationally competitive.
DTED's commitment to helping Minnesota
businesses establish and expand in
international markets is evidenced by the
wide array of export assistance services
provided by the Minnesota Trade Office, the
development of the Minnesota international
trade model (the first state trade model) and
continuing analyses of Minnesota's exporting
companies and patterns. This study is
intended to help state policy makers and
DTED program managers better target limited
state resources for export promotion efforts.

Overview
The literature on firm export behavior
identifies various stages of export
development. Associated with the varying
stages are perceived obstacles to exporting
and export assistance needs. One study
identifies a six-stage export development
process. 1 In stages one and two, the firm is
unwilling and uninterested, respectively, in
exporting. In stage three, the firm becomes
interested in exporting and in stage four the
firm begins experimenting with exporting. In
stage five, the firm is a semi-experienced
small exporter and in stage six, the firm is an
experienced large exporter. Another study
proposes a three-stage export development
model. 2 In stage one, the firm is a nonexporter, possessing no information about the
exporting process. In stage two, the firm is a
marginal exporter, a firm that is familiar with
the basics of exporting and may have filled
unsolicited orders but is not necessarily highly
committed to exporting. In stage three, a
firm is an active exporter, having mastered
the export process and having made a
commitment to exporting as a way of
achieving the firm's goals.
These classifications of exporting firms are
important because they show that firms
perceive different obstacles to exporting and

have different export assistance needs based
on their stage of export development.
Previous research has identified numerous
obstacles to exporting for non-exporting firms
and firms in the early stages of the export
development process. These include a lack in
the following areas: export motivation,
surplus product or production capacity, capital
and staff available to devote to exporting.
Lack of information on exporting procedures,
export documentation, transportation
procedures, funds transfer, foreign markets
and foreign marketing practices is also seen as
an obstacle for new-to-export firms. 3 Studies
have also identifted many obstacles to
exporting for exporting firms or firms in the
later stages of the export development
process. These include: finding foreign
distributors and new markets, advertising in
foreign markets, warehousing, financing,
competing with foreign firms, dealing with
foreign market restrictions and general trade
barriers, and the rising value of the US.
dollar. 4
In general, non-exporters, marginal exporters
and small exporters perceive obstacles to
exporting that deal with the firm's own
resources or capabilities (e.g. production
capacity, export expertise). Obstacles that are
external to the firm (e.g. trade barriers,
foreign competition, transportation costs,
language barriers) are perceived to be equally
problematic for firms of all sizes and across all
stages of export development. 5 Furthermore,
non-exporters may perceive obstacles to
exporting (e.g. lack of tax incentives, foreign
market distance, lack of third party
assistance) which exporters do not view as
obstacle or perhaps have overcome. 6
The most useful form of export assistance
identified by firms include obtaining foreign
market information for specific industries or
products, locating foreign distributors,
participating in trade shows, financing export
transactions, and, for smaller firms, obtaining
information about the mechanics of
exporting. 7 At least one study found that the
most important improvement to increasing
the ability of firms to export would be to
reduce worker's compensation costs,
unemployment insurance costs and labor costs
in general. 8 This suggests that a public
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commitment to export development requires
an overall commitment to business
development.
While government export development
services exist, the use of these programs has
been found to be somewhat limited, especially
among the smaller firms for whom the
programs are intended. 9 It has been suggested
that this is the result of a lack of awareness of
the programs and/or that the information
provided by the programs is not appropriate
for the export development stage of the firm.

This chapter will attempt to address two
general questions regarding exporting firms:
(1) What are the important operating factors
facing Minnesota's manufacturing exporters?
and (2) What are the obstacles to exporting
or export assisfance facing this group of
Minnesota firms?

A total of 507 self-reported exporting firms
with fewer than 500 employees in Minnesota
were surveyed for this study. The surveyed
firms were randomly selected from a list of
1,340 firms listed in the 1989 Minnesota
Directory of Manufacturers as having
international markets and fewer than 500
employees. Large firms were not selected for
this survey because this study is designed, in
part, to assist the Minnesota Trade Office in
developing effective export promotion
programs and the Minnesota Trade Office's
mandate is to assist small and medium-sized
Minnesota companies. The response rate for
the survey was 47 percent with 240 surveys
returned, of which 224 were determined to
actually be exporters. This response rate
establishes a 95 percent confidence level that
the margin of error for results is within 7
percentage points.

The number of years in business for
respondents ranges from one to 111. The
median is 22 years. Only 5 percent of the
respondents have been in business for five
years or less. Consistent with findings in a
previous trade survey, 85 percent of the
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respondents have been in business for at least
10 years. 10
Among the types of business establishments,
the vast majority, 85 percent, were reported
to be either independents or headquarters.
Only 14 percent of the respondents reported
being branch firms. Export promotion efforts
will likely have the greatest influence with
independents and headquarters since these
firms have the decision-making authority to
expand into international markets whereas
branch firms are unlikely to have that same
discretion.
Four of the top five industries of respondents
were high technology industries: nonelectrical machinery with 25 percent of the
respondents, fabricated metals with 13
percent, electrical machinery with 12
percent, instruments with 8 percent, and
chemicals and allied products with 7 percent.
Non-electrical machinery, electrical
machinery and instruments also represent the
state's largest exporting industries. The next
most significant industries for the respondents
were: rubber and plastics, printing and
publishing, transportation equipment and
food and kindred products.
Since only firms with 500 or fewer employees
were surveyed for this study, the size of the
responding firms was relatively small with 73
percent of the respondents employing fewer
than 100. Thirty-four percent of all
respondents were very small firms, employing
fewer than 20 employees. In comparison, a
previous survey of all potentially exporting
firms, including large firms, found that only
15 percent of the exporting respondents
reported fewer than 20 employees. 11
Also as a result of surveying only small and
medium-sized firms, the annual sales of
responding firms was relatively low. Twentyfive percent of the respondents reported
annual sales of less than $1 million. The
largest sales category reported was $1 million
to $5 million with 31 percent of all
respondents reporting sales in this range. An
additional 27 percent of respondents reported
sales in the $5 million to $25 million range.
Only 14 percent of all firms reported annual
sales in excess of $25 million. In a previous
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Management
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Unskilled
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208
216
211
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international trade survey, 35 percent of the
responding exporters reported sales in excess
of $25 million. Again, this survey included
large exporters as well as small to mediumsized firms. 12
The market area for the respondents was
substantially more national than local,
regional or international. The median share
of sales made to local customers was 9.5
percent, regional customers-13 percent,
national customers-59 percent and
international customers-4.5 percent.
However, 30 percent of the firms responding
received 10 percent or more of their total
sales from exports.
Respondents were generally in the middle to
advanced stages of export activity, with 47
percent reporting that they exported
occasionally and another 34 percent reporting
that they had exported frequently. Forty-eight
percent of the respondents reported that they
had exported for more than 10 years, while
26 percent reported exporting less than five
years.

The survey was designed to collect four
general categories of information: 1) firm
characteristics; 2) importance of current
business factors and quality of operating
conditions; 3) plans for changes in business
operations over the next five years; and 4)
recommendations for the role of government
services and spending. (See Appendix A for
copy of the survey.)

lPewcell'ilt Rep@riill'ilg
Vei1f Imp@riall'ilt (Sc@we=4)
69%

45
36
24

12

where a score of 4 means "very important" or
"severe" and a score of 1 means "not
important" or "not severe."

This section examines how
Minnesota's small and mediumsized exporters view current
business operating conditions in Minnesota
and how they assess the importance of certain
human and capital investments, including
labor conditions and issues, access to capital,
energy, transportation and research and
development investments.

The quality and availability of labor have
long been considered critical factors to
business operations and among Minnesota's
business advantages. This section examines
whether or not Minnesota's small and
medium-sized exporters are having difficulty
recruiting or retaining key labor groups and
which personnel issues they view as most
important to their current operations.
As displayed in Table C-1, small and
medium-sized exporters reported management
as by far the most important of the five labor
groups included in the study, with 69 percent
of the respondents reporting this group to be
"very important" to their business. Following
managers, the two other most highly skilled
of the four occupational groups-professionals/
scientists/engineers and skilled/technical
labor-were considered most important.

When asking firms to rate the importance of
a factor or issue or severity of a problem,
firms were generally given a four point scale
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Difficulty Recruiting or Retaining Personnel
/Percent with
Difficulty
Recll'lJliting
(Sc@re 3 @r 4)

Management
Professional/Scientists/Engineers
Technical/Skilled
Clerical/Sales
Unskilled

68%
66

60
30
15

/Percent with
Difficulty
Retaining
(Sc@re 3 @r 4)
28%

33
31
24

29

Reasons for Difficulty Recruiting and Retaining
/Percen1!
/Percent
Rep@rting
Rep@rting
Some
Some
Imp@rtance 1!@
Imp@rtance 1!@
Number
Number
@f
Recruiting
@f
Retaining
(Sc@re 3,4)
Respondents
(Sc@re 3, 4)
Respondents

Reas@n F@r
Difficulty

Cost of Labor
Lack of Skills
Labor Shortage
Personal Taxes
Climate

108
96

95
49
24

72%

46

76%

60
47
60

45

54

51
37

21

42

Minnesota exporters also reported significant
difficultly recruiting these labor groups. Sixtyeight percent of small and medium-sized
exporters reported some difficulty recruiting
managers and 66 percent reported some
difficulty recruiting professionals, scientists
and engineers, with a score of 3 or 4. (Table
C-2) Those firms experiencing some difficulty
recruiting both managers and professionals,
scientists and engineers did not differ from
the population of exporters in terms of age,
company type, industry or size.
The most important reason for having
difficulty recruiting employees was "cost of
labor." More than
percent of firms
reported that this reason was at least
somewhat important, followed by "lack of
skills" and "personal taxes," each with 60
percent of firms reporting that those reasons
were at least somewhat important to their
recruiting difficulties.

n

Those exporters that experienced difficulty
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40

52
29

recruiting managers and professionals, the two
most important labor groups, reported the
same reasons as contributing to their
difficulty. Cost of labor was the most
important reason, followed by lack of skills
and personal taxes.
Minnesota's small and medium-sized exporters
reported significantly less difficulty retaining
employees then recruiting them. Twenty-eight
percent and 33 percent, respectively, of
respondents found that it was at least
somewhat difficult to retain managers and
professionals, the two most important labor
groups. Only 6 and 5 percent respectively
reported that retaining these groups was
"difficult. "
As displayed in Table C-3 exporters' reasons
for difficulty in retaining employees closely
reflected their reasons for difficulty recruiting.
Cost of labor was reported as by far the most
important reason, with 76 percent of
respondents reporting that it was at least

Importance of Personnel Issues
Percent Reporting Percent Reporting
Very Important
Not Important
(Score 4)
(Score 1)

Rising Labor Costs
Lack of Skills
Declining Labor Supply
Drug/AIDS Testing
Employee Health Benefits
Day Care
Parking/Commuting
Organized Labor
Workforce Diversity
Retirement Pension
Alternative Work Schedule

48%

5%

21

10

14

19

7

45

51
3
2

52

3

11
3
11

62
51
38
15

5

36

somewhat important, with a rating of 3 or 4
on the four point scale, and 30 percent
reporting that it was very important. Again,
more than half rated "lack of skills" as at
least somewhat important.

Exporters were also asked to rate the
importance of a list of 11 personnel issues to
their company on a four point scale. The
issues, presented in Table C-4, cover a variety
of topics of current public debate. The two
issues identified as currently most important
to their company are "rising labor costs" (48
percent responded as very important) and
"employee health benefits" (51 percent
responded as very important).
In addition, a majority of exporters, 58
percent, reported that lack of skills is at least
somewhat of a concern to them currently (a
score of 3 or 4). Of the 11 selected issues,
the three reported most frequently as not
important were "employee parking/
commuting," "day care," and "organized labor
.Issues. "
Similar trends emerged when examining these
issues by importance of labor group. For
example, those exporters for whom
management employees were important also
reported rising costs and health benefits as
the two most important personnel issues.
Interestingly, only 12 percent of those
employers who reported unskilled labor as
important to their business reported that

organized labor issues were very important to
their current operations. This broad
consensus suggests that labor relations are
simply not problematic to Minnesota's
exporters at this time.
One notable exception is that "lack of skills"
was reported to be a very important issue by
nearly one third (31 percent) of those
exporters who reported skilled and technical
workers to be very important to their
operations, as compared to only 21 percent
for the group as a whole. Appropriate
training of the workforce will continue to be
critical for these exporters.

Training
In order to examine human capital
investments, survey respondents were asked to
indicate their use of formal training and their
satisfaction with training sources.
Most Minnesota exporters are investing in
their employees through training programs.
Only 22 percent reported that they provided
no formal training. Of the 78 percent of firms
that did conduct formal training, 72 percent
of respondents reported that they had
increased their formal training activities as
compared to five years ago. This trend held
when examining training by importance of
occupational groups. More than 70 percent of
firms that rated each of the five occupational
groups as important reported that they were
providing more formal training than they
were five years ago. This includes the group
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Importance and Satisfaction with Training Sources
Percent
Rating
Very
IF1I1Iporiant
(Score 4)

In-House
Apprenticeship
Commercial/Consultant
Voc/Tech Education
Community College
University/College
Primary/Secondary Inst.
Other

Percent
Rating
Very
Satisfied
(Sc@re 4)

47%

35

18%
17
7
14
7
18
10

33

22

7
7

20
7

25

of firms that considered unskilled workers to
be most important to their operations.
Of the 129 firms that reported the most
difficulty recruiting personnel, 74 percent
reported that they had increased formal
training in the last five years, very similar to
the group as a whole. In contrast, nearly 90
percent of the firms that reported the most
difficulty retaining staff had increased formal
training.
The two sources of formal training most
frequently reported as "very important" were
in-house formal training (47 percent) and
primary/secondary institutions for basic skills
(35 percent). Apprenticeships and
community colleges were most frequently
scored as "not important."
Similar patterns emerged when examining
source of training and difficulty recruiting and
retaining the five occupational groups. More
than 40 percent of firms reporting difficulty
recruiting and 50 percent of those with
difficulty retaining each group identified "inhouse" programs as very important. However,
a higher proportion of firms that reported
having difficulty recruiting personnel rated
primary/secondary institutions as a very
important source of formal training than the
did group of exporters as a whole. This held
true for each of the occupational groups,
ranging from 40 percent of firms that had
difficulty recruiting professionals, scientists
and engineers, to 58 percent of firms that had
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Sati$faction
of Firms
Rating Source
Vell'Jf Imporiant
(Score 4)
29%

50

33
23
11
39
24

difficulty recruiting unskilled labor identifying
primary and secondary institutions as very
important for formal training.
Minnesota exporters did not express a high
level of satisfaction with the listed training
sources. No source received a rating of "very
satisfied" by more than 20 percent of
respondents. However, those rating the
training sources as "very important" did
express a somewhat higher level of
satisfaction with the source (Table C-5).
Primary/secondary institutions were rated
among the least satisfactory sources of
training. Less than half rated it even
somewhat satisfactory. Given the importance
of this source of training, the low scores are a
matter of concern.
Small and medium-sized exporters were also
asked to rate how frequently various training
topics were offered. Of the 15 topic categories
listed (Table C-6), the topics small and
medium-sized exporters most frequently
reported as giving "often" were process/
equipment topics (including computer skills),
quality improvement and control techniques,
and customer service training. Topics most
frequently covered by firms experiencing
difficulty retaining staff do not differ from the
group has a whole.

It is also interesting to note that international
skills and foreign languages were among the
least common training topics. It is somewhat
surprising that exporters would report

Frequency of Training Topic Offering

Training T@pics

Percent @f Firms
That Teach "Often"

Manufacturing
Processes/Equipment
Engineering Techniques
Quality Improvement/Control

Number@f
Firms Resp@Du:ling

41%
19
47

142
132
141

43
4

Marketing/Sales
Customer Service
International Skills
Foreign Languages
Marketing/Sales

22

143
127
126
139

Administrative
Clerical/Office Skills
Computer

12
25

138
138

Managerial
Strategic Planning
Supervisory

22
32

136
142

General
Basic Skills
Communications
Career Development
Interpersonal/Personal Skills

7
14
7
16

127
135
129
134

essentially no formal training on international
topics.
When asked the reason for giving formal
training, more than two-thirds rated
improving quality/productivity as "very
important," by far the most highly rated of
the eight listed reasons. This fact, and the
importan<;e of customer service and quality as
training topics, suggests that the quality
movement is making significant inroads
among Minnesota exporters.

Clearly, adequate capital is necessary for
business to achieve long-term growth. As part
of the survey, Minnesota exporters were asked
a series of questions regarding their use of
financing and perceived barriers to adequate
capital access.
Not surprisingly, nearly two-thirds (63
percent) of small and medium-sized exporters
had sought investment or working capital in
the last five years. The most frequently used
type of financing by far was a commercial
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loan, with 107 firms reporting it as a primary
source. Satisfaction with the various financing
tools was low, with commercial loan receiving
the highest proportion of firms reporting a
"high" level of satisfaction. (Table C-7)
Of those seeking capital, only 20 percent
reported a "high" level of difficulty in getting
the capital, while 30 percent reported the
level of difficulty as "low." Exporters who had
difficulty getting capital had younger
businesses than the group of exporters as a
whole, with relatively few in the over 25
years of age category (35 percent versus 44
percent) and more in the under five years of
age category (12 percent versus 5 percent).
Exporters who had difficulty getting capital
were also smaller, with 91 percent employing
less than 100 as compared to 73 percent of
the group as a whole.
Not surprisingly, the financial characteristics
of the firms are also highly correlated with
the difficulty of getting capital. Firms
reporting higher debt-to-equity ratios and
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Importance of and Satisfaction with Financing Tools
Number of Firms
Listing as a
Primall'Jf Source

Percent
Highly
Satisfied

27
35
54
61
30
20
107
55

15
9
19
21
10
5
27
15

Stock Offering
Venture Capital
Personal EqUity
Retained Earnings
Bond Sale
Commercial Paper
Commercial Loan
Government Loan/Grant

Barriers to Obtaining Capital
Number
Percent
Percent
@f /Firms
Reporting Reporting
Resp@nding
"Low"
"High"

Cost (interest rates, etc.)
Collateral
Lending limits
Cash flow requirements
Knowing where to go
Local availability
Risk of project
Discrimination
Return required by equity investors
Control required by equity investors
Lack of market for pUblic offering
Cost of public offering
None of above

89
89
85
89
81
88
87
73

14
48

32
31

65

84
48

68
57
51

44
63
63

29%
34
24

27
17

22
17
4

12
28
19

20

138 12%

larger numbers of creditors had significantly
more difficulty acquiring capital.
As displayed in Table C-8, exporters were also
asked to rate the seriousness of a list of 12
barriers they might have faced when seeking
capital. Only 12 percent of the respondents
reported that they did not face any of the
listed barriers. Collateral requirements were
most frequently rated as posing a high level of
barrier by more than one-third of respondents
(34 percent). Discrimination was most
frequently rated as posing a low barrier to
obtaining capital; 84 percent rated
discrimination a "low" barrier.
Of firms reporting that obtaining capital was
very difficult, the proportion rating the level
of barrier as "high" was about double that of
the general population for all 12 barriers.
However, the relative ranking of the 12
100

18%
13
26

barriers was the same, with collateral
requirements most frequently rated as a high
level of barrier and discrimination least
frequently rated high.
As displayed in Table C-9, the most common
uses of financing were for working capital,
acquisition of new equipment and inventory.
Uses of capital for those exporters who had
experienced difficulty getting financing did
not generally vary from the group as a whole.
However, a somewhat higher proportion of
this group did use the capital for
extinguishing and refinancing debt and a
somewhat smaller proportion used it for
acquisition of real or personal property than
the group as a whole. It is interesting that
nearly one-third of exporters used capital for
research and development expenses. This area
does not directly generate income or
collateral to back debt, thus it would be

Uses of Capital
Uses of Capital
Financing

All Exporrtell's

Inventory
Land Acquisition/Improvement
BUilding Acquisition/Improvement
New Equipment
Research & Development
Extinguish Debt
Refinance Debt
Working Capital

55%

16
39
60
29
20
24

65

anticipated that it would be difficult to secure
credit for these purposes.

Energy is a critical input into most industrial
processes. As a result, exporters were asked
about the importance of various energy
service characteristics and the level of
satisfaction with their current system. Only
companies that considered energy costs to be
an important share of their total costs were
asked to respond to these questions. Eighty
percent of firms responded suggesting the
importance of energy to this group.
Natural gas was the most commonly identified
heating fuel, while electricity was the most
commonly reported processing fuel for small
and medium-sized exporters. Of the three
listed service characteristics-cost, reliability
and availability-reliability was listed as the
most important with 83 percent of firms
reporting that they considered it "very
important. " Surprisingly, of three
characteristics listed cost of energy was least
frequently rated as "very important."
Nevertheless a high proportion, 68 percent of
firms, did give it that rating.
Of the three characteristics, respondents were
least satisfied with the cost of their energy
service, with only 16 percent reporting that
they were very satisfied. Respondents were
most satisfied with the availability of their
energy source, with more than half (53
percent) reporting that they were very
satisfied.
When examining satisfaction with the three

Exporrtell's with
Difficulty
50%
8

31

54
35
27
31
65

variables by primary heating fuel, responses
varied most for the "availability"
characteristic. Satisfaction with availability
ranged from a high of 50 percent of users of
natural gas reporting that they were very
satisfied, to a low of 24 percent of users of
electricity reporting that they were very
satisfied with availability.
Responses by primary processing fuel varied
most markedly in their satisfaction with cost.
While only 13 percent of firms that use
electricity as their primary processing fuel
reported that they were very satisfied with the
cost, 42 percent of users of propane as their
primary processing fuel reported that they
were very satisfied with it.

Transportation
Transportation systems are one aspect of the
business climate on which state policy and
programs can have a significant effect through
investments in highways, airports, etc. As a
result, businesses were asked a group of
questions regarding the importance of
transportation and their satisfaction with
various aspects of these systems.
Sixty-five percent of the group of small and
medium-sized exporters reported that
transportation was very important to the
operation of their company. With a few
exceptions, the importance of transportation
did not vary by firm characteristic. However,
only 42 percent of firms in the six to 10 years
of age group, only 40 percent of nonmanufacturing firms, and 33 percent of firms
employing 500 or more employees reported
that transportation was very important to
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Table

o

Mode

Primary Mode and Satisfaction with Mode
Distrill:nlltion
Percent
Percent
of Primary
Satisfied
Dissatisfied
(Score 3 or 4) (Score 1 or 2)
Mode

Rail

55%
20
4

43

9%
10
57

Barge
Freight Services

2
19

56

44

81

19

Truck
Air

91%
90

their business operations. Firms serving
primarily regional markets, as opposed to
local, national or international markets, rated
transportation as most important to their
business, with 79 percent rating it as "very
important. "
As presented in Table C-1O, exporters are
generally satisfied with their transportation
systems. Fifty-five percent of respondents
listed truck transport as their primary mode of
transportation and 33 percent reported that
they were very satisfied with the mode. The
next most frequently listed primary mode was
air transport, with 20 percent of respondents,
followed by freight services with 19 percent of
respondents, listing it as their primary mode
of transportation. One-third of both air
transportation and freight services users
reported that they were very satisfied, and 90
percent were at least somewhat satisfied with
the mode.
Rail and barge were the least frequently used
modes and also received the lowest levels of
satisfaction with only 10 percent and 17
percent, respectively, of firms using the mode
reporting that they were very satisfied with
the service.
Exporters were given a list of eight
transportation characteristics and asked which
were most important to their company. Three
emerged as most important: reliability, with
82 percent rating it as "very important," cost
and quality of service, each with a 70 percent
rating of "very important."
Firms using air transportation as their primary
mode of transportation rated speed and
traceability as more important characteristics
102

than the rest of the group. Users of truck
transportation rated speed as significantly less
important than either air or freight services
users.

The small and medium-sized exporters group
was also asked a series of questions about
their investments in research and
development and implementation of new
technologies. These questions were intended
to identify the importance of such
investments and technologies to current
business operations.
Forty-four percent of the exporters group
reported that research and development
(R&D) investments were "very important" to
their current operations, while only 12
percent reported that such investments were
not important. The group of firms that
consider R&D to be "very important"
reflected the group as a whole in terms of age
group, type of business, industry group and
size groups. However, firms rating R&D as
very important are somewhat younger and
somewhat more concentrated in "high
technology" businesses than the group of
exporters as a whole.
Eighty-one percent of the exporters primarily
conducted their R&D activities in-house, 10
percent subcontracted with other firms for
their R&D activities, while 5 percent
subcontracted with the federal government or
an academic institution. Of firms reporting
that R&D investments were "very
important," 88 percent primarily conducted
their R&D in-house.

Importance of Technology Groups
Percent
Percent
Rating Somewhat Rating Very
Important
Important
(Score 3 or 4)
(Score 4)

Automation Equipment
Communications Equip./Systems
Quality/Productivity Systems
Advanced Materials (composites)

Firms were asked to rank the importance of
four groups of technologies to their business
operations (Table C-ll). Nearly one-third of
the exporters group reported that automation
equipment and quality/productivity systems
were "very important" to their current
business operations. Nearly 70 percent
reported that quality/productivity systems
were at least somewhat important.
The importance of technologies to improve
quality/productivity reflects the importance of
quality/productivity as a reason for, and topic
of, training. This general pattern may suggest
a broad commitment to quality improvement.
Firms rating the four technology groups as
very important closely reflected the entire
group of exporters, when comparing by age
group and firm type. Those firms rating
automation equipment and quality/
productivity systems as very important tended
to be larger than the group as a whole.
Approximately, 80 percent of firms that rated
these two technologies employed more than
20 workers, while only 65 percent of the total
group employed 20 or more workers.
Firms that reported that R&D investments
were very important to their current business
operations rated all of the four technology
groups as more important than the group as a
whole. Forty-six percent rated systems and
equipment to improve quality and
productivity as "very important," as compared
to 32 percent of the group as a whole. Fortythree percent rated automation equipment as
very important, as compared to 31 percent of
the group as a whole.

62%

58

31%
21

70

32

58

22

One purpose of the Minnesota Enterprise
1990 Business Survey was to understand how
businesses assess the relative impact of various
taxes and regulations on the business and the
degree to which current technical assistance
programs help address that impact.
Not surprisingly, 55 percent of firms reported
that the overall impact of state business taxes/
regulations was "very significant," while only
6 percent reported that state business taxes
had no impact. This did not vary by industry
group or size category. However, an even
higher proportion, 70 percent of very young
firms, those under five years of age, reported
that taxes had a very significant impact on
their business operations.
A much smaller share of firms, only 22
percent, that were branches of foreign
companies reported that taxes had a very
significant impact on their company. And
only 40 percent of firms that were branches of
a U.S. company rated tax impact as very
significant, in contrast to 55 percent of the
group as a whole. While the number of firms
is very small, this may suggest that firms
choosing a Minnesota location have accepted
the tax burden, but firms forming and
growing-up in Minnesota feel the tax burden
is forced upon them.
In order to discriminate among the various
state taxes, firms were asked to individually
rank the impact of seven taxes and one tax
credit on their current business operations. By
far the highest proportion, 59 percent, of
firms ranked workers' compensation first in
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Tax Impact
Rank of Taxes

Workers' Compensation
Unemployment Compensation
Corporate Income Taxes
Commercial/Industrial Property Taxes
Personal Income Taxes
Residential Property
Sales Tax
R&D Tax Credit

3

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

Impact of Regulations
Percent Rating
Very Significant
Impact

Air Pollution
Water Pollution
Toxic Waste
Solid Waste
Hiring/Selection Practices
HourslWage Regulations
Civil Rights
Health/Safety Standards
liability Insurance

12%
15
18

34%
33
27

20

20

12
15
6
21

22
24
36
14
8

45

terms of impact on their business operations.
Interestingly, commercial/industrial property
taxes, which have recently been reformed and
lowered, ranked fourth. Commercial/industrial
property taxes had been a priority for change
by business groups. This moderate ranking
may suggest that reform addressed some of
their concerns. The R&D tax credit was
given by far the lowest score, obviously
having little impact on most exporters. Table
C-12 presents the ranking of the taxes, from
highest to lowest, based on total score.
Businesses were also asked about the impact
of regulations on their business operations.
Two types of regulations were covered:
pollution control and employment standards
regulations. Exporters reported that these
regulations had less impact on their business
operations than taxes and regulations overall.
In fact, the pollution control regulations with
the highest proportion of firms rating it as
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Percent Rating
Rating N@
Impact

having "very significant impact" was the solid
waste category. Twenty percent of respondents
gave it that rating, as compared to 55 percent
of businesses rating taxes/regulations overall as
having a very significant impact.
The regulation with the highest proportion of
firms reporting it as having a very significant
impact on their business operations was
liability insurance, with 45 percent of firms
giving it that rating. In contrast, more than
one-third of businesses reported that air
pollution and civil rights regulations had no
impact on their businesses. (Table C-13)
In general, firms that reported that pollution
regulations had a very significant impact on
their business operations closely reflected the
group of exporters as a whole in terms of age,
business type, industry and size. Firms that
reported air and water pollution regulations to
have a very significant impact on their
business tended to be less concentrated in a

4

Quality of Technical Assistance
Percent Rating Percent Rating
Excellent
Po@r
(Sc@re 1)
(Sc@re 4)

Air Pollution
Water Pollution
Toxic Waste
Solid Waste
Hiring/Selection
HourslWages
Civil Rights
Health/Safety Standards (OSHA)
Liability Insurance

5%

5
8
6
5

17

4

13

5

21
18

8
8

high technology industry than the group of
exporters. Only 32 and 41 percent, respectively,
of the firms rating these regulations as having
a very significant impact on their business
were classified as high tech, in comparison to
52 percent of the group as a whole. Firms
that reported air and water pollution regulations
to have a very significant impact on their
businesses also tended to be bigger and older
than the group of exporters as a whole.
The two employment standards reported to be
most burdensome were liability insurance and
health/safety standards. Firms reporting that
health and safety standards had a very
significant impact on their operation tended
to be more concentrated in non high tech,
durable goods manufacturing industries and
less concentrated in high technology activities
than the group as a whole. These firms also
tended to be somewhat smaller than the
group as a whole, with 83 percent of the
firms employing less than 100 people, in
contrast to 74 percent of all exporters.
Liability insurance requirements were rated as
by far the most burdensome of all the
regulations, with 45 percent of firms rating it
as having a very significant impact and
another 32 percent rating it as having some
impact. Firms rating these regulations as most
burdensome closely reflected the group of all
exporters in terms of age of business, size of
business, industry and business type.
Although most regulations were not rated as
having much impact on exporters operations,

18%
17
19
17

23

the quality of technical assistance available to
help them comply with the regulations were
given very poor scores. Not more than 8
percent of firms gave technical assistance for
any of the nine regulation categories a score
of excellent. In contrast, 23 percent of firms
reported that technical assistance for liability
insurance requirements was poor and 21
percent rated the technical assistance
available for civil rights rules and laws as
poor. (Table C-14)
Technical assistance for health and safety
regulations (OSHA) was given the highest
rating of the employment standard
regulations, with 48 percent of exporters
rating the assistance as good or excellent.
This is a surprisingly good rating when
considering that OSHA regulations were
rated the second most burdensome of the
nine listed regulations.

In order to better understand their plans and
needs for exporting assistance, the exporters
group was asked a set of questions specifically
relating to their international trade
experience and practices.
Government trade programs are typically
intended to reduce barriers that small firms
face when entering international markets. In
order to better understand the seriousness of
some of these barriers, exporters were asked
to rate a list of 16 "obstacles" on a four point
scale from "not a problem" to "serious
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Exporting Obstacles
Percent
Percent
Rating
Number Of
Rating Not
Respondents Serious Problem Serious Problem

Obstacle

Market Research
Marketing/Advertising
Pricing
U.S.Legal Requirements
Information
Compliance
Foreign Legal Requirements
Information
Compliance
Financing
Shipping Information
Insurance
Language Differences
Cultural Differences
Staff Training
Currency Fluctuations
Availability of Hard Currency
Political Environment
Other

6

185
184
188

33%
33
15

182
181

41
40

8
7

181
179
184
183
178
181
176
180
180
181
180
18

23
26
41
38
44
35
36
37
29
45
38
44

14
16
10
4
2
9
6
9
15
8
9
44

13%
11
24

Destination of Exports for Small/Medium Firms
Percent Currently
Export T@

Canada
United Kingdom
Australia
Mexico
West Germany
Japan
France
Italy
Netherlands
Taiwan

79%
43
33
31
31
30
29
23
23
23

problem." As presented in Table C-15,
generally none of the 16 obstacles were
widely rated as extremely problematic.
However, a significant portion of exporters
did report experiencing serious problems
entering international markets. The obstacle
most frequently rated as a "serious problem"
was pricing issues. Twenty-four percent of the
responding exporters gave it that rating.
Nearly half, 45 and 44 percent respectively,
of the exporters rated availability of hard
currency and insurance as "not a problem." It
is worth noting that the exporters group are
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primarily trading with Canada, Japan and the
European Economic Community.
Very small firms, those with fewer than 20
employees, rated the barriers similarly as the
group as a whole. However, a smaller
proportion of very small firms reported that
currency fluctuations and shipping
information were "no problem."
When asked to rate the importance of eight
potential sources for export information, no
single source emerged as critically important.
The source most frequently rated "very

7

Planned Changes in Staffing

Percent Planning T@:

OcclllplJJti@ns

Management
Professional//Scientists/Engineer
Technical/Sldlled
Clerical/Sales
Unskilled

Decrease
Significantiy
1

0%
1
0
2
9

important" was freight forwarder, with 24
percent giving it that rating. Interestingly,
industry sources including other companies in
the industry and industry associations ranked
second. The Minnesota Trade Office ranked
in the middle, fourth of the eight, with 28
percent rating it at least somewhat important
as a source of information.
Satisfaction with these sources closely
reflected their importance rating. The only
sources of information that a majority of the
group was satisfied with were freight
forwarders, with 63 percent reporting that
they were satisfied with that source of
information. Again, the Minnesota Trade
Office ranked fourth with 39 percent satisfied
with it as an information source.
Not surprisingly, these small to medium-sized
exporters were currently selling their products
to countries that were either close
geographically or English-speaking to a
significant degree. A remarkable 79 percent
exported to Canada, while 43 percent
exported to the U. K. and 33 percent
exported to Australia. Table C-16 presents
the top 10 country destinations.

199()s
A major purpose of the project
was to understand if and how
Minnesota's business community is
planning to change its operations in the
1990s in response to changes in national and
world business conditions. Firms were
questioned about their business plans for the
next five years and were asked to identify

:2

3

39%
25
15
44
33

55%
63
71
48
48

Increase
SignificlJJntiy
4

6%
11

14
6
10

issues they felt would be important to their
business in the next five years.

The vast majority of Minnesota's small and
medium-sized exporters anticipate changes in
staffing in the next five years. Only 25
percent of the responding exporters reported
that they planned no changes in staffing over
the next five years.
Of those planning changes, exporters most
frequently reported plans to increase
technical/skilled employees. A remarkable 85
percent of exporters who planned staffing
changes, planned to increase employment of
technical/skilled employees. Seventy-four
percent reported plans to increase
employment in the professionals, scientists
and engineers group. Although management
ranked highest in terms of importance to the
company, a smaller proportion, 61 percent,
reported that they planned to increase
employment in this group.
Far fewer exporters reported plans to decrease
employment. However, 41 percent reported
that they would decrease employment in the
unskilled group in the next five years and 46
percent reported plans to decrease
employment of clericals somewhat over the
next five years. Table C-17 presents exporters
plans for staffing changes in the next five
years.
When examining the characteristics of firms
that plan to increase employment in the
various occupational groups, few distinctions
from the group of exporters as a whole
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8

Importance of Personnel Issues to Firms Increasing Employment
Lack of Appropriate Skills Employee Health l!!leu1efits
(Percent rating
(Percent rating
very important)
very important)

Management
Professional/ Scientists/Engineer
Skilled/Technical
Clerical/Sales
Unskilled

29%
26
26
26
25

39%
44
44
41
41

All Exporters

21

51

emerge in terms of age distribution, firm type,
industry roup, or size category. However,
firms reporting that they plan to increase the
employment in each of the occupational
groups tended to be more concentrated in
high technology industries than the group as
a whole. For example, 65 percent of firms
planning to increase employment in the
clerical/sales and professional/scientists groups
were in high technology industries, as
compared to 52 percent of the group of
exporters as a whole. Because this trend holds
for all occupational groups, it may suggest a
more positive employment outlook in general
for firms in this industry group.

employment reported significant difficulty
retaining staff. However, a slightly higher
proportion of firms planning to increase
management and professional employment
reported difficulty recruiting this group.

Not surprisingly, the firms that reported plans
to increase employment in each of the
occupational groups rated that group as more
important to the organization than the group
as a whole. For example, 75 percent of firms
planning to significantly increase employment
in the technical and skilled class report them
to be very important to their current operations, while only 45 percent of the group as a
whole rated them this highly. Surprisingly,
only 57 percent of firms reporting plans to
significantly increase clerical/sales employment and 31 percent of those planning to
significantly increase employment of unskilled
labor consider them to be very important to
their current operations.
Firms that planned to increase employment in
the five occupational groups did not appear to
have either less or more difficulty recruiting
or retaining staff than the groups of exporters
as a whole. Few firms from the group as a
whole or from those planning to increase
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Two patterns emerge when examining the
importance of personnel issues to the group of
exporters planning to increase employment
among the five occupational groups. A
somewhat higher proportion of this group
tended to rate "lack of appropriate skills" as
very important and a lower share rated
"employee health benefits" as very important.
Perhaps this suggests that the need for the
skills outweighs concerns about cost factors
such as health benefits. Table C- 18 presents
responses to these two issues for the five
occupational groups.

in
Clearly, the majority of small to medium-sized
exporters are planning staffing changes. They
typically plan to increase employment,
especially among skilled and professional
occupational groups. The relationship of
capital investments to those changes is
examined in the following analysis.
Only 25 percent of the small and mediumsized exporters group reported that they did
not plan to change staffing over the next five
years. Of these, a smaller share, 32 percent,
reported using capital for anyone of eight
listed purposes, as compared to 40 percent of
the group of exporters as a whole.
Those firms not planning employment
changes, but which did use capital, used it for

9

New Product and R&D Investments for Firms Planning Staffing Changes
Percell11t Plall11l111ll111g
t@ IlI11tr@duce New
Pr@duct

Firms Planning
No Staff Changes
Firms Planning to
Increase Management
Professional/Scientists/
Engineers
Skilledrrechnical
Clerical/Sales
Unskilled
All Exporters

Percent Rating R&D
Vell1/' Imporiant In
Five Years

63%

40%

91

70

95
89

62

90
88
83

similar purposes as the group as a whole. The
most common use of capital was for working
capital, followed by acquisition of equipment.
Interestingly, firms not planning staffing
changes were far less likely to use capital for
R&D than the group as a whole. Eleven
percent reported using capital for R&D
activities, as opposed to 29 percent of the
group as a whole.
Plans to introduce a new product also may
have implications for both capital and labor.
The relationship between plans for new
products and staffing changes were also
examined. Results are presented in Table
C-19. Firms planning no changes in staffing
are much less likely to plan to introduce a
new product or service in the five years than
the group of exporters as a whole, 63 percent
and 83 percent, respectively.
In contrast, firms that report plans to increase
employment are generally likely to have plans
for new products as well: 91 percent of firms
planning to increase management
employment; 95 percent of firms planning to
increase employment of professional/scientists/
engineers; and 90 percent of firms planning
to increase clerical/sales staff plan to
introduce a new product in the next five
years, as compared to 83 percent of the group
of exporters as a whole.
It is not surprising then, that firms that
planned no change in staffing also placed less
importance on R&D investments, and firms
that planned to increase employment

71

65
56
57

generally rated R&D as more important than
the group as a whole. While 57 percent of all
small and medium-sized exporters rated R&D
investments as very important in the next
five years, 40 percent of firms planning no
change gave it that rating. Seventy percent of
firms increasing management employment
rated R&D as very important; 71 percent of
firms with plans to increase employment in
the professional/scientists group; and 65
percent of firms planning to increase clerical/
sales employment gave it that rating. Thus
R&D activities appear to be related to
employment growth for Minnesota's exporting
firms.
Exporters' plans for changes in staffing were
also examined with regard to the importance
of four types of technologies to their business:
automation equipment, communications
equipment, equipment to improve quality/
productivity, and advanced materials. While
investments in these technologies may
increase the need for skilled labor groups,
they may be substitutes for unskilled labor.
Firms that reported they planned no changes
in staffing over the next five years reported
that each of the four technologies would be
less important to their business than the
group as a whole. For example, only 26
percent of the firms planning no change in
staffing rated equipment to improve quality/
productivity as very important to their
business operations in the next five years. In
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Importance of Technologies for Firms Increasing Employment (percent rafing very
important)

Firms Increasing:
Technologies:
Automation
Equipment
Communications
Equip.
Quality!Productivity
Equipment
Advanced Materials

Management

Professional!
Scientists!
Engineers

Technical!
Skilled

Unskilled!
Laborer

All Exp@rters

53%

46%

50%

53%

49%

45

42

35

33

30

48
34

56
35

55
35

50
37

45
34

contrast, 45 percent of the group as a whole
gave it that rating.
Firms that reported plans to increase
employment generally rated all four groups of
technologies as more important in five years
than the group of exporters as a whole,
including firms planning to increase unskilled
labor. Firms reporting plans to increase
employment of managers and scientists/
professionals gave communication equipment
especially high ratings in comparison to the
group as a whole. Firms with plans to
increase employment of technical/skilled and
professional/scientific staff rated equipment
and systems to improve quality/productivity as
especially important. (Table C-20)
The trend suggests that firms planning
increases in employment are more likely to
use capital and invest in new products and
technologies. Thus, capital investment does
not appear to be a substitute for labor, but
rather a compliment to labor.

very important increased from 22 percent
currently to 47 percent reporting it would be
very important in five years.
Table C- 21 displays the importance training
topics will be to the firms in five years.
Similar to their rating of the importance of
topics for their current operations, quality
improvement and control techniques,
manufacturing processes/equipment, and·
customer service training were ranked as the
most important training topics to be covered
in the next five years. Interestingly, training
in office computer systems dropped from the
fifth most important topic currently to a
projected ninth most important topic in the
next five years. Engineering techniques and
communications skills moved up in relative
importance.

in Transportation

Chlanlge,s in Training

In examining potential changes in business
operations for the 1990s, firms were asked
about their plans to change transportation
modes and about expected transportation
problems in the next five years.

Exporters were also asked to rate the
frequency that 14 training topics would be
offered by their business in five years. In
general, all topics increased in frequency from
current offerings, ranging from 5 to 27
percentage points. The rating for training on
engineering and scientific techniques
increased the most, from 19 percent rating it
as very important currently, to 46 percent
rating it as very important in five years. The
percent of firms rating strategic planning as

Of the five listed transportation modes the
most significant changes were planned for use
of rail and freight services. Fifty-nine percent
of firms reported plans to change rail use, of
these the majority plan to reduce use of the
mode. Nearly 36 percent planned to decrease
use significantly and another 18 percent
planned to decrease use somewhat. In
contrast, a majority of firms plan to increase
use of freight services. Of the 63 percent of
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Importance of Training Topics in the Next Five Years
Percent
Rating Verll
Freqllllently Offered
Quality Improvement! Control
Manufacturing Processes
Custmner Service
Supervisory Skills
Strategic Planning
Engineering Techniques
Marketing/Sales Techniques
Communication Skills
Office Computer Skills
Basic Skills
International Skills
Clerical/Office Skills
Career Development
Foreign Language

Percentage Point
Increase Fr@M
"CllIIrrent" Rating

71%
61
58
52
47
46
43
36
33
26
24
17
16
6

24 pts.
20
18
20
25
27
21
22
8
19
19
5
9
6

Changes in Transportation Modes (percent distribution)

Mode

Truck
Air
Rail
Barge/Ship
Freight Services

No
Decrease
Change Significantly
1

54%
41
41
36
37

0%
1
36
13
2

firms anticipating changes in use of freight
services, 32 percent reported plans to increase
use significantly and another 56 said they
expected to increase use somewhat.
The smallest proportion of firms reported
plans to change use of trucking as a
transportation mode, with 54 percent
expecting no change over the next five years.
Of those expecting change, 84 percent
reported plans to increase use. Table C-22
presents plans for changes in transportation
modes over the next five years.
These results are not surprising, given the
satisfaction ratings for the various modes.
(See Transportation, page 101) Only 10
percent of current rail users reported that
they were very satisfied with current rail
service. In contrast, one-third of truck, air

2

3

16%
13
18
13
11

57%
66
41
63
56

Increase
Significantly
4
27%
20
5
13
32

and freight services users reported that they
were very satisfied with the mode.
When examining firms that planned no
changes in the use of eight listed
transportation characteristics, no clear
differences from the group of exporters as a
whole emerge. More than 80 percent rate
reliability, 70 percent rate cost, and 70
percent rate service quality as very important,
as does the group of exporters as a whole.
However, those planning significant changes
do show marked differences from the group of
exporters in their rating of the importance of
the various characteristics. Firms expecting a
significant increase in trucking rate speed and
cost as significantly more important
characteristics than the group as a whole.
Firms planning to increase air transportation
significantly rated speed, frequency, reliability
and traceability as more important features
III

Table C·23

Future TransportaUon Problema (Percent 01 Firma Rallng Problem)
Not

Reduction of Air Service Availablllty
Reduction in Air 5efyk:1l Quality
Airport Congestion
Lack of Rail 5ervk:e
Deteriorating Roads/Bridges
Inadequate Shipping services
Poor Road Access
Road Congestion
Lack of Mass nanalt
Hazardous Waste Transportation
Increasing Costa
Reduction In Trucking Service
AvailabUity

s.v-

,.

14%

13
71

,.

,,%

,".

•

29

14
23
14
57
41

37

2

50

•

47

than the group as a whole. Firms planning
significantly increased use of freight service
rated speed, COSt, traceability and safety as
more imporranr characteristics than all
exporters as a whole. Finally, those firms
expecting ro decrease use of rail significantly

reported cost, speed and reliability as more
important than the group of exporters as a
whole.
Plans for changes in transportation also differ

by the primary market of the firms. Not
surprisingly, firms reporting no plans to
change use of air transportation reported a
higher share of their gocxl.s going to local
marke£s than the groups as a whole.
Similarly, firms reporting no plans to change
their use of freight forwarding services
reported a lower share of their sales going to
international markets than the group as a
whole.
Firms reporting plans to increase use of
trucking significantly reported higher shares of
their sales going to local markets and lower
shares going to national markets than the
group as a whole. The market for firms
planning to increase use of freight service and
air transportation significantly, and to
decrease use of rail, closely reflected the
group as whole.

Of 12 listed potential transportation
problems, the problems firms most frequently
rated as severely effecting their growth in the
next five years were indicative of the
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Very Severe

20
17
2
11

importance placed on the related mode of
transportation. Increasing transportation costs
and reduction in trucking availability were
rmed as most severe, with nearly 50 percent
of firms rating these problems as "very
severe." More than one-third of firms (37
percent) rated inadequate shipping services as
potentially having a very severe impact on
their business in the next five years.
Lack of rail service and lack of mass transit
were rated as least severe, with 71 percent
and 57 percent respectively rating them as
"not severe." Table C-23 presents exporters'
rating of the 12 potential transportation
problems.

Changes in TechnologylR&D
Firms were also asked to report their plans for
developing new products and services,
conducting R&D and implementing new
technologies over the next five years.
A remarkable 83 percent of finns reported
plans to introduce a new service or product in
the next five years. These firms closely
reflected the group of all exporters in terms of
firm age, business type, and number of
employees. It is not surprising that finns
planning to introduce a new product are
slightly more concentrated in high technology
industries than the group as a whole. Fiftynine percent were classified in this sector as
compared to 52 percent of all exporters. It is
notable that nearly 68 percent of non-high

Table C·24

Importance of Technmoglea in Ave Yeara

Percent Rating
Technology
Automation Equipment
Communications Equipment
EqulpmentlSyatems to Improve QualityfProductlvlty
Advanced Materials

tech exporters also plan to introduce a new

service product in the next fivc years.
Fifty-seven percent of small and medium-sized
exporters reponed that R&D investments
would be very important to their business
operations in five years, up from 44 percent
rating it as that important currently. Again,

firms rating R&D as very important in five
years were morc likely to be in a high
technology industry than the group as a
whole. Sixty·t....u percent were classified in
thiS sector as compared to 52 percent of all
exporters. Firms that rated R&D as very
important in five years were also slightly
larger than the group as a whole. Thiny-two
percent of these firms had more than 100
employees, while only 25 percent of the
group as a whole employed more than 100
persons. A remarkable 97 percent of firms
reponing that R&D investments would be
very imponant to their business in the next
five years reponed that they planned to
introduce a new product or service over that
same time period.

Firms were also asked to rate the imponance
of four groups of technologies to their
business now and in five years. (For a
discussion of [he current importance see
R&DlNew Technologies, page 102). Nearly
half of the small and medium-sized exponers
thought auromation equipment (49 percent)
and equipment or systems to improve
productivity/quality (45 percent) would be
very lmponant to their business operations in
the next five years. The proportion of firms
rating automation equipment as very
imponant in five years jumped by 18
percentage points, from its current
importance rating. Table C-24 displays

Very Important

49%
30

4'

34

Percentage Point Inc......
From "Current" Ratlnll
18 pta.
9

13
12

exponers' ratings of these four types of
technologies.

Plans for Exporting
The sample of exporters was also asked two
questions regarding their future exporting
plans. First, they were asked to indicate the
level of activity their company was taking to
increase exports. Exporters also were asked to
rate a list of 10 items frequently considered to
be precursors to exporting.
Surprisingly, few firms reported a high level of
activity on any of the 10 Items, suggesting
that the group was not aggressively pursuing
increased exports. Table C-25 presents the
responses to this question. The item most
frequently rated as being done "a lot" was
retaining foreign distributors or agents. The
proponion of firms reponing that they did
"a lot" was not significantly different from
zero for seven of the 10 items: conducting
market research; retaining an export
management company; participating with an
export trading company; attending workshops
or seminars; and seeking a foreign countertrade facilitator, joint venture or overseas
investment opportunity.
Firms reporting that they were either doing
some or a lot of an activity tended to be
more concentrated in high technology
industries than the groups as a whole. For
example, 68 percent of finns indicating they
were doing some visiting of foreign markets (a
rating of three or four on the question) and
71 percent of firms reporting that they were
retaining a foreign distributor (rating of 3 or
4) were in high technology industries, as
compared to 52 percent of the group as a
whole.
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Activities to Increase Exports

Percent Responding
None
A Lot

Level of Activity
Conducting Market Research
Visiting Foreign Markets
Retaining Export Management Company
Retaining Foreign Distributor
Participating with Export Trading Company
Attending SeminarslWorkshops
Obtaining Foreign Leads
Seeking Counter Trade Facilitator
Seeking Joint Venture
Seeking Overseas Investment

54%
41
74
33
62
50
30
81
62
73

3%
13
2
15
0
3
9
1
3
3

Destination of Exports

Interested In
Canada
United Kingdom
Australia
Mexico
West Germany
Japan
France
Italy
Netherlands
Taiwan

79%
43

33
31
31
30

29
23
23
23

USSR
West Germany
PRC
Australia
France
Mexico
Denmark
Belgium
Sweden
U.K.

Firms reporting that they were doing some or
a lot of an activity also tended to be less
concentrated in the smallest size class of fewer
than 20 employees. For example, only 15
percent of the firms that reported they were
visiting foreign markets employed less than
20, while 35 percent of the group as a whole
were classified in this category. This tendency
may suggest the importance of government as
an aid to expanding exporting activity for
very small firms in general.
As a additional indicator of exporters' future
plans, the group was asked which countries
they would be interested in exporting to.
While top destinations for current exports are
English-speaking, Western nations, two of the
four top future destinations were non-Western
nations that do not even use the Roman
alphabet-the USSR and the People's
Republic of China. Table C-26 presents the
top 10 current destinations and the top 10
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31%
26
24
24
21
21

20
19
19
19

countries small and medium-sized exporters
are interested in exporting to in the future.

Conclusion
Minnesota's small to medium-sized exporters
are anticipating significant change in the
1990s. A vast majority plan staffing changes
and to introduce a new product or service. At
least half plan to change their transportation
modes. Interestingly, they are undertaking
little activity to increase their exports.
Those most likely to plan changes, and who
are working most actively to expand their
export markets, tend to be in high technology
industries and somewhat larger than the group
of exporters as a whole.

Many business climate studies,
including the 1990 Minnesota
Enterprise Business Survey, ask businesses to
report on the impact of tax costs to their
business operations. The Enterprise Survey is
unique, however, because it also attempts to
understand businesses' priorities for
government services and recommendations for
government spending changes.

example, 56 percent of high tech firms rate
primary education and 46 percent rate higher
education as "very important," as compared
to 63 and 47 percent of all exporters.
Another surprise: firms reporting that they
were capital-intensive rated education as more
important than labor, intensive firms. Seventy,
four percent of capital intensive firms rated
primary education as very important, while
only 55 percent of labor intensive firms rated
primary education that highly.

Social Services
Drawing from categories listed in the U.S.
Department of Commerce publication
Government Finances, exporters were asked to
rate the importance of 19 government service
categories to their business operations.
Businesses were asked to rate each
government program on a four point scale,
with "4" indicating that the service was "very
important" and "1" indicating that the
service was "not important."

Services
Exporters clearly recognized the importance of
some government services to their current
business operations. For example, sixty-three
percent rated elementary/secondary education
as very important and 47 percent rated higher
education as very important to their current
business operations.
However, there was wide variation in their
views about the importance of the various
service groups. Public welfare and water
transportation programs ranked lowest, with
43 percent and 64 percent of the exporters
group respectively rating them as "not
important." Table C,27 presents the
importance ratings for the 19 categories.
When examining the importance of the
various service groups by firm characteristics
some interesting patterns emerge.

Education
In general, exporters considered education
services to be the most important government
activities. Surprisingly, high technology
exporters did not rate education as more
important than the group as a whole. For

While the social service categories in general
received the lowest ratings in terms of
importance to current business operations,
larger exporters rated them higher than
smaller firms. For example, only 34 percent of
exporters employing 100 or more workers
rated public welfare as "not important" to
their business, .while 43 percent of the group
as a whole gave it that rating. Similarly, only
11 percent of firms employing 100 or more
workers rated employment security programs
as "not important," but 21 percent of all
exporters gave it that rating.

Transportation
Highway transportation was among the most
highly rated government service. Thirty-four
percent of exporters rated it as "very
important." In sharp contrast, water
transportation services received among the
lowest ratings, with 64 percent rating it not
important and only 11 percent rating it even
somewhat important (a score of 3 or 4 on the
four point scale). With few exceptions, these
patterns are consistent when examining
ratings by industry groups, size class or labor
intensity. Exporters of non,durable goods
rated water transportation even lower than
the group as a whole with 74 percent rating it
"not important."
Small firms, those with less than 20
employees, rated air transportation as less
important than the total group of exporters.
Only 16 percent of small firms rated it as
"very important" a while 35 percent, rated it
as "not important."
Presumably air, and for bulk shipments, water
transportation, are required for international
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Importance of Government Services
Percent
Reporting
Not Important

Percent
Reporting
Very Important

2

3

4

4%
5
18

5%
15
28

28%
33
34

63%
47
20

Social Services
Public Welfare
Hospitals
Health
Employment Security

43
13
10
21

34
27
20
37

16
45
49
31

7
14
21
10

Transportation
Highway
Air Transportation
Water Transportation

6
18
64

15
23
25

45
36
9

34
23
3

Public Safety
Police Protection
Fire Protection
Corrections
Protective Regulations

5
5
22
27

22
16
38
43

43
43
26
23

29
37
14
7

Environment and Housing
Natural Resources
Parks & Recreation
Housing & Community Development
Sewerage
Other Sanitation

17
18
23
12
15

28
33
40
35
36

36
38
28
40
38

19
11
9
14
11

Score
Education
Primary/Secondary
Higher Educations
Libraries

trade. Consequently, these mediocre to poor
importance ratings for air and water
transportation were somewhat surprising for
the exporters group.

Public Safety
Police and fire protection rated among the
most valued government services, ranking
fifth and third, respectively, of the 19
categories. High importance ratings were
given by firms in all employment size groups.
Conversely, corrections and protective
regulations were rated as among the least
important services. Small firms, employing
less than 20, apparently value these functions
the least among the size groups. Nearly 39
percent of small firms rated protective
regulations as "not important," as compared
to 27 percent of the total exporters group;
and 31 percent rated corrections as "not
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important" as compared to only 22 percent of
the group as a whole.

Environment and Housing
The five groups of government services listed
in this area received among the poorest
ratings. Less than 20 percent rated any of
these government programs "very important,"
although more than half rated natural
resources, parks/recreation, and sewerage as at
least somewhat important, with a score of 3
or 4.
Interestingly, firms that were branches of U.S.
companies rated all of these services as
somewhat more important than did
independents, headquarters of multi-location
firms, or branches of foreign companies.
Although the numbers are small, not one of
the 17 firms in the foreign branch category

rated any of the these five groups as very
important.
When examining importance ratings by
industry group, firms in the durable goods
group rated sewerage as less important than
either high technology or nondurable goods
manufacturers. Firms in the nondurable goods
industry rated "other sanitation" services as
more important than did high technology or
durable goods manufacturers. This finding is
not surprising because many high technology
firms, such as computer manufacturers; and
nondurable goods firms, such as meat packers,
use large amounts of water in their production
processes and dispose of waste water through
sewer systems.
Firms in the largest size categories, those
employing 100 or more workers, rated both
natural resource programs and park/recreation
activities as somewhat more important than
smaller exporters. For example, 60 percent of
larger finns rated natural resources as
somewhat important, while only 47 percent
of firms employing less than 20 workers gave
it that rating.

RecomlnendaliiolrllS forr
In addition to asking business which
government programs and services were most
important to their current operations,
businesses were asked to give
recommendations for changes in spending.
Specifically, firms were asked to rate spending
in the 19 service categories on a four point
scale, where a score of 4 meant "spend more"
and a score of 1 meant "spend less." As a
reference, businesses were given Minnesota
and United States expenditures per capita for
each category, reported in the U.S.
Department of Commerce publication,

Government Finances.
Although small to medium-sized exporters
recommended reduced spending in 13 of the
19 service categories, they support increased
spending on programs of greatest importance
to their businesses. More than half of the
surveyed firms recommended that spending be
increased somewhat (with a score of 3 or 4)
in six of the 19 categories including primary
education, higher education, highways, police

and fire protection and natural resources.
These recommendations were somewhat
surprising given that Minnesota already
spends from 11 percent to 47 percent more
per capita than the national average in
four of the areas. Table C-28 presents
exporters' recommendations for government
spending.
Several areas emerged as exporters' top
candidates for reduced spending. Sixty-three
percent of exporters recommended that the
state "spend less" (the lowest possible score)
on public welfare, 49 percent said to "spend
less" on water transportation and 45 percent
suggested that the state "spend less" on
employment security. It is important to note
that these were also the areas of least
importance to exporters' current business
operations.
When examining recommendations for
government spending by firm characteristics
some interesting patterns emerge:

Education
As with the importance of education, firms in
high technology industries did not
recommend spending more on primary/
secondary educational programs as often as
other exporters. Only 14 percent of high
technology firms in the exporters group
recommended to spend more on primary/
secondary education, while 26 percent of
other exporting manufacturers gave
educational spending a score of 4.
Firms that described themselves as capitalintensive ranked spending on primary/
secondary education as more important than
more labor-intensive firms. Nearly one-third
of capital-intensive firms recommended to
spend more on primary/secondary education,
while only 17 percent of labor-intensive firms
rated primary/secondary education spending
that highly.
Similar patterns emerged when examining
preferences for spending in higher education.
Exporters in high technology industries did
not recommend spending more on higher
education as frequently as other
manufacturers. Firms describing themselves as
capital-intensive rated higher education
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Government Spending Recommendations
Percent
Percent
Rec@mmending
Recommending
Spend Somewhat Spend Somewhat
More
Less

Education
Elementary/Secondary Education
Higher Education
libraries

63%
55
40

37%
46
60

Social Services
Public Welfare
Hospitals
Health
Employment Security

7
25
41
16

93
75
60
84

Transportation
Highway
Air Transportation
Water Transportation

58
39
10

42
61
90

Public Safety
Police Protection
Fire Protection
Corrections
Protective Regulations

56
53
34
18

44
47
66
82

Environment & Housing
Natural Resources
Parks/Recreation
Housing & Community Development
Sewerage
Other Sanitation

51
24
24
36
37

49
76
76
74
63

spending more highly than labor-intensive
firms.
It is significant that a higher proportion of
young firms (those five years old or younger)
recommended to "spend more" on higher
education than firms in the other age groups.
Very young firms also rated library spending
higher than firms in other age groups.
Twenty-seven percent of young firms
recommended spending more (a score of four)
while only 7 percent of the group of exporters
as a whole gave library spending that rating.

Social Services
The categories of social services programs
received the lowest spending scores. The
ratings for public welfare, hospitals and
employment security did not differ
significantly by size of firm. However, small
firms rated health spending more intensely
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than larger firms. Fifteen percent of firms
employing less than 20 workers recommended
"spending more" on health services as
compared to only 6 percent of the group as a
whole. However, the proportion of the
smallest exporters that recommended
increasing spending somewhat (a score of 3 or
4), was 40 percent, very similar to the other
size groups.

Transportation
Highway investments received among the
highest ratings of the 19 categories, with 10
percent giving it the highest spending rating,
"spend more," and a majority recommending
spending be increased at least somewhat. In
sharp contrast, 49 percent wanted to "spend
less" on water transportation. More than half
of the exporters group recommended spending
at least somewhat less on air and water
transportation. This is surprising given the

importance of these modes to international
trade.
Manufacturers of nondurable goods were more
likely to recommend spending more on
highways than either firms in high technology
industries or other durable goods industries.
Sixty-three percent of nondurable goods
producing firms recommended increasing
spending as least somewhat, while only 54
and 53 percent, respectively, of high
technology and durable goods manufacturers
gave highway spending that rating. A lower
proportion of small firms, those employing
less than 20 workers, wanted to increase
spending on highways than the group as a
whole; 50 percent as compared to 58 percent
of all exporters.
Not surprisingly, a slightly higher proportion
of high technology firms wanted to increase
air transportation spending at least somewhat
than the group as a whole, although only 43
percent recommended increasing spending. A
higher proportion of larger firms, 48 percent,
also supported increased spending on air
transportation than the group as a whole.
The strong recommendation to reduce
expenditures on water transportation was
reflected equally across all size and industry
groups.

Public Safety
Fire and police protection were among the
highest ranking government services in terms
of both importance and spending, with more
than half of the exporters group supporting
increased funding. Conversely, more than 60
percent of exporters supported decreased
funding for corrections and protective
regulation. These patterns did not vary by
size class or industry group.

Environment and Housing
Investment in natural resources was a high
priority of the exporters group-more than
half support increased spending. Firms in the
nondurable goods sector are even more likely
to support increased spending, with 62
percent rating spending as a 3 or 4.
The other government programs and activities

in this category received low ratings, with
generally high proportions recommending
decreased spending. A higher proportion of
large firms, employing 100 or more
employees, supported decreased government
spending for parks and recreation programs76 percent as compared to 61 percent of the
group as a whole. This is surprising because
the large firms tended to rate these services as
somewhat more important than firms in the
small-size classes.
A smaller proportion of independent firms
supported cuts in housing and community
development programs, although 61 percent
recommended spending less, As with parks
and recreation, a higher share of firms in
durable goods producing industries
recommended spending less on housing and
community development programs than the
group as a whole. Eighty-four percent of
durable goods exporters recommended
spending cuts for these programs as opposed
to 77 percent of the group as a whole,
In contrast, a lower proportion of durable
goods manufacturers recommended cutting
sewerage services. Although 54 percent of
this group supported spending cuts, 64
percent of the group of exporters as a whole
recommended spending less on sewerage. This
is significant given that these firms rate the
importance of sewerage services lower than
firms in the other industry groups. In
contrast,
percent of firms employing less
than 20 workers recommended spending cuts
for sewerage programs, as compared to 64
percent of the group as whole.

n

In understanding exporters' demand for
government services, especially
recommendations for government spending,
satisfaction/difficulty in three areas of business
operations were examined: recruiting and
retaining staff, labor training and
transportation modes. The goal of this
analysis was to determine whether or not
problems in areas related to government
services resulted in higher demands for
government spending in those areas. That is,
was government viewed as a solution to some
problems?
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Spending Ratings for Firms With Recruiting Difficulty
Percent Recommending "Spend More" (Score 4)
Primary/Secondary
Educatic:m
Higher Education

Firms with Difficulty Recruiting:
Management
Professionals/Scientists/Engineers
Skilled Technical

29%

25
30

26%
21
24

Firms with Difficulty Retaining:
Management
Professional/Scientists/Engineers
SkilledlTechnical

25

20
20

19

19

Total Group

19

14

Staffing Needs
Businesses reporting serious difficultly
recruiting staff, especially management and
professional staff, were somewhat more likely
to recommend that government "spend more"
on education. This was especially true for
higher education. Table C29 presents the
education spending ratings of firms that find
recruiting each of the occupational groups
"difficult" (a score of 4).
Although the pattern is less pronounced,
firms with trouble retaining staff were also
somewhat more likely to support increased
spending on primary/secondary and higher
education than the group as a whole. Few
firms reported significant, serious difficulty
retaining staff. Table C-29 reports the results
for firms rating difficulty in retaining staff
either a 3 or 4.

Training Needs
Surprisingly, firms that rated higher education
institutions as "very important" sources of
formal training for their businesses are not
more likely to support spending more on
these institutions than the group as a whole.
For example, 17 percent of firms that rate
university/colleges as a "very important"
source of formal training recommended to
"spend more" on higher education, as
compared to 14 percent of the group as a
whole. However, firms relying on primary/
secondary institutions for basic skills training
were more likely to support increased spending
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on primary/secondary education. In fact, 26
percent of firms that rated primary/secondary
educational institutions as a "very important"
source of formal training wanted to "spend
more" on primary/secondary education,
somewhat higher than the 19 percent of the
group as a whole that gave primary/secondary
education spending that rating.
Firms that were very satisfied with primary/
secondary education as a source of formal
training tended to be more likely than the
group of exporters to support increased
spending in this area. Twenty-three percent of
firms satisfied with primary/secondary education
for formal training recommended spending
more, in comparison to 19 percent of the
group as whole. In sharp contrast, firms that
were dissatisfied with college/university as a
formal training source were more likely to
support increased spending for higher
education institutions. Twenty-four percent of
firms that rated higher education institutions
at least somewhat unsatisfactory (with a score
of 1 or 2) supported spending more on higher
education, while only 14 percent of the group
as a whole gave it that rating.

Transportation Needs
Firms generally support increased government
spending on their primary mode of
transportation. Sixty-one percent of firms that
use trucking as their primary mode of

transportation support increased spending on
highways as compared to 51 percent of firms
using other modes as their primary mode of
transportation. Similarly, 56 percent of firms
that use air services as their primary mode of
transportation support increased spending on
air services, while only 32 of other firms
supported increased government spending on
air transportation.
Level of satisfaction with the primary mode
did not apparently affect spending
preferences. Although firms that were
dissatisfied with trucking as a mode of
transportation were somewhat more likely
than the group as a whole to support
decreased highway spending. Of firms that
were dissatisfied with truck transportation, 57
percent supported decreasing highway
spending while only 42 percent of the group
as a whole recommended spending less.
Govel~nnCllerlt

Spelndiing and
Busirles,s Planl!!; for Chian~les
in Or;lleratiiorllS
To further examine business attitudes toward
the role of government, the effect of
businesses' plans for changes in operations in
support of government spending was analyzed.
The purpose was to assess whether or not
businesses who were changing their operations
were more likely to support government
activity in the area of planned change. Four
areas were specifically evaluated: planned
changes in staffing, the future importance of
various personnel issues, plans for changes in
transportation modes and technological
investments.

Plans for Staffing Changes
The three occupational groups businesses
most frequently reported plans to increase
were: management, professionals/scientists,
and skilled/technical workers. As discussed
earlier, these groups also require higher levels
of education. As a result, these firms'
preferences for government spending in
education were examined.
Surprisingly, firms with plans to increase
management, professional/scientific and
skilled/technical staff did not demonstrate
significantly higher levels of support for

government spending on primary/secondary
and higher education than the group as a
whole. For example, 69 percent and 61
percent of firms planning to increase
professional/scientific staff wanted to increase
government spending in primary/secondary
and higher education, respectively. In
comparison, 63 percent and 55 percent of the
group as a whole supported increased
spending in these areas.

Plans for Transportation Changes
More than 80 percent of firms planning
changes in transportation reported plans to
increase use of truck, air, and freight services
transportation. More than 75 percent of these
firms reported plans to increase use of barge/
ship transportation. These firms'
recommendations for government spending on
transportation were examined to assess
whether or not plans for increased use of
these services resulted in higher spending
preferences.
In fact, about the same proportion of firms
that were planning to increase use of truck,
barge/ship, and freight services recommended
increased spending on those systems as the
group as a whole. As displayed in Table C-30,
53 percent of firms that plan to increase use
of truck transportation want to spend more
on highways as compared to 58 percent of the
group as a whole.
In contrast, a higher proportion of firms
planning to increase use of air transportation
support wanted increased government
spending on air service than the group as a
whole. More than 50 percent of firms
planning to increase their use of air
transportation recommend increased
government spending, while only 39 percent
of the group as a whole support increased
spending in this area.
Firms that identified critical problems with
transportation systems in the next five years
were more likely to support increased
spending on transportation systems than the
group as a whole.
Of 12 transportation problems exporters were
asked to rate, cost increases and reduction in
trucking availability were most often rated as
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Recommendations for Government Spending on Transportation by Firms Planning
Increased Use
Percell1lt Rec@mmeru:!ling Increased Spending On
/Highways
Air
Water

Firms Planning to
Increase Use of:
Trucking
Air
Freight Services
Barge/Ship
All Exporters

53%

N/A
52
NlA
58

"severe" in the next five years. Firms rating
these problems as severe were somewhat more
likely than the group as a whole to support
increased funding of highways. For example,
64 percent of finns that rated reduction of
trucking services as a severe problem in five
years recommended increased spending on
highways. In comparison, 58 percent of the
group as a whole recommended increased
highway spending.
Similarly, higher proportions of the exporters
that felt deteriorating roads and inadequate
shipping services would be severe problems in
the next five years supported increased
spending on highways than the group of all
exporters. Seventy-five percent of firms
reporting that deteriorating roads would be a
severe problem recommended increased
highway spending and 62 percent of firms
rating inadequate shipping services as a severe
problem recommended increased government
spending on highways.
In addition, a higher proportion of firms that
anticipated severe air service problems in the
next five years also supported increased
government spending on air transportation.
Sixty-six percent of firms that felt that
reduction of air service availability would be a
severe problem in five years supported
increased government spending on air
transportation. Sixty percent of exporters that
felt that reduced air service quality would be
a severe problem in the next five years also
supported increased government spending on
air transportation. In contrast, only 39
percent of the group as a whole recommended
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N/A
50%

36

N/A
39

N/A
N/A
10%
10
10

increased government spending on air
transportation.

Technological and Product Change
The government spending preferences,
especially education spending preferences, of
firms that planned to introduce new products
or that reported that R&D and technological
investments would be very important in the
next five years were also examined.
Specifically, firms highly involved in research
and product development were anticipated to
be more likely to want increased government
spending on education, especially higher .
education, than the group as a whole.
A higher proportion of firms that reported
that R&D and four new technologies would
be "very important" to their business in five
years did tend to support increased
government spending on education. As
presented in Table C-31, 61 percent offirms
that rate R&D investments as very important
in five years recommended increased
government spending on higher education as
compared to 55 percent of all exporters.
Similarly, firms that reported each of four
new technologies would be very important to
their business in the next five years were also
more likely to support increased spending on
education than the group as a whole. For
example, 65 percent of firms that rated
composite materials as very important, and 66
percent of firms of firms that rate
communication equipment as very important,
supported increased spending on higher

Spending Recommendation of Firms Planning to Introduce New Product or
Technologies

Firms Rating
Very Important:

Percent Recommending to Increase Spending Olfll
Primall'lf/Secondall'lf
EducatD«lJn
Higher Educatiolfll ILibraries

R&D
Automation Equipment
Communication Systems
Quality/Productivity Systems
Composite Materials
Firms with Plans to Introduce a New Product
or Service
All Exporters

education, as compared to 55 percent of all
exporters.
Firms that reported plans to introduce a new
product within five years were not
significantly more likely to recommend
increased spending for education than the
group as a whole. For example, 60 percent of
firms that planned to introduce a new product
or service in the next five years supported
increased spending on primary/secondary
education, while 63 percent of all exporters
recommended increased funding in this area.

Conclusion
While recommending reduced spending in 13
of 19 government service categories, small to
medium-sized exporters did support increased
spending for those government services and
programs that were most important to their
business operations: education, fire and police
protection, highway transportation and
natural resources.
In fact, firms that had special needs for
governmen't services, such as educational
institutions for formal training and highways
for truck transportation, were more likely
than the group as a whole to support
increased spending in those areas. Firms that
identified problem areas related to
government services, such as airport
congestion or deteriorating roads, also were
more likely to support increased government
spending. Thus, while not supporting broad
government expansion, the exporters group

67%
67
73
72
72

61%
56
66
62
65

44%
44
50
46
46

60
63

55
55

41
40

did appear to see government as the
legitimate solution to certain specific
problems.

The 1990 Minnesota Enterprise
Survey of Business was conducted to
assess the views and opinions of
Minnesota businesses about doing business in
the state and about their plans for the future.
Five business groups, reflecting the main
business constituents of the Department of
Trade and Economic Development, were
surveyed. Included in the survey were small
and medium-sized exporters-the principle
clients of the Minnesota Trade Office.

Small to medium-sized exporters reported
significant difficulty recruiting personnel,
especially among the occupational groups
rated most important to their businesses:
management, professionals/scientists, and
skilled/technical workers. Roughly one-fifth of
exporters report extreme difficulty, and at
least 60 percent reported some difficulty
recruiting these groups. Skill shortages and
personal taxes are the most important reasons
reported for these difficulties.
In contrast, small to medium-sized exporters
reported much less of a problem retaining
staff. Less than one-third reported any
significant difficulty retaining employees.

[23

Small to medium-sized exporters reported a
high level of satisfaction with energy and
transportation infrastructures. Nearly 90
percent were satisfied with the reliability and
availability of their energy service and 50
percent were satisfied with the cost.
Similarly, more than 80 percent of exporters
using truck air or freight services for
transportation the primary transportation
modes for exporting reported that they were
satisfied with the systems. Exporters were only
dissatisfied with rail and barge
transportation-and these were the primary
modes for less than 10 percent of the group.
Most exporters were able to secure capital
resources without severe difficulty. Nearly
two-thirds reported seeking capital in the last
five years. Of those, more than half reported
little difficulty securing capital. However, a
significant group reported severe difficulty.
These tended to be smaller and younger and
to rely more heavily on venture capital than
the group of exporters as a whole.
In the area of human capital investments,
nearly three-quarters of the exporters group
provided formal training and three-quarters of
these have increased their training activities
in the past five years. The topics most
frequently taught are: manufacturing
processes, quality improvement and control
and customer service. The most common
reason given for providing training was
quality/productivity improvement.
More than half, 55 percent, of the group of
exporters reported that taxes and regulations
had a very significant impact on their
business. The most burdensome tax or cost by
far was workers' compensation.
In comparison, pollution control and
employment standard regulations had a far
smaller impact on businesses with no more
than one-fifth of exporters reporting that any
single regulation had a very significant impact
on their business. The one exception to this
pattern was liability insurance. Nearly half,
45 percent, rated the impact on their business
operations as severe.
None of the technical assistance programs
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available to help businesses comply with
regulations received high quality ratings. The
technical assistance for OSHA regulations
received the highest ratings of the
employment standard regulations, with nearly
half rating it as good or excellent. This is
especially notable given that OSHA
regulations were rated the second most
burdensome of the nine listed categories of
regulations.

199(is
Exporters report that the 1990s will be a time
of change in virtually every aspect of their
business operations.
In the next five years, three-quarters of
exporters plan to change their staffing. The
occupational groups that exporters most
frequently report plans to increase are the
most highly skilled occupational groups:
management, professionals/scientists, and
technical/skilled staff. This increased demand
for skilled labor may result in skill shortages.
Nearly 70 percent of exporters report that
skill shortages will be an important issue to
their business in the next five years.
Approximately half of the exporters surveyed
planned changes in transportation systems in
the next five years. Exporters most frequently
reported plans to increase use of freight
services. A majority plan to reduce use of rail
for transportation.
More than 80 percent of exporters report
plans to introduce a new product or service in
the next five years. Not surprisingly, R&D
will be increasingly important to their
operations. Fifty-seven percent of exporters
said that R&D activities will be very
important to their businesses in the next five
years, up from 44 percent rating it as that
important currently.

Although the sample was structured to focus
on small to medium-sized exporters, the group
was surprisingly advanced in its trading
activities. Thirty percent reported that more
than 10 percent of sales were in international
markets and nearly 50 percent reported
exporting for more than 10 years.

No widespread obstacles to exporting were
identified by the group. A significant subgroup did experience some severe problems,
especially in pricing goods for overseas
markets and in meeting legal requirements of
the foreign country.
Exporters said they most frequently received
their exporting information from freight
forwarders or from other firms in their
industry. The group did not" however, report
a high level of satisfaction with any
information source. The only source that a
majority rated as even somewhat satisfactory
were freight forwarders.
Given exporters plans for changes in so many
areas, it was surprising to find so few
undertaking activities to increase exports. A
majority of the exporters reported their level
of activity as "none" for eight of 10 listed
steps to increase exports. The two steps
indicating any activity were "visiting foreign
markets" and "obtaining trade leads."
The exporters in the survey were typically
exporting to Western, especially Englishspeaking nations. As a result, it was surprising
to find that two of the four countries they
expressed interest in entering were the USSR
and the PRe.

system. When asked to rate their satisfaction
with primary/secondary education for basic
skills training, a majority of exporters
reported that they were dissatisfied. In
comparison, only one-third of the group
reported that they were dissatisfied with the
university/college or vocational/technical
system for training.
Small and medium-sized exporters with
special needs for services are even more likely
to support increased spending on government
programs. For example, a higher share of
firms rating R&D investments as very
important to their businesses supported
increased spending on higher education than
the group as a whole. A majority of firms
planning to increase use of air transportation
recommended increased government spending
on airports and services.
Thus, although the group clearly did not
support broad expansion of government
activities, it did encourage government
investments that were of tangible benefit to
their business or that addressed specific
problems of concern to them.

Although recommending decreased
government spending in most areas,
Minnesota's small to medium-sized exporters
recommended increased government spending
for programs of greatest importance to their
business operations. Those programs were:
elementary education, higher education,
highways, fire and police protection and
natural resources. These programs represented
42 percent of the state's FY 1988 budget,
according to the U. S. Department of
Commerce publication, Government Finances.
The largest proportion of firms, 63 percent,
recommended increasing spending on
elementary and secondary education. This is
not surprising given its importance to
business; 91 percent rate it as important or
very important to their business. Yet, there is
a high level of dissatisfaction with the current
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High Technology Companies
by Vito Inoferio, Research Assistant
Tony Robertson, Economic Analyst

ntroduction
Throughout the 1970s and 1980s, high
technology was singled out as a vibrant
industry, important to state and local
economies. No doubt, high technology
will continue to be regarded as a dynamic and
strategically important industry group in the
1990s.
High technology is thought to precipitate
structural changes in local economies through
the creation of backward and forward linkages
and new firm spinoffs, according to a May
1987 paper written by Glasmeier. Some
studies suggest high technology manufacturers
offer several other distinct advantages. They
tend to grow faster and, except for the very
youngest (i.e. less than five years), they are
the manufacturing enterprises least likely to
fail (Birch, November 1988). High
technology sectors reportedly yield increases
in productivity and product innovation as
well.
Additionally, the importance of high
technology reflects the importance of
manufacturing in general because the majority
of high technology firms are manufacturers.
Manufacturing is a driving force in any
economy, with manufactured goods typically
being a state's largest source of export
income. This income stimulates production of
other goods and services.
Superior wages are often cited as yet another
reason why the development of high
technology is desirable. In Minnesota, the
annual average wage in 1988 was $21,476,
with manufacturing accounting for an average
wage of $28,590 per year. The average wage
of Minnesota's high technology industry was
nearly $31,000 per year, about 8 percent
higher than the manufacturing average.
Most importantly, high technology provides
the advanced tools and new production
processes that help drive the rest of the
economy. The largest impact on employment
will come as applications of new high
technology products and manufacturing
technologies create new opportunities for
basic industries and services (Office of
Technology Assessment Report, July 1984).

Similar businesses within an industry group,
including high technology, tend to cluster
together. Much research has been conducted
on this agglomeration process and several
factors have emerged as key to the
agglomeration of the high technology
industry. These factors include development
of product markets, production methods as
well as new firm creation via spin-offs
(Glasmeier, June 1987).
Minnesota has an existing high technology
industrial base that is considered pivotal to
agglomeration. Given the state's relative
strength in the high technology area, this
industry takes on increasing importance and
visibility as an avenue for future job growth
opportunities. Table D-1 presents current
employment and establishment data for high
technology sectors in Minnesota.
Overall, the share of state employment in
high technology industries is 17 percent
above the national average, with aggregate
high tech employment accounting for about 8
percent of Minnesota's total covered
employment. These statistics are not
inconsequential, especially when high
technology is viewed as a driver of innovation
and productivity gains in other industries.
Because of its potential importance to the
economy, the Minnesota Department of Trade
and Economic Development (DTED) targets
high technology industries for business
expansion activities. In addition, DTED's
Committee on Science and Technology is
charged with identifying policies that will
help high technology industries flourish in
Minnesota.

High technology means many things to many
people. Some claim it to be the main engine
of growth promising job creation, while
others assert it is little more than a minor
component of the overall economy.
Government planners view it as a means to
encourage emerging growth industries and
combat unemployment. Industry views it as
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Employment, Wages, Units and Location Quotients of High Technology Sectors
SIC
Code
23
291
343
353
357
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
369
372
331
382
384
385
489
737
873
3711

Naamber of
EstiillbDisD1lments

Mhllnesotiill
Employment

239
9
14
100
113
21
54
5
23
23
17
170
41
16
6
92
135
35
60
980
332
534

9,533
970
11,265
4,420
41,417
533
3,133
947
2,531
839
2,043
16,757
1,971
385
2,960
15,474
10,571
2,233
697
14,093
5,957
6,653

Total
3,024

Total
155,992

Employment
ll.ociilItDon Quotient

Average
WiilIges

0.43
0.42
7.37
1.04
4.73
0.31
0.94
0.37
0.63
0.53
0.40
1.44
0.62
0.07
0.50
2.53
2.41
3.01
1.40
1.13
0.63
0.64

$30,442
41,031
35,437
27,149
37,192
22,109
24,730
20,330
24,299
28,367
21,929
22,462
22,425
34,915
32,061
33,094
26,743
18,227
21,808
29,717
35,555
23,268

Average
1.17

Average
$30,357

Total Private iilInd Public Covered Employment
Units
113,718

Employment

Average Wages

1,963,201

$21,476

SOURCE: Unpublished Employment and Wages Data, U.S. Department of Labor, 1983.

new products and labor-saving production
processes. Politicians view it as the promise of
rejuvenating the United States' competitive
edge. And academia views high technology as
an esoteric form of research and development
(Markusen, et. at., 1986).
Table D-2 lists the appropriate Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC) codes included
in the definition as well as a description of
the industry. Industries included in the
definition of high technology are chemicals
and allied products, petroleum refining,
ordnance and accessories, construction and
related machinery, computer and office
equipment, electric distribution equipment,
electric industrial apparatus, household
appliances, electric lighting and wiring
equipment, household audio and video
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equipment, communications equipment,
electronic components and accessories,
miscellaneous electrical equipment and
supplies, aircraft and parts, search and
navigation equipment, measuring and
controlling devices, medical instruments and
supplies, ophthalmic goods, communications
services, computer and data processing
services, as well as research, development and
testing services.
Through its Office of Science and
Technology, DTED defines high technology
industries as economic activities with an
above average share of the following factors:
research and development (R&D)
expenditures as a percentage of total sales,
and employment in scientific, engineering,
and technical occupations relative to the total

A Definition of the High Technology Industry

SIC

Description

28
291
348
353
357
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
369
372
381
382
384
385
489
737
8711
873

Chemicals & Allied Products
Petroleum Refining
Ordnance & Accessories
Construction & Related Machinery
Computer & Office Equipment
Electric Distribution Equipment
Electric Industrial Apparatus
Household Appliances
Electric Lighting & Wiring Equipment
Household Audio & Video Equipment
Communications Equipment
Electronic Components & Accessories
Miscellaneous Electrical EqUipment & Supplies
Aircraft & Parts
Search & NaVigation Equipment
Measuring & Controlling Devices
Medical Instruments & Supplies
Ophthalmic Goods
Communication Services
Computer & Data Processing Services
Engineering Services
Research, Development & Testing Services

workforce. Table D- 2 above lists the sectors
meeting these criteria along with their 1987based SIC codes. Some examples of firms in
Minnesota that would be classified as high
technology include: Honeywell (SIC 382),
Cray Research (SIC 357), IBM (SIC 357),
Medtronic (SIC 384), and FMC Corporation
(SIC 348).

Three basic questions were asked in this
survey of high technology firms in Minnesota:
(a) Are businesses generally satisfied with key
operating factors which determine their
successes? (b) Are these firms contemplating
changes in response to the challenges of the
next decade? (c) Is there a role for state
government within the economic
environment defined by Minnesota businesses
in the next decade?
Approximately 85 percent of the high
technology firms in Minnesota were
manufacturers. Given this high percentage,
only high technology manufacturing firms
were surveyed. The population of high
technology firms was drawn from the 1989
Directory of Manufacturers, with high

technology firms identified by the
corresponding SIC codes.
Approximately 1,213 high technology firms
located in Minnesota were included in the
sampling frame. By controlling for industry
category, a stratified sampling technique
generated an optimal sample of 228 firms.
Historically, however, response rates of
sampling surveys are typically low, hovering
more or less around 50 percent. Thus, survey
questionnaires were mailed out to 456 firms
(or twice the optimal sample size) of which
223 responses were judged as usable, representing a sampling response rate of 49 percent.
In interpreting the results in this survey, one
could attach a 95 percent confidence level
that sampling errors would be no more than
plus or minus 7 percentage points. There are
other biases of course that might be
introduced in the sampling due to the
wording of the question and other difficulties
inherent in research.

Organization
This paper is organized as follows: The first
section summarizes the basic characteristics of
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the sample of high technology firms in
Minnesota. The second section presents
business satisfaction with key operating factors.
The third section presents anticipated business
changes in the next decade. The fourth
section introduces business perceptions on
how government plays a role in the economic
environment of the 1990s. The last section
summarizes the main points of the study.

A profile of the sample of high technology
firms in Minnesota was constructed based on
the survey responses. Exploratory questions
were asked pertaining to company type, kind
of product, number of years in business,
number of Minnesota workers employed,
annual revenues, location of markets, export
plans for the next five years, and plans to introduce a new product in the next five years.
Below is a summary of the survey responses.

Type of Company
Nearly three-fourths of the survey respondents
indicated that they were independents. About
11 percent mentioned that they were
branches of U.S.-based companies, while 4
percent were branches of foreign-based
companies. About 10 percent of the
respondents were U. S. headquarters of a
multi-location company.

Kind of Product
As mentioned in an earlier section, the
sampling frame was stratified according to the
distribution of sample proportions by industry.
Almost one-third of the survey respondents
represented high technology firms in SIC 36
(electronic equipment). An equal proportion
represented high technology firms in SIC 38
(scientific instruments).

Number of Years in Business
At least three-fourths of the survey
respondents have been in business for at least
11 years. About one-half have been in
business for at least 25 years.
Only 8 percent of the survey respondents
have been in operation for at most five years,
while 16 percent have been in business
between six and 10 years.
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Employment of Minnesota Workers
Most of the survey respondents represented
high technology firms which employed fewer
than 20 Minnesota workers. At least 75
percent of the respondents indicated that
their workforce was fewer than 100
employees.

Annual Revenues
Less than one-third of the survey respondents
indicated that their firms had earned less
than 1 million dollars in 1989. About 42
percent of the respondents claimed that their
firms generated between $1 million and $25
million. Only 15 percent of the respondents
indicated an annual revenue of more than
$25 million.

Markets for Product
At least one-half of the survey respondents
sold their products in the national market.
One-fifth reported that they sold their output
locally. Less than 5 percent of the
respondents sold their products abroad.

Plans for Export in the Next Five
Years
When asked if they planned to export abroad
within the next five years, 77 percent of the
survey respondents indicated negatively.

Plans for New Products in the Next
Five Years
At least 80 percent of the survey respondents
indicated that they planned to introduce a
new product within the next five years.

atlSftalctiion With
This section examines how high
technology companies in
Minnesota have evaluated critically
the role of factors of production in their
business operations. The importance of a
particular factor in the entire business schema
generally determines the extent to which the
entrepreneur or manager is satisfied with the
factor performance. In this section, the
critical role of labor, capital access, energy,
transportation, technology, R&D
investments, taxes, regulations and technical
assistance to private businesses are examined.

Importance of Labor Groups
Percent Rating
Not
Important
11

Number of
Respollill:llents

221
202
213
213
208

Management
Professionals/Scientists/Engineers
Technical/Skilled Workers
Clerical/Sales Workers
Unskilled Workers

3%

2

3

27%
29
43
39
20

7%
11
9
27
34

17
6
5

35

Very
Important
4

63%
43
42
29
12

,

•
Difficulty in Recruiting Employees
Percent Rating
Number of
Respondents

Management
Professionals/Scientists/Engineers
Technical/Skilled Workers
Clerical/Sales Workers
Unskilled Workers

Labor issues that were crucial to business
operations usually involved recruiting and
retaining employees, personnel issues and
formal training. Survey respondents were
asked to assess the importance of each labor
issue as well as their satisfaction with policies
and procedures that addressed the issues.

Difficulty in Recruiting and
Retaining Staff
Five labor groups were identified and ranked
including: (a) management, (b) professionals,
scientists and engineers, (c) technical and
skilled workers, (d) clerical and sales workers,
and (e) unskilled workers. Table D-3
illustrates the ranking of the important labor
groups.
Management was by far the most important
labor group, followed by professional,
scientists and engineers, and then technical
and skilled workers. Unskilled workers were
considered the least important. About 35
percent of the respondents who rated
unskilled workers reported the group as not
important in their business operations.

Easy
11

203

12%

175

9

197
200
186

11
26
54

Difficult
234

23%
23
36
40
33

41%
47
38
27
11

23%
21
15
8
2

Given the importance of labor issues to
business operations, the survey respondents
were asked to report if they had experienced
any difficulty in recruiting workers. Most of
the respondents indicated that it was at least
somewhat difficult to recruit personnel for all
labor groups except unskilled workers.
According to Table D-4, the most difficult
labor groups to recruit included professionals,
scientists, engineers, management, technical
and skilled workers.
About 23 percent of the survey respondents
reported that it was difficult to recruit
personnel for management positions, while
about 21 percent indicated that professionals,
scientists and engineers were the most
difficult to recruit. Only 15 percent indicated
technical and skilled workers were difficult to
recruit.
The survey respondents were also asked to
rate the level of difficulty in retaining
employees. In general, as illustrated in Table
D-5, survey respondents had little difficulty
retaining employees in most of the
occupational groups.
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Difficulty in Retaining Employees
Percent Rating
Number of
Respondents

Easy
11

200

Management
Professionals/Scientists/Engineers
Technical/Skilled Workers
Clerical/Sales Wor/{ers
Unskilled Workers

22%
13
18
27
38

173

196
197
184

2

:)

46%
47
44
50
40

27%
30
30
19
15

Difficult
4

6%
10
8
4
8

Reasons Behind Difficulty in Recruiting
Percent Rating

Reasons

Cost of Labor
Lack of Skills
labor Shortage
Personal Taxes
ClimatelWeather

Number of
Respondents

151
155
146
149
146

Not
Imporiant
11

5%
13
23
17
36

Management, professionals, scientists,
engineers, technical and skilled workers were
the labor groups that Minnesota high
technology firms reported to be the most
important in their business operations. These
occupational groups were also the most
difficult to recruit. However, management,
professionals, scientists and engineers were
quite easy to retain, according to the survey
data. Sixty-eight percent of the survey
respondents assessed retaining management as
both easy and somewhat easy. Sixty percent
rated retaining professionals, scientists and
engineers in the same category.
Survey respondents cited reasons for the level
of difficulty experienced in recruiting their
workers. Among the reasons presented to
them were: (a) cost of labor, (b) lack of
skills, (c) labor shortage, (d) personal taxes,
and (e) climate and weather conditions. Table
D-6 shows that 75 percent of the respondents
indicated cost of labor was a primary factor.
Sixty-one percent mentioned personal taxes.
Fifty-eight percent cited lack of skills as an
important reason.
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:2

21%
29
36
23
32

:)

44%
28
31
31
20

Very
Important
4

31%
30
10
30
12

Given the weather conditions in Minnesota,
each survey respondent was asked about it
being a potential disincentive to relocating in
Minnesota. Thirty-six percent of the
respondents believed that Minnesota climate
was not a significant problem in retaining
their employees.
The nature of the difficulty in recruiting was
examined among the most important labor
groups in the random sample. Lack of skills
among potential workers was the motivating
factor behind the difficulty in recruiting
professionals, scientists, engineers, technical
and skilled workers. However, the same
reason seemed rather insignificant in
explaining the difficulty in recruiting people
for management positions. Concerning
relatively lower-skilled workers in the sample,
survey respondents mentioned labor shortages
as the primary source of difficulty in
recruiting clerical, sales and unskilled
workers.
Similarly, survey respondents were asked what
reasons explained the level of difficulty in
retaining employees. Seventy-nine percent of

Reasons Behind Difficulty in Retaining
Percell1lt Ratill1lg

RiIll€l!S@II1lS

NMmlbilllr @f
Resp@lI1l«hmts

105
103
98
99
96

Cost of Labor
Lack of Skills
Labor Shortage
Personal Taxes
ClimatelWeather

N@t
imp@rt€l!lI1lt

1

2

2%
12
22
20
42

19%
38
41
28
36

ViIlll'Y
imp@rtall1lt
4

:)

46%
31
28
21
17

33%
19
9
30
5

Major Personnel Issues
Percent Rating

Reasons

Rising Labor Costs
Lack of Appropriate Skills
Declining Labor Supply
Drug/AIDS Testing
Employee Health Benefits
Employee Parking/Commuting
Day Care
Organized Labor Issues
Work Force Diversity
Retirement/Pension
Alternative Work Schedules

NMmbell'@f
Respondents

215
210
207
207
211
205
206
206
205
210
205

the respondents pointed to the rising costs of
labor as at least an important factor (see
Table D-7). In fact, 33 percent indicated that
it was a very important reason behind the
difficulty in retaining their workers. About 50
percent reported cumulatively that lack of
skills was also at least an important factor.

N@t
important
1

2%
11
22
45
6
65
54
60
36
19
35

2

15%
29
43
35
12
25
33
25
42
35
35

3

35%
37
23
16
32
10
10
10
17

34
25

Vel'Y
important
4

47%
23
12
4
50
0
3
5
5
12
6

Some Major Personnel Issues

Almost one-third of the survey respondents,
while noting that personal taxes were a
deterrent in retaining their employees, also
reported that it was a very important factor
indeed. Again, 42 percent of those who cited
Minnesota weather as a factor did not believe
that it was an important factor at all.

Table D-8 lists 11 major personnel issues that
high technology firms in Minnesota faced
today and will likely face in the near future.
These issues are: (a) rising labor costs, (b)
lack of appropriate skills, (c) declining labor
supply, (d) drug and AIDS testing, (e)
employee health benefits, (f) employee
parking and commuting, (g) day care, (h)
organized labor issues, (i) workforce diversity,
(j) retirement and pension, and (k)
alternative work schedule. Survey respondents
were asked to rate the importance of these
various personnel issues in their business
operations.

Among relatively lower-skilled workers in the
random sample, survey respondents
mentioned labor shortages as the primary
source of difficulty in retaining clerical, sales
and unskilled workers.

About 50 percent of the survey respondents
indicated that employee health benefits were
a very important personnel issue. Also,
among the respondents who believed that
rising labor costs was a significant personnel
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Level of Formal Training Today Compared to Five Years Ago
Number of
Respondents

Less 1
Same 2
More 3
Much More 4
TOTAL

Percent Rating

5
37
86
32

3%
23
54
20

160

100%

issue, 47 percent reported that it was a very
important personnel issue.
Equally interesting were the personnel issues
that were rated as not important by survey
respondents. Sixty-five percent of the
respondents indicated that employee parking
and commuting were not important issues. In
the same manner, 60 percent did not view
organized labor issues as important.
Fifty-four percent of the survey respondents,
who assessed the importance of day care in
their business operations, rated the issue as
not important. Indeed, this perception was an
interesting result since extensive discussions
on day care cost and availability permeated
not only the Minnesota workplace but the
nation's as well. By analyzing the profiles of
survey respondents (i.e. individuals who
actually filled out the survey questionnaires),
ample evidence suggested that a significant
self-selection bias existed in this particular
result. In short, respondents might have
displayed a rather nonchalant attitude toward
day care as a workplace issue. Had the
selection of survey respondents been stratified
(according to, say, degrees of sentiment on
day care as an issue), the proportion of high
technology firms in Minnesota that viewed
day care as an important issue would be quite
larger, reflecting the general opinion in the
entire population.
Are the major personnel issues critical for
some specific labor groups? According to the
survey data, the importance of personnel
issues did not vary across occupational groups.
Major personnel issues that were perceived as
critically vital were as important to employees
across occupational groups.
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Survey respondents were asked about their
human capital investments through formal
training. A series of questions on sources as
well as types of formal training was posed to
them.
The results showed that high technology firms
in Minnesota used a significant degree of
formal training in order to enhance their
workers' skills. As shown in Table D-9, 74
percent of the survey respondents increased
the level of formal training compared to five
years ago. Only 3 percent had provided less
formal training compared to five years ago.
About one-fourth of the respondents who
were providing formal training maintained the
same level of formal training.
Survey respondents who rated management as
the most important labor group provided
more formal training than the rest of the
sample. In addition, a majority of respondents
who found it difficult to retain professionals,
scientists and engineers provided more formal
training today as opposed to five years ago.

Types of Formal Training
Questions on training topics covered in
formal training were posed to the survey
respondents. The selected topics covered the
following areas: (a) manufacturing, (b)
marketing and sales, (c) administrative, (d)
managerial, and (e) general topics.
Table D-10 indicates that high technology
firms in Minnesota valued highly personnel
training in the manufacturing area. Nearly
one-half of the survey respondents reported
that they often provided formal training for

0

Frequency of Topics Covered in Formal Training
Pell'Ceni Rating

T@pee

Number@f
Resp@milenis

Manufacturing
Processes & Equipment
Engineering & Scientific Technology
Quality Improvement & Control
Marl<eting & Sales
Customer Service
International Skills
Foreign Languages
Marketing & Sales Techniques
Administrative
Clerical & Office Skills
Computer Skills for Administration
Managerial
Strategic Planning
Supervisor & Leadership Techniques
General
Basic Skills
Communication Skills
Career Development
Interpersonal Skills

quality improvement and control. More than
40 percent provided formal training for
processes and equipment. In the area of
marketing and sales, 40 percent listed
customer service as a frequently covered
training program. Thirty-eight percent
indicated they offered more training in
supervisory and leadership training for
managers.
Proficiency in foreign languages, basic skills
and international skills stood out as areas that
were typically never covered in training
programs. Interestingly, nearly one-third of
the respondents indicated that they never
provided formal training programs for career
development.
Survey respondents, who experienced
significant difficulty in retaining
management, technical and skilled labor,
provided formal training more often than the
high technology group as a whole. Also,
respondents who provided more training for
skill enhancement in process and equipment
training as well as quality improvement and
control, found less difficulty in retaining
management, technical and skilled workers.

Never

Often
4

1

:if

3

133
123
133

7%
11
5

21%
33
10

31%
33
38

41%
24
47

136
114
117
130

5
43
74
8

18
33
20
23

37
18
4
37

40
6
2
31

127
126

14
6

30
19

40
49

16
26

129
133

11
7

31
18

33
37

26
38

125
131
125
127

56
12
29
16

22
28
38
30

14
43
23
39

8
17
10
15

Reasons for Training
What motivated high technology firms to
provide more formal training for their
workers? The list of possible reasons provided
to those surveyed included: (a) to meet
increased technical complexity, (b) to teach
company procedures, (c) to correct basic
skills deficit, (d) to encourage career
advancement, (e) to improve productivity
and quality, (f) to manage employee turnover,
(g) to reduce absenteeism, and (h) to
increase workplace safety.
About 60 percent of the survey respondents
rated improvement in quality and productivity
as the most prominent reason for training
company workers. Regardless of labor groups
and type of business, such a reason was a
prime business concern. On this issue, the
survey data showed no clear differences in the
response among different labor groups. The
emphasis on quality and productivity
improvement, both as a training topic and a
reason for training, might have suggested that
the stress on quality improvement was indeed
taking root at least among high technology
firms in Minnesota.
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Table

.,

Importance of Various Sources of Formal Training
Percent RaUng

Sources

Number of
Respondents

In-house
Apprenticeship & Internship for Licensure
Consultant & Commercial Course
Vocational & Technical Education
Community College
University & College
Primary & Secondary Institutions

142
121
122
128
121
126
118

Not
Imporiant
1

3%
50
34
16
28
19
18

2

7%
23
35
26
33
22
21

::I

39%
17

28
34
31
39
28

Very
h1l1lporiant
4

51%
9
3
24
8
20
33

Sources of Training

Satisfaction with Formal Training

Seven possible sources of formal training were
presented to survey respondents: (a) in-house,
(b) apprenticeship and internship for
licensure, (c) consultant and commercial
course, (d) vocational and technical
education, (e) community college, (f)
university and college, and (g) primary and
secondary institution. The business survey
asked survey respondents to assess the most
likely avenue in which their formal training
programs were facilitated within their business
operations.

There was clearly a direct association with
importance of a training program and survey
respondents' satisfaction with that particular
training program. The more important a
training program had been to the success of a
business operation, the more satisfaction
survey respondents expressed with the
training program. Likewise, training programs
that were rated as unimportant generated less
enthusiasm among survey respondents.

Table D- 11 shows that high technology firms
in Minnesota relied on their internal training
programs in order to enhance skill formation
among workers. About 51 percent of the
survey respondents, who utilized in-house
training programs in their businesses, rated it
as very important. In contrast, only 3 percent
indicated a consultant or a commercial course
as a very important source.
Thirty-three percent reported that basic skills
training was another very important source of
formal training, while 24 percent reported
vocational and technical education was an
important source of formal training.
Surprisingly, only 20 percent of the
respondents, who relied on university or
college training, rated it as very important as
a source of formal training.
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Capital

AC:CE~SS

Access to capital plays a crucial role in
business growth. Capital availability enables
business firms to proceed with their efforts
toward innovation, acquisition of plants and
machineries and hiring of complementary
skilled workers. Some studies however have
reported that because of the inherent risk
involved in the high technology industry,
firms could face difficulty seeking liquid
capital funds, thus hampering business
growth.
Questions relating to sources of working
capital, difficulty in securing working capital
and uses of capital were presented to survey
respondents. The paragraph below summarizes
their responses to various questions.

2
DifficlllIlty

Difficulty in Securing Capital

NlllImber@f
Resp@ndents

Percent Rating

1 Low
2
3

43
42

30%

32

22

4 High

27

19

TOTAL

144

1000/0

29

Difficulty in Securing Capital
More than 60 percent of survey respondents
reported that they had sought working capital
in the past five years. Table D- 12 shows that
almost one-third of the respondents indicated
that they experienced little difficulty in
obtaining financing from capital markets.
About one-half experienced at least some
difficulty. Less than one-fifth indicated serious
difficulty in obtaining capital.
Compared to recently established businesses,
older establishments in the industry
experienced less difficulty in securing working
capital. At least 35 percent of the survey
respondents, who secured capital in the past
five years, had been in business for at least 25
years. Of these respondents, only 6 percent
had experienced a high level of difficulty in
obtaining capital. Of those respondents who
had been in business less than 25 years and
sought working capital during the last five
years, at least 20 percent experienced a high
level of difficulty in obtaining that capital.
Bigger firms in the sample experienced less
difficulty in securing working capital than
smaller firms. That is, firms employing more
workers found it relatively easy to borrow
capital funds than firms employing fewer
workers. This was another interesting finding
in the survey data.
Common types of loan collateral that backed
up business loans were examined. The level
of difficulty in securing a loan did not vary by
types of collateral used. A secured interest in
hard assets, followed by inventory and
accounts receivable, were the most common
types of loan collateral. Between 30 percent

and 40 percent of the survey respondents had
utilized each type of loan collateral.
Not surprisingly, survey respondents with a
debt-to-equity ratio of at least 2: 1 were more
likely to experience a high level of difficulty
in securing capital. Less than 10 percent had
a ratio exceeding 4: 1. Just over one-half of
the survey respondents had a debt-to-equity
ratio of less than 1: 1. Respondents with a
ratio of less than 1: 1 were more likely to
encounter a low level of difficulty in securing
capital.
Another glimpse at the relatively low-debt
load among high technology firms in
Minnesota was given by the response to the
number of secured creditors listed by survey
respondents. More than one-half of the
respondents have one secured creditor.
Cumulatively, at least 75 percent have at
most two secured creditors. About 7 percent
of the respondents indicated that they have
more than six secured creditors.

Sources of Difficulty in Access to
Capital
Twelve potential barriers toward obtaining
capital were presented to survey respondents:
(a) cost, (b) collateral requirements, (c)
lending limits, (d) cash flow requirements,
(e) knowing where to go, (f) local
availability, (g) risk of project, (h)
discrimination, (i) amount and timing of
return required by investors, (j) business
control required by equity investors, (k) lack
of market for public offering, and (I) cost of
offering. With each of these barriers,
respondents were asked to assess its
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Significance of Barriers Toward Obtaining Working Capital
Percent Rating
Number of
Respondents

Cost
Collateral 8< Offsetting Deposit Requirements
Lending Limits
Cash Flow Requirements
Knowing Where to Go
Local Availability
Risk of Project
Discrimination
Amount 8< Timing of Return Required by Investors
Business Control Required by Equity Investors
Lack of Market for Public Offering
Cost of Offering

significance in the difficulty of securing
capital. Table 0-13 summarizes the results.
About one-third of the survey respondents,
who pointed to collateral requirements as a
barrier in obtaining capital, rated it as a very
serious barrier in capital access. Other
significant sources of difficulty mentioned
were cost and cash flow requirements.
About 80 percent of survey respondents, who
reported that discrimination was a likely
barrier, indicated that it did not pose a
barrier in obtaining working capital. Sixty
percent of the respondents reported that there
was no absence of available lenders in the
capital markets. Similarly, 65 percent of the
respondents indicated that cost of the
offerings did not pose a serious barrier in
obtaining working capital.

99
103
95
93
91
91
90
84
80
85
70
66

Low
1

19%
16
25
14
47
42
39
82
46
41
66
62

High
2

24%
22
27
28
24
18
23
14
25
20
17
12

3

34%
24
27
35
14
21
21
2
19
25
10
14

4

22%
37
20
23
14
20
17
2
10
14
7
12

barriers toward obtaining capital. Survey
respondents experiencing high difficulty in
obtaining capital were more likely to rate the
barriers higher than those experiencing less
difficulty.

Uses of Capital
Lenders of capital evaluate the risk of business
projects depending on the nature of business
activities to be financed. Thus, risky ventures
encounter significantly more difficulty in
securing financing than less risky ventures. In
order to understand the magnitudes of the
risk they are taking when they lend their
capital funds, lenders usually ask questions on
how loan proceeds are to be utilized by
borrowers. The intended use of the loan
proceeds explains some of the difficulty which
high technology firms in Minnesota had
experienced in securing capital.

Among the survey respondents who had
sought capital in the past five years, 17
percent indicated that the listed barriers did
not hamper their capital acquisition. When
grouped according to number of years in
business and number of Minnesota employees,
firms that experienced less difficulty in
acquiring capital were quite established in
their business operations and employed more
workers on the average.

Among the uses of capital that survey
respondents were asked to identify in this
business survey were: (a) to accumulate
inventory, (b) to acquire and improve land,
(c) to acquire and improve buildings, (d) to
acquire new equipment, (e) to invest in
R&D, (f) to extinguish existing debt, (g) to
refinance existing debt, and (h) to spend as
working capital.

The survey data further indicated that the
level of difficulty in obtaining capital was
directly associated with the seriousness of the

Capital raised by high technology firms in
Minnesota were most frequently used for
working capital purposes (see Table 0-14).
About 23 percent of the survey respondents
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Uses of Capital
Number of*
RespOD'ullents

Inventory
Acquire or Improve Land
Acquire or Improve
Buildings
Acquire New Equipment
R&D Expenses
Extinguish Existing Debt
Refinance Existing Debt
Working Capital
TOTAL

Percent Rating

74

18%

18

4

50
85
46
18
28
93

12
21
11

412

4
7
23

100%

'Total number of respondents is more than the sample size since some survey respondents listed more than
one category.

intended to use the funds as working capital.
About 21 percent reported that capital was
used to acquire new equipment. About 18
percent indicated that the capital raised was
mainly to purchase additional inventory.
Four percent of the survey responses show
that loan proceeds were used to retire existing
debts; not surprisingly, these respondents
experienced serious difficulty in acquiring
loans from the lenders. About 12 percent
intended to use the loans to acquire or to
improve lands. However, these respondents
experienced less difficulty in borrowing
working capital.
Sources of loans were identified as: (a) stock
offerings, (b) venture capital, (c) personal
equity, (d) retained earnings, (e) bond sale,
(f) commercial paper, (g) commercial loan,
and (h) government loan. According to Table
D-15, about 69 percent of the survey
respondents who relied on personal equity
were at least satisfied with it as their major
source of capital. Sixty-six percent of those
who relied on commercial loans expressed a
similar degree of satisfaction. Fifty-five
percent who depended on retained earnings
were at least satisfied with it.
Government loans provided the least degree
of satisfaction. Sixty-five percent of the
survey respondents who assessed government
loans, as a source of capital, rated it poorly.
Commercial paper, a financial instrument

issued by investment bankers in order to meet
short-term cash needs of financiers and
entrepreneurs, was rated poorly also. More
than one-half of the respondents who relied
on commercial paper expressed low
satisfaction.
In addition, 56 percent of the respondents
were dissatisfied with venture capital. A
number of entrepreneurs in the random
sample have expressed their disappointment
with Minnesota venture capitalists who were
described as not risky enough to meet the
needs of business expansions.
Stock offerings, as a form of raising loans,
were not popular either. Only 8 percent of
the respondents were highly satisfied with it;
on the other hand, 42 percent were extremely
dissatisfied with the idea of using stocks to
raise business loans.
During the last five years, survey respondents
had secured more working capital from
institutional lenders who were located within
Minnesota than from those outside of the
state.
In sum, while most high technology firms in
Minnesota found it easier to secure capital, a
significant number experienced difficulty.
Significant collateral and deposit
requirements, imposed by institutional lenders
on borrowers, hampered easy access to
working capital. Borrowers avoided sources of
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Table D.,15

Satisfaction with Various Sources of Loans
Percent Rating

Types

Sources

1

38
45
65
64
32
32
100
37
28

Stock Offering
Venture Capital
Personal Equity
Retained Earnings
Bond Sale
Commercial Paper
Commercial Loan
Government Loan
Other

Table D.,16

L@w

Number@f
Resp@ndents

42%
56
6
19
50
56
13
65
71

High
4

2

3

24%
13
25
27
9
16
21
11
11

26%
20
38
28
31
25
32
11
7

8%
11
31
27
9
3
34
14
11

Energy Sources
Heating
Number@f
RespOlldents

Percent
Rating

Processing
Number@f
Resp@ndents

Percent
Rating

Electricity
Natural Gas
Fuel Oil
Propane
Coal
Own Source
Other

29
100
8
19
0
1
1

18%
63
5
12

95
18
1
9

0

0

1
1

2
0

76%
14
1
7
0
2
0

TOTAL

158

100%

125

100%

loans which tied up their financial resources.
Instead, borrowing from their internal
resources, such as personal equity and
retained earnings, rather than from
institutional lenders, drew the most
satisfaction among the survey respondents.
High technology firms facing barriers were
relatively new in the business and employed a
smaller workforce. Moreover, high technology
firms seeking venture capital expressed
extreme dissatisfaction with risk assessments
underlying the supply of venture capital
within Minnesota. Frequently, these
borrowers had to tap the venture capital
suppliers located outside the state.
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Energy
Energy plays a significant role in production
processes among high technology industries in
Minnesota. Heating and processing depend
significantly on various energy sources such as
electricity, natural gas, fuel oil, propane and
coal.
Each survey respondent was asked to assess
how important each of the energy sources was
to their own business operations. In addition,
respondents were asked to assess their
satisfaction with important characteristics of
energy sources.
Electricity and natural gas were the dominant
sources of energy processing and heating,
respectively. According to Table 0-16, 63
percent of the survey respondents indicated

7

Importance of Energy and Heating Service
Percent Rating
Number of
Resp@ndents

Cost
Reliability
Sufficient Availability

8

Not
Imp@rtant
11

133
132
131

2%
2
2

Vell'Jf
Imp@rtant
4

2

3

8%
2
5

33%
22
28

57%
74
66

Satisfaction with Energy and Heating
Percent Rating

Criteria

Cost
Reliability
Sufficient Availability

Number@f
Respondents

Not
Satisfied
11

129
128
129

that natural gas was the leading source of
heating energy.
Meanwhile, 76 percent of the survey
respondents cited electricity as the primary
source of energy processing.
The sample of high technology firms in
Minnesota listed cost, reliability and
availability as important factors in rating the
importance of energy. According to Table
0-17, reliability of a particular energy source
was a crucial characteristic, followed by
availability and then by cost.
Survey respondents were very satisfied with
the reliability and availability of their energy
service, according to Table 0-18. One-half of
the survey respondents, who reported
sufficient availability as a criterion, reported
they were very satisfied. Nearly one-half
indicated that they were very satisfied with
reliability of their energy source.
Although 40 percent of the respondents were
satisfied with the cost of energy, only 18
percent were very satisfied. In fact, a
significant proportion expressed less
satisfaction with energy costs.

11%
6
3

2

3

32%
10
7

40%
40
40

Vell'Jf
Satisfied
4

18%
44
50

Transportation
Transportation of products is an essential
component of a business operation for high
technology firms in Minnesota. In fact,
63 percent of the survey respondents
reported transportation of products as very
important in the operation of their
businesses. Only 10 percent indicated it is
not important at all.

Primary Mode
At least one-half of the survey respondents
considered trucking as the primary mode of
transportation. One-fifth indicated freight
services, and nearly the same proportion
listed air services. Barge and shipping were
the least used transportation facilities among
high technology firms in Minnesota.
The sample generally expressed satisfaction
with their primary mode of transportation
(Table 0-19). About 57 percent of the survey
respondents were satisfied with trucking;
another 35 percent were very satisfied with it.
Similarly, 52 percent were satisfied with air
transportation; another 39 percent stated they
were very satisfied. Lastly, 52 percent were
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Primary Modes of Transportation
P®lI'cent Rating

Mod®

Truck
Air
Rail
Barge/Ship
Freight

Number of
R®spondents

117
38
14
7
44

Not
Satisfi®d
"I

1%
3
40
25
5

2

3

7%
5
30
25
12

57%
52
20
42
52

Very
Satisfied
4

35%
39
10
8
31

Importance of Transportation Characteristics
Percent Rating

Characteristic

Speed
Cost
Frequency
Reliability
Traceability
Safety
Quality of Service
Preferred Mode Unavailable

Number of
Respondents

188
188
171
183
177
176
177
89

Not
Important
"I

1%
1
5
1
6
5
2
32

2

3

8%
6
11
1
7
15
3
20

35%
24
40
25
36
33
29
25

Very
Imp@rtant
4

56%
69
44
74
51
47
66
24

satisfied with freight services; another 31
percent reported they were very satisfied.

quality of service, and (h) availability of
preferred mode.

Only a few expressed dissatisfaction with a~y
of the primary modes of product
transportation. A significant number of survey
respondents who relied on rail or water
transportation - the least utilized modes of
transportation -expressed dissatisfaction with
their transportation modes. Forty percent of
the survey respondents were not totally
satisfied with rail services. Twenty-five
percent were dissatisfied with barge and
shipping in transporting their products.

According to Table D-20, almost all of the
criteria listed in the survey questionnaire were
rated as very important by survey
respondents, regardless of the primary mode
of transportation. Seventy-four percent
indicated reliability was very important; 69
percent reported cost was very important; and
66 percent considered quality of service as
very important.

Determinants of Satisfaction with
Primary Mode
Survey respondents' satisfaction with various
transportation facilities depended on how
they rated certain criteria related to
transportation characteristics. Among the
criteria listed in the survey questionnaire
were: (a) speed, (b) cost, (c) frequency, (d)
reliability, (e) traceability, (f) safety, (g)
144

Other criteria rated as very important by
respondents were speed, traceability, safety,
and frequency. On the other hand, nearly
one-third of the respondents who assessed the
unavailability of their preferred mode of
transportation reported it was not important
to their business operations.
Table D-21 shows that speed, safety, quality
of service, frequency and reliability were the
dominant transportation characteristics which

Table

Satisfaction with Transportation Characteristics
Percent Rating

Characteristics

Speed
Cost
Frequency
Reliability
Traceability
Safety
Quality of Service
Preferred Mode Unavailable

Number @f
Respl:lII1ldents
175

176
158
172
167
165
164
69

provided satisfaction to the survey
respondents. Cost of transportation offered
a relatively least source of extreme
satisfaction.
In general, survey respondents indicated
general satisfaction with the listed
transportation characteristics. Sixty-three
percent of the respondents who rated speed
reported that they were satisfied; another 22
percent were very satisfied. Respondents rated
the safety criterion in a similar fashion.
While 42 percent of respondents indicated
they were satisfied with cost of transportation,
another 40 percent reported they were less
than satisfied. As a matter of fact, only 9
percent were very satisfied with the cost
criterion.
Did the importance of transportation of
products vary by characteristics of high
technology firms? A closer look at the survey
data showed that transportation was
important for all survey respondents regardless
of employment size, firm age and type of
establishments. In addition, it did not differ
among respondents who sold to local,
regional, national or international
markets.

Business Travel
Business travel, as opposed to transportation
of products, was also an important component
of business operation among the sample.
Sixty-three percent of survey respondents
indicated air travel was the primary mode of
business travel, while 37 percent listed

Not
Satisfied
11

2%
9
2
3

1
2
3

6

2

13%
40
16
14
20
12
16
20

3

63%
42
59
58
53
60
59
49

Very
Satisfied
4

22%
9
23
25
26
26
22
25

automobile. However, respondents were
satisfied with automobile transportation more
than air travel. Eighty-one percent of the
survey respondents who relied on automobile
for transportation were at least satisfied with
it. Only 5 percent of those who were
dependent on air transportation were at least
satisfied with it as their medium of business
travel.

Research and development efforts today
stimulate business firms to adopt innovations
which keep them one step ahead of their
competitors. The degree of competition is no
doubt fierce in the high technology arena
where the time lag between scientific ideas
and commercially feasible discoveries might
have been reduced significantly. This section
examines some determinants of R&D efforts
among high technology firms in Minnesota
today.
As presented in Table D-22, nearly threefourths of survey respondents reported that
investments in R&D were at least important
in their business operations. Particularly, 45
percent considered R&D investments as
very important. Less than one-fifth reported
that R&D investments were not important at
all.

Importance of R&D Investments and
Characteristics of Firms
Age of firms had no discernible influence on
preference for R&D investments. According
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Importance of R&D Investments Today
Number@f
Resp@ndents

1 Not Important
2
3
4 Important
Total

39
26
56
98

18%
12
26
45

219

100%

•

n

-

Percent Rating

"-"

Number @f Years

Less than 5 years
5·10
11·25
More than 25 years

Importance of R&D Investments and Age of Firms
Importance of R&D Investments
Percent Rating
Not
Imp@rtant
1
3
2

12%
14
19
18

to Table 0-23, 53 percent of the high
technology firms operating for less than five
years rated R&D investments as very
important to the success of their business
operations. The percentage of firms
expressing the same assessment was even
higher for firms that had been in business for
five to 10 years.
Even among high technology firms that were
in business for quite a number of years, R&D
investments were rated as very important.
Forty percent of the survey respondents who
had been in business from between 11 years
and 25 years rated R&D investments as very
important. Similarly, 41 percent who had
been in business for more than 25 years
reported the same assessments.
Larger firms valued R&D investments more
than smaller firms. According to Table 0-24,
64 percent of high technology firms
employing more than 500 workers rated R&D
investments as very important, in contrast to
9 percent that rated the investments as
unimportant. Among firms employing
between 100 and 500 workers, 56 percent
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12%
8
14
10

24%
19
24
29

Very
Imp@rtant
4

53%
56
40
41

rated R&D investments as very important.
Similarly, only 9 percent reported that R&D
investments were not important to their
business operations.
Importance of R&D investments among high
technology firms with relatively fewer
employees was not rated in the same manner
as those firms hiring more workers. Among
firms with 20 to 99 employees, 47 percent
reported that R&D investments were very
important while 15 percent reported
otherwise. Among firms with less than 20
workers, 34 percent assessed R&D
investments as very important while 23
percent reported otherwise.
Importance of R&D investments were
similarly rated by high technology firms
regardless of types of company (Table 0-25).
Fifty-eight percent of high technology firms
described as non-independents rated R&D
investments as very important to their
business operations. Only 5 percent reported
otherwise. Among independent companies,
40 percent reported R&D investments as very

Importance of R&D Investments and Size of Firms

EmpDoymell1lt Size

Dmportance @f R&D Investments
Percent Rating
lNl@t
Dmp@rtant
1
:2
3

Fewer than 20 workers
20·99
100·500
More than 500 workers

23%
15
9
9

13%
13
9
9

27%
25
24
18

Very
Dmp@rtall1lt
4

34%
47
56
64

Importance of R&D Investments and Types of Company
Dmp@rtance @f R&D Investments
Percent Rating
lNl@t
Imp@rtant
;)
1
:2

Independent
Others

21%
5

important while 21 percent rated the efforts
as unimportant.
As presented in Table D-26, 82 percent of
survey respondents relied on their in-house
research staff in conducting R&D
investments. Few respondents hired human
resources from outside institutions such as
professional consultants or academic experts.
Only 2 percent of the survey respondents
indicated having sub-contracts with the
federal government.

Importance of Technology
There is no doubt that technology plays an
important role in the production processes of
high technology firms. Four important
categories of technology were presented to
survey respondents: (a) automation, (b)
communication of information, (c) quality
and productivity improvement, and (d)
advanced materials. Each respondent was
asked to rate the order of importance of each
technology.

12%
11

26%
22

Very
Imp@rtant
4

40%
58

and systems designed to improve quality and
productivity, rated such types of technology as
very important. In addition, about 27 percent
rated production automation as very
important to their business operations.
Similarly, 27 percent of the survey
respondents who assessed the importance of
advanced materials rated it as a very
important technology.
Employment size was positively associated
with the importance of certain types of
technology, according to the survey data.
That is, firms that rated certain types of
technology as more important than others
employed more workers on the average.
The survey data also showed that high
technology firms that rated the listed
technology as important to business success
were also more likely to rate current R&D
investments as concurrently important.

Table D-27 indicates that 30 percent of the
survey respondents who relied on equipment
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Primary Method of Conducting R&D
INhUlmlbel1' of
RI!UlpOndents

Percent Rating

In-House
Venture with:
Other Firms
Academic Institutions
Federal Government

141

82%

22
7
3

13
4
2

TOTAL

173

100%

7
Importance of Various 1\Ipes of Technology Today
Percent Rating

Technology

Number of
Respondents

Equipment Increasing Production
Automation
Equipment for Communication of
Information
Other Equipment to Improve
Quality
Advanced Materials

t.'lot
Impa:ntant
'I

2

:)

Very
Important
4

208

16%

27%

29%

27%

206

12

29

38

20

204
203

11
15

20
25

39
33

30
27

The perception that state taxes and business
regulations affected business operations was
nearly universal among the sample of high
technology firms in Minnesota. In dissecting
this near unanimous business antagonism
toward taxes and regulations, tax impact
ratings were compared according to firm
characteristics such as firm size, firm age, and
type of business. The analysis revealed no
significant differences among the ratings.

In general, business firms dislike taxes and
regulations. High technology firms in
Minnesota are no exception. Taxes levied on
their products and factors of production as
well as regulations on their business
operations are internalized when entrepreneurs calculate their bottom line figures.
Consequently, the impacts of more taxes and
regulations are computed in the form of
higher business costs and reduced profits.

Rank of Taxes

Survey respondents were asked how they
viewed taxes and regulations. Table D-28
illustrates that more than one-half of the
survey respondents assessed state taxes and
regulations as having a very significant impact
on their business operating costs.
Cumulatively, nine out of 10 survey
respondents reported that taxes and
regulations significantly affected their business
operations. Only 5 percent indicated that
these fiscal measures had no impact at all.

In Table D-29, survey respondents who
indicated that taxes were significant in their
business decisions were asked to rank the
impact of eight specific taxes: (a) workers'
compensation, (b) unemployment insurance,
(c) corporate income taxes, (d) sales taxes,
(e) commercial and industrial taxes, (f) R&D
tax credit, (g) personal income taxes, and (h)
residential property taxes. Not surprisingly,
survey respondents rated workers'
compensation as having the biggest impact on
their businesses. Unemployment insurance
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Table
Impact

Impact of Taxes and Regulations on Business Costs
~.allllmb®r @f
lRespoliu:leD1lts

Percent Rating

1 None
2
3
4 Very Significant

10
15
75
117

5%
7
35
54

TOTAL

217

100%

Table

Rankings for State and Local Taxes

Taxes

Workers' Compensation
Unemployment Insurance
Corporation Income Taxes
Commercial & Industrial Taxes
Personal Income Taxes
Residential Property Taxes
Sales Taxes
R&D Tax Credit

1
2

3
4
5
7
6
8

taxes and corporate income taxes trailed next
in significance. Personal income taxes ranked
fifth, followed by sales taxes and residential
property taxes. The R&D tax credit ranked
last in importance.

Impact of Regulations
Survey respondents were also asked to rate
the impact of regulations relating to the
general areas of pollution control and
employment. As a public policy, pollution
control is quite an important effort, especially
in computer-related industries where waste
disposal is a significant aspect of business
operations.
Under the topic of pollution control,
respondents were asked to distinguish the
impacts of regulations on air pollution, water
pollution, toxic and solid wastes. Under the
topic of employment regulations, respondents
were asked to rate the impacts of regulations
on hiring practices, hours and wages, civil
rights, Occupational Safety and Health

Administration (OSHA) standards and
liability insurance.
The impacts of regulations were evenly
dispersed between no impact at all to a very
significant impact for all including OSHA
regulations and liability insurance
requirements. As shown in Table D-30, nearly
one-half of the survey respondents reported
that liability insurance had a very significant
impact. Cumulatively, eight out of 10
respondents reported that liability insurance
had at least a significant impact on their
business operations. The recent steep
escalation in monetary awards granted as
settlements in liability disputes had put both
insured and insurers at a defensive stance.
Business firms needed a relief especially when
huge insurance premiums unnecessarily
bloated business expenses, consequentially
reducing profit margins. As a result, a
significant number of businesses opted for
self-insurance which unfortunately increased
the probability of exposure to financial
disaster during liability disputes.
More than one-third of the survey
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Impact of Regulations

Regulations

Pollution Control
Air Pollution
Water Pollution
Toxic Waste
Solid Waste
Employment
Hiring/Selection Practices
Hours & Wages
Civil Rights
OSHA Standards
Liability Insurance

Number of
Respondents

Percent Rating
Very Significant
Dmpact
;)
:2
4

165
172
176
171

33%
30
28
23

24%
23
19
23

21%
20
24
26

22%
27
29
28

201
201
200
201
198

20
25
38
11
6

39
38
41
25
15

24
23
16
26
33

16
13
6
37
46

respondents considered OSHA rules as very
seriously affecting their business operations.
Cumulatively, 63 percent agreed that such
restrictions had at least a significant effect on
their financial success.
Regulations on waste disposal also
significantly influenced survey respondents'
ability to survive in the business world. In
both toxic and solid waste categories, about
53 percent of the respondents reported that
government regulations affected their
operations significantly.
On the other hand, 38 percent rated civil
rights as having no significant impact on their
business operations. With the exception of
liability insurance and OSHA regulations, an
average of nearly one-third of the survey
respondents reported that regulations on
pollution control and employment had no
impact on their business operations.

Technical Assistance
Survey respondents also evaluated the
effectiveness of government-sponsored
technical assistance designed to help
businesses comply with government
regulations. The survey data showed that
technical assistance for all regulations were
rated by respondents rather anemically.
According to Table D-31, less than one-fifth
of the respondents viewed technical assistance
as excellent. On the other hand, less than
one-fifth of the respondents rated the quality
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No
Dmpact
1

of technical assistance poorly with the
exception of technical assistance toward
compliance with liability insurance. In this
particular area, 21 percent of the respondents
reported that government efforts to relieve
businesses of undue burdens caused by liability
insurance were inadequate. While an average
of 37 percent of respondents reported the
quality of technical assistance to be adequate,
a higher average of 42 percent indicated a
mark just above the poor rating.
Furthermore, survey respondents indicated
that as taxes and regulations became more
significant in their business operations,
government technical assistance to businesses
became less helpful. This was a clear
assessment, especially among respondents who
were critical on the impact of liability
insurance regulation. Interestingly,
respondents assessed technical assistance
available for compliance with OSHA
regulations as relatively higher, although the
regulations had significant impact on
businesses. More than 50 percent of the high
technology firms in Minnesota rated technical
assistance to comply with OSHA regulations
as good or excellent.

Quality of Technical Assistance

Number@f
Resp@ndents

Regulati@ns

Pollution Control
Air Pollution
Water Pollution
Toxic Waste
Solid Waste
Employment
Hiring/Selection Practices
Hours & Wages
Civil Rights
OSHA Standards
Liability Insurance

P@@r
1

Percent Rating
Excellent
:2
3
4

97
104
111
109

9%
9
14
13

43%
41
37
39

38%
39
38
39

9%
11
11
10

143
133
109
155
163

9
9
12
12
21

47
48
47
37
36

34
35
37
37
33

10
8
5
14
10

•
Planned Changes in Staffing
Percent Rating

Lab@r Gr@up

Number@f
Resp@ndents

119
117
133
121
114

Management
Professionals/Scientists/Engineers
Technical/Skilled Workers
Clerical/Sales Workers
Unskilled

IUsiness
the 199(Ps

in

In response to the dissatisfaction
expressed by high technology firms
in Minnesota toward availability
and quality of labor as well as capital access,
businesses have devised strategies to cope
with changes which must be implemented
in order to deal with the increasing
competitiveness in the marketplace.
This section examines business strategies
that have been or are being implemented
to deal with business changes in the early

1990s.

Business strategies designed to cope with
planned changes in labor composition must
meet the challenges posed by key
entrepreneurial developments. Two important
business decisions appeared to drive new
business strategies in dealing with labor: (a)

Decrease
Significantly
1

3%
4
2
2

14

:2

3

29%

61%
61
65
55
40

17

14
41
39

Rncrease
Significantly
4

7%
19
20
3
6

planned introduction of new products, and
(b) planned adoption of enhanced
technology. This section examines the
manner in which these two factors are
expected to alter the composition of the
workforce among high technology firms in
Minnesota.

Planned Changes In Staffing
Survey respondents were asked whether they
planned changes in staffing in the next five
years. Table D-32 shows that a majority of
high technology firms in Minnesota planned
staff changes in the next five years. The
decision to alter staffing patterns affected all
occupational groups. Among management,
professionals, scientists, engineers, technical
and skilled workers, staffing was more often
expected to increase rather than decrease.
Also, survey respondents planned to make the
largest increases among these occupational
groups. Sixty-five percent reported that they
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would hire more technical and unskilled
people within five years. Sixty-one percent
indicated more hiring of professionals,
scientists and engineers. Another 61 percent
reported more demand for personnel in
management positions should be expected.
A significant percentage of the survey
respondents predicted increases in labor
demand even among clerical, sales and
unskilled labor. Fifty-five percent of the
respondents reported more hiring of clerical
and sales workers in five years. Forty percent
predicted additional employment of relatively
unskilled workers.
Furthermore, a significant percentage of
survey respondents planned to decrease
employment of clerical, sales and unskilled
workers in the next five years. Forty-one
percent of the survey respondents indicated
that a reduction in employment of clerical
and sales people in their business
establishments should be expected. Thirtynine percent reported a similar demise in the
use of unskilled labor. This pattern of
increased employment of high-skilled workers
and decreased employment of low-skilled
workers will likely result in more demand for
quality training of the labor force in high
technology firms in Minnesota.
A significant proportion of the survey
respondents who planned to increase the
number of workers were recently established
in their businesses. In addition, they
employed more people on the average.
As mentioned earlier, the three labor groups
considered more important by survey
respondents were: (a) management, (b)
professionals, scientists and engineers, and (c)
technical and skilled workers. Respondents
who were planning to increase staffing in any
one of these labor groups were also inclined
to rate these same labor groups as more
important. This was especially the case with
professionals, scientists and engineers.
In addition, more hiring of key personnel in
the future may be attributed to the current
difficulty experienced in retaining these
employees. Among survey respondents who
planned to increase the number of
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professionals, scientists, engineers and
unskilled labor in five years, they experienced
somewhat more difficulty in retaining these
labor groups at the time of the business
survey.

Importance of Major Personnel
Issues in the Next Five Years
Similar to their ratings of current importance
of personnel issues, survey respondents
anticipated that cost-related personnel issues
would be very important within the next five
years. Rising labor costs, employee health
benefits as well as retirement and pension
benefits were expected to be very important.
Table D-33 illustrates that 63 percent of the
respondents reported that employee health
benefits would be a very important issue.
About 56 percent who reported rising labor
costs would be a major issue in five years
rated it as very important, while 34 percent
rated lack of appropriate skills in a similar
manner.
Again, the 43 percent of the survey
respondents who reported that day care would
not be very important in five years should be
interpreted with extreme care. As discussed
previously, a significant self-selection bias
might have skewed the survey response for
this particular question.

Staffing Pattern and Importance of
Technology
Survey respondents were asked to rate the
importance of the following technology in
five years: (a) equipment increasing
production automation, (b) systems for
communication of information, (c) other
systems to improve quality and production,
and (d) advanced materials to improve
product. As presented in Table D-34, about
one-tenth of survey respondents rated each of
these different types of technology as
unimportant in five years. Otherwise, most of
the respondents reported that these types of
technology would play crucial roles in their
business operations in the next five years.
About three-fourths of the respondents
predicted that each of these different types of
technology would be important or very
important in five years.

Major Personnel Issues in Five Years
Percell1lt Ratill1lg
Number of
Respondents

Reasons
Rising labor costs
Lack of appropriate skills
Declining labor supply
Drug/AIDS testing
Employee health benefits
Employee parking/commuting
Day care
Organized labor issues
Work force diversity
Retirement/pension
Alternative work schedules

IN!lot
Imp@rtant

202
197
198
198
202
195
198
197
197
200
194

2

'\1

;)

10%
23
31
34
11
24
29
28
38
21
30

2%
9
16
32
4
59
43
50
31
10
28

VeD1/
Imp@rtall1lt
4

32%
35
33
22
21
15
19
14
21
47
29

-*

2
Importance of Technology in Five Years

Tectmology

Number of
Respondents

Equipment to raise production
automation
Equipment for communication of
information
Equipment to improve quality and
productivity
Advanced materials

No significant relationship existed between
the number of employees in management
positions and importance of technology in
five years. However, the number of
professionals, scientists, engineers, technical
and skilled workers varied directly with the
perceived importance of technology in five
years. That is, the more important a
particular technology would likely be, the
greater the demand for professionals,
scientists, engineers, technical and skilled
workers.

Changes in Staffing and
Introduction of New
Products
High technology firms that considered R&D
investments as most important in the next
five years were also likely to plan staff

56%
34
20
13
63
1
9
7
9
22
12

N@t
Important
'\1

201

10%

200
197
198

2

;)

Very
Important
4

13%

32%

45%

7

19

39

35

6
11

14
16

35
34

45
39

increases within the same period. On the
other hand, firms for whom R&D
investments were less important during the
same period were more likely to plan staff
decreases within the same period. According
to the survey data, as more investments in
R&D would be anticipated in order to
develop new products or to improve current
production processes, staff increases
complementary to technology enhancement
would likely grow in the early 1990s.
Similar to R&D investments, survey
respondents who were not planning any
changes in the staffing pattern were less likely
to introduce a new product in the next five
years. Just slightly over one-fourth of the
respondents indicated that they did not plan
to alter their staffing pattern. Also, less than
one-fifth percent of the high technology firms
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Importance of Training Topics in Five Years
Percent Rating

Topic

Number of
lRespomllents

Manufacturing
Processes & Equipment
Engineering & Scientific Technology
Quality Improvement & Control
Marketing & Sales
Customer Service
International Skills
Foreign Languages
Marketing & Sales Techniques
Administrative
Clerical & Office Skills
Computer Skills for Administration
Managerial
Strategic Planning
Supervisor & Leadership Techniques
General
Basic Skills
Communication Skills
Career Development

in Minnesota did not plan to introduce a new
product.

ClI4lal,g,es in Training
In response to perceived skill deficiencies that
pervade the labor market today, high
technology businesses in Minnesota have
devised strategies to improve their human
capital. Rather than relying on various
institutional learning centers, firms looked
upon their internal training programs in order
to provide efficient avenues to improve
workers' skills. This section examines the
general nature of business strategies designed
to improve skill formation.
As described earlier, the 14 training topics
listed in the survey questionnaire were
categorized under five groups: (a)
manufacturing, (b) marketing and sales, (c)
administration, (d) managerial, and (e)
general areas. Survey respondents were asked
to indicate which topics were significantly
important to them.
In manufacturing, training for quality
improvement and control was judged the
most important training topic in the next five
years - 67 percent of the survey respondents
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Not
Important
11

2

3

Very
Important
4

141
133
141

4%
6
4

10%
13
7

31%
38
22

56%
44
67

146
121
120
136

1%
29
55
7

9%
23
26
10

28%
28
14
33

61%
20
5
51

135
136

8
2

25
13

45
44

22
40

138
137

3
4

14
8

33
33

50
55

133
136
133

26
2
12

22
12
38

27
42
38

26
43
20

said so (Table 0-35). This was followed by
training in processes and equipment where 56
percent of the respondents rated it as very
important. In marketing and sales, 61 percent
of the respondents reported that training for
customer service would be a very important
training topic. About 51 percent reported
that training in order to acquire better
marketing and sales techniques would be a
very important topic. In managerial, training
in order to acquire better supervisory and
leadership techniques was reported to be the
most important topic; 55 percent of the
respondents agreed. Exactly one-half reported
that training in strategic planning would be a
very important topic in five years.
Several topics drew a lack of interest among
most survey respondents. Fifty-five percent of
the respondents who gave their assessments
on the value of acquiring foreign languages
rated the topic as unimportant. Similarly, 29
percent indicated that acquiring international
skills was not important either. About 26
percent rated acquiring basic skills as not
important in their business operations.

Changes in Transportation Modes in Five Years
Percent Rating

Mode

Truck
Air
Rail
Barge & Ship
Freight

Number of
Respondents

111
155
148
150
148

Decrease
Significantly

1

2

4%
7
31
16
4

18%
10
22
23
6

Nearly two-thirds of high technology firms in
Minnesota agreed that transportation of
products has played a crucial component in
their business operations. Basically, these
businesses have relied on the nation's highway
infrastructures for transporting their products.
Thus, the quality of the highway
infrastructures-in addition to cost and
reliability-was indeed important to these
firms.
This section examines businesses' planned
changes in primary transportation modes and
their determinants as well as emerging
transportation issues in the 1990s.

Planned Changes in Transportation
Mode
Expected increases in the utilization of a high
technology firm's primary mode of
transportation were related to survey
respondents' degree of satisfaction. For
example, more frequent use of air and freight
services-rather than rail, barge or
shipping-was associated with higher levels of
satisfaction with these transportation services.
Among transportation modes where changes
were expected in the next five years, 90
percent of the survey respondents reported at
least an increase in the use of freight services
(Table D-36). Eighty-four percent projected at
least an increase in the use of air services.
Seventy-eight percent indicated a rise in
trucking services. Thirty-one percent reported
that the use of rail services was expected to
decrease significantly in the next five years.

3

46%
55
25
50
55

Increase
Significantly
4

32%
29
22
12
35

Also, 16 percent predicted a decline on
reliance in barge and shipping.

Determinants of Changes in
Transportation Mode
In assessing the effectiveness of their
transportation modes, the survey respondents
agreed that reliability, cost and quality of
service were the most important
transportation characteristics. For those
respondents who planned to increase the
frequency in using their main transportation
mode, their general satisfaction with these
transportation characteristics stimulated the
decision to increase frequency in using these
various transportations. For those respondents
who planned to shift away from their primary
transportation mode, dissatisfaction with the
primary mode's transportation characteristics
essentially drove them to seek for alternative
transportation modes.

Emerging Transportation Issues
Twelve transportation issues that would likely
emerge in the next five years were presented
to survey respondents. These issues include:
(a) reduction of air services, (b) reduction in
quality of air services, (c) airport congestion,
(d) lack of rail service, (e) deteriorating roads
and bridges, (f) inadequate shipping services,
(g) poor road access, (h) road congestion, (i)
lack of mass transit, (j) transport of hazardous
materials, (k) increasing costs, and (1)
reduction in trucking service. Each
respondent was asked to identify which of the
emerging issues concerned them most.
Essentially, transportation issues that directly
affected business costs were rated most
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Importance of R&D Investments in Five Years
Number of
lRespoll1ldell1li!s

1 Not Important

2

16
16

8%

3
4 Very Important

48

8
24

122

60

TOTAL

202

100%

severely. As expected, the increasing cost of
transportation was considered by far the most
severe inhibitor of business growth in the
next five years.

that R&D investments would at least be
important in the near future. Only 8 percent
reported R&D investments would not be
important.

As stated earlier, a significant number of the
survey respondents relied on air transportation
as their primary mode of business travel.
While they are generally satisfied with the
convenience of air travel, respondents
pointed out that some issues related to air
travel might likely emerge in the next five
years. As the nation's airport infrastructure
nears maturity and population increases,
respondents raised important issues such as
reduction in air services, reduction in quality
of air services and airport congestion.

Also, among survey respondents who reported
that R&D investments were more likely to be
important in the next five years, the survey
data revealed that a higher share of their
gross sales were generated from national and
international markets rather than local
markets.

The drive to improve production processes
results in adoption of better technology.
Innovations are achieved through investments
in research and development. In the high
technology industry, seeking better
technology through more R&D efforts is
often presumed. This section examines how
high technology firms in Minnesota plan to
tackle efforts toward adopting better
technology in the near future.
As presented in Table D-37, 60 percent of
the survey respondents indicated R&D
investments would be very important to their
business operations in the next five years. (In
Table D-23, 45 percent of the survey
respondents rated R&D investments as
currently very important to their business
operations,) Cumulatively, eight out of 10
high technology firms in Minnesota reported
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Essentially, R&D investments sought to
advance existing technology. The survey
results showed a positive relationship between
importance of R&D investments and
importance of the various types of technology.
Particularly, firms rating R&D investments as
very important in five years were particularly
more likely to rate advanced materials as an
important technology during the same period.

Role for Government
It is common for businesses to first
look at the private sector for
solutions to obstacles in their
profit making paths. This is
understandable. Using the price system as an
appropriate signal in order to attain efficient
allocation of scarce resources, the linkages of
markets-both product and factor marketsmake it possible for firms to implement
business decisions in pursuit of their interests.
However, there are cases when markets fail in
their designated roles; business firms are
forced to seek elsewhere for remedies to their
economic obstacles. Through its various
institutions, government can thus play an

Important Government Services

Nllllml::IIIJlrof
lRespol'\lII:lIents

Serrvices

Education
Primary/Secondary
Higher
Libraries
Social Services
Public Welfare
Hospitals
Health
Employment Security
Transportation
Highway
Air
Water
Public Safety
Police
Fire
Corrections
Protective Regulations
Environment & Housing
Natural Resources
Parks & Recreation
Housing & Community Development
Sewerage
Other Sanitation

important role in providing a solution to what
ails the market.

ImportslnC:8 of
Education was easily recognized the most
important service that state and local
governments could provide, according to the
sample of high technology firms in Minnesota
(Table D-38). About 57 percent of the survey
respondents viewed government services in
providing primary and secondary education as
very important. About 52 percent reported
that government's role in fostering higher
education was also very important. Other
government services of importance to survey
respondents included fire safety, police
protection, health services, highway and air
transportation.
Among the fiscal services that Minnesota
high technology firms rated as not important
to their business operations were water
transportation and public welfare. Sixty-four

Not
Important

Very
Important
4

1

2

3

200
202
197

8%
6
12

4%
10
31

31%
31
35

57%
52
22

199
199
199
197

45
16
12
21

32
26
20
41

15
34
41
29

8
24
28
9

200
198
195

9
18
64

22
26
22

34
29
11

35
27
4

200
200
194
195

9
6
28
29

27
23
37
40

40
39
20
23

25
32
15
9

198
199
199
198
191

22
25
29
17
18

28
32
37
31
39

28
28
24
35
27

22
16
11

17

16

percent of the survey respondents reported
that water transportation was not important
at all, while close to one-half rated public
welfare as unimportant. The low rating given
to public support for water transportation was
not surprising since only 3 percent of the
sample of high technology firms in Minnesota
had used it as a primary mode to transport
their products.
Other government services rated significantly
as less important included: employment
security, protective regulations, corrections,
housing and community development, parks
and recreations, sewerage and libraries.

Determiru1nts of Importance of
Government in Education
The delivery of government services in
primary and secondary education as well as
higher education was rated highly by the
sample. Regardless of employment categories,
survey respondents placed more importance
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Importance of Government in Higher Education and Size of Firms

Not
Impoll1ant

Fewer than 20 workers
20-99
100-499
More than 500 workers

1

2

8%
9

12%
9
10

o
o

0

33%
33
26

48%
48
65

27

73
iU'

I

Importance of Government in Elementary and Secondary Education and Size of
Firms
Percent Rating
Not
Impoll1ant
Employment Size

1

2

3

Fewer than 20 workers
20-99
100-499
More than 500 workers

10%
8
3
0

3%
5
3
18

29%
28
42

on the government's role in higher education
(Table 0-39).
Nearly three-fourths of survey respondents
employing more than 500 workers assessed
government as very important in fostering
higher education. Sixty-five percent of the
respondents with between 100 and 500
employees expressed the same opinion.
Among firms employing between 20 and 99
workers, nearly one-half of the respondents
reported that government had a very
important role in the delivery of higher
education. The same proportion of the
respondents with fewer than 20 workers
agreed.
The survey data also showed that plans to
introduce a new product in the near future
affected a survey respondent's perception of
the importance of government in education
programs. Firms planning to introduce a new
product gave government's participation in
the delivery of higher education especially
high marks. As a matter of fact, more than
50 percent of the respondents planning to
introduce a new product reported that
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36

Very
Impoll1ant
4

58%
59
52
45

government was very important in fostering
higher education. Among those respondents
who were not planning to introduce a new
product, only 32 percent shared the same
assessment.
Regardless of employment sizes, high
technology firms similarly reported that
government had a very important role in the
delivery of elementary and secondary
education (Table 0-40). Fifty-eight percent of
survey respondents with fewer than 20
workers reported the opinion, while 10
percent indicated that government had no
important role. Among respondents with
between 20 and 99 employees, 59 percent
rated government as a very important
agent in the delivery of elementary and
secondary education; only 8 percent thought
otherwise.
The assessment that government had a very
important role to play in elementary and
secondary education was no different among
larger firms. Forty-five percent of the survey
respondents with more than 500 workers

Importance of Government in Health Services and Size of Firms
Percent Rating

Employment Size

Fewer than 20 workers
20·99
100·499
More than 500 workers

Not
Imporiant
1

14%
13
0
9

Very
Dmporiant
4

2

3

18%
20
27
18

37%
37
57
45

31%
29
17
27

reported that opinion. Among respondents
employing between 100 and 500 workers, 52
percent expressed the same opinion.

important place for government; another 27
percent reported a very important role for
government.

'I he perception that government was
important in the basic delivery of education
services was also related to the rating of the
importance of R&D investments in the next
five years. That is, high technology firms in
Minnesota that planned to emphasize more
R&D efforts in the future preferred more
government participation in the delivery of
primary and secondary education. More than
two-thirds of survey respondents who reported
that R&D efforts would be at least somewhat
important in the next five years rated
government expenditures in primary and
secondary education as important. Again,
firms rating R&D efforts and investments as
important in the future gave higher ratings of
importance to the role of government in
higher education.

Among firms employing fewer workers, 37
percent of the survey respondents employing
between 20 and 99 reported that government
had an important role in the delivery of
health services; 13 percent reported the
contrary opinion. Similarly, 37 percent of the
respondents employing fewer than 20 workers
rated government as important in health
services; 14 percent expressed the contrary
opinion.

Determinants of Importance
of Government in Health Services
There is an important role for government in
maintaining efficient delivery of health
services to its citizens, according to high
technology firms in Minnesota. Table D-41
reveals that firms employing more workers
expressed strongly the opinion than firms
employing fewer workers. About 57 percent of
the survey respondents representing firms with
between 100 and 500 workers indicated that
government had an important role to play in
the delivery of health services; another 17
percent reported that government had a very
important role in that area. Forty-five percent
of the respondents representing firms
employing more than 500 workers echoed an

Determinants of Importance
of Government in Transportation
Ratings on the importance of government in
air transportation varied systematically by
employment sizes. Survey respondents
representing bigger firms assessed the
government's role in air travel as more
important than respondents representing
smaller firms. Table D-42 illustrates that 45
percent of the respondents employing more
than 500 workers viewed the government as
very important in sustaining air transportation
infrastructures. About one-third representing
firms employing between 100 and 500
workers rated air transportation expenditures
similarly.
Thirty-one percent of the survey respondents
employing between 20 to 99 workers assessed
a very important role for government in
maintenance of air transportation. On the
other hand, only 18 percent of respondents
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Importance of Government in Air Transportation and Size of Firms
Percent Ri!'!Iting

Employment Size

Fewer than 20 workers
20·99
100·500
More than 500 workers

Not
Umporti!'!lnt
1

Very
Umporti!'!lnt

27%
15
10
0

2

3

.

31%
25
20
18

23%
29
37
36

18%
31
33
45

•
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Importance of Government in Highway Transportation and Size of Firms
Percent Rating
Not
Umportant

Employment Size

1

Fewer than 20 workers
20·99
100·500
More than 500 workers

14%
7
7
0

Very
Umporti!'!lnt

2
18%
23
30
36

from firms with fewer than 20 workers
expressed the same opinion. A majority of
that group were less enthusiastic about
government participation in proper
maintenance of air transportation
infrastructures.
Survey respondents' attitudes toward
government participation in the maintenance
of the nation's highway infrastructures were
quite different however. In all of the
employment categories, respondents agreed
that government had at least an important
role in maintaining a viable highway system
(Table D·43).
In general, at least 60 percent of the survey
respondents in each employment group
reported that government was at least
important in proper maintenance of the
nation's highway system.

Determinants of Importance
of Government in Public Safety
High technology firms gave more importance
to government's role in providing public
safety services, particularly in the area of fire
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3

.

30%
37
33
27

38%
33
30
36

safety and police protection. As presented in
Table D-44, 46 percent of the survey
respondents representing firms employing
fewer than 20 workers assessed government
as having at least an important role in
providing fire services. On the other hand,
another 35 percent in this particular group
reported that government had a very
important role.
Among employers with between 20 and 99
workers, 35 percent of the respondents noted
that government had an important role, while
another 28 percent reported that government
had a very important role. And among
businesses with between 100 and 500 workers,
37 percent reported that government had an
important role, while another 30 percent
reported that government had a very
important role.
As presented in Table D-45, the government's
role in maintaining law and order received
good marks especially among high technology
firms with a relatively fewer number of

Table

Importance of Government in Fire Services and Size of Firms

Very
Important
4

Not
Important
Employment Size

Fewer than 20 workers
20-99
100-500
More than 500 workers

11

6%
4
10
9

2

3

13%
33
23
36

46%
35
37
27

35%
28
30
27

,
Table

Importance of Government in Police Protection and Size of Firms
Percent Rating
Very
Important
4

Not
Important
Employment Size

Fewer than 20 workers
20-99
100-500
More than 500 workers

11

10%
8
10
9

2

3

16%
35
27
45

46%
36
43
27

employees. Forty-six percent of the survey
respondents representing firms employing
fewer than 20 workers agreed that
government had an important role in police
protection, while another 28 percent reported
that government's role in police protection is
very important. Among firms with 20 to 100
workers, 36 percent reported that government
had an important role, while another 35
percent had less than an enthusiastic
assessment. However, in that group about
one-fifth reported that there is a very
important role for government in police
protection.
The assessment varied among relatively larger
high technology firms. While 43 percent of
firms employing between 100 and 500 workers
reported that government is indeed important
in police protection; 45 percent of firms
employing more than 500 workers reported a
less than important role for government. In
each group, about one-fifth of the survey
respondents agreed that there is a very
important place for government in the
maintenance of peace and order.

28%
21
20
18

Attitudes TOWCllrd
Government Sp1ell11dllng
In relation to the success of their businesses
in Minnesota, the sample focused collectively
on 13 areas where government spending in
Minnesota was perceived to be too high. The
perception was quite distinct in three
government programs: (a) public welfare, (b)
water transportation, and (c) employment
security (Table DA6). Sixty-four percent of
the survey respondents preferred less
government spending on public welfare. Fiftytwo percent expressed a similar sentiment on
water transportation, and 38 percent reported
that less should be spent on employment
security.
Most of the high technology firms in
Minnesota agreed that it is prudent to
maintain current levels of government
expenditures in at least most of the identified
spending areas. There were specific areas,
however, where a significant number of survey
respondents, though not the majority,
indicated that more government spending
might be warranted. These areas included: (a)
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Spending Preferences Acceptable to Survey Respondents
Percent Rating

Services

Number of
Respondents

Education
Primary Education
Higher Education
Libraries
Social Services
Public Welfare
Hospitals
Health
Employment Security
Transportation
Highway
Air
Water
Public Safety
Police
Fire
Corrections
Protective Regulations
Environment & Housing
Natural Resources
Parks & Recreations
Housing & Community Development
Sewerage
Other Sanitation

primary and secondary education, (b) higher
education, (c) health, (d) highway and air
transportation, and (e) police and fire
protection. Nearly one-fifth of the
respondents in each category reported that
they were willing to accept more government
spending in these vital areas of concern.

Spending Preferences in Education
In general, only a few of the survey
respondents agreed that government should
spend less on education - both in the
elementary and secondary as well as higher
education. Most of the respondents agreed
that government should at least maintain
current levels of government spending in
education. Table D-47 illustrates that 40
percent of high technology firms with more
than 500 workers reported that government
should at least maintain the present levels of
expenditures allocated toward elementary and
secondary education. About 20 percent
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Spend
Less
'l1

:2

3

Spend
More
4

194
194
18B

10%
11
12

33%
32
46

37%
39
35

21%
18
8

187
186
1BB
190

64
22
16
38

27
48
35
38

6
24
39
18

3
7
18
2

190
188
182

12
20
52

34
43
57

38
26
10

16
11
2

191
192
187
186

8
8
20
32

38
35
44
48

41
41
29

13
15
7
3

187
188
188
187
179

14
19
27
14
15

46
45
49
48
49

28
24
18
31
29

17

12
12
6

8
8

recommended that government should
actually spend more.
Among firms with 100 to 500 employees,
about 60 percent reported that government
should at least maintain current spending
levels. The assessment was even stronger
among firms with between 20 and 99 workers
and those with fewer than 20 workers where
70 percent and 68 percent, respectively, had
agreed to the level of government spending in
elementary and secondary education. In each
of these groups, less than one-fourth of the
respondents recommended that government
should spend more.
Table D-48 presents essentially a similar
spending preference for higher education
which high technology firms in Minnesota
could tolerate. About 60 percent of the firms
with more than 500 workers recommended
that government should at least maintain
current expenditures toward higher education.
Another 30 percent reported that government

Spending Preferences in Primary and Secondary Education and Size of Firms
Percent Rating

Empl@yment Size

Fewer than 20 workers
20·99
100·500
More than 500 workers

Table

Spend
Less
'II

12%
8
13
0

2

3

30%
37
23
40

38%
37
37
40

Spend
M@re
4

20%
18
27
20

..

Spending Preferences in Higher Education and Size of Firms
Percent Rating

Employment Size

Fewer than 20 workers
20·99
100·500
More than 500 workers

Spend
Less
'II

16%
10
7
10

2
26%
38
30
40

should increase current levels of government
spending.
Among firms with between 100 and 500
workers, 73 percent recommended that
government should at least maintain current
levels of spending; 71 percent of firms with
between 20 and 99 workers agreed; and, 71
percent of firms with fewer than 20 workers
expressed a similar opinion. In each of these
groups, less than one-fifth of the respondents
recommended that government should spend
more.
A significantly higher percentage of survey
respondents who recently established their
businesses recommended more government
spending in higher education. Forty-eight
percent indicated that they welcome
somewhat more government spending in
higher education, while 24 percent agreed
that more government spending in higher
education was warranted. Among those firms
that have been in business for at least 10
years, 36 percent of the respondents favored
somewhat more government spending in
higher education; 16 percent expressly favored
more spending.

3
45%
33
43
30

Spend
More
4

13%
19
20
30

According to the survey data, high
technology firms that experienced difficulty in
recruiting professionals, scientists and
engineers were more likely to support
increased government spending in higher
education. Thirty-five percent of the survey
respondents experiencing extreme difficulty in
recruiting these workers expressed support for
somewhat more spending in higher education;
another 35 percent expressed strong support
for more spending. Among respondents who
expressed less difficulty in recruitment, 31
percent chose to support more spending in
higher education.
Similarly, survey respondents who
experienced difficulty in retaining employees
in management positions were more likely to
prefer an increase in spending for primary and
secondary education. Nearly one-half of the
respondents preferred somewhat more
spending, while another 26 percent preferred
more spending. On the other hand, 32
percent of the respondents who experienced
less difficulty in retaining management people
chose somewhat more spending in primary
and secondary education.
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Spending Preferences in Health Services and Size of Firms
Percent !Rating
Spend
Less
Employment Size

Fewer than 20 workers
20·99
100·500
More than 500 workers

1

2

13%
13
15
18

26%
29
35
45

Spend
More
<I

;)

26%
41
35
18

13%
9
3
0

Spending Preferences in Highway Transportation and Size of Firms
Percent !Rating
Spend
Less
Emph>yment Size

Fewer than 20 workers
20·99
100·500
More than 500 workers

1

2

12%
9
9
9

23%
27
47
27

;)

34%
35
18
55

Spend
M@re
<I

10%
20
12
0

Survey results also indicated that about onefifth of the survey respondents who were
planning to introduce a new product preferred
more government spending on primary and
secondary education, while only 10 percent
preferred less. Among respondents who were
not planning to introduce a new product, 13
percent preferred more government spending
while 3 percent preferred less.

In each of these groups, note that the
percentage of survey respondents who
preferred more government spending health
services is much less than the percentage of
respondents who preferred to reduce
government expenditures in health services.

Spending Preferences in Health
Services

Spending Preferences in
Transportation

A majority of the high technology firms in
Minnesota recommended that government
should at least maintain current levels of
government spending in health services. As
presented in Table D-49, 63 percent of survey
respondents representing firms with more
than 500 workers shared that opinion.
Among firms with between 100 and 500
workers, 70 percent agreed. The survey data
were no different among the relatively smaller
firms: 70 percent of firms with between 20
and 99 workers and 52 percent of firms with
fewer than 20 workers recommended that
government should at least maintain current

Most of the survey respondents agreed that
government spending on highway
transportation should at least be maintained
at current levels, according to Table D-50.
Among firms with fewer than 20 workers, 57
percent of the respondents expressed the same
opinion. About 12 percent recommended less
government spending, while another 10
percent recommended more spending. Among
firms with between 20 and 99 workers, 62
percent reported that government should
maintain at least current levels in government
spending; another 20 percent preferred more
government spending while 9 percent
preferred less.
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levels in government expenditures in health
services.

1

Spending Preferences in Air Transportation and Size of Firms
Percent Rating
Spend

Less
Empl@yment Size

1

2

3

Fewer than 20 workers
20·99
100·500
More than 500 workers

25%
19
17
10

46%
46
34
40

22%
22
31
50

Among firms with between 100 and 500
workers, 65 percent recommended that
government should maintain the status quo in
expenditures on highway transportation; 12
percent reported they preferred more
spending, while 9 percent reported otherwise.
Among firms with more than 500 workers, 82
percent recommended maintenance of current
levels of government spending in highway
transportation; only 9 percent preferred less.
These results suggest that high technology
firms that were using the highway system to
transport their products recommended more
government spending for proper maintenance
of highways and feeder roads.
Survey respondents who perceived
deteriorating roads and bridges as a serious
problem wanted more government spending
in transportation; 33 percent of the survey
respondents stated that opinion. Forty-six
percent preferred maintenance of current
levels of spending. Among the respondents
who did not share this view, 21 percent
reported that government spending on
highway services was not important and
hence they preferred less government
spending.
Survey respondents who rated other roadrelated transportation problems such as poor
road access, road congestion, and lack of mass
transit as serious problems also preferred more
government spending on transportation.
Most of the survey respondents also agreed
that government spending on air
transportation should be maintained at
current levels. According to Table 0-51, 90
percent of firms with more than 500

Spend
M@re
4

7%
13
17
0

employees recommended current levels of
government spending in the maintenance of
air transportation; 10 percent preferred less.
About 75 percent of firms with between 100
and 500 employees reported that they
preferred the current spending pattern; 17
percent preferred less spending, while another
17 percent preferred more spending.
Among firms with between 20 and 99
employees, 68 percent of the survey
respondents recommended that government
should maintain current levels of spending; 19
percent opposed the idea and actually
preferred less spending, while 13 preferred
more spending. Almost a similar pattern
described the distribution among firms with
fewer than 20 workers.
Again, firms using air transportation as their
primary mode preferred more government
spending on air transportation. This is
especially true for those respondents who
reported that spending on air transportation
was directly related to the severity of airrelated transportation issues.
Among survey respondents who viewed
reduced air service availability a severe
problem, 50 percent preferred more
government spending on air transportation.
Twenty percent preferred somewhat more
spending. Among the survey respondents who
considered reduced air service quality a severe
problem, 43 percent preferred more
government spending while 14 percent
preferred less. And among the respondents
who found airport congestion a severe
problem, 46 percent preferred more
government spending while 23 percent
preferred less.
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Spending Preferences in Fire Safety and Size of Firms

Employment Size

Less than 20 workers
20-99
100-500
More than 500 workers

Spend
Less
1

7%
4
15
9

:2

3

23%
42
32
9

37%
35
21
55

Spend
More
4

13%
11
18
9

Spending Preferences in Police Protection and Size of Firms
Percent Rating
Spend
Less
Employment Size

1

2

3

Fewer than 20 workers
20·99
100·500
More than 500 workers

9%
3
15
9

26%
43
32
27

37%
38
24
27

Spending Preferences in Fire and
Police Protection
A majority of the survey respondents
recommended that government expenditures
in police and fire protection should be at
least maintained at current levels. According
to Table D-52, 60 percent of the firms with
fewer than 20 workers shared the opinion; 13
percent preferred more spending while 7
percent preferred less. Among firms with 20
to 99 workers, 77 percent recommended at
least a current level of spending; 11 percent
preferred more, while only 4 percent preferred
less.
Among firms employing between 100 and 500
workers, 53 percent recommended that
government spending in fire safety should be
maintained at current levels; 18 percent
recommended more spending while 15
percent recommended less. Among firms with
more than 500 workers, 64 percent
recommended that current levels of
government spending should be at least
maintained; 9 percent recommended more
while 9 percent preferred less.
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Spend
More
4

10%
9
15
8

Similarly, a majority of the survey
respondents recommended that current levels
of government spending for police protection
should be maintained. According to Table
D-53, 63 percent of firms employing fewer
than 20 workers agreed that current levels of
government spending for police protection
should be maintained; 10 percent argued for
more while 9 percent recommended less.
Among firms with between 20 and 99
workers, 81 percent stated that current
government spending should be maintained; 9
percent preferred more spending in contrast
to 3 percent who opted for a cut.
Among firms with between 100 and 500
workers, 56 percent agreed that current
spending should at least be maintained; 15
percent argued for more while another 15
percent recommended a reduction in
government spending for police protection.
Lastly, 54 percent of firms employing more
than 500 workers preferred at least a
continuance of current levels of spending.

onelusion
Survey respondents pointed out
that management and highlytrained technical workers such as
engineers, professionals, scientists
and other skilled workers, were not difficult
to retain. However, they were somewhat
difficult to recruit. Clearly, this is a reflection
of a competitive labor market among these
occupational groups. Recruitment difficulty
might be explained by potential employees
choosing among the array of potential
employers based on their salary, perk and
benefit levels. Once the decision to work for
a specific firm is made, employees are not
likely to jump ship soon and move to other
firms. The likely variance around the sum of
wages and benefits among the different firms
in the industry may be so small- by virtue of
the competitiveness in the labor market-that
employee retention becomes an insignificant
business dilemma.
Scarcity of specific skills in the labor market
is perceived to be a problem especially in the
near future. Such skill shortages are currently
addressed by each survey respondent via their
in-house training programs. Indeed, most of
the firms put a high premium on their
internal programs. These training programs
emphasize topics on quality control and
improvement, processes and equipment,
marketing and sales techniques, supervisor
and leadership techniques as well as strategic
planning. Direct beneficiaries are workers
with deficiencies in specific skills that
individual firms require in their business
operations.
More than 60 percent of the random sample
sought capital during the past five years and a
majority of them were quite successful. The
data revealed that most of the borrowerswith low debt-to-equity ratios-relied
essentially on their personal equity and
retained earnings, besides commercial loans,
as popular sources of loans.
Less than one-half of the survey respondents
experienced some difficulty in securing
capital. Unique risk assessments exercised by
lenders in the capital market as well as
significant debt burdens accumulated by
borrowers mainly explained the difficulty in

securing capital. Survey respondents who
experienced difficulty in securing venture
capital cited the propensity of Minnesota
venture capitalists to finance less risky
projects. Thus, these entrepreneurs relied on
venture capitalists from outside of the state.
Most of the capital raised is used as working
capital. The acquisition of new equipment as
well as inventory are popular means of
applying acquired working capital.
Surprisingly, nearly one-third of the sample
used capital for research and development
purposes.

In general, survey respondents are satisfied
with Minnesota's infrastructure for energy and
transportation. Natural gas is the dominant
source for heating, while electricity is the
prime source of energy for processing. In
assessing the importance of such energy
sources, the respondents examined cost,
reliability, and availability as reliable
characteristics. They are generally satisfied
with these supply characteristics.
Trucking is the primary mode of
transportation, according to most of the
survey respondents. Barge and shipping as
well as rail services are the least used means
of transportation among high technology
firms in Minnesota.

In assessing the importance of various
transportation characteristics, survey
respondents listed cost, reliability and
availability as prime characteristics. Based on
these factors, they are generally satisfied with
their primary modes of transportation.
While most of the survey respondents adhered
to the importance of R&D investments,
independent firms that employed fewer
workers did not rely on it as much as
independent firms with a larger workforce. Of
those firms which relied on R&D for
innovations, they depended on their R&D
staff primarily in conducting research. As
expected, companies that emphasized
technology in their business operations (as in
the case with high technology firms) put a lot
of stress on R&D investments.
There is no doubt that taxes and regulations
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are two economic issues that drew a lot of ire
from the business community in Minnesota.
The response from the sample of high
technology firms is no exception. Survey
respondents were asked to rank the impact of
taxes and regulations on their business
operations. Top on the list is workers'
compensation, followed by unemployment
insurance taxes and corporate income taxes,
respectively. Other significant deterrents to
business often cited by respondents were
OSHA regulations as well as liability
insurance. In general, high technology firms
are divided on their opinion on the quality of
government-sponsored technical assistance
designed to relieve them of unnecessary
burdens of complying with government
regulations.
Likely changes in the business environment
during the early 1990s will affect certain
decision areas like labor, training for skill
enhancement, capital access, transportation,
technology and the role of government in the
Minnesota marketplace.
As a group, high technology firms in
Minnesota projected expansion in the
employment of certain skill areas, particularly
management, professionals, scientists,
engineers as well as other technical and
skilled workers. However, such optimism is
tempered by perceived shortages of
appropriate skills. Currently, the sample of
high technology firms in Minnesota reported
difficulty in recruiting workers in the above
categories.
As a result, firms sought their internal
training programs in order to train workers to
acquire skills unique in their production
operations. A majority of the random sample
revealed that businesses seemed to be
successful in fulfilling this specific training
role. Still, these firms pointed to the primary
and secondary education institutions as the
basic provider of raw skills training.
The growing importance of technology such
as automation, communication of information
as well as advanced materials implied the
growing importance of skilled workers to
complement such advances in technology.
The capacity of colleges and universities to
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supply well-trained technicians depends
significantly on the efficacy of primary and
secondary institutions to supply college
students who are well-tn~ined in critical
thinking. Hidden among the responses
seemed to be the notion that part of the
anticipated problem in supply of skilled
workers is due to systemic deficiencies in the
delivery of primary and secondary education.
There is no major emphasis on enhancing
problem-solving skills at that level of
education. Thus, more than one-half of the
respondents rated primary and secondary
education institutions as unsatisfactory in
providing basic skills training.
Only a small percentage of the survey
respondents reported that there will be major
changes in their transportation facilities. As
indicated, most of them are currently satisfied
with the cost, reliability, and quality of their
major transportation facilities.
Transportation issues that will likely emerge
in the next five years are related to highway
transportation. The maintenance of the
highway and feeder road infrastructure
definitely registered as a primary concern.
This is not surprising at all since most of the
survey respondents rely on the highway
system for their basic transportation. In the
same manner, respondents who indicated air
services as their primary means of
transportation, particularly on business travel,
expressed their concerns on certain air-related
issues like airport congestion and reduction in
air service availability and quality. There is
no doubt that significant transportation issues
are more likely to emerge from more specific
concerns which business companies tend to
emphasize.
Firms' decisions to introduce a new product
within five years stimulate future emphasis on
R&D in business operations. Most of the
survey respondents agreed that the
introduction of a new product would be part
of their medium-term forecasts and that
innovations in products and processes through
R&D would playa significant part in their
business plans. However, financial limitations
placed on business operations dampened
potential business success. Although most of
the high technology firms indicated that there

was no significant problem in securing
capital, there is a gnawing perceptionvalidated by a significant number of
entrepreneurs in the random sample - that
indeed some Minnesota capital lenders,
represented by venture capitalists, were not
risky enough to meet the needs of business
expansions.
In areas where businesses perceive economic
difficulties, they look at the private sector
initially for solutions. This is manifested in
examples of how businesses in general deal
with shortages in key inputs like labor supply
and capital access. However, there is
evidence which supports the hypothesis that
the marketplace is critically limited to dealing
a solution to important problems faced by the
business world. An example is the perceived
shortages in labor. Currently labor shortages,
as defined more closely by members of the
high technology firms in Minnesota, do not
refer generally to quantity, but rather to
quality in problem-solving skills. True,
universities can supply a sufficient number of
technicians and managers in order to meet
the demand in the labor market. But the
inability of some of these workers to solve
problems in an analytical manner draws
criticisms from businesspeople. This is indeed
a potentially serious problem.
In response to increasing globalization of the
marketplace, as well as intensive competition
within, there may be a fundamental shift in
worker-manager relationships on the plant
floor. Confronted with opportunities to solve
problems on the plant floor, managers then
made exclusively important decisions. Now,
workers organized in teams are increasingly
involved in solving problems in the
workplace.
This is a business problem that labor markets
may solve in the long run; entrepreneurs will
simply hire workers with the required
analytical skills. But if the educational
institutions fail in their role to train students
to be analytical, then this specific skill
shortage will simply drive wage rates upward,
thus raising the cost of production in the
process,

out their role and business problems that arise
are unsolvable through market interactions, a
role for government participation is justified.
In dealing with specific skill shortages,
increases in the social benefit can be achieved
by a public policy that seeks to alter the
school environment, directly or indirectly, in
order to address and correct the problem of
skill shortages. In dealing with difficulties
experienced by entrepreneurs in securing
working capital, government may use the
"infant-industry" justification or similar
incentives to aid business start-ups and
expansions in securing capital. In dealing
with difficulties experienced by chief
executive officers in complying with fiscal
policy measures, relief to businesses in the
form of positive legislation especially in key
areas like workers' compensation and liability
insurance is indeed helpful. Thus the benefits
to Minnesota, as a whole society, are
measured in the form of higher income and
employment.
There are key infrastructures crucial to the
success of anticipated business changes in the
early 1990s which the public sector can
efficiently provide. Maintenance of roads,
bridges, airports and technical support
services are identified by the survey
respondents from the high technology
industry to be the domain of the government.
Larger firms, in particular, emphasized an
important role for government in
maintenance of the nation's airports and their
support services. In addition, police
protection and fire services are important
government services that government must
pay increased attention to in order to
complement private sector efforts to pursue
business changes in the near future.
Lastly, most of the survey respondents
recommended that government should at least
maintain current levels of government
expenditures in these fiscal areas. In
anticipation of structural business changes in
the near future, there is a small but
significant percentage in the random sample
that recommended more government
spending in the fiscal areas described above.

In areas where markets have clearly played
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Large Companies
by Ernesto C. Venegas, Ph.D.
Senior Economist

Minnesota is a choice location for
corporate headquarters, their branches
and subsidiaries in the nation. Using a
list of 1, 000 top companies identified by
Business Week for 1990, State Policy Reports
ranked Minnesota fourth among states in
major corporate headquarters per million
residents, surpassed only by Connecticut,
Delaware and New York 1. Thirty-four Fortune
500 companies choose to locate their
headquarters here, far exceeding the norm for
a state of this size. 2 Many privately-owned
companies in the state have achieved industry
leadership status, such as Cargill Inc.,
Carlson Companies and West Publishing Co. 3
There are also sizable operations in the state
by large multinational companies, such as
IBM Corp., Unisys Corp., Onan Corp., Dow
Chemical Co., Imperial Chemical Industries
PLC, Pfizer Inc. and USX Corp. More than
90 percent of major U.S. industries are
represented in Minnesota. 4
A recent study on the location of corporate
headquarters in the United States praised the
Minneapolis-St. Paul Metropolitan Area for
its exemplary growth in the number and
composition of corporate headquarters:

Supportive businesses such as accounting,
banking and finance, advertising, printing
and publishing, and air transportation flourish
in this environment. They supply the needs
for goods and services by corporate
headquarters, their branches and subsidiaries,
and their employees and families. The local
printing and publishing industry ascribes a
large part of its growth to a concentration of
corporate headquarters in the state. 5
In addition, higher incomes and generous
fringe benefits for corporate personnel create
demands for upscale consumer goods and
shopping centers, superior health services,
prestigious educational institutions and
quality recreational activities. 6 Indeed, the
availability of these services in an urban
setting and support for a high quality of life
and clean environment are important
attributes that attract and retain profeSSionals
in our state.
Large firms are sources of spinoffs and startups that enhance intrapreneurships.7 Martin
Marietta was cited as a prime example of a
large company that served as a wellspring for
laser company spinoffs in Orlando. 8 Austin
and Colorado Springs are other cities noted

"The Minneapolis.St. Paul area is the nation's
biggest over·achiever, ffrom a corporate
headquarters perspective. Ifs 2.6 percent share
off these administrative offfices off large
companies is more than double its 1.1 percent
population share. Almost all off the area's
locally based companies are home grown. They
are well distributed across almost all economic
sectors, with manuffacturing claiming 45
percent of the total. If is over·represented in
food processing, paper and three technology
based industries-computers, electronics and
instruments. Its economy is based on the grain
grown on the surrounding plains and on the
innovators grown locally." (M. Ross Boyle,
"Corporate Headquarters," Commentary,
Winter 1990.)
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for value-added spinoffs and new business
ventures by existing firms. 9 Further, small
business start-ups and entrepreneurial
activities are encouraged by the expansion of
established firms, as in the case in Route 128
of Massachusetts and Silicon Valley of
California. 10 Hence, large firms could
enhance both intrapreneural (company
spinoffs) and entrepreneurial (small business
start-ups) activities in the local area. 11 SRI
International best described these growth
interdependencies among allied companies in
its study of emerging industrial clusters in
Florida. 12

In 1986, there were 6,800 corporate offices or
headquarters in Minnesota, 18,800 branches
and subsidiaries of large firms and 87,500
independent businesses. 13 While there are
three independent businesses for every
corporate entity in the state, corporations
provide 62 percent of all non-farm jobs. 14
One of every six non-farm jobs in Minnesota
is involved with corporate headquarters either
as part of management, technical support,
research and development, legal service,
accounting or other corporate function.
Another 45 percent of non-farm jobs is
provided by operating branches and
subsidiaries of large firms. We define these
large firms as those having 500 employees or
more in all their branches and subsidiaries. In
contrast, independent companies are
predominantly small with less than 100
employees, often in a single location. In
1986, these independent firms accounted for
about 38 percent of total non-farm jobs.
Large firms dominated job creation during the
economic recovery period 1982 through 1986,
particularly in the metropolitan area. New
business formation and expansion by
corporate branches created 323,000 new jobs
or two-thirds of all new jobs in the
metropolitan area. 15 However, large firms
were not as active at new job creation in
Greater Minnesota. Rather, retrenchment by
large manufacturers outside the metropolitan
area has cut deeply into total non-farm
employment. This disparity in job creation for
non-metropolitan areas was evident
nationwide, where non-metropolitan
172

employment grew by only four percent
between 1980 and 1986, equivalent to onethird the rate for metropolitan areas. 16 After
1986, new manufacturing jobs started to
spread outside of the Minneapolis-St. Paul
Metropolitan Area. 17

Concentration
Their Brianches
Metropolitan

Firms

The seven counties of the Minneapolis-St.
Paul Metropolitan Area contain one-half of
the state's population and 63 percent of all
non-farm jobs. 18 Large corporations also
concentrate in the metropolitan area, where
there are 228,000 headquarter personnel
compared to 57,000 in Greater Minnesota. 19
The workforce of corporate branches and
subsidiaries reach 563,000 in the
Metropolitan area, compared to 214,000 in
Greater Minnesota. 20 Hence, there are almost
three employees in corporate headquarters
and branches in the metropolitan area for
every corporate employee in Greater
Minnesota.

Industry Profile of 1L<iillIVOfe
Firms in Minnesota
Large firms are dominant in manufacturing
where they provide three of every four jobs
(Table E-l). Compared to the nation,
Minnesota has less dependence on traditional
durable goods manufacturing such as
transportation equipment and electrical
machinery, in favor of computers and nonelectrical machinery, food and kindred
products and printing and publishing. Lately,
the trend has been toward high technology
products and medical devices. Even the large
computer industry is shedding mainframe
manufactures in favor of minicomputers, work
stations, personal computers and
peripherals. 21 For multinational companies
such as 3M Co., high technology figures
prominently in new product development,
and they connect with local computer and
medical companies. 22
Similarly, large companies are overrepresented in wholesale trade, retail trade,
finance, insurance and real estate, and
services which are the traditional domain of
small businesses. Several home-based retail

Industry Distribution of Nonfarm Employment in Minnesota by Small Independent
Companies and Large Firms, 1986
Independents
Large Firms
(Number II)f jobs)

Agricultural Services
Mining
Construction
Manufacturing
Transportation, Communication and Utilities
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Finance, Insurance, Real Estate
Services

10,186
526
55,676
103,429
25,997
58,947
149,961
37,286
214,756

3,024
10,868
31,387
330,120
73,941
63,400
202,596
109,159
246,173

Total

656,764

1,070,668

Source: U.S. Small Business Administration, "USELM Microdata Files," Minnesota, 1982·86,
Washington D.C., August 1988.

Industry Concentration of Large Firms in Minnesota and the U.S., 1986.
Industry Group
(percent of tot311 jobs)

Agricultural Services
Mining
Construction
Manufacturing
Transportation, Communication and Utilities
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Finance, Insurance, Real Estate
Services
Total

U.S.

Minnesota

2%
2
33
10
4
15
8
26

1%
3
31
7
6
19
10
23

100%

100%

* Less than 1%.
Source: U.S. Small Business Administration, "USELM Microdata Files," Minnesota, 1982-86,
Washington D.C., August 1988.

chains such as Dayton Hudson Corp. have
expanded rapidly, while national wholesale
and retail chains are penetrating the local
market. Health services is also a large and
prominent industry in Minnesota; and there
occurred consolidation and mergers among
hospitals, health insurance and health care
providers during the 1980s.

Industry Concentration
Jll:ill"lrn~ in Minnesota
the Uniteld Stat:es

IImdilirUe

Similar to their national counterparts, large
firms in Minnesota provide most jobs in
manufacturing, services and retail trade
(Table E-2).
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Industry Concentration of 100 Leading Publicly Owned, Private and Regional
Corporations with Large Presence in Minnesota, 1989.

IrrndlllJstrry GrolllJp

Agricultural Services
Mining
Construction
Manufacturing
Transportation,
Communication and
Utilities
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Finance, Insurance, Real
Estate
Services
Total

Publicly
Owned
Establishments

Private
Regional
EstablishEstablishEmployees
ments
Employees
ments
(Total employmerrnt, worldwide)

Employees

64

399,981

12
36

11,870
47,807

61

95,405

7
2
6

15,423
11,039
192,432

8
8
22

7,825
58,165
27,196

7
1
11

11,854
700
31,326

13
8
100

51,011
10,291
680,177

4
10
100

1,945
65,102
219,910

6
14
100

7,332
9,730
156,347

Source: Corporate Report Minnesota, (Several Issues-June 1990, April 1990, December 1988) Minneapolis,
MN.

IBM Corp., US West Communications, and
Fingerhut Corp.
The publication Corporate Report Minnesota
annually compiles a list of the largest private
and public companies in Minnesota, and
non-Minnesota based companies that are
prominent in the state's economy.23 The
largest publicly owned companies based in
Minnesota are concentrated in manufacturing
(Table E-3), led by 3M Co., Honeywell Inc.,
General Mills, Inc., Control Data Corp. and
Geo. Hormel & Co. The St. Paul
Companies, Norwest Corp. and First Bank
System Inc. are dominant companies in
finance, insurance and real estate. Dayton
Hudson Corp., Super Value Stores Inc. and
Best Buy Company Inc. are parent companies
of retail chains.
Among privately held companies, the largest
are Cargill Inc., Carlson Companies Inc.,
Holiday Companies, Andersen Corp.,
National Car Rental Systems Inc. and Red
Owl Stores Inc. Regional corporations with
large presence in the state are Pillsbury Co.
(Minnesota company recently acquired by
Grand Metropolitan PLC) , Unisys Corp.,
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Iss;uels Fac:in,g

LA'1illirliJIll'!!

Firms

David Birch (1979) outlined several
differences in business issues and concerns
between small businesses and large firms. 24
Meeting payroll, paying taxes, complying
with regulations and obtaining venture capital
are foremost problems for small businesses.
Since most small businesses are
entrepreneurial, they have an urgent need for
training in management, marketing,
accounting and tax reporting. Revenues for
small companies are typically small and
uncertain, and there is a high proportion of
unskilled labor so that mandated increases in
minimum wage rates, unemployment
compensation insurance, health insurance
and occupational safety regulations could be
disastrous for them.
On the other hand, large firms require and
pay for a highly productive labor force, both
in terms of skills and dependability. The
prevalence of institutions of higher learning,
and Minnesota's quality of life attributes
attract a pool of highly skilled workers. These
often take precedence over minimum wage,

payroll tax and corporate income tax
concerns. Differences in the rates of state
personal income taxes and property taxes are
pivotal to these firms only in so far as they
discourage professionals from moving into
their area of operations.
Other specific needs of large firms are air
transportation for executives, sales people and
specialized materials and documents;
communication services; road, rail, barge and
brokerage facilities; inexpensive power for
manufacturing; business and professional
support services; and amicable relations with
labor unions. 25 Further, corporate
headquarters tend to be pushed out of their
current location, rather than attracted to
some new location. 26 For example, it was
mentioned that several moves in recent years
from Manhattan to suburban New York and
other locations are due to "push factors" such
as the high cost of operating in Manhattan,
the congestion created by putting many
people in a small space, and the difficulty of
getting key employees to move to New
York. 27

Objective of
In the 1990s, the aging population and labor
force, increased use of natural resources and
its impact on the environment, and
increasing world competition will cause
drastic changes in markets, products and
technology. As in the past, successful
businesses are those that anticipate and
prepare for changes in the marketplace and
their operating environment. During the
1980s, u.s. manufacturers dealt with low
product quality, labor shortages, decline in
quality of education and increasing
participation of women and minorities in the
labor force. These trends are expected to
intensify during the 1990s. 28 In turn,
government needs a clear understanding of
future business plans and requirements in
order to sustain a conducive business climate.
We conducted a survey of Minnesota
businesses for this purpose.
This study addresses the importance to
Minnesota businesses of the availability and
cost of labor, skill levels and training of
workers, taxes and regulations, capital
accessibility and usage, energy and

transportation, technology and research and
development. We investigated the current
and future impacts of these factors on
successful business operations in the state.
This paper presents the survey results for the
group of large firms. There are four other
papers that report on small to medium-size
companies, Greater Minnesota manufacturers,
high technology firms and small to mediumsize exporters.

In the following section, we describe our
sample of large firms to complete Chapter 1,
Introduction. We proceed to analyze responses
to our survey in Chapter II, Analysis and
Findings. There are three sections in Chapter
II: (1) Analysis of current issues and
conditions, (2) Business changes for the
1990s and (3) Role of government. We
conclude this part of our study in Chapter III,
Conclusions and Summary.

We compiled a list of large companies in the
state using the list of the largest companies
published by Corporate Report Minnesota,
augmented by annual publications of the

Minnesota Directory of Manufactures, Bradstreet
Business Directory and other sources. We drew
a sample of 314 companies from this list, and
each company was sent a letter and two
weeks later, a questionnaire. A total of 162
questionnaires were returned, of which 150
were usable. Seven of the unusable
questionnaires were returned by the U.S.
Postal Service as undeliverable, while five of
the returned questionnaires were incomplete.
Hence, we achieved a response rate of 50
percent, based on 155 returned questionnaires
from 307 successful mailings.
The respondents to our survey were
distributed among industries roughly in
similar proportion as the population of large
firms in the state. Most of the samples were
engaged in manufacturing, finance, insurance
and real estate, services, and retail trade
(Table E-4). About three-fourths of the
samples were located in the metropolitan
area, which was similar to the 1986
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Industry Distribution of Survey Samples
(Number of samples)
Greater
Metropolitan Area
Minnesota

Agricultural Services
Mining
Construction
Manufacturing
Food & Kindred Products
Textile Mill Products
Apparel, other Textile
Lumber and Wood Products
Furniture and Fixtures
Paper and Allied Products
Printing and Publishing
Chemicals and Allied Products
Petroleum and Coal Products
Rubber and Misc. Plastics
Leather and Leather Products
Stone, Clay and Glass
Primary Metal Products
Fabricated Metal Products
Nonelectrical Machinery
Electrical Machinery
Transportation Equipment
Instruments and Related Products
Miscellaneous Manufacturing
Transportation, Communication, Utilities
Wholesale 1i'ade
Retail Trade
Finance, Insurance and Real Estate
Services
Personal Services
Business Services
Health Services
Legal Services
Miscellaneous Services

2
58
8

1

30
4
2
1

1

5

1
4
1

4
1

2
1
1

6
7
7

4
8
1
4
4
11

20
15

Total Samples

2
3
6
1
1
1

1
3

1
3
6
1
4

1

114

36

Type of Organization of Large Firm Sample
/Firm Type

Independent Company
Headquarters
Branch/Division/Subsidiary
Branch of Foreign Company
Total

Number

52
47
43
8

35%
31
29
5

150

100%

distribution of employment by large firms in
the state.

About 35 percent of respondents are large
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Percent

independent companies, while 60 percent are
headquarters or branch/division/subsidiary of
u.s. companies (Table E-5). Eight
respondents, or 5 percent, are branch
operations of foreign-owned companies.

Age Distribution of Large Firm Sample

Below 5 years
5·10 years
10·25 years
Over 25 years
Not reported

2
8
22
112
6

1%
5
15
75
4

Total

150

100%

r
Major Product/Service Groups of Large Firm Sample
Prc«l!u©tlSeINDCe

Number

Percent

42
25
27
56

28%
17
18
37

150

100%

High Technology
Durable Goods Manufacturing
Nondurable Goods Manufacturing
Trade, Services, Other
Total

Large companies in Minnesota are typically
established entities with many branches and
subsidiaries. Three-fourths of respondents
have been in business for more than 25 years,
and the median age is 50 years (Table E-6).
Only two respondents are less than five years
old, and 10 respondents are less than 10 years
old.

When classified into four major product
groups, more than one-fourth of the
respondents produced high technology
products and services (Table E- 7).
Manufacturing firms comprised one-third of
the respondents, distributed about evenly
among durable and non-durable goods
manufacturers. Services, trade and other
businesses comprised slightly more than onethird of the respondents.

More than one-half of the large firm sample
reported annual revenues in excess of $100
million (Table E-S). One-fifth of the sample

reported revenues between $25 million and
$99 million, while only 9 percent reported
annual revenues below $25 million.

Local, National and Export
When survey respondents were grouped into
quartiles based on their sales to various
product markets, three-fourths of the
respondents sold less than 33 percent of their
product to the local market (Table E-9). The
first quartile of firms sold less than 1 percent
to the local market, while the next quartile of
firms sold less than 10 percent locally.
Likewise, these companies did not ship large
quantities to the regional market.
Large firms tended to concentrate in national
markets, with three-fourths of the respondents
indicating shipments of more than 25 percent
of their output nationally. One-half of all
respondents shipped more than 60 percent of
output to national markets. The upper
quartile of firms shipped three-fourths of their
output nationally.
On the other hand, three-fourths of the
respondents exported less than 13 percent of
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Annual Revenues of large Firm Sample
Number

Percent

14
33
32
55
16

9%
22
21
37
11

150

100%

less than $25 million
$25 million-$99 million
$100 million-$250 million
Over $250 million
Not Reported
Total

iAi
Proportion of Total Sales to local, Regional, National and Export Markets, by
Quartile of large Firm Sample
Local

First Quartile
Second Quartile
Third Quartile
Fourth Quartile

0%-1%
2-9
10-32
33-100

lRegicmal

National

0-10%
11-25
25·100

0%-24%
25-59
60-75
76-100

Intemational

0-2
3-12
13-100

If

o
Labor/Capital
Intensiveness

1 labor Intensive
2 labor Bias
3 Capital Bias
4 Capital Intensive
Not Reported
Total

labor/Capital Intensiveness of large Firm Sample
Pe!'cent of
lResJumdents

29%
29
31
7
4
100%

their output. About one-half of the
respondents sold less than 3 percent of output
directly to foreign markets. We caution,
however, that exporting companies in this
group were large and their volume of exports
greatly exceeded those of many small and
medium-size exporting companies.

Our survey inquired about the labor or capital
intensiveness of the companies, but the
results for large firms showed a surprising bias
toward labor intensiveness (Table E-lO).
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Since more than one-half of the respondents
were large manufacturers, we consider suspect
this distribution of responses in favor of labor
intensiveness. The responses could have been
based on the size of their labor force and
their own perception of labor intensiveness,
rather than the actual ratio of labor-to-capital
in their operations. Hence, this distribution
of respondents according to labor intensity
could be unreliable.

nalysis
In this chapter, we grouped the
responses to our survey into three
main topics:

A. Importance and satisfaction of
Minnesota businesses with current
operating factors;
B. Business changes for the 1990s; and
C. Role of government.
Under each topic, we discuss labor availability
and cost, worker training, taxes and
regulations, capital accessibility and usage,
energy and transportation, technology, and
research and development investments.
Emphasis on these issues varied according to
their importance to the large firm group and
the quality of survey responses.

Evaluation
Properties of
Generally, we desist from further analysis
where there is a large number of
nonresponses, or there is a fairly even
distribution of responses such that there is no
concurrence on the issue. This even or
uniform distribution of responses subject our
findings to a high probability that random
variation alone could have caused the
observed responses. 29

In this study, we presented results that could
be described as having a high probability of
occurrence outside of random events. Also,
we excluded nonrespondents in estimating
proportions and percentages because we
allowed our samples to skip sections and
issues in the questionnaire that were not
important to them. We did not adjust for
rounding errors so that some percentages may
not add exactly to 100 percent.
In evaluating the statistical significance of the
responses, we apply the binomial distribution
as an approximation to a normal distribution
of the responses. 30 We justify this method
with a sample size greater than 25 firms, and
5 responses or more per category that
otherwise could have introduced skewness in
the distribution of responses. 31 We evaluated
the proportion of respondents answering each
category as a random variable that was
distributed close to normal. For example, we

attached statistical significance to a response
rate greater than 32 percent on questions that
required one answer from four possible
answers; the latter equivalent to a 25 percent
chance of random occurrence. This random,
25 percent chance of occurrence could range
from 18 percent to 32 percent about 95
percent of the time during repeated
sampling. 32 Thus, sample proportions outside
this range has a small chance of occurrence
purely due to random events.
Similarly, we use the binomial distribution in
comparing responses to various factors. The
standard error of sample proportion depends
on the size of the proportion and the sample
size, which facilitates calculation of ranges for
statistically significant differences among
responses. 33 We could attach a 95 percent
confidence level on differences greater than
12-17 percent between responses. 34

In this survey, we allowed mostly four levels
of responses on each question, with Levell
denoting the lowest value such as Not
Important, and Level 4 denoting the highest
value such as Very Important. The middle
categories, Level 2 and Level 3 represent the
less emphatic responses. However, we
observed that most responses tend to cluster
in the middle of the levels. The respondents
seemed to avoid the extremely low (Levell)
or high (Level 4) values on the range of
responses, except in cases where they revealed
very strong feelings about the issue. Hence,
there could be a bias of responses towards the
middle levels. This meant that there could be
greater than 25 percent probability on the
middle levels due to random events alone, so
that we needed to raise farther the level of
responses that we consider to be statistically
significant. We assumed that a 40 percent
response indicated a deliberate choice for the
middle levels rather than due to random
events alone. Conversely, a response rate
close to 25 percent on the extreme ranges
could be statistically significant. Finally, we
concentrated on the percentages at both ends
of the response range, noting that the
respondents used these categories to express
very strong opinions on the issues.
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1

Importance of Various Occupational Groups to Large Firms
Vell'lf Important
1

Management
Professionals/Scientists/Engineers
Technical/Skilled
Clerical/Sales
Unskilled

14
3
3
22

MI30lftance and
Minnesota
BUlsilr1e~tSe!s with Current
In this section, we discuss our
respondents' view of the importance of
current operating factors to the success of
their businesses such as labor availability,
quality and cost, worker training, taxes and
regulations, capital accessibility and usage,
energy and transportation, technology, and
research and development investments. We
present also their level of satisfaction with
these factors in Minnesota since these factors
determine in large measure, the business
climate in the state.
LilIlIJ(llr

Availability and

Large firms compete mostly in national
markets where the lowest cost producer gains
market share at the expense of other
producers. Labor is a single large cost item in
production, reaching one-third of production
cost for most manufacturers. 35 However, there
is less opportunity for economies of scale in
the use of labor compared to capital, other
than the substitution of capital for labor or
improvements in labor productivity itself.
Minimizing on labor cost is easier
accomplished by locating and accessing
quality labor. Indeed, companies expanding
or relocating their operations look for a high
quality and diligent labor force. 36
We asked questions about the importance of
various occupational groups to our
respondents' business operations, and this
varied according to product or service
provided, stage of production and size of
operations. We asked about the levels of
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2
3
4
Total
(Percent of respondents)

2%
11
8
17
38

19%
25
41
38
21

79%
50
48
42
19

100%
100
100
100
100

difficulty recruiting and retaining these
occupational groups, and the personnel issues
that are important to the companies, such as
rising labor cost, health benefits and
declining labor supply. Combined with labor
training in the next section, this section
identifies the specific labor issues that are
important to large firms in Minnesota, some
of which are influenced by public policy and
spending. We correlate the importance of
these issues with public spending on
education and other government functions in
the Impact of Taxes and Regulations section.

Importance of Various Occupational
Groups
Corporate headquarters, subsidiaries and
branches of large corporations in Minnesota
employ a disproportionately large number of
management personnel, professionals and
technical/skilled workers, compared with
clerical/sales and unskilled workers. 37
Production, assembly, shipping and other
marketing functions are dispersed to various
product (national) markets, while corporate
administrative functions and research and
development are concentrated in the state.
The large firms in our survey attached the
highest importance on management personnel
among various occupational groups (Table
E-ll). Seventy-nine percent, or four of every
five respondents, considered management as
very important to their businesses.
Professionals and technical/skilled workers
ranked next in importance, with about onehalf of the respondents indicating these
groups to be very important. Clerical/sales
occupational groups were also considered very
important by 42 percent of respondents. In

.2

Level of Difficulty Recruiting Various Occupational Groups by Large Firms

Number of
Respondents

148
125
137
142
125

Management
Professionals/Scientists/Engineers
Technical/Skilled
Clerical/Sales
Unskilled

., 3

Management
Professionals/Scientist/Engineers
Technical/ Skilled
Clerical/Sales
Unskilled

contrast, 60 percent of respondents indicated
unskilled labor as generally unimportant.

of Recruitment

Whereas the large firm respondents attached
high importance to management, professional
and technical/skilled employees, more than
one-half of them experienced difficulty
recruiting for these labor groups (Table E- 12).
Conversely, most companies found it easy to
recruit clerical/sales and unskilled workers.

Retention

9%

32%

2

30

41%
53

4

45

33

18%
16
18

18
47

53

24
13

5
2

38

Level of Difficulty Retaining Various Occupational Groups by Large Firms

Number of
Respondents

Difficulty

Easy to
Recruit
Difficult
1
:2
3
4
(Percent of respondents)

of Personnel

Retention of personnel did not appear to be a
problem with most large firms in our survey
(Table E- 13). For the very important
management class, 77 percent of respondents
indicated relative ease of retention. There
were a fair number of non-respondents for the
professional and technical occupational
groups, but two-thirds of those that responded
stated relative ease of employee retention.

Reasons for Recruitment Difficulty
About one-half of the respondents expressed

141
119
129
136
119

Easy to
Recruit
Difficult
1
:2
3
4
(Percent of respondents)
22%

55%

9

57

15
24

53
49

34

39

21%
29
26
21
21

2%

4
7

5
7

some difficulty in recruiting (scores of 3 and
4) (Table E- 14). For those experiencing
difficulty recruiting managers, professionals
and technical/skilled personnel, personal taxes
appeared to be the most important limiting
factor, followed by labor shortage and lack of
skills. Cost of labor ranked next in
importance, while climate/weather did not
appear to be an important factor to most
companies. This implies that personal taxes
and cost of labor contributed most to
difficulty recruiting managers, professionals
and technical personnel into the state; that
there could be inadequate local supply of
personnel possessing these skills; and that
cold winters did not rank highly as a reason
for hiring difficulty.
For the few companies reporting difficulty
recruiting clerical/sales and unskilled labor,
the reasons for hiring difficulty received about
equal importance, except for climate/weather
which remained relatively unimportant. More
companies cited labor cost and personal taxes
as unimportant to hiring unskilled labor,
which implies that prevailing hourly wage
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14

Reasons for Recruitment Difficulty by Large Firms
Diflicuit to Recruit (Scores of :3 and 4)
Management

Reason for Difficulty
Cost of Labor
Not Important
Important
Lacl< of Skills
Not Important
Important
Labor Shortage
Not Important
Important
Personal Taxes
Not Important
Important
Climate-Weather
Not Important
Important

ProfessionaDs
TecltmicaD
CDerk
(Number of respondents)

81

86

10

41

19

31
43

29
40

23
34

8
23

14
4

30
42

24
48

19
41

10
21

5
14

28
45

26
45

19
38

6
25

19

22
51

20
55

21
42

13
21

10
8

40
35

33
39

33
21

22
10

10
8

rates were not serious impediments to
recruiting unskilled labor in the state. Labor
shortage and lack of skills were more
important reasons for those few companies
that reported difficulty hiring unskilled labor.
This is not surprising because low wages for
unskilled labor limit the size of the pool to
the local community and render them
immobile, compared to high wages for
professionals that attract candidates from
other states.

Differences in Recruiting Difficulty
Among Various Types of Companies
Difficulty recruiting for various occupations
could differ among companies depending on
the age and size of company, ownership, or
primary product. Prospective employees would
prefer job stability and high wages and
benefits commonly offered by established
companies. However, there were very few
respondents in our sample of large firms that
were less than 10 years old or employed less
than 100 so that we could not infer any
relationship between recruitment difficulty
and age or size of company. Also,
independents and corporate entities had
almost similar proportions of respondents that
experienced difficulty in recruiting
management, professionals and technical
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Unskilled

personnel. A larger proportion of foreignowned companies stated some difficulty in
recruiting, but this may not be meaningful
because there were very few samples of these
companies in the survey.
A larger proportion of high technology
companies and those engaged in durable
goods manufacturing expressed difficulty
recruiting professionals and management
personnel, compared to companies in services
and other businesses (Table E-15). Although
79 percent of respondents belonging to the
high technology group stated some difficulty
recruiting professionals, only seven companies
out of 38 respondents, or 18 percent,
expressed great difficulty. This pattern appears
to hold for other types of companies and
occupational groups, so that problems
recruiting personnel may not be as serious as
these tabulations imply.

Importance of Personnel Issues
Provision of health benefits was an overriding
issue to most large firms (Table E-16). About
90 percent of those companies that
considered the various occupations to be
important were concerned with employee
health benefits. Rising labor costs and lack of
skills were also major issues, particularly for

5

Proportion of Large Firm Respondents Expressing Recruiting Difficulty by Type of
Company
Difficult t@ Recruit (Sc@res 3 and 4)
Number
of
firms

Type of Company

Management Pr@fessionals Technical
(Percent of respondents)

Clerk

Unslldlled

Ownership of
Company
Independents
Headquarters
U.S. Branch
Foreign Owned

52
47
43
8

57%
60
55
88

72%
73
60
63

53%
60
39
43

33%
33
22
13

24%
10
14

Primary Product
High Technology
Durable Mfg.
Nondurable Mfg.
Services, Other

42
25
27
56

63
60
63
53

79
85
64
55

45
60
52
50

35
20
8
39

8
17
29

Great Difficulty Recruiting (Level 4)
Ownership of
Company
Independents
Headquarters
U.S. Branch
Foreign Owned

52
47
43
8

25
4
21
25

15
18
17

28
15
11
14

6
2
7

7

Primary Product
High Technology
Durable Mfg.
Nondurable Mfg.
Services, Other

42
25
27
56

12
24
44
5

18
5
20
17

14
8
24
24

5
4

3

8

5

those companies that employ a large number
of unskilled labor. Anticipation of the aging
of the population (and workforce) was
revealed in the expressed importance of
declining labor supply and retirement
benefits. However, organized labor and work
force diversity were not major issues, except
perhaps for companies that employ a large
number of unskilled labor. Other personnel
issues that affect company morale and
employee benefits such as drug/AIDS testing,
employee parking/commuting, day care, and
flexible work schedules were not major
concerns to this group of large firms.

Employee training was very important to our
sample of large firms (Table E- I 7). Ninety-six
percent of those that responded indicated
they offered formal training programs for their
employees; and of these firms with formal

training, 84 percent increased their programs
compared to five years ago.
Large firms indicated in-house training as the
most important source of training, followed
by university/college, primary/secondary and
vocational/technical (Table E-I8). More than
one-half of the respondents indicated that
community colleges, apprenticeship and
consultants were low in importance as sources
of training.
Large firms were generally satisfied with their
sources of training. In-house training (Table
E-19), university/college and vocational/
technical were cited as providing satisfactory
training. On the other hand, primary/
secondary schools were unsatisfactory to 58
percent of the respondents.
Among those companies where these training
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6

Proportion of Large Firm Respondents Expressing Importance of Labor Issues and
Importance of Occupational Groups
Complllnies Attlllching Importance to OccupatUi:m Group
Managemeu1t
Professionals
Technical
Clerk
Ulnskmed
(Percent of respondents)

lLaborlssues
Considered Important

80%
63
56
35
89
19
34
46
31
57
35
5

Rising Labor Cost
Lack of Skills
Declining Labor Supply
Drug/AIDS Testing
Health Benefits
Parking/Commute
Day Care
Organized Labor
Diversity
Retirement
Flexible Schedule
Other

83%
65
52
35
92
16
35
44
36
60
35
2

80%
62
53
36
90
17
35
47
30
55
33
6

83%
63
57
40
90
20
37
48
33
62
37
7

88%
78
67
47
91
21
36
55
36
59
41
7

nn
7
lLevel of Training

No Formal Training
Same Level Training
More Training
Much More Training
No Response

Number

Percent of those
with Formal Training

6

16%
58
26

22
79
36
7

100%

150

Total

Table

Formal Training by Large Firms Compared to Five Years Ago

8

Important Sources of Training for Large Firms
Very
Not
Important
Important
2
3
4
1
(Percent of respondents)

In-house
Apprenticeship
Consultants
VocationallTech
Community College
University/College
Primary/Secondary

1%
40
18
12
17
7

8

8%
29
40
28
44
16
20

sources were important (Scores of 3 and 4),
the levels of satisfaction were even higher for
in-house training, university/college and
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35%
19
37
43
33
45
35

56%
12
4
16
6

32
36

vocational/technical schools. In ranking
community colleges, a larger proportion of
companies that valued their educational

9

Level of Satisfaction by Large Firms on Sources of Training
Not
Satisfied

Very
Satisfied

1
Sources

2

:)

4

(Percent of respondents)

In-house
Apprenticeship
Consultants
VocationallTechnical
Community College
University/College
Primary/Secondary

2%
18
8
7
9
5
16

16%
28
37
24
34
13
42

63%
41
50
59
51
68
35

19%
13
5
10
6
14
6

66
46
67
66
72
75
35

20
20
11
14
13
16
8

Percent of those Firms Indicating Importance
of these Sources of Training (Scores of 3 & 4)
In-house
Apprenticeship
Consultants
VocatlonallTechnical
Community College
University/College
Primary/Secondary

12
28
22
17
13
8
42

2
6
3
2
14

$4

Topics Covered In Training Programs of Large Firms
Never
Topic

Manufacturing
Manufacturing Processes
Engineering/Scientific
Quality Improvement
ManUfacturing/Sales
Customer Service
International Skills
Foreign Languages
Marketing Techniques
Administrative
Clerical/Office Skills
Computer Skills (Adm.)
Managerial
Strategic Planning
Supervisory/Leadership
General
Basic Skills
Communication Skills
Career Development
Interpersonal Skills

Often
4
(Percent of respondents)

1

2

:)

10%
23
8

13%
27
12

38%
30
31

39%
20
48

5
60

31
12
1
45

50
2

9

15
27
22
16

13
3

32
21

40
49

15
27

7

34
9

35
49

25
43

41
5
16
7

41
34
39
24

11
45
37
49

7
16
8
20

77

services were satisfied, compared to the entire
sample. This suggests that in-house training
and public sources of training such as
universities, colleges and vocational/technical
schools were adequate. Primary and secondary

30

education provided training were exceptions
in that there was a fairly high proportion of
dissatisfied firms.
This survey confirmed the commitment by
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.,

Reasons for Training Programs of Large Firms
Not
Very
Imporrl:ant
Imporrl:ant
1
2
3
4
(Percent of respondents)

Technical Complexity
Company Procedures
Correct Basic Skills
Career Advancement
Improve Quality
Manage Employee Turnosver
Reduce Absenteeism
Workplace Safety

2%

12%

44%

1
7

23
41

45
37

2

22

56

2
40

32

13

23

45

6

17

42%
31

15
20
66
15
8
34

33
24
43

Increase in Formal Training by Large Firms for Important Occupational Groups

Level of Training

Less Training
Same Level
Training
More Training
Much More
Training
Total

Companies that Attached Importance to Occupation Group
Professionals
Technical
Clerk
Unskilled
Management
(Percent of respondents)

4%

4%

4%

15
55

13
50

16
55

17
58

18
54

25

30

24

22

23

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

large firms to quality improvement and
customer service (Table E-20). These were
the most frequent topics in their training
programs, followed by related topics of
manufacturing processes and marketing
techniques. International skills and foreign
languages received the least attention. Basic
skills were also relegated to public schools and
other outside sources.
Most large firms focused their training
programs on quality improvements (Table
E-21). Other very important topics were
updates on technical complexity of
production and workplace safety. Career
advancement received modest importance,
while correction of basic skills, managing
employee turnover and reducing absenteeism
did not appear to be major topics for in-house
training.
Three-fourths of the respondents had
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4%

6%

increased their level of training compared to
five years ago, and this emphasis on training
did not seem to vary among occupational
classes that were important to them (Table

E-22).
The quest for productivity and quality
improvements was common among large
companies, whether they are independent,
corporate entities or foreign-owned branches
(Table E-23). Large numbers of high
technology companies, manufacturing firms
and service, trade and other companies
considered training for productivity and
quality improvements to be very important.

to Capital
About two-thirds of the large firms indicated
that they sought investment or working
capital during the past five years. Of those
companies that responded to the level of

Importance of Training to Improve Productivity and Quality by Type of Company and
Major Product Group of Large Firms
Imp@rtance @f Tiraining t@ Impr@ve
Productivity and Quality
N@t
Very
Imp@rtant
Imp@rtant
123
4
(Percent @f re!lipondents)

Company
Characteri!litics

Type of Company
Independent
Corporate Headquarters
Branch/Division
Foreign-Owned

5

16

Product Group
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
NonDurable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

6

33%
35
29
16

67%
60
71
67

31
43
31
28

69
57
69
66

Difficulty Raising Capital by Large Firms

Level @f Difficulty
Raising Capital

1 Low
2 Medium Low
3 Medium High
4 High
No Response
Total

Number
@f Firms

Percent

39
24
11
5
71

49%
30
14
7

150

100%

difficulty raising capital, more than threefourths reported little difficulty (Table E- 24).
Among the different groups of companies that
sought investment capital, most of them
reported relatively low levels of difficulty
(Table E-25). A larger proportion of
independent companies and high technology
firms encountered greater difficulty raising
capital compared to corporations and their
branches, and other manufacturers. These
independent companies and high technology
firms are commonly considered poor credit
risks among bankers and other financial
sources.
This relative ease at raising capital was due
largely to the excellent financial condition of

Cumulative

49%
79
93
100

the large firms. Two-thirds of those companies
that sought capital had a debt-to-equity ratio
of less than two (Table E-26).
In general, companies that secured their loans
with cash or cash equivalents, and hard assets
such as buildings and equipment experienced
less difficulty obtaining those loans (Table
E-27). A large proportion of companies that
listed inventory and accounts receivable as
collateral had some difficulty obtaining loans.
This is consistent with the greater risks for
valuation changes and poor liquidity inherent
in inventory and accounts receivable.
Sixty-one large firms or 41 percent of the
sample indicated costs of loans-such as
interest rates and origination fees-as a barrier
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Difficulty Raising Capital by Type of Company and Major Product Group of large
Firms
Level of Difficulty Raisil1lg Capital
L@W'
High
1
2
<I
3
(Percel1lt @f respol1ldel1lts)

Number of
Respol1ldel1lts

Type of Company
Independent
Headquarters
Branch/Division
Foreign-Owned

30
31
15
3

40%
52
60
67

30%
32
27
33

27%
10

3%
6
13

Product Group
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Nondurable Goods
Services, Other

25
12
11
31

48
67
55
42

28
25
36
32

12
8
9
19

12

7

,
Table

Debt-to-Equity Ratio of large Firms that Sought Capital
(Percel1lt @f Resp@ndel1lts)
Number
of Firms

Debt-Equity Ratio

1 less than 1:1
2 1:1 to less than 2:1
3 2:1 to less than 4:1
4 More than 4:1
No Response
Total

Table

42
16
16
13
11

48%
18
18
15

150

100%

48%
66
84
100

Difficulty Raising Capital by Type of loan Collateral for large Firms

Number of
Respcmdel1lts

loan Collateral
Cash & Cash EqUivalents
Hard Assets (bldg, equip)
Inventory
Accounts Receivable
Other

11
37
12
14
12

in obtaining capital (Table E-Z8). However,
only 7 percent of these firms considered costs
of loans as a large barrier, while 63 percent
stated that this barrier was relatively small.
The other frequently cited barriers were
financial institutions' requirements of
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Cumulative

Percel1lt

Level of Difficulty Raising Capital
LoW'
High
1
2
3
4
(Percel1lt of respondents)

44%
45
12
20
67

22%
36
12
10
33

22%
13
50
51

11%
6
26
20

adequate cash flow, collateral and lending
limits. Sources of financing, discrimination,
required return to equity, investors' control
and other factors are cited less often by the
samples. In all cases, it appears that most of

Barriers in Obtaining Investment Capital by large Firms
Number
@f Firms
Reporting

Barriers

Cost of loan
Collateral Requirements
lending limits
Cash Flow Requirements
Knowing Where to Go
local Availability
Risk of Project
Discrimination
Amount of Required Return to Equity
Amount of Business Control by Investors
lack of Market for Public Offering
Cost of Public Offering

Distribution by Level of Barrier
L@w
High

1
2
3
4
(Percent @f respondents)

61

31%

48
48
50
43
46
44
38
40
40
36
35

46
39

32%
23
31

30

40

65
59
52
81
43
52
56
54

23

17
36
16
30
30

25
20

30%

17
15
22
2
13
9
3

20
10
8
23

7%
14
15
8
10
11
3
7
8
11
3

Difficulty in Securing Capital by Intended Use of Investment Capital for large Firms
Difficulty Securing Capital
Intended Use of
Investment
Captial

Inventory
land AcqUisition
BUilding Acquisition
New Equipment
Research & Development
Retire Existing Debt
Refinance Existing Debt
Working Capital
Other

Number
@f Firms
Reponing

24
32
46
64
17
13
23
53
14

the companies considered these barriers to be
relatively mild.
The level of difficulty in securing loans did
not appear to vary by intended use of the
loan (Table E-29). Indeed, it appears that the
companies did not have very much difficulty
obtaining loans, whatever the intended use.
These loans were obtained mostly from
national sources, rather than Minnesota
lending institutions and investors.

Energy
Minnesota has one of the lowest electric and
natural gas rates in the nation. Pipelines
bring domestic natural gas which is cleaner

High
low
1
2
3
4
(Percent of respondents)

46%
51
50
43
53
54
49
48
50

40%
38
38
37
33
31
30
28
34

5%
11
11
16
8
10
15
8

10%
4
14
8
10
9
8

and cheaper than fuel oil into the state, while
electric utilities have built large, coal-fired
generating units to replace oil-fired units and
power imports from other states. There are
also local refineries that supply the upper
Midwest with gasoline, fuel oil and propane.
Large companies in Minnesota were generally
satisfied with their energy sources in terms of
cost, reliability and availability (Table E-30).
More than one-half of the respondents
indicated that they were moderately satisfied
to highly satisfied with regard to cost of their
energy sources. More than three-fourths
indicated that they were moderately satisfied
to highly satisfied with regard to reliability
and availability of energy sources.
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Table

Energy Source

Primary Heating Source
Electricity
Natural Gas
Fuel Oil
Propane
Coal
Own Source
Other

Level of Satisfaction to Various Energy Sources by Large Firms

Number
Reporting

LeveD of Satisfaction
Low
High
:)
2
4
(Percent of respondents)

.

Reasonable Cost

22
73
9
10
4
7
1

4
11
14

45%
25
22
40
50
43

41%
59
56
40
25
29
100

14%
12
11
20
25
14

Reliability
Electricity
Natural Gas
Fuel Oil
Propane
Coal
Own Source
Other

22
76
9
10
4
7
1

Electricity
Natural Gas
Fuel Oil
Propane
Coal
Own Source
Other

22
76
9
10
4
7
1

5
9
22
14

43
49
56
50
33
43

52
41
22
50
67
43
100

50
43
56
30
33
29

50
48
22
60
67
57
100

48
43
43
25
25
17

14
15
14
24
25
16

41
32
50
14
33
33
100

45
57
34
72
67
50

34
30
50
28
33
33

55
63
34
72
67
50

Availability

Primary Process Source
Electricity
Natural Gas
Fuel Oil
Propane
Coal
Own Source
Other

8
22
10
14
Reasonable Cost

57
29
7
8
4
6
1

7
10
29
13
17

31
32
14
38
50
50

100
Reliability

Electricity
Natural Gas
Fuel Oil
Propane
Coal
Own Source
Other

57
29
7
8
4
6
1

Electricity
Natural Gas
Fuel Oil
Propane
Coal
Own Source
Other

57
29
7
8
4
6
1

2
3

12
7
16
14
17

Availability
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11
7
16
17
100

'1

Importance of Transportation to large Firms by Type of Company, Major Product
and Market Orientation

Level @f Imp@rtance
Type @f Company
@II' Maj@1I' PII'@duct

All Samples

Numbell'
Rep@rting

141

N@t
Important

Very
Omp@rtant
11
2
3
4
(Pell'cent @f lI'esp@ndents)

25%

5%

16%

54%

Type of Company
Independent
Headquarters
Branch/Division
Foreign-Owned

49
43
42
7

29
23
21
15

2
10
7

20
18
10
15

49
49
62
71

Major Product
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
NonDurable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

38
25
27
51

32

43

11
4
4
4

18
20
19
12

39
76
77
41

local Market
0%·25% Local
25%-50% Local
51%·75% Local
76%-100% local

101
13
6
15

18
38
33
47

8

18

56
62
50
33

Regional Markets
0%·25% Regional
25%-50% Regional
51%·75% Regional
76%-100% Regional

107
13
10
5

24
31
10
20

7

National Markets
0%-25% National
26%·50% National
51%-75% National
76%·100% National

34
23
49
29

32
22
18
24

8
10

118
16
1

24
25

4
19

Market Orientation

International Markets
0%-25% International
26%-50% International
51%·75% International

Most of the large firms use cheaper natural
gas for heating and process use and they
usually purchase energy on interruptible basis
during the winter. During peak demands for
natural gas with extremely cold weather,
these firms are required to shift to the more
expensive fuel oil and electricity. However,
deregulation of domestic natural gas in the
1980s has led to plentiful supplies, which
greatly reduced service interruptions among
large industrial and commercial customers.

17
20

20
10

20

3

50
69
80
60

12
22
18
14

53
57
55
52

15
19
100

57
37

About two-thirds of the large firm samples
rated transportation moderately to highly
important to their business, and more than
one-half of the samples considered
transportation to be very important (Table
E-3l). Since branches of large corporations,
including foreign-owned branches are usually
production plants, a larger proportion of them
placed high importance on transportation
compared to independent companies and
corporate headquarters.
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Importance of Different Modes of Product Transport to Large Firms

'1l1ransp@lI1ath::m
filJ1IilJdes

Number
Rep@rting

Trucks
Air Transportation
Rail Transportation
Barge Ttansportation
Freight Transport

Level of Dmp@rtance
N@t
Verll
Dmpoll1ant
Impoll1ant
1
2
3
4
(Percent of respondents)

3%
17
21

92

30
24

13

8

25

29%
10

50
38
77

16
12
15

68%

25
8

26

73

Level of Satisfaction with Air Travel and Automobile for Business Travel of Large
Firms

'1l1ransporlathm
Modes

Number
Repoll1ing

Level of Importance
Not
Verll
Impoll1ant
Impoll1ant

1

2

3

4

(Percent of respondents)

Air Transportation
Automobile

131
61

13%

Durable and non-durable goods manufacturers
were more emphatic on transportation; threefourths of the respondents indicated
transportation was of high importance to their
business. Slightly more than one-half of high
technology samples considered transportation
to be important. On the other hand, a large
number of companies in services, trade and
other industries were not very concerned with
transportation.
As expected, large companies serving regional
and national markets attached greater
importance to transportation compared to
those supplying local markets. We noted also
that as the proportion of products shipped to
local markets increased, the proportion of
firms attaching importance to transportation
declined. Conversely, more of the companies
that shipped large proportions of their
products to regional and national markets
attached greater importance to transportation
than those that sold to local markets.

Modes

of Transportation

Ninety-two large firms,
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01'

61 percent of the

31%
11

50%

71

6%

18

sample, reported trucks as their primary mode
of transport (Table E-32). Almost all of these
samples were satisfied with trucking. A
smaller proportion of the samples reported ail',
rail, barge and freight transport, and they
mostly indicated moderate to high levels of
satisfaction for these modes.

Business Travel
More than three-fourths of the large firm
samples considered business travel to be an
important part of their operations (Scores of
3 and 4). Most companies reported that they
used ail' travel, while only 41 percent
reported that they used automobiles. The
levels of satisfaction for both modes were
fairly high (Table E-33).

Importance of Speed, Cost and Other
Transportation Characteristics
Large companies primarily indicating truck
transport as important, emphasized reasonable
cost, reliability and quality of service (Table
E-34). Speed, frequency of service, safety and
other characteristics appeared less important.
For air transportation, speed was the highly

Table

level of Satisfaction of large Firms with Various Transport Modes

Transp@rtation
M@des

Trucking
Speed
Cost
Frequency
Reliability
Traceability
Safety
Quality of Service
Mode Availability

Number
Reporting

69
68
64
66
63
65
65
27

Air Transportation
Speed
Cost
Frequency
Reliability
Traceability
Safety
Quality of Service
Mode Availability

17
18
8

Rail Transportation
Speed
Cost
Frequency
Reliability
Traceability
Safety
Quality of Service
Mode Availability

14
14
14
14
13
14
14
7

Barge/Ship Transportation
Speed
Cost
Frequency
Reliability
Traceability
Safety
Quality of Service
Mode Availability
Commercial Freight Services
Speed
Cost
Frequency
Reliability
Traceability
Safety
Quality of Service
Mode Availability

LeveR of Satisfaction
N@t
Very
Satisfied
Satisfied
:2
3
4
(Percent of respondents)

..

4%
4
6
5
12
26

18
18

26

6
6

17

17
6

12
18

12

38

17

7
7
8
29

2
2
2
2
1
2
2

14
7
43

51%
79
48
79
46
48
72
22

28
53
18
35
47
28
38

72
83
41
82
53
29
72
12

43
29
50
14
54
29
29
14

50
71
43
86
38
57
64
14

11

100
100
100
100
100
50
100

50

13
13

8
9

11

12
11
11

9

18

12
6

17

17

desirable characteristic, along with reasonable
cost, reliability and quality of service. For rail
transport and freight services, speed, cost and
reliability were equally important.

45%
16
45
21
49
40
28
26

38
38
64
25
73
45
33
50

62
54
27
75
27
27
67
17

Development
More than three-fourths of the large firm
samples indicated that they plan to introduce
a new product or service during the next five
years. Further, 66 percent of the respondents
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Table

Importance of Research and Development Investment to the Success of Large
Firms
Currently
Number
Percent

1 Not Important
2 Not Very Important
3 Somewhat Important
4 Very Important
Total

In Five Years
Percent
Number

22
28
34
60

15%
19
24
42

13
12
38
70

10%
9
28
53

144

100%

133

100%

.
Table

Importance of Research and Development to Various Types of Large Firms

Type of Company
Major Product

Oil'

Number
of Respondents

Level of Dmportall1lce
Very
Not
Dmporrtant
Dmporiant
'1
:l!
4
3
(Percent of respondents)

Type of Company
Independent
Headquarters
Branch/Division
Foreign-Owned

49
45
42
8

14%
18
12
25

Major Product
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

40
24
26
54

5
8

considered research and development
investments to be important to the success of
their companies, and 42 percent indicated
these investments to be very important (Table
E-35). An increasing proportion believed that
research and development will become more
important during the next five years.
More than three-fourths of branches/division
of large firms considered research and
development to be an important part of their
business (Scores of 3 and 4) (Table E-36).
This proportion came to less than two-thirds
for independents and less than one-half for
foreign-owned branches in our sample.
Similarly, high technology companies and
those engaged in manufacturing stressed
research and development, while about onehalf of respondents in services, trade and
other industries did not indicate importance
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8

30

24%
20
12
25

20%
24
24
38

41%
38
52
13

13
25
27
19

23
29
12
28

60
38
54
24

of research and development for their
businesses.
Large firms appeared to value highly the
proprietary nature of research and
development (Table E-37). More than twothirds of the respondents conducted research
and development in-house, while only 11
percent subcontracted with other firms. Less
than 4 percent subcontracted with academia
or the federal government.

Importance of Different
Technologies
More than three-fourths of the respondents
stressed the importance of high technology
equipment to fully automate the production
process, increase communication and
information handling capabilities, and
improve quality or productivity such as

Methods of Conducting Research and Development by Large Firms
Methods

Number @f Firms

Percent of T@tal

100
16

In-house/internal
Subcontract with other Firms
Subcontract with Academia
Subcontract with Federal Govt.

67%
11

4
3

3
2

Importance of Different Type of High Technology Currently and in Five Years for
Large Firms

T'ype @f High
Technology
Currently
Automated Production
Communication/Information
Quality/Productivity Systems
Advanced Materials
Next Five Years
Automated Production
Communication/Information
Quality/Productivity Systems
Advanced Materials

Number of
Respondents

Level of Importance
Very
Not
Imp@rtant
Imp@rtant
:)
2
4
(Percent of respondents)

.

138
140
138
132

8%
3
5
20

132
138
134
128

5

computer-aided design (Table E-38). Large
firms were aware of the potentials of these
computer-based technologies, particularly with
increasing competition in the marketplace
during the next five years. The proportion of
companies ranking these technologies as very
important increased sharply from one-third to
about one-half of all companies when the
time frame was extended to the next five
years. However, this response did not hold for
advanced materials, where the responses
appeared more evenly distributed across the
four levels of importance.
Independent companies, corporate headquarters
and branches of U. S. corporations attached
high importance to new technologies (Table
E-39). Corporations emphasized automated
production and communication of
information, while independent companies
tried to minimize production costs through
equipment that improved productivity and
communication. High technology and durable
goods manufacturing placed high importance
on equipment to improve productivity and
advanced materials.

1
3
17

14%
17
13
22

39%
50
49
34

38%
31
33
23

9
7
4
18

30
38
44
33

57
54

Impact of
Regulations

49

32

and

More than 90 percent of the large firm
samples indicated significant impact of taxes
and regulations on their operations (Table
EAO). The respondents were emphatic on
their response to taxes and regulations: 58
percent of the respondents placed a very
significant impact, while only 6 percent
showed small impact of taxes and regulations.
This finding is consistent with most other
surveys and location studies comparing
economic development programs and
initiatives among states, in addition to
traditional business concerns such as access to
labor, transportation, markets and raw
materials. 38
The perceived significant impact of taxes and
regulations did not vary among independents
and corporate entities, except foreign-owned
branches (Table E-41). Those companies
providing non-durable manufactured goods
reported the most adverse impacts.
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Importance of "'ligh Technology to Different Types of Large Firms and Major Product
Groups

1)fpe of Cmlllpaliilll
or Majer Product

Number
ReperUlI1Ig

Level @f Imp@lItall1lce
N@t
Very
Impolltall1lt
Importall1lt
3
1
2
4
(Percell1lt ef rel>p@lI1Idell1lts)

Equipment for more fully automated production
Type of Company
Independent
Headquarters
Branch/Division
Foreign-Owned

46
42
40
8

11%
10
5

Major Product
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Service, Other

37
24
24
51

8

17%
10
10
38

35%
50
38
25

37%
31
48
38

14

41
50
29
39

38
33
50
35

17

16

21
10

Equipment for communication of information
Type of Company
Independents
Headquarters
Branches/Division
Foreign-Owned

48
45
41
8

Major Product
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Service, Other

40
24
24
54

4
2
13
3
6

17
11
20
38

44
60
49
25

35
27
32
25

20
21
21
11

50
63
42
46

28
17
38
37

Other equipment to improve productivity
Type of Company
Independents
Headquarters
Branches/Division
Foreign-Owned

48
42
41
7

Major Product
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Service, Other

40
24
24
50

8
5
2

15
10
12
29

48
57
46
29

29
29
39
43

8
4

8

12

8
22

53
67
46
40

40
21
46
26

Advanced materials to improve product or processes
Type of Company
Independents
Headquarters
Branches/Division
Foreign-Owned

45
39
41
7

24
26
10
29

20
23
27

33
21
44
57

22
31
20
14

Major Product
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Service, Other

37
23
24
48

5
4
13
44

14
26
29
23

51
43
33

30
26
25
17
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Impact of Taxes and Regulations on Business Operating Cost of Large Firms
Number of
lRespom:llents

1 No Impact
2 Not Very Significant
3 Somewhat Significant
4 Very Significant
No Response

1

1%
5
35
58
1

150

100%

2
8
52
87

Total

Impact of Taxes and Regulations to Different Types of Large Firms and Major
Product Groups

Type of Company
Product/Service

Number of
lRespolJ1dents

Type of Company
Independent
Headquarters
Branches/Division
Foreign-Owned

52
47
43

Oil'

Major Product
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

Severity of Impact
Very
Not
SiglJ1ificalJ1t
SiglJ1ificalJ1t
11
:2
3
4
(Percent of respolJ1delJ1ts)

4%

8%
2
7

8

42
25

2

10

27

56

Overall Ranking of Impacts
of Taxes and Regulations on
Large Companies
Sample firms ranked eight categories of taxes
and regulations based on impacts on their
businesses, with the highest impact being
ranked 1. By using the rankings as weights,
we created an overall ranking of impacts for
the entire sample. The overall score for each
tax or regulation was calculated as the sum of
the percentages of respondents on each level
of impact (scores of 1 through 8) multiplied
by the level itself as weight. Hence, a low
overall score means that most respondents
ranked it at scores of 1 through 5, which are
scores indicating high impact.
Workers' compensation had the highest
impact among all taxes and regulations,
followed by corporate income taxes,

8

31%
44
35
13

58%
54
58
88

43
46
15
35

45
54
85
58

unemployment insurance, commercial!
industrial property taxes and personal income
taxes (Table E-4-2). These are "particularly
visible taxes" that Roger Schmenner (1982)
contended to be detrimental to state
recruitment efforts. 39 On the other hand,
sales taxes, residential property taxes and
research and development tax credits were
relatively less important to large firms.

Impact of Regulations on
Businesses
There was no consensus among our sample of
large firms regarding the impact of pollution
control regulations on their businesses (Table
E-4-3). There seemed to be as many firms that
reported no impact to less impact as there
were firms that reported signiftcant to very
significant impact. On employment
regulations, businesses tended to attach more
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Overall Ranking of Impacts of Taxes and Regulation on large Firms
Rank
Worker's Compensation
Corporate Income Tax
Unemployment Insurance
Commercial/ind Property Tax
Personal Income Tax
Sales Tax
Residential Property Tax
Research and De'll. Tax Credit

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Overall Sc@re'"

267
328
364
3BO
408
518
558
655

* Sum of proportion of respondents on each rank, multiplied by that rank as weight;
the lowest score has the most impact.
iiiImpact of Regulations on large Firms
Severity of Impact
Number of
Resp@ndents

Very
Significant
2
3
4
(Percent @f respondents)

Not
Significant
11

Pollution Control Regulations
Air Pollution
Water Pollution
Toxic Waste
Solid Waste

126
129
129
135

30%
24
21
16

31%
28
32
21

18%
25
29
36

21%
23
18
27

Employment Regulations
Hiring and Selection
Hours and Wages
Civil Rights
Health and Safety
liability Insurance

144
143
144
144
143

8
18
18
11

23
29
25
25
23

36
33
35
38
41

33
20
22
26
28

significant impact than no impact,
particularly on such topics as hiring and
selection, liability insurance and health and
safety standards (OSHA).
Pollution control regulations did not appear
to impact any particular type of company
compared to the others, except for nondurable goods manufacturing (Table E-44).
Food and kindred product manufacturers and
pulp and paper mills generate a large amount
of pollutants into the water and toxic wastes
into the dump sites, so that a large
proportion of these companies were impacted
more than the others. On the other hand,
services, trade and other industries appeared
to be least concerned about pollution control
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8

regulations because they do not produce large
amounts of pollutants.

Impact of Employment
Regulations on Different
Types of Large Firms
Most large firms indicated that employment
regulations had a significant impact on their
businesses (Table E-45). The impacts seemed
equally severe among different types of
companies and major product groups. The
exceptions were large proportions of service
and trade companies that were significantly
impacted by civil rights (discrimination), and
durable goods manufacturing firms that were
impacted by liability insurance. Corporations
and durable and non-durable manufacturing

Impact of Pollution Control Regulations on Different Types of large Firms and
Major Product Group

Type of Company
@r Major Product

Number of
Respondents

Severity of Impact
Very
Not
Significant
Significant
1
2
3
4
(Percent of respondents)

Air Pollution
Type of Company
Independents
Headquarters
Branch/Division
Foreign-Owned

43
39
37
7

37%
31
24
14

28%
41
24
29

23%
8
24
14

12%
21
27
43

Major Product
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

36
24
23
43

25
21
13
49

33
42
17
30

22
17
22
14

19
21
48
7

22

Water Pollution
Type of Company
Independents
Headquarters
Branch/Division
Foreign-Owned

41
42
38
8

34
24
16
13

24
31
26
38

20
29
26
25

32
25

Major Product
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

38
24
25
42

21
13
12
40

29
29
16
33

26
25
44
12

24
33
28
14

17

Toxic Waste
Type of Company
Independents
Headquarters
Branch/Division
Foreign-Owned

42
42
37
8

29
24
14

24
33
38
38

31
24
24
62

17
19
24

Major Product
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

38
23
24
44

11
13
13
39

29
43
21
34

32
30
46
16

29
13
21
11

Solid Waste
Type of Company
Independents
Headquarters
Branch/Division
Foreign-Owned

45
44
38
8

18
20
11

24
25
16
13

36
32
32
75

22
23
42
13

Major Product
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

38
24
26
47

13
8
4
28

24
25
19
19

42
38
35
30

21
29
42
23
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Table

Impacts of Employment Regulations on Different Types of Large Firms and Major
Product Groups

Type @f Company
@r Major Pr@duct

Number@f
Resp@ndents

Severity @f Impact
N@t
Very
Significant
Significant
2
3
'I
4
(Percent @f respondents)

Hiring and Selection Practices
Type of Company
Independents
Headquarters
Branch/Division
Foreign-Owned

50
46
40
8

8
7
10
13

14%
39
13
37

34%
37
38
37

44%
17
40
13

Major Product
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

40
23
27
54

18
9
4
4

15
30
26
24

38
43
30
35

30
17
41
37

Hours and Wage Regulations
Type of Company
Independents
Headquarters
Branch/Division
Foreign-Owned

50
45
40
8

20
13
20
25

28
40
20
25

34
33
30
38

18
13
30
13

Major Product
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-Durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

40
23
27
53

23
17
26
11

33
30
26
28%

30
43
30
32

15
9

18
28

Civil Rights (Discrimination)
Type of Company
Independents
Headquarters
Branch/Division
Foreign-Owned

50
45
41
8

18
16
22
13

18
38
15
50

40
33
32
38

24
13
32

Major Product
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-Durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

40
23
27
54

25
13
26
11

18
35
33
22

35
39
19
43

23
13
22
24

Health and Safety Standards (OSHA)
Type of Company
Independents
Headquarters
Branch/Division
Foreign-Owned

50
46
40
8

12
13
10

34
17
18
50

30
43
40
50

24
26
33

Major Product
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-Durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

40
23
27
54

13
4
7
15

35
22
22
20

38
43
30
41

15
30
41
24

31
22
33
13

Liability Insurance
Type of Company
Independents
Headquarters
Branch/Division
Foreign-Owned

48
45
42
8

8
9
5
13

29
16
24
25

31
53
38
50

Major Product
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-Durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

39
24
26
54

13
4
4
7

31

33
63
27
44
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27
19

23
17

42
30

Quality of Technical Assistance on Regulations for Large Firms

INIllmber of
Respondents

Pollution Control Regulations
Air Pollution
Water Pollution
Toxic Waste
Solid Waste
Employment RegUlations
Hiring and Selection
Hours and Wages
Civil Rights
Health and Safety
Liability Insurance

75
86
89
96
116
105
106
115
116

firms showed greater sensitivity to health and
safety standards (OSHA) than the other
groups.

Quality of Technical Assistance
Most large firms were satisfied with the
quality of technical assistance available for
pollution control regulations and employment
regulations (Table E-46). Only about 7
percent of respondents indicated poor
technical assistance with pollution control
regulations. Most companies reported
adequate to moderately high levels of
satisfaction on technical assistance. About 9
percent of the respondents reported excellent
technical assistance.
There were more responses given regarding
technical assistance for employment
regulations than pollution control regulations.
A slightly larger percentage of respondents
gave poor ratings on technical assistance for
employment regulations, compared to those
for pollution control regulations. However,
more companies rated technical assistance on
employment regulations to be moderately
high and excellent, compared to their ratings
on pollution control technical assistance.
Except for hiring and selection regulations,
more than 10 percent of respondents
indicated excellent assistance on employment
regulations.

QuaBDtll of Technical Assistance
Poor
Excellent
1
:2
:)
4
(Percent of respondents)

7%
6
7
5
9
6
9
7
10

31%
33
39
40

53%
51
46
47

32
30
33
24
28

50
53
46
53
45

9%
10
8
8

9

11
11
16
17

Large firms that were impacted very
significantly by pollution control and
employment regulations also reported
excellent technical assistance (Table E-47).
There were only seven respondents that
reported poor technical assistance. It appears
that technical assistance was delivered to
those most in need, and government agencies
were given generally satisfactory ratings on
their technical assistance.
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When surveying companies about
their business plans during the
next five years, we covered several
issues relating to changes in staffing patterns,
worker training, acquisition and utilization of
capital, application of new technology, and
investments in research and development. We
discuss our findings in this section, focusing
on planned changes in staffing patterns and
capital usage as these are influenced by trends
in labor productivity, quality control
objectives, new technology, and investments
in research and development.
Economic recovery from a deep recession
during the early 1980s was fo llowed by
business retrenchment, cost cutting, mergers
and quality control improvements by large
firms in reaction to strong competition from
abroad. The sluggishness in manufacturing
employment was actually driven by
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Impact of Regulations and Quality of Technical Assistance to Large Firms

Quality of Technical
Assistance

Impact of Regulations
Very
Number of
No Impact
Significant
Respondents
1
2
3
4
(Percent of respondents)
Pollution Control Regulations

Air Pollution
1 Poor
2 Satisfactory
3 Highly Satisfactory
4 Excellent

6
27
48
7

4
2

33
33
14

100%
63
65
86

Water Pollution
1 Poor
2 Satisfactory
3 Highly Satisfactory
4 Excellent

7
31
48
9

6
4

35
29
33

100
58
67
67

Toxic Waste
1 Poor
2 Satisfactory
3 Highly Satisfactory
4 Excellent

7
38
45
7

5
7

32
29
29

100
63
64
71

Solid Waste
1 Poor
2 Satisfactory
3 Highly Satisfactory
4 Excellent

6
42
47
8

7
6

33
30
25

100
60
64
75

Employment Regulations
Hiring and Selection Practices
1 Poor
2 Satisfactory
3 Highly Satisfactory
4 Excellent

12
38
60
13

Hours and Wages Regulations
1 Poor
2 Satisfactory
3 Highly Satisfactory
4 Excellent

6
34
68
14

Civil Rights (Discrimination)
1 Poor
2 Satisfactory
3 Highly Satisfactory
4 Excellent

13
39
55
16

Health and Safety Standards (OSHA)
1 Poor
8
2 Satisfactory
29
3 Highly Satisfactory
64
4 Excellent
19
Liability Insurance
1 Poor
2 Satisfactory
3 Highly Satisfactory
4 Excellent
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13
33
55
20

8
8
5

9
6

8
8
5

13
10
5

8
9
5

8
24
48
23

83
68
47

17
21
44
29

83
71
50
71

28
47
31

92
64
47
69

31
38
42

88
59
58
58

8
30
42
35

85
61
53
65

77

Planned Changes in Staffing Patterns During the Next Five Years by Large Firms

Number@f
Respondents

Occupational
Groups

Management
Professionals/Scientists/Engineers
Technical/ Skilled
Clerical/Sales
Unskilled Labor

productivity increases and shifts to newer
production plants or new products by durable
goods manufacturing, rather than a
de industrialization of the economy. 40
Businesses harnessed technology not only to
develop new products but to improve
production methods and minimize costs.
A decline in the value of the US. dollar
relative to major currencies and expanding
world markets have stimulated US. exports.
With increasing demand for their products,
manufacturers began rehiring workers. Exports
have become a large contributor to economic
growth and this is expected to continue with
a united West European market by the end of
1992 and emerging free market orientation of
Eastern Europe. However, several cost-cutting
measures of large companies involve sourcing
of low value products and materials from
abroad or from states with low labor cost,
substituting capital equipment for manual
labor in assembly operations and production
controls, and labor-saving innovations in new
production plants,4l In Minnesota and the
rest of the US., the new jobs require higher
level of skills and training.
clhlanlge~s

in

Three-fourths of large firm respondents
planned to change their staffing patterns
during the next five years. Consistent with
current trends and outlook, businesses
indicated they would see increases in
management, professional and technical
personnel, and reductions in clerical and
unskilled labor (Table E-48). This reflects the
continuing application of labor-saving capital
and gains in labor productivity, particularly

105
93
97
100
93

Planned Changes in Staffing Pattern
Decrease
Increase
Significantly
Significantly
'Il
2
3
4
(Percent @f respondents)

2%

1
13

33%
31
26

52
48

60%

56
65
45
32

5%
13
9
2
7

for unskilled labor. Emphasis on product
development by large companies means
increasing recruitment of scientists, engineers
and other technical personnel.
Among large companies planning staffing
changes during the next five years, twice as
many companies planned to increase
management, profeSSionals and technical
personnel than those planning reductions
(Table E-49). Independent companies and
corporate entities appeared to have similar
propensities to increase upper level personnel.
More companies in these groups were
planning reductions in clerical/sales and
unskilled labor compared to those that
planned for increases.
Among different product groups, non-durable
goods manufacturing and high technology
companies showed the largest planned
increases in professionals and technical
personnel. Services, trade and other
industries had the highest proportion of
companies that planned to increase
administrative (management) and clericaU
sales personnel. These are consistent with the
importance and dominance of different
occupational groups in these industries, such
as scientists and technicians for high
technology companies, and managers and
sales personnel for trade and services.
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Table

Planned Increases in Staffing by Different Types of Large Companies and Major
Product Groups

OccllIIpational
Grollllps

Planned lBu~reases in Staffing Pattern
Number of
Dncrease
Decreasing
Respondents
Staff
Staff
(Percent of respondents)

Management Personnel
Type of Company
Independents
Headquarters
Branch/Division
Foreign-owned

36
37
29
3

64%
62
72
33

36%
38
28
67

Professionals/Scientists and Engineers
Independents
Headquarters
Branch/Division
Foreign-owned

31
34
25
3

Independents
Headquarters
Branch/Division
Foreign-owned

33
34
27
3

Independents
Headquarters
Branch/Division
Foreign-owned

34
36
27
3

Independents
Headquarters
Branch/Division
Foreign-owned

28
34
28
3

71
58
80
33

29
42
20
67

Technical/Skilled

82
68
78
33

18
32
22
67

Clerical/Sales

41
47
56
33

59
53
44
67

Unskilled Labor

43
41
32
33

57
59
68
67

Management Personnel
Major Product/Service
. High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-Durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

32
17
21
35

59
47
71
74

41
53
29
26

Professionals/Scientists and Engineers
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

30
15
20
28

High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

32
16
20
29

High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

30
16
21
33

High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

28
16
20
29

80
60
90
46

20
40
10
54

Technical/Skilled

81
75
85
59

19
25
15
41

Clerical/Sales

40
38
48
58

60
62
52
42

Unskilled Labor
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43
38
35
38

57
62
65
62

Planned Increases in Staffing by Large Firms and Difficulty Recruiting for Various
Occupations

Difficulty Recruiting

Planned Bncreases in Staffing
Moderate
Significant
Ail
Bncrease
Bncrease
(Percent of all those contemplating increase in staffing)

Management Personnel
Easy to Recruit
Relatively Easy
Somewhat Difficult
Difficult to Recruit

7%
27
43
22

Professionals/Scientists & Engineers
2
Easy to Recruit
Relatively Easy
17
Somewhat Difficult
60
Difficult to Recruit
21

7%

25

2

39
21

4
1

2
17
50
13

10
8

Technical/Skilled
Easy to Recruit
Relatively Easy
Somewhat Difficult
Difficult to Recruit

4
32
40
24

37
19

1
3
3
5

Clerical/Sales
Easy to Recruit
Relatively Easy
Somewhat Difficult
Difficult to Recruit

14
51
26
9

14
51
24
7

2
2

Unskilled Labor
Easy to Recruit
Relatively Easy
Somewhat Difficult
Difficult to Recruit

34
40
23
3

31
26
23
3

Planned Increases in Staffing
by Level of Difficulty
Recruiting Staff in Various
Occupations
Most large firms contemplating increasing
their workforce encountered difficulty in
recruiting, particularly for management,
professionals and technical staff (Table E-50).
Clerical/skilled and unskilled positions
appeared easier to fill for these companies.
Compared to the entire sample, a larger
proportion of these companies experienced
difficulty recruiting, particularly for upper
level occupations.

3

29

3
14

Large firms found it easier to retain staff than
recruit new employees, and most firms that
planned to increase their staff did not have
difficulty keeping their present staff (Table
E-5l). However, this group of companies
tended to have higher difficulty retaining
staff, compared to the entire sample,
particularly for clerical/sales and unskilled
labor. This suggests that those recruiting at
lower occupational levels were also building
contingencies for higher turnover rates.
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Planned Increases in Staffing by Large Firms and Difficulty Retaining for Various
Occupations

Difficulty Retaining

Planned Increases in Staffing
Moderate
Significant
All
Increase
Increase
(Percent of all those contemplating increase in staffing)

Management Personnel
Easy to Retain
Relatively Easy
Somewhat Difficult
Difficult to Retain

18%

18%

58

54

22
2

18
2

Professionals/Scientists & Engineers
Easy to Retain
Relatively Easy
Somewhat Difficult
Difficult to Retain

8
54
31
7

7
48
26
3

Technical/Skilled
Easy to Retain
Relatively Easy
Somewhat Difficult
Difficult to Retain

12
50
31
7

10
46
26
6

23
43
30
5

23
43
27
2

3
3

18
42
27
12

15
39
24
6

3
3
3
6

Clerical/Sales
Easy to Retain
Relatively Easy
Somewhat Difficult
Difficult to Retain
Unskilled Labor
Easy to Retain
Relatively Easy
Somewhat Difficult
Difficult to Retain

The large firms placed high importance on
rising labor costs, lack of appropriate skills,
labor shortages and inadequate health benefits
among personnel issues at present and during
the next five years. Most companies planning
staff increases attached high importance to
these issues, and this relationship was intense
across occupational groups (Table E-52).
Also, the percentage of companies that
placed high importance on personnel issues
and planned for staff increases became larger
as the planning horizon extended to the next
five years. Evidently, rising labor costs and
labor shortages will be more important issues
in the future, particularly for those companies
planning to increase their workforce.
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4
3

1
6
5
4
2
4

5
1

Changes in Labor and Capital
Planned changes in staffing patterns and
capital use by large firms suggest that there
will be business expansion through acquisition
of new equipment, land and buildings, and
increased hiring of managers, professional and
technical personnel. New equipment, working
capital, inventory and other short-term or
current assets tended to be substitutes for
clerical and unskilled labor, while land and

Table
Personne8 Issues

Planned Increases in Staffing by Large Firms and Importance of Personnel Issues
Current
Importance
Importance
In Five Years
(Percent of those contemp8ating staff increases)

Management Personnel
Rising Labor Cost
Lack of Skills
Labor Shortage
Health Benefits

81%

63

87
79

64
87

76
55

Professionals/Scientists & Engineers
Rising Labor Cost
Lack of Skills
Labor Shortage
Health Benefits

80

89
86

66
57

75
97

91
Technical/Skilled

Rising Labor Cost
Lack of Skills
Labor Shortage
Health Benefits

70

90
87

61
93

97

82

76
Clerical/Sales

Rising labor Cost
lack of Skills
labor Shortage
Health Benefits

83

89
80
82
98

66
67
87
Unskilled labor

Rising labor Cost
Lack of Skills
labor Shortage
Health Benefits

86
71
71
91

buildings appeared complementary (Table
E-53). A large number of respondents that
invested in current assets also planned to
reduce clerical and unskilled workers. On the
other hand, planned increases in managerial,
professional and technical staff followed
investments in all forms of capital.

94
91
85
100

Changes in Staffing Pattern and
Introduction of New Product
The apparent growth strategy of large firms
was to introduce new products during the
next five years and increase staffing for
various occupational groups, except clerical/
sales and unskilled labor (Table E-54). There
were almost two companies that planned to
increase staff with the introduction of new
products for everyone that planned to reduce
its workforce.
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Planned Changes in Staffing Pattern and Utilization of New Capital by Large Firms

Utilization of Newly
Acquired Capital

Planned Changes in Staffing
Decrease
Increase
Significantly
Significantly
1
2
3
4
(Number of respondents)

Management Personnel
New Equipment
Working Capital
Inventory
Research & Development
Land
Buildings
Extinguish Debt
Refinance Debt

1
2

2

17
12
4
4
8
13
3
7

31
29
13
12
18
24
3
10

4
1
1
1
1
2
3
2

Professionals
New Equipment
Working Capital
Inventory
Research & Development
Land
Buildings
Extinguish Debt
Refinance Debt

16
14
6
4
8
14
4
9

26
21
7
7
12
17

3
6

6
7
4
5
4
4
1
3

Technical/Scientists & Engineers
New Equipment
Working Capital
Inventory
Research & Development
Land
Buildings
Extinguish Debt
Refinance Debt

10
11
3
3
6
8
3
6

34
28
12
9
17
25
5
14

6
5
3
4
2
3

Clerical/Sales
New Equipment
Working Capital
Inventory
Research & Development
Land
Buildings
ExtingUish Debt
Refinance Debt

27
24
8
8
11
17
3
12

21
18
9
8
13
17
5
8

2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1

Unskilled Labor
New Equipment
Working Capital
Inventory
Research & Development
Land
Buildings
ExtingUish Debt
Refinance Debt
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8
6
2
3
3
3
4

24
19
7
4
8
16
2
11

12
12
5
7
9
11
4
4

5
4
3
2
4
4
1

Planned Changes in Staffing Pattern and Introduction of New Products by Large
Firms

Planned Changes
In Staffing Pattern

Planned Introduction of New Products
Number
Introduce
No New
Reporting
New Product
Product
(Number of respondents)

Management
Decrease
Slight Decrease
Slight Increase
Increase
Total

5

3

5
8
2

102

87

15

Professionals
Decrease
Slight Decrease
Slight Increase
Increase

29
50
12

25
43
12

4
7

Total

91

80

11

Technical/Skilled
Decrease
Slight Decrease
Slight Increase
Increase
Total

24
61
9
94

22
50
8
80

Clerical/Sales
Decrease
Slight Decrease
Slight Increase
Increase
Total

2
34
61
5
102

2
29
53
3
87

Unskilled Labor
Decrease
Slight Decrease
Slight Increase
Increase
Total

1
51
44
2
98

1
46
35
2
84

2

2

34
61

29
53

2

11
1

14

5
8
2

15

5
9

14

Importance of Training to A
Company's Economic Growth
Large firms placed overwhelming importance
on improved manufacturing processes, quality
control, customer service and marketing for
continued company growth during the next
five years (Table E-55). Administrative,
managerial and general skills were important
to these firms, while international skills and
foreign languages were unimportant. The
respondents were divided on the importance
of basic skills, which could be related to the
low importance of unskilled labor to this
group.

Large firms gave a low response rate on
changes in transportation modes (Table E-56).
Nevertheless, most firms that planned to
increase trucks, air, rail, barge and freight
transport were also generally satisfied with
service from these modes. Several firms that
indicated a decline in their use of railroad
and barges were dissatisfied with these modes.
Similarly, there were very few samples that
responded to the question on satisfaction with
transportation characteristics such as speed,
cost, frequency and reliability. Leading
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Table

Importance of Training to Growth of Large Firms
importaru::e of Training to Company Growth
Very
Not
important
important
1
2
3
4
(Percent of respondents)

Areas for Training

Manufacturing
Processes/Equipment
Engineering/Scientific
Quality Control

9%
22
9

3%
10
4

34%
33
20

55%
35
67

Marketing/Sales
Customer Service
International Skills
Foreign Languages
Marketing/Sales

4
33
49
4

7
21
32
6

18
32
13
34

71
13
5
55

Administrative
Clerical/Office
Computer Skills

6
1

35
12

46
46

13
41

Managerial
Strategic Planning
SuperVisory/Leadership

2
1

12
2

39
32

46
65

22
4
9

27
9
20

30
42
45

21
46
25

General Skills
Basic Skills
Communication Skills
Career Development

Table

Planned Changes
in Transport Mode

Planned Changes in Transport Mode by Large Firms and Level of Satisfaction on
Transport Mode

Number of
Respondents

Level of Satisfaction
Not
Satisfied

1
2
3
(Percent of respondents)

Trucks
Decrease
Increase

6
31

100%
3

52%

Air Transport
Decrease
Increase

3
16

100
88

12

Railroad
Decrease
Increase

9
6

22

Barge, Water Transport
Decrease
Increase

4
2

50

Freight Services
Decrease
Increase
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2
10

11
17

25
50

10

56
50

Very
Satisfied
4

45%

11
33

25
50
50
80

50
10

Transport Problems of large Companies that Planned to Increase Transport Use
Transpoli1 Mode
Tiransport Problem

Tirucks
Air
Barge
Freight
Rail
(Number of respondents increasing transpoli1 and
repoli1ing moderate to severe transport problems)

Reduction of Air Service
Availability
Quality
Airport Congestion
lack of Rail Service
Deteriorating Roads and
Bridges
Inadequate Shipping
Services
Poor Road Access
Road Congestion
lack of Mass Transit
Problems Transporting
Hazardous Materials
Increasing Costs
Reduction in Trucking
Service Availability

14
15
13
6

9
11
13
2

4
4
4
5

3
3
4
2

9
9
9
3

23

11

6

3

10

10
14
18
4

6
7
12
3

3
3
4
2

3
2
3
2

6
6
8
2

7
26

6
18

4
6

2
3

3
14

13

7

6

3

7

Planned Introduction of New Products by Type of Company and Major Product
Group of large Firms
Type of Company
Product/Service
All Samples

Sample

New Product IntrOduction
Number
Percent of Sample

150

114

Type of Company
Independents
Headquarters
Branch/Division
Foreign-Owned

52
47
43
8

42
35
33
4

81
74
77
50

Major Product/Service
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods
SerVices, Other

42
25
27
56

36
19
22
37

86
76
81
66

problems for companies that planned to
increase transport were increasing costs,
deteriorating roads and bridges, and road
congestion (Table E-57).

More than three-fourths of the large firms
planned to introduce a new product during
the next five years (Table E-58). Independent
companies led other groups with 81 percent

76%

that planned to introduce new products,
followed by 75 percent of corporate entities
and 50 percent of foreign-owned companies.
Among different product groups, high
technology and non-durable goods
manufacturing were most innovative with
more than 81 percent that planned to
introduce new products, followed by 76 percent
of durable goods manufacturing and 66 percent
of services, trade and other industries.
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Planned Introduction of New Products and Difficulty Raising Capital by large Firms
Level of Difficulty
Raising Capital

All Respondents
Number
Percent

low level Difficulty
Not Difficult
Moderately Difficult
High level Difficulty

38
24
9
5

50%
32
12

Total

76

6

29
19
8
3

49%
32
14
5

100%

59

100%

Difficulty Raising Capital and New
Product Introduction
Most of the samples that planned to
introduce a new product in five years did not
have much difficulty in raising capital (Table
E-59). The distribution of these companies
according to levels of difficulty raising capital
was similar across the entire sample. In fact,
the large firms in this survey were found to be
in excellent financial condition and they did
not have difficulty raising capital.

Importance of Investments in
Research and Development During
the Next Five Years by Type of
Company
Eighty-one percent of the respondents
indicated the importance of research and
development investments to the success of
their company during the next five years
(Table E-60). Four choices were allowed in
this question, ranging from not important
(Score of 1) to very important (Score of 4).
More than one-fourth of the sample chose
important (Score of 3) while twice as many,
or more than one-half, of the samples chose
very important (Score of 4).
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Intr@duce New Product
Percent
Number

This response is consistent with the expressed
high importance of technology and planned
introduction of new products by large firms
during the next five years. Of the 114
companies that planned to introduce a new
product during the next five years, 99
companies, or 87 percent, rated research and
development investments as important to the
continued success of their business. These
companies viewed research and development
investments as a direct way to harness
advancing technology for new processes and
new products.

Importance of Research and Development Investments to Different Types; of Large
Companies
Research ami Development investments
Type of Company
Major Product/Service

All Samples

Number of
Respondents

144

imporiant
Very importall1lt
(Percent of total sample)

28%

53%

Type of Company
Independents
Headquarters
Branch/Division
Foreign-Owned

49
45
42
8

20
36
21
38

49
40
60
38

Major Product/Service
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

40
24
26
54

25
33
27
24

65
42
58
35

Corporate headquarters and their branches
appeared to be very cognizant of the
importance of research and development
investments; a larger proportion of these
companies responded positively compared to
independents. Also, it is not surprising that
high technology companies and manufacturers
attached greater importance to research and
development investments, compared to
services, trade, and other industries.

Federal, state and local
governments provide important
services in education,
transportation, social services,
public safety, environment and housing that
directly and indirectly benefit
businesses. These services have high potentials
for economies of scale in production and
consumption, and often there are
externalities in benefits or damages that
require some public sector intervention. In
the case of highway construction, a single
planner and provider could eliminate much of
the duplication of services from several
providers. Private individuals, businesses and
government benefit from improved highways
in terms of ease of travel, reduced transport
cost and increased economic activity, but
there is great difficulty estimating separate
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Importance of Government Programs to Large Firms in Minnesota

Number
Repoll1lng
Programs

Imp@lI1ance @f G@vernment Programs
N@t
Verry
Imp@lI1ant
Impoll1ant
1
2
3
4
(Percent of respondents)

Education
Elementary/Secondary
Higher Education
Libraries

141
139
137

1
5

Social Services and Income Maintenance
Public Welfare
Hospitals
Health
Employment Security

138
138
138
138

Transportation
Highway
Air Transportation
Water Transport

6%
7
33

27%
35
47

67%
58
15

25
5
5
14

44
25
17
36

24
48
50
43

7
22
28
7

138
136
137

6
12
58

20
22
28

38
40
8

37
26
5

Public Safety
Police Protection
Fire Protection
Corrections
Protective Regulation

138
138
136
133

2
2
18
18

26
21
38
44

41
37
34
29

31
40
10
9

Environment and Housing
Natural Resources
Parks and Recreation
Housing & Community Dev.
Sewerage
Other Sanitation

136
136
135
136
127

13
13

27
35
32
28
33

39
34
36
43
43

21
19
16
17
10

17

12
14

benefits and therefore assigning cost burden
among these users.

issues and point out possible
misinterpretation.

In this survey, we asked businesses about the
importance of government services in
education, transportation, social services and
income maintenance, public safety, and
environment and housing to the successful
operation of their businesses. We showed per
capita public expenditures on these services
in Minnesota compared to the national
average based on the 1989 U.S. Department
of Commerce publication Government Finance
and solicited their opinions about increasing
or decreasing state spending on these
programs. In this way, we attempted to make
an objective and quantitative measure of
business priorities for various government
services. A small group of companies, our
focus group, helped expand on some of the

We obtained a high response rate on
questions regarding the importance of
government programs and spending levels on
these programs; about 90 percent of the
sample indicated their preferences (Table
E-6l). Although different types of businesses
differ in their perceptions about the
importance of specific government services,
education programs received overwhelming
endorsement from all groups. More than 90
percent of the respondents recognized
education as important, and more than 55
percent indicated education to be very
important. Further, elementary education and
higher education appeared equally important
to businesses. Libraries lagged behind
education in terms of overwhelming
importance, but 62 percent of the
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Response of Large Firms to Government Spending on Various Programs

Programs

Business' Response to Goverroment Spending
Spend
Spend
Numlbe~
Less
More
Reporting
1
2
3
4
(Percent @ff respondents)

Education
Elementary/Secondary
Higher Education
Libraries

132
131
128

5%
6
12

30%
35
52

44%
46
30

Social Services and Income
Maintenance
Public Welfare
Hospitals
Health
Employment Security

131
131
130
131

49
19
12
41

40
52
43
46

8
26
37
9

3
3
8
4

Transportation
Highway
Air Transportation
Water Transport

129
129
129

7
9
43

37
52
47

44
33
9

12
7
1

Public Safety
Police Protection
Fire Protection
Corrections
Protective Regulation

130
131
130
128

2
2
7
23

41
40
61
56

46
50
23
16

12

131
131

6
13

47
54

35

11
8

131
130
123

20
6
7

47
52
54

27
37
34

Environment and Housing
Natural Resources
Parks and Recreation
Housing & Community
Dev.
Sewerage
Other Sanitation

respondents ranked library services as
important.
The next group of important programs were
hospitals and health services, and police and
fire protection. About three-fourths of
respondents ranked hospitals and health
services as important government programs.
Two-thirds of respondents considered police
and fire protection important.
On the other hand, public welfare and
employment security were not important
government programs to large businesses. Less
than one-third of respondents indicated
importance of public welfare, and respondents
were evenly divided on the importance of
employment security. Similarly, the
respondents did not indicate high importance

25

21%
13
6

9
8

5

6
5
5

of corrections and protective regulations, in
spite of the high importance that they
attached to police and fire protection.
Three-fourths of respondents indicated that
highways were important to their businesses,
while two-thirds indicated air transportation
to be important. However, almost all
respondents attached low importance to water
transportation. The respondents were divided
in their opinion of environmental and
housing programs, with a slight majority
favoring these programs.

Businesses' response to government spending
reflected the relative importance that they
attached to the various programs (Table
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Importance of Education Programs to Different Types of Large Firms

Type @f
Product/Service

Imporilance @f Education IPr@grams
Not
Very
Imp@rtant
Imporilant
INlumber
..
2
3
4
Reporiling
(Percent of respondents)

Elementary/Secondary Education
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

39
24
26
52

5%
4
8
8

62%
63
73
69

33%
33
19
23

Higher Education
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

39
24
26
50

3

2

13
4
10

62
46
65
56

36
42
31
32

Libraries
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

39
23
25
50

E-62). Higher spending was advocated for
education, but less spending was
recommended for libraries. Reduced spending
levels were strongly indicated for social
services and income maintenance, particularly
public welfare and employment security.
Likewise, a majority of large firms
recommended an increase in spending on
highways, police and fire protection. A
majority also indicated reduced spending for
airports, water transport, corrections and
protective regulations. With environment and
housing, respondents were divided over these
programs' importance to businesses, and a
larger number suggested lower spending on
these programs.
The strong recommendations for reduced
spending on social services and income
maintenance are not surprising because these
are "business climate" issues; such spending is
frequently cited as the reason for high state
taxes, labor cost and other costs of doing
business in the state. In addition, several
researchers have argued that increased
taxation to provide more welfare or other
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9
8
6

46
30
24
28

41
57
48
48

13
4

20
18

transfer payments retards economic growth,
while increased taxation to provide more
education, health services and better roads
and highways enhances economic growth. 42
Per capita state spending on social programs
surpassed the national average by a wide
margin. On the other hand, increased
spending for education and highways were
advocated to improve the competitiveness of
the state versus other states and countries,
although per capita expenditures on these
programs also exceeded the national average
by wide margins. For example, per capita
state spending on highways and higher
education were 46 percent and 28 percent
higher, respectively, than the national
average.

PrO(llll'aiMS

In

Government programs in education received
wide support from our sample of large firms
(Table E-63). High technology companies and
manufacturing firms need educated and
trained workers and they depend on
government programs to create this

Response to Government Spending on Education by Different Types of Large Firms
Appropriateness @f Spending @n Education
Spend
Spend
Number
Less
More
;)
Reporting
2
4
(Percent @f respondents)

Type of Company
Product/Service

.

Elementary/Secondary Education
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

34
24
24
50

3%
8
8
4

32%
46
29
22

44%
25
46
52

21%
21
17

22

Higher Education
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

34
24
24
49

6
4
12
4

35
54
29
29

38
33
54
53

21
8
4
14

Libraries
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

34
24
23
47

workforce. Several major U. S. corporations
have pioneered business involvement in
education and training, both in terms of
extensive training for employees and major
grant programs to universities. 43 Service and
trade companies employed large numbers of
clerical, sales and unskilled labor, but they
were as supportive of education as the
manufacturers and high technology
companies. On the other hand, libraries
generated less intense response from all
groups.
Govel~nni1erlt

5pelndiing on

Seventy-four percent of respondents in
services and trade industries favored higher
spending on elementary/secondary education
(Table E-64). Much of the workforce in these
industries are clerical, sales and unskilled
labor, yet they need strong command of basic
skills such as arithmetic and reading
comprehension to compete during the 1990s.
Most of the high technology companies and
non-durable goods manufacturers also
supported higher spending on education,
while a majority of durable goods

9
12
17
11

50
63
57
47

38
25
17
32

3
9

11

manufacturers appeared less enthusiastic on
education spending. Libraries received less
support for government spending than did
education among all types of large companies.
All large firms advocated increased spending
on education regardless of their levels of
difficulty recruiting personnel. We did not
find any clear relationship between levels of
difficulty recruiting managers, professionals
and technical personnel with advocacy for
higher education spending. Although this
could be attributed to the practice of
nationwide recruiting by large firms for upper
level personnel, there were neither clear
correlations between spending
recommendations on elementary/secondary
education and levels of difficulty recruiting
clerical/sales and unskilled workers. These low
skilled workers are generally available locally,
and their skill levels depend on the quality of
elementary/secondary education.
Those companies that planned to introduce a
new product in five years were emphatic on
the issue of government spending on
education (Table E-65). More than two-thirds
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Importance and Appropriateness of Government Spending on Education by Large
Firms that Planned to Introduce New Product

Introduce New
Product in
Five Years

Imp@rtance @f G@vernment Spending on Education
Not
Very
Number
Important
Important
Reporting
3
4
:Ii:
(Percent of respondents)

.

Elementary/Secondary Education
Introduce New Product
No New Product

107
30

7%
7

23%
40

70%
53

29
50

65
33

47
52

17
3

Higher Education
Introduce New Product
No New Product

106
30

3

6
13
Libraries

Introduce New Product
No New Product

105
29

3
14

33
31

Appropriateness of G@vernment Spending @n Educati@n
Spend
Spend
M@re
Number
Less
Rep@rting
:Ii:
3
4
(Percent @f respondents)

.

Elementary/Secondary Education
Introduce New Product
No New Product

99
30

4%
10

28%
33

45%
40

22%
16

47
40

14
10

29
31

8

Higher Education
Introduce New Product
No New Product

79
30

4
13

34
37
Libraries

Introduce New Product
No New Product

99
29

of these companies ranked government
spending on education as very important. In
addition, a larger proportion of these
innovative companies favored higher spending
on education compared to those that did not
plan to introduce a new product.

Govelrnnl1erlt Spelndling on
The manufacturing companies in our sample
indicated that highway transportation was of
high importance to their businesses; while
high technology, and services and trade
companies were less emphatic on the
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11
14

49
55

importance of highway transportation (Table
E-66). Air transportation ranked highly
among manufacturers and high technology
companies.
Water transportation received very low levels
of importance among all groups of
respondents, in large part because only eight
companies in our sample of 150 used barge
and ship as primary transport modes. Barge
and ship transportation are used mainly for
grains, coal and other high-bulk, low-value
products that were not handled by most of
our sample firms.

Importance of Transportation Programs to Different Types of Large Firms

Number
Reporting

Importance of Transportation Programs
N@t
Very
Hmportant
Hmportant
4
1
2
3
(Percent of respondents)
Highway Transportation

High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

38
24
26
50

26%
8
4
28

8%
10

32%
63
42
28

34%
29
54
34

46
63
27
31

22
13
42
29

5
17
8
6

3
4

Air Transportation
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

37
24
26
49

22
17
15
29

11
8
15
12

Water Transportation
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

38
24
26
49

68
58
73
43

24
21
19
41

10

Appropriateness of Government Spending on Transportation to Different Types of
Large Firms

Major Product/Service

Appropriateness of Spending on Transportation
Spend
Spend
More
Number
Less
3
4
Reporting
1
2:
(Percent of respondents)
Highway Transportation

High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

34
24
25
46

6%
4
8
9

53%
46
20
30

32%
38
48
54

9%
12
24
7

35
29
32
33

13
8
9

3
12
8
11

2

Air Transportation
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

34
24
25
46

9
8
8
9

56
50
52
50

Water Transportation
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

33
24
25
47

39
33
64
40

58
54
28
47
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Appropriateness of Government Spending on Transportation and Satisfaction with
Transport Modes by Large Firms

Satisfactiol1l
with Tral1lsp@rt
Mode

Number
Reportil1lg

Spel1ld
M@re
:2
3
<4
(Percel1lt @f resp«:mdel1lts)

Highway Transportation
Primary Mode = Trucks
1 Not Satisfied
2 Somewhat Satisfied
3 Moderately Satisfied
4 Very Satisfied

3%
56

25

Primary Mode = Air
1 Not Satisfied
2 Somewhat Satisfied
3 Moderately Satisfied
4 Very Satisfied

4
21
3

Primary Mode = Water
1 Not Satisfied
2 Somewhat Satisfied
3 Moderately Satisfied
4 Very Satisfied

2
2
3
1

The large companies that responded to the
appropriateness of government expenditures
on transportation differed in their opinion
depending on the types of products (Table
E-67). Non-durable goods manufacturing, and
services and trade tended to favor greater
spending on highways, while high technology
companies and durable goods manufacturing
showed less support for this type of spending.
Since high technology companies and durable
goods manufacturing placed high importance
on highways, it seemed contradictory that a
large proportion of these companies also
advocated reduced spending (score of 2).
However, high technology and durable goods
manufacturing typically transport low-bulk,
high-value products so that they might not be
heavy users of highways. In this case, the
current condition and spending levels on
highways might be adequate for their needs.
On the other hand, non-durable goods
manufacturing and trade industries were
heavy users of highways, frequently
transporting high-bulk, low-value products.
They advocated highway improvements to
lower their transport costs.
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A majority of companies belonging to
different product groups advised slightly
reduced spending on air transportation, in
spite of expressed high importance of this
mode to their businesses. Companies already
had high levels of satisfaction with airports,
particularly in the Twin Cities, which could
have caused them not to recommend larger
expenditures. On the other hand, spending
on water transportation fared poorly with our
sample of large firms and most companies
suggested spending cuts.
Large companies that use trucks as a primary
mode of transport expressed a high level of
satisfaction with highways (Table E-68). A
large proportion of these companies also
advocated increased spending on highways.
Similarly, those companies that rely heavily
on air transport were generally satisfied with
this mode, and a large proportion advocated
increased spending on airports. For water
transportation, there are very few firms
dependent on this mode to allow for
inferences.

l'!1portance of Environment and Housing Programs to Different Types of Large
Firms
Impm1ance of Environment and Housing Programs
Very
Not
Important
Important
Number
Reporting
2
4
3
(lPercc:mt of respondents)

Type of
ProductlService

.

Natural Resources
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

37
22
26
51

24%
5
16

27%
23
27
29

35%
55
38
35

14%
18
35
20

Parks and Recreation

37
22
26
51

High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods
Services, Other

22
8
14

30
55
27
31

14
18
38
14

32
55
15
40

14
9
23
16

50
59
35
37

19
14
23
13

38
68
36
39

15
11
4
10

35
27
27
41

Housing Programs
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

37
22
26
50

22
5
27
14

32
32
35
30
Sewerage

High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

36
22
26
52

14

17

12
15

27
31
35

Other Sanitation
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

Govel~nnl1er,t

34
19
25
49

Spelndiing on the
Housing

Large firms differed widely in their opinion
on government programs for the environment
and housing (Table E-69). The number of
non-respondents and the proportion of midrange responses increased considerably for this
set of government programs. Nevertheless,
high technology and manufacturing
companies appeared very concerned with
natural resources, sewerage and other
sanitation, perhaps due to their need for
process water and regulations about disposal
of by-products.

9
5
24
16

38
16
36
35

A high proportion of large firms expressed
fiscal prudence by advocating reduction in
government expenditures for these programs
(Table E-70). Even high technology
companies and manufacturers that placed
importance on government spending on
natural resources and sewerage advocated
reduced spending. However, there were only
a few companies that strongly advocated
reduced spending on natural resources and
sewerage (score of 1). This was matched by
companies that strongly advocated increased
spending (score of 4). More than two-thirds
of respondents advocated reduced spending
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Appropriateness of Government Spending on Environment and Housing to Different
Type of Large Firms

Type of Major
PrOduct/Service

Appropriateness of Spending on S@cial and
Environmental Programs
Spend
Spend
Number
Less
More
Reporting
1
2
3
4
(Percent of respondents)

Natural Resources
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

33
23
25
50

9
9
4
4

61
35
28
54

18
43
48
36

12
13
20
6

Parks and Recreation
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

33
23
25
49

12
17
16
10

64
43
52
55

18
30
20
30

6
9
12
6

12
35
28
34

9
4
4
6

38
39
32
38

6
9

37
43
20
36

3
5
4
6

Housing Programs
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

33
23
25
50

27
13
28
14

52
48
40
46
Sewerage

High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

32
23
25
50

6
4
4
8

50
48
64
48

6

Other Sanitation
High Technology
Durable Goods Mfg.
Non-durable Goods Mfg.
Services, Other

30
21
25
47

for parks and recreation and housing
programs.

on
A focus group of companies advised us on
emerging business issues of the 1990s. This
group argued against government spending on
public welfare, health, employment security
and workers' compensation because of their
effect on employee payroll taxes and
insurance costs. Our sample of large firms
generally recommended spending cuts on
these programs (Table E-71), although we
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7
5
8
8

53
48
68
49

could not correlate apprehensions on rising
labor costs with advocacy for reduced
spending. Some companies were very
concerned with rising labor costs and yet they
advocated increased spending on public
welfare and employment security. On the
other hand, some companies that were
concerned with declining labor supply
recommended increased spending on public
welfare, perhaps in anticipation that this
could increase the labor pool.
Those companies that were concerned with
employee health benefits and retirement
favored increased government spending on

Appropriateness of Government Spending on Social Services and Emerging
Importance of Personnel Issues

Importance of
Personnel Issues
in Five Years

Appropriateness of Spending on Social SelF\fices
Spend
Spend
Number
Less
More
Reporting
1
4
:3
2
(Percent of respondents)

Spending on Public Welfare
Rising Labor Cost
1 Not Important
2 Somewhat Important
3 Important
4 Very Important

2
15
43
67

50%
47
49
49

50%
53
47
34

Declining Labor Supply
1 Not Important
2 Somewhat Important
3 Important
4 Very Important

17
21
33
54

65
43
58
44

29
57
39
35

2
12

2
4

6
5
3
15

6

Spending on Employment Security
Rising Labor Cost
1 Not Important
2 Somewhat Important
3 Important
4 Very Important

2
15
43
67

50
27
40
46

50
73
47
37

7
13

Declining Labor Supply
1 Not Important
2 Somewhat Important
3 Important
4 Very Important

17
21
33
54

53
19
55
43

47
76
42
30

3
20

7

7
3

5

Spending on Health
Employee Health Benefits
1 Not Important
2 Somewhat Important
3 Important
4 Very Important
Employee Retirement
1 Not Important
2 Somewhat Important
3 Important
4 Very Important

2
3
32
' 89

67
9
11

41
44

41
39

100
33
9
6

3
35
53
30

20
9
7

33
43
45
30

26
42
57

67
11
4
7

health benefits. Aging of the workforce makes
health and retirement important issues of the
1990s, and our respondents indicated their
concern on these issues. 86

ummaryand
Conclusions
This report presents the results of
our survey of 150 large firms in
Minnesota. We asked for their
appraisal of current business conditions in the
state, future plans and the role of government
during the 1990s. Our samples were
distributed among different types of
companies and industries in similar
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proportion as the population of large firms.
These firms tended to be old and established,
in sound financial condition and serve
primarily regional and national markets.
These were also innovative companies,
investing in research and development and
looking at new product introduction as a
major source of growth.

issues to most large firms. Anticipating an
aging of the population (and workforce), the
large firms indicated their concern about
declining labor supply and retirement
benefits. Meanwhile, current employee
benefits and concerns such as parking/
commuting, day care and flexible work
schedules were not significant personnel issues
to large firms.

Current
The large firms were satisfied with the state's
infrastructure. Supplies of natural gas, fuel oil
and electricity were viewed as adequate and
reliable, and they were reasonably priced.
More than three-fourths of the respondents
indicated that they were satisfied with their
energy sources. Similarly, the large firms rated
transportation to be very important to their
business, particularly those manufacturing
firms that ship to national markets. Six of
every seven respondents indicated their
satisfaction with trucking, air transport and
commercial freight services.
Two-thirds of the large firms indicated that
they sought investment capital during the last
five years, primarily from national sources.
Three-fourths of the respondents did not have
difficulty raising capital, due largely to their
sound financial condition. About one-half of
the firms had a debt-to-equity ratio of 1: 1 or
less; and two-thirds of the firms had ratios of
less than 2: 1. Most of the firms sought capital
for new equipment, acquisition of land and
buildings, and for working capital.
Management and professional labor groups
were very important to large firms, and they
experienced difficulty recruiting for these
groups. Technical/skilled labor were important
to them and they were also harder to recruit,
compared to clerical/sales and unskilled labor.
The most often cited reasons for recruiting
difficulty were personal taxes, labor shortage
and lack of skills. Cost of labor was also an
important factor, but climate/weather did not
appear to be important. On the other hand,
retention of personnel was not a problem
with most large firms. For the very important
management group, 77 percent of respondents
indicated relative ease of retention.
Rising cost of employee health benefits and
rising cost of labor were overriding personnel
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Employee training was very important to the
large firms. Ninety-six percent of the
respondents indicated that they offered formal
training programs to their employees, and
most of these firms increased their programs
compared to five years ago. Most frequently
cited topics of training programs were quality
improvement, customer service,
manufacturing processes and marketing
techniques. The quest for productivity and
quality improvements through labor training
was common among large companies,
whether they are independent firms,
corporate entities or foreign-owned branches
or subsidiaries. Large numbers of high
technology companies, manufacturing firms,
and service, trade and other companies
considered training for productivity and
quality improvements to be very important.

199()s
Three-fourths of the large firms planned to
change their staffing pattern during the next
five years. Consistent with business trends
and outlook, the large firms indicated that
they would see increases in management,
professional and technical personnel, and
reductions in clerical and unskilled labor.
Most of the companies that planned to
increase staff were also wary of rising labor
costs, lack of appropriate skills, future labor
shortages and employee health benefits. They
placed high importance on training programs
for company growth during the next five
years.
Business expansion would occur through
introduction of new products, acquisition of
new equipment, land and buildings, and
increased hiring of managers, professionals
and technical personnel. More than threefourths of the large firms indicated that they
plan to introduce a new product during the

next five years. More than one-half of the
respondents considered research and
development investments to be very
important to the success of their business in
five years. New technologies that will become
very important are automation equipment,
communication/information systems and
quality/productivity equipment and systems.
Most firms that planned to increase trucks,
air, rail and commercial freight services were
generally satisfied with these transport modes.
Leading problems in the future would be
increasing costs, deteriorating roads and
bridges, and road congestion.

of Goveernnnlerit
We obtained a high response rate on
questions regarding the impact of taxes and
regulations, and the importance of
government programs and spending levels on
these programs. More than 90 percent of the
large firms indicated significant impact of
taxes and regulations on their operations.
Workers' compensation had the highest
impact among all taxes and regulations,
followed by corporate income taxes,
unemployment insurance, commercial/
industrial property taxes, and personal income
taxes. On the other hand, sales taxes,
residential property taxes and research and
development tax credits were less important
to large firms.
Pollution control regulations appeared
important only to those firms that were
heavily impacted, such as companies that
generated substantial waste products. In
general, large firms were satisfied with
technical assistance available for compliance
with these regulations.
Most large firms indicated that employment
regulations had a significant impact on their
business. The impacts of various regulations
seemed uniform among different types of
companies, except for service and trade
companies that were more adversely affected
by civil rights (discrimination) and durable
goods manufacturing firms severely impacted
by product liability insurance. Government

agencies were given satisfactory ratings for
technical assistance on these regulations.
More than 90 percent of the respondents
indicated government programs in education
as important; and more than 55 percent rated
education as very important. The next group
of important programs were hospitals and
health services, followed by police and fire
protection and highways and air
transportation. On the other hand, public
welfare and employment security were not
important programs to large businesses.
Primary/secondary schools and university/
college institutions were important sources of
training to large firms, second only to inhouse training programs. While five of every
six respondents were satisfied with university/
college institutions, more than one-half of
these firms were not satisfied with primary/
secondary education. In addition, two-thirds
of these firms advocated increased spending
for primary/secondary education, in spite of a
state spending level that was already 16
percent higher than the national average.
Likewise, the large firms recommended
increased spending on highways, police and
fire protection in spite of state spending levels
that were up to 46 percent above the national
average. A majority of firms indicated
reduced spending for airports, water transport,
corrections and protective regulation,
environment and housing.
There were strong recommendations for
reduced spending on social services and
income maintenance, such as public welfare
and employment security. The state per capita
spending levels on these programs were higher
than the national average by 37 percent and
58 percent, respectively.

Minnesota is home to a large number of
national and multinational companies. It
ranks sixth among states in the number of
large corporate headquarters per million
residents. These firms employ 62 percent of
all non-farm workers and they provide
attractive salaries, wages and benefits. Our
survey showed these large firms to be
innovative and highly competitive. Most of
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their products and services are shipped to
regional and national markets. They are
generally satisfied with the state's physical
and capital infrastructure, including energy
and transportation systems.
Business growth during the 1990s will come
from new product introductions; increased
hiring of management, professional and
technical personnel; and quality and
productivity improvements. Large firms
experienced significant difficulty recruiting
managers, professionals and technical
employees, but they reported little problem
retaining them. Clerical and unskilled
workers will become less important to large
firms, as new technologies and manufacturing
techniques demand higher skill levels.
The large firms were concerned about labor
shortages and the lack of appropriate skills.
They strongly recommended increased
government spending on education. In
addition, highways should accommodate
growth, and government should increase
spending to maintain and improve the
transportation system. This advocacy for
spending was in spite of the state's above
average spending on these programs. On the
other hand, spending on most other programs
were viewed as excessive and contributing to
the high cost of government. The most
disliked government programs were in the
areas of public welfare and employment
security.
Indeed, the large firms were planning for
growth during the 1990s and they had
indicated the factors necessary to bring about
this growth. Government has an important
role in providing basic services, maintaining
and improving the infrastructure and
providing quality education.
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Appendix:
The Minnesota Enterprise 1990 Survey of Business

----_/_--

1

urI'I"",r\.uROUND INFORMATION
1.

How many years has your company been in business?

2.

What type of company is your facility?

years

(Circle one)

1. Independent
2. U.S. headquarters of a multi-location company
3. Branch/Division/Subsidiary of U.S. company
4. Branch/Division/Subsidiary of a foreign company

3.

What is your primary product/service and its SIC Code classification (if known)?
Primary Product

_

SIC Code

4.

5.

_

How many people does your company employ in:
Minnesota (Circle one)
1. Fewer than 20

Worldwide, incluing Minnesota (Circle one)
1. Fewer tllan 20

~

W~~

~

W~~

3.
4.

100 to 499
500 or more

3.
4.

100 to 499
500 or more

In 1988, what were your company's: (Circle one)
Annual Revenues
1. Less than $0.5 million
2. $0.5 million ~ $0.9 million
3. $1 million ~ $4.9 million
4. $5 million ~ $24.9 million
5. $25 million to $99.9 million
6. $100 million to $249.9 million
7. More than $250 million

or

Assets Managed
1. Less than $25 million
2. $25 million to $49.9 million
3. $50 million to $74.9 million
4. $75 million to $99.9 million
5. $100 million to $249.9 million
6. More than $250 million

6. Where do you sell your products? Please indicate the approximate percentage:
_ _% Local (Minnesota)
_ _% Regional (Midwest)
_ _% National
_ _% International
100 % Total

7. If you currently do not export to foreign countries do you plan to export in the next
five years?
_ _Yes

_ _No

.900 American Center Building 11150 East Kellogg Boulevard II Saint Paul, MN 5510111 (612) 296-834111 FAX (612) 296-1290 II
A project of tile MillIlesota Department of Trade and Economic Development/Policy Analysis, Science and Technology Division

LABOR AVAILABILITY AND
8. Is your business labor intensive or capital intensive?
Labor
Intensive

1

(Circle appropiate number.)

Capital
Intensive

2

3

4

9. Indicate the importance of the following occupational groups in your
business. (Circle appropriate numbers.)
Not
Important

1
1

Management
Professionals/Scientists & Engineers
Technical/Skilled
Clerical/Sales
Unskilled

3
3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2
2

1
1

1

Very
Important
4
4
4
4
4

10. How difficult is it to recruit and retain staff with appropriate training and experience?
(Circle appropriate numbers and rate only those categories which apply.)
Recruit
Management
Professionals/
Scientists & Engineers
Technical/Skilled
Clerical/Sales
Unskilled

Retain

Easy
1

2

Difficult
4
3

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

Easy
1

2

3

Difficult
4

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4

11. If it is difficult to recruit or retain employees, how important are the following
reasons: (Circle appropriate numbers.)
Recruiting

Cost of Labor
Lack of Skills
Labor Shortage
Personal Taxes
Climate-Weather
Other
(Explain)

Not
Important
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

Retaining
Very
Important
4
4
4
4
4
4

Not
Important
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

Very
Important
4
4
4
4
4
4

12. Indicate any changes in staffing you plan in the next five years.
(Circle appropriate numbers and rate only those categories which apply.)
Pta ed
Decrease
nges
nn
Significantly
Management
1
2
1
2
Professionals/Scientists & Engineers
TechnicaVSkilled
1
2
Clerical
1
2
Unskilled
1
2
N Cha

-

0

2

Increase
Significantly
3
4
3
4
3
4
3
4
3
4

<CR>

13. How important are the following personnel issues to your company and employees now
and how important do you expect them to be in five years?
(Circle appropriate numbers.)
Currently
In Five Years
Very
Not
Very
Not
Important
Important
Important
Important
Rising Labor Costs
Lack of Appropriate Skills
Declining Labor Supply
Drug/AIDS Testing
Employee Health Benefits
Employee Parking/Commuting
Day Care
Organized Labor Issues
Work Force Diversity
Retirement/Pension
Flexible/Alternative
Wark Schedule
Other Issues

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

EMPLOYEE TRAINING
14. How much formal training (Le. training that is professionally designed and conducted
for or by your company) do you provide now compared to five yem's ago?
(Circle appropriate number.)
No Formal
Training
less
same
more
much more
1
~ If you

2

3

4

indicated "No Formal Training" go to question 19.

15. How important are the following sources of formal training to your company, and how
satisfied are you with the results of the training in terms of employee performance?
(Circle appropriate numbers.)
Importance
Satisfaction
Not
Very
Not
Very
Important
Important
Satisfied
Satisfied
In-House
Apprenticeship/Internship
for licensure
Consultant/Commercial Course
Vocational/fechnical Educ.
Community College
UniversityfCollege
Primary/Secondary
Institutions (Basic Skills)
Other

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

1
1
1
1
1

2

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

1

2
2

3
3

4
4

3

1

16. What topics are most frequently covered in your company's training programs?
(Circle appropriate numbers and rate only those categories which apply.)
Never
Manufacturing
Processes/Equipment
(including computer skills)
Engineering/Scientific Techniques
Quality Improvement/Control
Marketing/Sales
Customer Service
International Skills
(customs regulations, etc.)
Foreign Languages
Marketing/Sales Techniques
Administrative
Clerical/Office Skills
Computer Skills for
Administrative Functions
Managerial
Strategic Planning
Supervisory/Leadership Techniques
General
Basic Skills (reading, writing, math)
Communications Skills
Career Development
Interpersonal/Personal skills

Often

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

1

2

3

4

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

17. Why do you provide formal training? (Circle appropriate numbers.)
Not
Important
Meet increased technical
complexity of jobs
Tea.ch company procedures
Correct basic skills deficit
Encourage career advancement
Improve productivity/quality
Manage employee turnover
Reduce absenteeism
Increase workplace safety
Other

Very
Important
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

4

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

<CR>

18. In the coming five years please indicate how important each of the following types
of training will be for your company's economic growth.
(Circle appropriate numbers and rate only those categories which apply.)
Not
Very
Important
Important
ManufachJring
Processes/Equipment
(including computer skills)
Engineering/Scientific Techniques
Quality Improvement/Control
Marketing/Sales
Customer Service
International Skills
(customs regulations, etc.)
Foreign Languages
Marketing/Sales Techniques
Administrative
Clerical/Office Skills
Computer Skills for
Administrative Functions
Managerial
Strategic Planning
Supervisory/Leadership Techniques
General
Basic Skills (reading, writing, math)
Communications Skills
Career Development

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

1

2

3

4

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

IMPACT OF TAXES AND REGULATIONS
19. What overall impact do state business taxes and regulations have on your business
operating costs? (Circle appropriate number.)
Very Significant
No Impact
Impact
1
~ If you

234

circled "1" please go to question 23.

5

20. Rank the impact of the following state and local taxes on the successful operation
of your business (one through eight, where one is highest).
Rank
Worker's Compensation
lJnemploymentInsurance
Corporate Income Taxes
Sales Taxes
Commercial/Industrial Property Taxes
Research & Development Tax Credit
Personal Income Taxes
Residential Property Tax
Other (explain)

_

21. Rate the impact of the following regulations on the successful operation of your business.
Pollution Control Regulations
Air Pollution

No
Impact

N/A

Water Pollution
Toxic Waste
Solid Waste
Other (explain)

1
1
1
1
1

Employment Regulations

No
Impact

Hiring and Selection Practices
Hours and Wage Regulations
Civil Rights (Discrimination)
Health and Safety Standards (OSHA)
Liability Insurance
Other (explain)

_

Very Significant
Impact
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

1

2

1
I
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

Very Significant
Impact
3
4
3
4
3
4
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4

1& If no impact, go to question 23.
22. Rate the quality of technical assistance available to help you comply with the
following regulations.
Pollution Control Regulations
Air Pollution

N/A

Poor

Water Pollution
Toxic Waste
Solid Waste
Other (explain)

1
1
1
1
1

Employment Regulations

Poor

Hiring and Selection Practices
Hours and Wage Regulations
Civil Rights (Discrimination)
Health and Safety Standards (OSHA)
Liability Insurance
Other (explain)

1
I
I
1
1
1
1
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Excellent
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

Excellent
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

<CR

23. Rate the importance of the following state and local government services and programs
to the successful operation of your business. Please also rate your perception of the
appropriateness of the level of expenditure on those services based on the per capita
expenditure data provided below. (Circle appropriate numbers.)
Importanc€
Spending
Cost
Very
Average
Not
Spend
Spend
Important Expe,uJitures
Important
Less
More
Education
Elementary/Secondary
Higher Education
Libraries
Social Services and
Income Mamtenance
Public Welfare
Hospitals
Health
Employment Security
Transportation
Highway
Air Transportation
Water Transport
Public Safety
Police Protection
Fire Protection
Corrections
Protective Regulation
Environment and Housing
Natural Resources
Parks & Recreation
Housing & Community
Development
Sewerage
Other Sanitation
TOTAL

MN
1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

1
1
1

2
2
2

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1

U.s.

$ 799 $ 690
327
16

255
14

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

4
4
4
4

497
211
73
19

362
177
75
12

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

3
3
3

4
4
4

330
16
26

226
22
7

1
1
1

2
2
2

3

3
3

4
4
4

3
3
3

4
4
4
4

89
31
53
16

107
48
77
19

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3

4
4
4
4

2
2

3
3

4
4

62

71

42
49

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

80
67

54
66

1
1

18
30
$3,932 $3,365

1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

3

3

3

Source: Government Finances in 1987-1988 U.S. Department of Commerce. Bureau of the Census.

24. Has your company sought investment and/or working capital in the past five years?
_ _Yes _ _No
~ If no,

go to question 29.

If yes, rate your company's difficulty in getting the capital:
Level ofDifficulty
Low
High
1
234
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25. Rate your satisfaction with the primary sources of investment and/or working
capital for your company in the past five years. (Circle appropriate numbers.)
Please indicate if these sources were local or out of state.
(Check Minnesota or Non-Minnesota where appropriate.)
Source
Level ofSatisfaction
Location
Type/Source
Low
High
MN
Non-MN
Stock Offering
Venture Capital
Personal Equity
Retained Earnings
Bond Sale
Commercial Paper
Commercial Loan
Government Loan
Grant
Other

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

26. Rate any barriers your company has faced in obtaining investment and/or
working capital in the past five years. (Circle appropriate numbers.)
Barrier
Low
Cost (interest rates and loan origination fees)
1
Collateral Requirements and/or
Offsetting Deposit Requirements
1
Lending Limits
1
Cash Flow Requirements
1
Knowing Where to Go
1
Local Availability
1
Risk of Project
1
Discrimination
1
Amount and Timing of
Return Required by Equity Investors
1
Amount of Business Control Required by Equity Investors 1
Lack of Market for Public Offering
1
Cost of Public Offering,
Limited Offering or Private Placement
1

Level ofBarrier
High

1

2

3

4

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

2
2

3
3

4
4

None of the Above_ _

27. What uses did the company make of the capital it raised?
(Circle each number that applies.)
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Inventory
Acquisition or Improvement of Land
Acquisition or Improvement of Buildings
Acquisition of New Equipment
Research and Development Expenses
Extinguish Existing Debt
Refinance Existing Debt
Working Capital (to include uses for basic operations, rent, leases, salaries and wages,
costs of goods, marketing and the like).

9.

8
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28. If your company raised capital through a commercial loan, was that loan secured by:
(Circle the number that applies for your largest loan.)
1. Cash or Cash Equivalents
2. A Secured Interest in Hard Assets (e.g., equipment, buildings)
3. Inventory
4. Accounts Receivable

5.

29. What is the present ratio of debt to equity in your company? (Circle one)
1. Less than 1:1
2. More than 1:1, but less than 2:1
3. Between 2:1 and 4:1
4. More than 4:1

30. How many non-trade secured creditors does the company have? (Circle one)
1. One
2. Two-Four
3. Four - Six
4. more than Six

ENERGY AND TRANSPORTATION
~ If energy costs

are not an important share of your company's operations,
go to question 33.

31. Identify your company's primary heating source and process energy source.
(Check one in each column that applies to your business.)
Heating
Electricity
Natural Gas
Fuel Oil
Propane
Coal
Own Source (specify),
Other (specify)

Processing

_
_

32. Rate the importance and your satisfaction with your company's energy serivce.
(Circle appropriate number.)
lmporlance
Sat~acdon
Not
Important
Cost
Reliability
Availability (sufficient)

1
1
1

2
2
2

Very
Important

Not
Satisfied

4
4
4

1
1
1

3
3
3
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Very
Satisfied
2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

33. How important is transportation of products in the operation of your business?
(Circle one number.)
Very
Important

Not
Important

1
~ If you

2

3

4

circled "I" go to question 37.

34. Select the primary mode of transportation used by your business for shipments
of your product. Indicate your level of satisfaction with the selected mode of
transportation. (Check mode and circle satisfaction level.)
Not
Satisfied

Mode

__T~k
__Air
__Rail
__Barge/Ship
__Freight Services

Very
Satisfied

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

35. Below is a list of transportation characteristics. Indicate the importance of each
characteristic to your company as well as your current level of satisfaction with it.

I

(Circle appropriate numbers.)
Importance
Not
Important
Speed
1
Cost
1
1
Frequency
1
Reliability
Traceability
1
Safety
1
Quality of Service
1
Preferred Mode Unavailable 1
Other
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

SatWaction
Not
Satisfied
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Very
Important
4
3
4
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Very
Satisfied
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

36. What major changes in your use of transportation modes do you expect in the next
five years? (Check those that apply.)
No
Change

Decrease
Significantly

Truck
Air
Rail
Barge/Ship
Freight Services

1
1
1
1
1

Increase
Significantly

2
3
4
234
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4

37. Is business travel an important element in the operation of your business?
(Circle one number.)
Not
Important

1
~ If you

Very
Important

2

3

4

circled "I" go to question 40.
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38. What is your primary mode of business travel, and how satisfied are you
with that mode? Please also indicate your reason.
Reason
Mode
Air
Automobile

Not
Satisfied
1

1

2
2

Very
Satisfied
4
3
4
3

Service
Reliability Speed Availability

Cost

39. As a business, what transportation problems will inhibit your economic growth in the
next five years? (Rate only those that apply to your business.)
__None Expected
Severity 0/ Problem
Not
Severe
Reduction of
Air Service Availability
Reduction in Air Service Quality
Airport Congestion
Lack of Rail Service
Deteriorating Roads and Bridges
Inadequate Shipping Services
Poor Road Access
Road Congestion
Lack of Mass Transit
Problems Transporting
Hazardous Materials and Waste
Increasing Costs
Reduction in Trucking
Service Availability
Other (specify)

Very
Severe

1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

1

1
1
1
1
1

1

TECHNOLOGY AND
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT INVESTMENTS
40. Do you plan to introduce a new product or service in the next five years?
_ _Yes

_ _No

41. How important are R&D investments to the success of your business operations now
and in the next five years?
Currently
Very
Not
Important
Important
1
2
3
4

1& If you circled "1" go to question 43.
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In Five Years
Very
Not
Important
Important
1
2
3
4

42. What is your primary method of conducting R&D? (Check one.)
Do you plan to change your method of conducting R&D in the next five years?
(Circle appropriate numbers, and rate only those categories which apply.)
In Five Years
Decrease
Increase
Significantly
Significantly

Primary Method
(Check One)

_
_

In-house/intemal
Subcontract or venture with other rums
Subcontract or venture with academic institution
Subcontract or venture with federal govemment

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

43. Rate the importance of the following technologies to the success of your business
operations now and in the next five years. (Circle appropriate number.)
Currently
In Five Years
Technology

Not
Important

Equipment for more fully
automating your production
process (e.g. computer
integrated manufactwing, etc.)
Equipment/systems for
communicationofinfonnation
(data, voice or visual)
Other equipment/systems
to improve quality or
productivity (e.g. computer
aided design, etc.)
Advanced materials to
improve product or processes
(e.g. composites, etc.)

Very
Important

Not
Important

Very
Important

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

44. Which of the following best describes your company's export activity?
(Circle one number.)
1. We do not export and are not interested in exporting
2.

We do not export but are interested in exporting within five years
We are preparing to export
We export in response to unsolicited orders
5. We export occasionally
6. We export frequently

3.
4.

45. What percent of your company's total sales are due to exports?

(Circle one number.)

1. None
2. Under 5 percent
3. 5 percent to 10 percent
4. Over 10 percent

12
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46. How many years has your company been exporting?
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

(Circle one' number.)

Less than two
two to five
six to 10
11 to 20
More than 20

47. Please rate each of the following "obstacles to exporting" based on your company's
previous export sales experiences/efforts.
Nota
Problem
Foreign Market Research
1
2
Overseas Marketing and Advertising Information
1
2
Pricing issues
1
2
Legal requirements in the U.S.
Information
1
2
Compliance
1
2
Legal Requirements in the Foreign Country
Information
1
2
Compliance
1
2
Financing
1
2
Shipping Information
1
2
Insurance
1
2
Language Differences
1
2
Cultural Differences
1
2
AppropriatEly Trained Staff
1
2
Currency Fluctu.ations
1
2
Availability of Hard Currency
1
2
Political Environment in Target Country
1
2
Other (specify)
1
2

Serious
Problem
3
3
3

4
4
4

3
3

4
4

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

48. For each of the steps listed below, please indicate the level of activity your company is
taking to increase its exports.
Level ofActivity
None
A lot
Conducting foreign market research
Visiting foreign markets
(including trade shows and trade missions)
Retaining export management company
Retaining foreign distributor or agent
Participating with export trading company
Attending seminars, workshops or
discussions outside of your company
Obtaining foreign trade leads
Seeking counter-trade facilitator
Seeking joint venture opportunity
Seeking overseas investment opportunity
Other (specify)
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1

2

3

4

1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

49. Please rate each of the following sources of export infonnation.
Sa~action

Importance
Not
Important

Other Companies in Your
Industry, Associations
Consultant
Export Service Provider
Bank
Freight Forwarder
Attorney
Other
U.S. Dept. of Commerce
Minnesota Trade Office
Other (specify below)

Very
Important

Not
Satisfied

Very
Satisfied

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

50. Please indicate the countries to which your company currently exports and those for
which your company plans to develop exports.
Currently
Exporting to

Interested in
Exporting to

Currently Interested in
Exporting to Exporting to

Norway
People's Republic
of China
Singapore
South Korea
Sweden
Taiwan
Thailand
United Kingdom
USSR
West Germany

Australia
Belgium
Canada
Denmark
Finland
France
Hong Kong
Italy
Japan
Mexico
Netherlands

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
51. Please discuss any other significant changes in your business operations you have
planned for the 1990s:

Mail to:

o

Minnesota Enterprise Survey
Department of Trade and Economic Development
900 American Center Building
150 East Kellogg Boulevard
St. Paul. Minnesota 55101
Please send me a copy of the final results.
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